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ABSTRACT
Chapter 1: In the first chapter I present a brief overview of the Nakkara language and its 
speakers. We look firstly at the linguistic type and point out that Nakkara belongs to the 
Non-Pama Nyungan family of Australian languages. Some of the salient features of the 
language are pointed out and comparisons drawn with other languages in the area. 
Alternative names used to refer to this language are listed, followed by descriptions of the 
traditional land estates of Nakkara speakers. The remainder of the chapter provides a 
backdrop for the language description by outlining relations with traditional neighbours, 
involvement with ceremony, arts and crafts, recent history and the language and its 
speakers today.
Chapter 2: This chapter describes the phonology of Nakkara and includes phonemic 
analysis, stress patterns, phonotactics and word structure, phonological and morphological 
rules and orthographic representation. The most detailed area of analysis in this chapter is 
the interpretation of an audible stop contrast in the language. Stop length is introduced as a 
significant phonetic factor in the phonemic interpetation of Nakkara sounds.
Chapter 3: This chapter is entitled Morphological Preliminaries. It gives a typological 
profile of the language and introduces most of the technical terms used in the morphological 
analysis of Nakkara. The parts of speech (or word classes) used in this description are also 
introduced here, as well as the morpho-syntactic notions of core, outer-core and peripheral 
levels.
Chapter 4: The morphology of Nakkara is extensive and is therefore divided into three 
separate chapters. In this chapter we examine nominal morphology in general, looking 
firstly at independent pronoun morphology^ then at pronominal affixes. Lastly the 
morphological functions of non-pronominal affixes and postpositions are introduced. 
Chapter 5: This and the following chapter deal with the morphology of verbal structures in 
the language. In chapter five the verb-complex (VC) is defined and the morphological 
components of the verbal pronominal prefix are analysed extensively. This introduces the 
notions of verb transitivity and valency, pronominal participant identification, the
morphology of tense, status and polarity distinctions as well as Imperative and Hortative 
constrictions.
A
Chapter 6: This chapter deals with verb-stem morphology in Nakkara. We examine and 
categorise verb conjugations and look at the idiosyncrasies of monosyllabic verbs in this 
language. Other verb-stem components introduced are the orientation afffixes as well as the 
reflexive, reciprocal and inchoative affixes.
Chapter 7: This chapter examines the form and function of the remaining word-classes and 
thus represents a bridge between description of the morphology and syntax of this 
language. These word-classes include qualifiers of space, place and time, interrogatives 
and indefinites, connective and introductory particles, mood particles and adjuncts (which 
function something like manner adverbials).
Chapter 8: This final chapter looks beyond morphology to the structure of both simple and 
complex clauses in Nakkara. We examine firstly the occurrence of different types of
look
verbless clauses in the language and then at simple and complex verbal clauses.
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VC
PP
NUC
T
Verb Complex 
Pronominal Prefix 
Verb Nucleus 
Tense suffix
(also P , m MorpbopKonetvuc ftuJles • See pp ‘H f f  •)
C/T
PC/T
FUT
V
MIN
UA
AUG or A 
1
1/2
2
3
fern or f 
non-fern 
(S)
(A)
(O )
NP
NPs
tr.
intr.
ditr.
+
Contemporary tense 
Pre-Contemporary tense 
Future tense 
Verb
Minimal number 
Unit-Augmented number 
Augmented number 
First person exclusive 
First person inclusive 
Second person 
Third person 
feminine gender
non-feminine gender (also indicated by no reference to gender)
Intransitye subject
Transitive subject, Agent (syntactic)
Transitive object 
For Example:
1M(A) = first person exclusive Minimal transitive subject 
3UAf(0) = third person feminine Unit-Augmented transitive object 
3UA(0)= third person non-feminine Unit-Augmented transitive object 
1/2AUG(S) or 1/2A(S) = first person inclusive Augmented 
intransitive subject.
Noun Phrase 
Noun Phrases 
transitive verb 
intransitive verb 
ditransitive verb
morpheme boundary between prefix or prefix component and root or 
derivational affix, root or stem and derivational affix, 
boundary between composite morphemes 
other morpheme boundaries
/ . . . / phonemic representation
[...] phonetic representation
AUX Auxiliary
DER Derivational Affix
HORT Hortative
EMPV Imperative
IN CH Inchoative
INCR verbal increment
IRR Irrealis affix
IR R l
IRR2
Irrealis-1 affix 
Irrealis-2 affix
NEG Negative
RECIP Reciprocal
REFLX Reflexive
CARD Cardinal Pronoun
OBLQ 
S.TO PIC
Oblique Pronoun 
Selective Topic Pronoun
INTRG Interrogative
POSS Possessive
ATRB Attributive Prefix
LOC Locational prefix
CHAR Characteristic prefix
SU FF Suffix
POSTPOS Postposition
AVER Aversive
ABL Ablative suffix
LOC/INSTR Locative/Instrumental
INDEF.LOC Indefini te Locational
loc.ref locational referent
PROX Proximal suffix
EXCL Exclusive suffix
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Chapter 1
THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS
1
1.1. Linguistic Type
Nakkara is the language spoken by the Nakkara people of the central Arnhem Land coast. 
Their traditional lands lie between the Liverpool and Blyth Rivers east of the present-day 
government settlement of Maningrida. The word 'nakkara' means 'this way’ or 'with/using 
this one', referring to use of the demonstrative pronoun kara 'this-here'.
Nakkara is a non-Pama Nyungan prefixing language with extensive pronominal cross- 
referencing coded on verbs and nominals. Nominals are not marked for grammatical case. 
This is the first detailed study of the Nakkara language. Bernard Schebeck recorded some 
field-notes in the late 1970's and several researchers appear to have collected or referred to
•| C . ( W - 2 7 )
Nakkara words for lexjographic research including CapellA(1962), (1963), O'Grady, 
Voegelin and Voegelin (1966), Oates and Oates (1970) and Wurm (1972). Wurm 
(1972:114) and Oates and Oates (1970:10) refer to a Nagaran family, with Nakkara 
(Nakara) as its only member. My own research on Nakkara and on neighbouring 
Ndjebbana (Kunibidji/Gunavidji) suggests that these two languages have more in common 
than others in the area and that the 'Nagaran' and 'Gunavidjian' families proposed in Oates 
and Oates (1970) and Wurm (1972) could be collapsed into one Nakkara-Ndjebbana sub­
group or group. Furthermore, these and other non-Pama Nyungan languages of central 
Arnhem Land (Burarra and Gunartpa, Gungarragoni, Kunbarlang and Kunwinjku and 
perhaps Rembarmga) probably constitute a Gunwinyguan (Gunwingguan) family. The fact 
that there is less than 15% cognacy in the respective lexicons of Nakkara and Ndjebbana 
belies the degree of structural similarity that exists between them1.
1 McKay (1984:119) suggests that a relationship of some equivalence exists between Nakkara, Ndjebbana 
and Burarra languages. I agree with him that Nakkara, Ndjebbana and Burarra might be linked more distantly 
with a Gunwinyguan language family, but suggest that Nakkara and Ndjdbbana have some important 
features in common (see details in discussion above) that set them apart from Burarra and Gunartpa, 
Gungarragoni, Gunbarlang, Rembarmga and Kunwinjku, which may well be the other members of a
2Some of the structural features common to Nakkara and Ndjebbana are not shared by other 
languages in the area. Distinctive and rather unique features common to these two 
languages are found in the morphology of both verbs and nominals. Common to all non- 
Pama Nyungan languages in the area is the existence of what I term a verb complex (VC), a 
single word which codes (minimally) who did what to whom and when. The verb complex 
is a verbal nucleus (root or stem) supported by a pronominal prefix and a tense suffix. Both 
Nakkara and Ndjebbana languages share the same tense system, pronominal participant 
hierarchies and realis/irrealis parameters. They are also the only two languages I know of 
that have the rather curious "Agentive Oblique", where a (free-form) indirect (Oblique) 
pronoun following the VC codes the Agent in certain participant combinations. Both 
Nakkara and Ndjebbana also have a class of auxiliary-like finite verb-complexes which, in 
addition to their main verb function, can be called on to code several types of imperfective 
aspect and also adverbial-like motion and directional specification. Unlike some 
surrounding languages such as Kunbarlang and Kunwinjku there is no productive noun 
incorporation in the verb complex and no glottal stop in the phonemic inventory of Nakkara 
and Ndjebbana* 2 .
The extensive person, number and gender system in Nakkara which combines to form a 
seventeen member pronominal paradigm is identical to that in Ndjebbana. These two 
languages are the only two in the area that lack extensive noun class systems (usually four
Gunwinyguan family. The level o f cognacy quoted is based on the O'Grady (1966) 100-word list. O'Grady 
concludes that less than 15% cognacy implies different phyllic families. Certainly, more detailed 
classificatory work needs to be done in the area and greater attention paid to structural features in addition to 
lexical counts.
2 These features of Ndjdbbana are detailed in McKay (1984). See also McKay (1979). Note that McKay 
interprets the Dative (=Oblique) pronoun as a pronominal suffix (p.137) rather than a free-form. 
Nevertheless, this form is still used to mark the Agent in certain circumstances.
3or five noun classes3). They do, however, seem to compensate to some extent by their 
emphasis on coding and cross-referencing the marked feminine gender in both independent 
and bound pronominal forms. Nominal prefixing in Nakkara builds directly on the person, 
number and gender categories of the pronominal system.
Nakkara and Ndjebbana are very similar in structure to neighbouring Burarra 
(Kayarlabiya/Gujingarliya and Gunartpa), but differ on this point. Burarra maintains a 
four-class noun distinction coded by a process of prefixing, while Nakkara and Ndjebbana 
have just feminine and non-feminine noun classes.
Very little linguistic research has been done on Gungarragoni, the language spoken now by 
only a handful of people, whose land lies between Nakkara and Ndjebbana estates. My 
own very limited notes on this language suggest that it has noun class distinctions similar to 
those in Burarra and Kunwinjku, but how extensive their pronominal system is or whether 
their verbal structures are more similar to Nakkara or to Kunwinjku remain to be observed. 
Apart from lexical differences the only other major difference between Nakkara and 
Ndjebbana is in the stress patterning. Stress patterns in Nakkara are quite regular, but 
relatively complex in Ndjdbbana, similar in this respect to some other Gunwingguan 
languages and also to Gagudju ( Mark Harvey, pers.comm.) .
1.2. Names, Traditional Territory and Neighbours
According to Oates and Oates (1970:10) Nakkara has also been referred to by the following 
names: Nackara, Nagora, Narkarrar. Called Kukkori, Kokori by the Burera people.'
As mentioned in 1.1. above the name Nakkara means 'this way' or 'with, using this one' 
and refers to use of the demonstrative form kara 'this-here' which is characteristic of this 
language. In this area of Arnhem Land, groups of people are usually designated by the 
language they speak. Thus we hear Nakkara people referring to themselves as nakkara 
ngurrbaka 'Nakkara people' (="using-kara we-speak") and nakkara nawaka 'Nakkara 
language' (="using-kara language/speech"). The Nakkara speakers are occasionally
3 Compare Burarra (see Glasgow 1984), Kunbarlang (see Kinslow-Harris 1969 and Coleman, in 
preparation) and Kunwinjku (see Oates 1964 and Carroll 1976).
4referred to by clan totems or symbols. For example, the Yurrbukka clan of Nakkara 
speakers is sometimes referred to as nmama, a plant species used to make strong straight 
spears.
The Ndjebbana people (the word ndjebbana also derives from their demonstrative form 
ndj£ya) use the same term nakkara with their own verb form following, and refer to 
Nakkara people as nakkara barrangüdjeya (="using-kara they-speak"). The Burarra refer to 
Nakkara people and their language as Gukari(ya), which is a form using a Burarra prefix 
and the Nakkara root kara. Thus we will hear a Burarra speaker refer to the Nakkaras as 
ku-kariya abarraweya (="using-kara they-speak"). The Kunwinjku say nakkara 
kabirriwokdiya which means the same, 'using -kara they-speak'. In one particular 
reference we find Nakkara people referred to as 'Ranba People' (see Kyle-Little 
(1957:213). The word ranba 'beach, coast' is from the Ndjebbana language and was 
probably used because Kyle-Little's main informants were Ndjdbbana men.
The traditional tribal area of the Nakkara is a shallow coastal pocket in the Boucat Bay area 
extending from near the mouth of Garddjarrama (Gudjarama) Creek along the coast, east of 
Namayerra (Anameyerra) Creek to the mouth of the Blyth River, and inland about sixteen 
kilometres. The majority of Nakkara people now live in the government settlement of 
Maningrida, although most return to their nearby fishing, hunting and ceremonial grounds 
regularly for either short weekend trips or for extended periods throughout the Dry season. 
The coastal beaches of this area have always been good shellfish grounds and remain so 
today. Nakkara women still adhere to certain rather strict rules and taboos concerning how 
to collect and prepare shellfish and in this sense could be said to manage the shellfish beds. 
Shellfish form a constant and reliable source of protein (see Meehan (1975)).Sea turtle eggs 
are also collected along the coast, often by women and children on their way to and from 
shellfish expeditions.
The coastal waters are excellent fishing grounds. Nakkara men ventured out to sea and 
nearby islands (like Goulbum Island and Milingimbi) in canoes and small rafts to catch 
fish, dugong, stingray and turtles, although most of their fishing and hunting was land- 
based. Near the mouths of the creeks there are mangrove areas which yield shellfish, fish,
5mud crab and mangrove worms. The Nakkara were skilled at making fish traps of various 
kinds and fish and shellfish formed the bulk of their protein intake. Further inland the water 
is firstly brackish and then gradually becomes fresher. In the slightly brackish areas an 
abundant source of food is the corm of the nawarira or Spike Rush rEleocharis dulcisl. 
This is collected in great quantities and eaten either raw or roasted. The dry, soft straw-like 
reeds are also used, as bedding and floor covering. This source of food also attracts magpie 
geese and ibis at certain times of the year and the geese are also killed and eaten. As the 
water becomes fresher there are billabongs and swampy areas that are covered with water- 
lilies, all parts of which are eaten. These areas also are rich with geese, ducks, turtle, and 
more fish. In small pools or stretches of water poisonous plants, fruits or berries were 
often thown into the water or dragged through it and the dead or stunned fish were then 
immediately collected with nets.
Other foodstuffs common in the traditional diet collected away from the water were several 
species of goanna, blue-tongue, plains turkey, flying fox, bandicoot, wallaby, kangaroo 
and, more recently, buffalo. Relatively few buffalo graze on the open plains and grasslands 
adjacent to the coast. They are more commonly found further inland (see Altman (1982b). 
Additional food sources found in the open timbered country includes at least two 
kinds of "sugar-bag" honey from wild bees, various species of yam, dozens of types of 
fruit, roots and nuts including pandanus nuts and the fruit of the cycad palm. The latter was 
used, after leaching, to make a damper-like bread,which was sometimes stored in a dry 
place for later use or kept for a special ceremony. The growing shoots of some plants like 
the cabbage palm are also cooked and eaten. Dozens of types of plants were and sometimes 
still are used for medicinal purposes.
The Nakkara people seem always to have been one of the smaller tribes in this area and 
perhaps because of this appear to have maintained a relatively close relationship with their 
surrounding neighbours, sometimes acting as a buffer zone during sporadic periods of 
friction between the Ndjebbana and Burarra peoples. The Ndjebbana (or Kunibidji) people 
are their western neighbours; their neighbours to the east are the Burarra and to the south 
the Gungarragoni. Indeed, intermarriage between all four groups has been extensive and is
6evidenced in the family structures at Gorrong-Gorrong and seasonal camps between there 
and Gupanga (Burarra homeland centres), at Bamamarrakka Kanora and Namonba which 
are combined Ndjebbana, Gungarragoni and Nakkara camps and at the coastal camps 
Berraya and Nabbarla Kinindawabba near Namayerra (Anamayerra) Creek and Nkekkaka 
Kanarrabayma on Ndjüdda Point.
1.3. Ceremony, Arts and Craft.
These days Nakkara people share their ceremonial life most closely with Ndjebbana people. 
Mast-tribes of this area practise circumcision and participate in a range of ceremonies that 
occur throughout Arnhem Land. The Nakkara style of painting is very similar to the 
Ndjebbana and Gungarragoni styles and these days is seen in only a few bark paintings and 
in the body paintings at "business" ceremonies. This central coast of Arnhem Land painting 
style is quite different from the Eastern and Western Arnhem Land styles, typified by 
(respectively) say, Djinang and Kunwinjku artists. A central coast painting style is 
characterised by use of black in the foundation layer, which denotes the figure outlines or 
dreaming tracks. Then cross-hatching in several colours, often white, red-brown and 
yellow, fills in most of the painting. Lastly, the black outlines are usually covered by white 
dots.
Weaving of various types is still practised by some Nakkara women. Today weaving is 
mostly used for baskets, dilly bags, string bags and mats and what is not used on a regular 
basis is sold to the Arts and Craft Centre in Maningrida. String bags and dilly bags are still 
commonly used for collecting shellfish and vegetable foods. Women use a range of plants 
for weaving and string-making. Pandanus leaves are most commonly used for baskets, 
mats and some dilly-bags; a range of different barks are used for string-making, depending 
on the desired texture. Natural dyes are always used and are made up from various leaves, 
bulbs and grasses giving a range of colours. Woven fish traps were often made (usually by 
men) and used by the Nakkara (cf. Kyle-Little (1957:213)),but are seldom seen today.
1.4. Recent History of Maningrida
It is believed that Maccassans visited this part of the coast of Arnhem Land in search of 
trepang at least from the 17th century until a government ban in 1907 (see Macknight,
71976). Relations between Maccassans and coastal Arnhem Landers were mostly friendly, 
though occasionally fights broke out between the two cultures, usually over women. A 
vocabulary of sixty to eighty words of Maccassarese origin remains in the language spoken 
by Nakkara people today. Most of these correlate with those listed for Eastern Arnhem 
Land in a study undertaken by Walker and Zorc, published in 1981.
Contact with Japanese pearlers was also prevalent, but only from about the beginning of 
this century until the early 1930's when Arnhem Land was proclaimed an Aboriginal 
Reserve. Relations between the Japanese and the Arnhem Landers were apparently not as 
amicable as those with the Macassarese (see Altman (1982a)).
During the war years (1939-1945) Aboriginal men in Arnhem Land were encouraged to go 
to Darwin and contribute to the war effort. Once the war was over, however, the 
government was finding it difficult to persuade the Arnhem Landers and their families to 
return home. Therefore, at about this time they began to consider setting up a trading post 
in Arnhem Land which could supply the people with the commodities they sought in 
Darwin. Following several exploratory expeditions to the central coast of Arnhem Land in 
the late 1940's and the setting up of a temporary trade post from 1949 to 1950, the Welfare 
Branch of the Northern Territory decided to re-establish a trading post and medical centre 
on Kunibidji land on the eastern bank of the Liverpool River at a place called 
Manayinkarirra. Thus, in 1957 Maningrida was established (see Sweeney 1939, 1955), 
Kyle-Little, 1957) for some details of background to this procedure).
By 1962 the number of people from the surrounding area that had come to settle in 
Maningrida had swelled to well over 500 and Maningrida was officially opened as a 
government settlement. In those early years from 1957 to 1962 Maningrida had grown 
from a trading post to a service centre with a hospital, a store, a school, an airstrip, market 
gardens, an administration building and European staff housing; furthermore, nine 
language groups had come to settle on this Kunibidji land (Hiatt, 1965:12) and one of the 
most multilingual Aboriginal communities in Australia began to take shape (see Hiatt, 
1965:11,12), Elwell (1977).
8As the population increased to 800 locals and 65 white staff in 1966 and then to over 1100 
locals and nearly 200 whites in 1971 (Altman, 19823:8)^116 living conditions for Aboriginal 
people in Maningrida deteriorated4 (see Meehan, 1975:34-39) and Hamilton (1981:3-4). A 
situation of increased tension developed caused by so many different people living on the 
clan estate of one tribe. This, accompanied by the change in government policy from 
assimilation to self-determination by the newly elected federal Labor government in 1972 
prompted the beginnings of a movement towards resettling on traditional lands. This, 
commonly referred to as the 'outstation movement' led to the present day situation in 
Maningrida. In 1986 when I left Maningrida there was a fluctuating Aboriginal population 
of about 650 to about 1100 (depending on the seasons), with a relatively stable white 
population of about 85. At least seven different languages are spoken in Maningrida, 
although these are dominated by Burarra (over 350 speakers). The other languages spoken 
in Maningrida are Ndjebbana, Nakkara, Kunbarlang, Kunwinjku, Djinang, Rembarmga 
and Maung, as well as a little Gupapuyngu and Gungarragoni.
1.5. The Present Speakers
A 1985 estimate put the number of Nakkara people at approximately 135. There are, 
however,less than 30 fluent Nakkara speakers and most of these were bom before or in the 
early years of setting up Maningirida in the late 1950's. There are several factors that have 
led to the gradual loss of Nakkara among the people, perhaps the most significant of which 
is the relatively new and very different environment of the settlement of Maningrida. 
Multilingualism seems always to have been a characteristic of Arnhem Land people and is a 
significant phenomenon in Maningrida, where at least eight different tribes have made a 
permanent or temporary base (see El well, 1977). Living in Maningrida has lead to a 
number o f factors that discourage use of the minority languages like Nakkara. Only a 
handful of young Nakkara people have both parents speaking the language in the home
4 As pointed out in Altman, 1982a:8; in 1971 Maningrida was the fifth largest population centre in the
Northern Territory.
9environment. Traditionally children are expected to speak the language of their father, so 
children with Nakkara mothers tend to use Nakkara in very limited circumstances.
There are Ndjebbana and Burarra bilingual programs in the local school but there are 
simply not enough Nakkara people to support a Nakkara bilingual program. In fact, 
English is the main language used in the school. The principal aim of the education of 
young people at Maningrida is to instil a sound knowledge of English literacy and 
numeracy. The bilingual programs are only at a very early stage of development and 
Ndjdbbana and Burarra literacy workers and assistant teachers are still in the process of 
upgrading their qualifications to work within the Bilingual Education structure.
The orthography used for Nakkara is based on the one proposed for Kunwinjku and 
Kunibidji (see (respectively) Carroll, 1976 and McKay, 1979) at the request of the Nakkara 
people (see Eather, 1979). The chances of Nakkara continuing as a viable spoken language 
are slim. It is hoped that vernacular literacy will be widespread among enough Ndjebbana 
and Nakkara children of this and the next generation to utilise the recorded narrative and
aw
expositional texts collected in the last decade. This along with a, increase in settlement at 
traditional homeland centres may assist the continuation of spoken Nakkara.
Chapter 2 
PHONOLOGY
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2.1 Consonant Phonemes
The phoneme inventory for consonants and semivowels in Nakkara, consistent with 
phonemic analysis in 2.4. and following, is shown in Table 2.1.
Apico- Apico-post Lamino- Dorso- Bilabial
alveolar alveolar palatal velar
Stop
Nasal
Lateral
Rhotic
Semivowel
d d J  g b
n n Ji G m
1 1
i* r
y w
Table 2.1. Nakkara Consonant and Semivowel Inventory
The phonemic symbols chosen for Nakkara consonants are consistent with descriptions of 
other central and western Arnhem Land languages. The phonemic inventory of Nakkara 
consonants is typical of most Australian languages in containing only one stop series. 
Nakkara stops are distinctly unaspirated and in intervocalic position are very often fricated. 
There is no systematic lenition of stops in Nakkara as is reported for several of the Yolngu 
languages (see for example Heath (1978), Wood (1978), Schebeck (1976), Morphy 
(1983), Wilkinson (p.c.)). Each stop can be either voiced or voiceless, depending on its 
position in the word or syllable. Mingograph tracings of Nakkara utterances show that 
closure duration of stops varies significantly. This stop length variation is predictable at 
syllable and most morpheme boundaries, but in morpheme-medial position there is a stop 
length contrast. Phonological analysis in 2.4 and following argues that the morpheme- 
medial contrast in Nakkara arises because of identical contiguous segments, often termed 
"gemination".
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Each of the stops has a corresponding nasal, and the point of articulation is the same for 
each stop-nasal pair. This feature is also typical of most Australian languages, (see Dixon 
1980:137). Articulation of the dorso-velar consonants can be slightly more back or front 
depending on the backness or frontness of the contiguous vowel/s.
There are five distinct points of articulation in Nakkara, but in some environments 
consonants contrast at only four points. In word-initial position and following a nasal the 
apical distinction is neutralised for all apical consonant types (except the rhotics), resulting 
in only four contrastive points of articulation in these positions. The apico-alveolar stop /d/ 
does not occur intervocalically except as the long allophone [d:]; in fact, /d/ occurs only in 
positions of neutralisation, or in one example, between an apico-alveolar lateral and a 
vowel, none of which represent a position of contrast. Intervocalic /d/ is rare or highly 
restricted in other languages of the area. (See Carroll (1976:30ff) for Kunwinjku, McKay 
(1979:A-3) for Ndjebbana, Glasgow (1980b:4) for Burarra, Morphy (1983:14) for Djapu) 
McKay's suggestion, (1979:A-3), that the apico-alveolar stop may have become the 
alveolar tap /r/ is interesting. In fact in young people's Nakkara many English borrowings 
show this transfer, as in /murigar)/ 'truck, car' (from motor car), /reriyo/ 'radio' and
/biriyo/ 'video'.
Nevertheless, the voiced tap /r/ is sometimes heard as a trill, but the two are in free 
variation. The retroflex rhotic /f/ is a voiced continuant. The semivowel /w/ is a voiced 
labio-velar glide but has more the effect of a labial in morphophonemic processes (see for 
example, 2.6.4 YM-2). Because of this double articulation /w/ is listed under both 
articulation point headings.
The consonant inventory differs from some other Arnhem Land languages in not having a 
lamino-palatal lateral and in having just one laminal series. It differs from most other 
languages in the area in that there is no segmental (or prosodic) glottal stop. In this respect 
Nakkara and the two neighbouring languages, Ndjebbana (Kunibidji) and Burarra form a 
small enclave of languages without a glottal stop.
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2.2. Vowel Phonemes
Like many of the Non-Pama Nyungan prefixing languages, Nakkara has five distinct 
vowel phonemes, the characteristics of which can initially be described following Chomsky 
and Halle 096s)as in Table 2.2. below:
i e a 0 u
Hi + - - - +
Lo - + - -
Back - - - + +
Table 2.2. Nakkara Vowels
The realisation of these vowels with respect to the IPA cardinal vowels as represented by 
the International Phonetic Association (cf I.P.A. 1949:5-6) are shown on the figure below:
Figure 2.2. Nakkara Vowels in relation to I.P.A. Cardinal Vowels
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2.2.2. Distribution of Vowels
Vowels do not occur in word-initial position in Nakkara except in some interjections (e.g. 
/ag:u/ 'all right, o.k.', /iyi/ 'yes indeed') or shortened forms of interjections where the 
initial consonant is dropped (e.g. /awa/ 'yes','yeah' (from /Qawa/)).
Most Nakkara words end in /a/. This is to some extent a characteristic of the language. 
Word-lists from neighbouring Ndjebbana and Burarra show that while the majority of 
words are vowel-final, there are many more consonant-final words than in Nakkara. Very 
few lexical items are shared by these three languages; Nakkara speakers are quick to point 
out that their word for 'good' is /$odbalg:a/ (with a final /a/) and not AW balg:/ as in
Ndjebbana. Nonetheless, in rapid speech there is a great deal of word-final vowel dropping 
in Nakkara; it is often only in slow and careful speech or when calling out that the final 
vowel is heard clearly.
The vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ make up the syllabic content of most inflectional and derivational 
affixes and in this sense appear to be more "basic" to the sound system. Nevertheless, /e/ 
occurs in some pronominal forms, both bound and free, and there is no doubt about the 
status of /e/ and /o/ as independent phonemes, as the following list shows.
n-gara
n-gira
na-g:eiagera
na-g:uiagura
n-gora
'this-here'
'earlier today'
'Sand Crab '
'Hare's Foot grass' 
'bad '
2.3. Phonological analysis: a preamble
The existence of contrasting stops in languages like Nakkara represents the most interesting 
and also the most complex aspect of phonological analysis. It is a phenomenon not 
encountered in the bulk of Australian languages. In characterising the stop contrast, 
analysts of individual languages have opted for the interpretation best suited to their
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particular set of data. Three alternative interpretations appear in the literature; they differ in 
the following ways.1
The segmental interpretation takes conuastive surface distribution of stops 
at face value and assigns phonemic status to both stop series.
The geminate interpretation ultimately maintains a single series of stop 
phonemes, accounting for the contrast in terms of single stops versus 
"geminate" clusters of two identical stops.
The third interpretation is referred to as the prosodic interpretation and 
focuses more on factors of causation than implementation of the contrast; it 
attributes stop variation to suprasegmental differences which create 
predictable variants.
The Nakkara data demand two areas of inquiry for analysis. On the one hand,the precise 
phonetic nature of contrasting stops should be explored, and once established, their 
phonological status needs to be determined.
The following sections explain the nature and implementation of contrasting stops in 
Nakkara. Firstly, in section 2.3.1, the phonetic nature of the contrast is explored. The most 
appropriate phonetic characterisation of the contrast is established after considering three 
alternatives, a fortis/lenis opposition, a voiceless/voiced opposition and an opposition of 
closure duration. Duration is established as the principal phonetic factor and two alternative 
directions emerge for phonological analysis of the stop contrast.
In section 2.3.2 and following I argue that unpredictable occurrences of long stops in 
Nakkara should be interpreted as clusters of two identical consonants distinguished from 
short stops by a feature [+long]. This conclusion can be summarised as choice of a 
geminate interpretation of the stop contrast in Nakkara rather than a segmental 
interpretation.
1 These three salient alternatives have been well summarised and considered (for Yolngu languages only) in 
a valuable document by Wood (1978). This provides a good basis for the conünuing debate on stop
contrast.
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The phonetic factors which distinguish stops in Nakkara are examined closely. Closure 
duration is shown to be the salient factor involved in the distinction. This conclusion leads 
to a more natural statement of distributional constraints. These constraints point to and 
draw on the important analogy between long stops and consonant clusters. This analogy 
provides strong support for a geminate interpretation of unpredictable long stops.
The phenomenon of contrasting stops, as an areal feature of otherwise divergent languages, 
demands further extensive research; in the meantime we must pretend satisfaction with a 
phonological problem that for most languages in the relevant areas has no straightforward 
solution.
2.3.1. The Phonetic Factors
The aims of this section are to show that the commonly used terms 'fortis' and 'lenis' are 
not only phonetically vacuous, but, as subsequent discussion shows (section 2.3.3.3.), 
their use in describing Nakkara data detracts from any analysis of the stop contrast by 
disguising the true phonetic factors. I also show the unreliability of voicing as a 
fundamental phonetic parameter involved in the stop contrast by drawing attention to 
unpredictable voicing fluctuation in Nakkara stops. I conclude, with the support of results 
from Mingograph readings, that duration alone is a significant variable and is the only 
independently controlled phonetic parameter involved in the stop contrast in Nakkara.
•Hve
Since the publication ofAGlasgows' article on geminate stops in 1967 many linguists 
working in the area have agreed that the distinction perceived is one of quantity rather than 
quality, but McKay's 1980 spectographic study provided the first evidence for this, from 
which he concluded:
'A comparison of lengths of occlusion for the geminate and single (fortis and lenis) 
stops shows clearly that the geminate (fortis) stops are considerably longer than the 
single (lenis) stops.' (McKay, 1980:346)
In spite of this clarification of the phonetic factors involved in stop contrast, the terms 
'fortis' and 'lenis' are still frequently used, either as terminological descriptions of the two 
series or as additional features to characterise the distinction. Where the terms 'fortis' and
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'lenis' are not further qualified we must assume that they are used to suggest a perceived 
contrast of articulatory force. A paper by Jeri Jaeger investigates these factors. Titled 'The 
Fortis/lenis question: Evidence from Zapotec and Jawon', she states:
'Although these terms [fortis/lenis] are used frequently, and numerous attempts have been 
made to define and substantiate their phonetic content, linguists continue to disagree on the 
interpretation or validity of such evidence, and not all linguists are convinced that the 
phonetic distinction indicated by these terms exists at all.' (Jaeger, 1983:1)
The data from Jawon, a language of south-west Arnhem Land (data collected by Francesca 
Merlan )a«> particularly relevant, since the Jawon stop series and alternation parallels the 
situation found in Nakkara.
Jaeger shows firstly, on spectrographic grounds, that voicing is not a reliable cue for the 
distinction between the contrasting stops; this point was also made by McKay (1980:346); 
and in turn supports my own observation that in Nakkara there is considerable fluctuation 
between voiced and voiceless production of stops, particularly word-initially, but also in 
word-medial clusters. Use of the features 'fortis' and 'lenis' to imply varying degrees of 
articulatory force in the stop contrast is convincingly rejected by Jaeger. In explaining why 
clearly perceptible durational differences (see results in charts 2.3.1.1 (a), (b), (c)) do not 
imply differences in 'force of articulation' she states:
'The timing of the gestures of the muscles involved in speech production is an 
independently and voluntarily controlled variable; the only way in which it takes 
any extra force to sustain a gesture for a longer period of time is in the rather 
redundant sense that the overall energy expended by a muscle will be more if it 
fires longer.' (Jaeger, 1983:15-16)
Jaeger adds that the phonetic factors involved in the contrast are primarily duration, glottal 
width and closure width and concludes that:
'the synaesthetic feeling of extra force is not justification enough for using these 
terms when in fact other phonetic explanations are available.'
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In the following analysis, motivated by observation of both my own acoustic analysis (see
2.3.1.1. ) and Jaeger's findings, I refer to the surface contrast in Nakkara as one involving 
'short' versus 'long' consonants, without recourse to features such as 'lenis' and 'fortis'; 
the terms 'voiced' and 'voiceless' are also used occasionally but are included as secondary 
descriptive characterisation only.
2.3.1.1. Acoustic Analysis of Nakkara Stops
Acoustic analysis of Nakkara data is concerned primarily with showing the durational
(single, wo^d^
differences between contrasting stops. One hundred and eighteen utterances were recorded 
with a female speaker and then a male speaker. Only the recording of the male speaker was 
of suitable quality for the analysis. The Mingograph was set up to record voicing on one 
channel and amplitude on another, the duration of stops was calculated in milliseconds. The 
overall average duration of long stops is 218 msecs; of short stops, 40 msecs.
Thus as an overall figure short stops are only 18% of the duration of long stops. 
Nevertheless, stop length varies on two parameters; firstly, place of articulation and 
secondly, position of the stop within a word. For example, word-final long stops are 
consistently longer than word-medial long stops. The results in the tables below provide a 
more accurate account of comparative stop lengths.
With respect to Table 2.3.1.1.(a) below we can add the following comments. Short 
intervocalic stops are often fricated, therefore although internally consistent, the duration of 
short intervocalic stops must be considered approximate.
The figures given for duration of long word-medial stops are determined from the offset of 
the preceding vowel or sonorant to the onset of the vowel following. One or more bursts 
indicating voice onset time were apparent in some tracings,* however, they were not 
consistently present. These bursts are included as part of the duration of the consonant. I 
have also measured the voice onset time as a percentage of overall stop closure duration for 
long stops where it is apparent. The results in Table (b) below can be used as a guideline 
for comparison.
# _ v__v Son__V _ #
Long b : 223 (12) 222 (3)
d: 211 (9) 316 (9)
d: 199 (9) 210 (3)
J : 206 (17) 202 (15) 250 (6)
g: 169 (21) 182 (6) 230 (15)
Short b 18 (9) 89 (18) 47 (3)
d 23 (5)
23 (12) 32 (33)
a 16 (3)
J 36 (15) 97 (6) 29 (6)
g 36 (30) 49 (27) 38 (9)
Table 2.3.1.1.(a).
Mean Duration of long vs. short stops in Nakkara, in msecs.
(Figures in parentheses are number of samples measured)
b : d : d : J: g :
V__V
__#
6.1% 11.8% 5.2% 12.8% 19.2%
2.5% 3.7% 7.5% 12.2%
v _ _ v
DUR.X
DUR.X-VOT
223 221 199 206 169
209 186 189 180 137
__#
DUR.X
DUR.X-VOT
316 210 250 230
308 202 231 202
Table 2.3.1.1.(b)
Voice Onset Time (VOT) as mean percentage of long stop duration.
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b /b : d /d : d /d  : J/J: s/s-
Nakkara
X.DUR+VOT 89/223 23/211 32/199 97/206 49/169
’/« 4 0 % 10% it '% 4 7 % » %
X.DUR-VOT 89/209 23/186 32/189 97/180 49/137
% 43% 12% 17% 54% 36%
Jawon
X.DUR 58/138 36/109 40/139 60/187 60/153
% 42% 33% 29% 32% 39%
Rembarrnga
X.DUR 62/130.6 35/193.3 21/125.4 66/230 60/127.2
% 48% 18% 17% 29% 47%
Table 2.3.1.1.(c): Short stop as percentage of long stop, V__V.
Table 2.3.1.1.(c) shows the comparative lengths of short and long stops in three 
languages. The Nakkara data is from my Mingogra^ readings. The Jawon data is from 
Jaeger's spectrographic readings (Jaeger, 1982) and the Rembarmga data is from McKay's 
spectrographic readings (McKay, 1980).
2.3.2. The Phonemic Status of Contrasting Stops: the alternatives 
Having established stop closure duration as the most significant phonetic factor involved in 
the stop contrast in Nakkara, the issue of phonemic status should be resolved. On the face 
of things two equally plausible interpretations emerge:
i) a segmental one, whereby long stops are a separate series of consonant 
phonemes in underlying representation, distinguished from the short stop 
series by the feature [+long].
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ii) the geminate approach, whereby long stops are the result of the 
contiguous sequence of two identical stop phonemes flanking a syllable 
boundary.
Choice of the latter interpretation in this analysis of Nakkara is based on three significant 
points. Firstly, as we show in 2.3.3. the distribution of short and long stops is by no 
means fully contrastive. Secondly, significant distributional parallels emerge that support 
phoneme economy and encourage elimination of an extra stop series from the phoneme 
inventory (see 2.3.3.3.). Thirdly, in 2.3.4. we show that characteristics of identifiable stop 
clusters in Nakkara, not the least of which is durational identity, highlight significant 
parallels between heterorganic stop clusters and long stops.
2.3.3. Distribution of Stops
An elementary step in assessing the phonological status of short and long stops in Nakkara 
has involved looking at their distribution. Certain trends are apparent from this approach, 
the most significant of which is that long and short stops are not in totally contrastive 
distribution. The Table below illustrates this clearly:
# _ v _ v N__V L__V R__V y _ v _ #
Bilabial b b / b : b b / b : b / b : b / b : -
Apico-
alveolar
d
d :
d
d - - d :
Post-apico a / a : - a: a: a:
alveolar
Lamino- j j / r - J J / J : ? • J: T-
palatal
Dorso- g g / g : g g / g : g: g : g:
velar
[# = word boundary; V = vowel; N = nasal; L = lateral; R = rhotic; y = semivowel /y/;]
Table 2.3.3. Distribution of Stops within Word Boundaries
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Within the word, stop length is only contrastive in medial positions. The most 
straightforward distributional restrictions are found at word boundaries and also at syllable 
boundaries and these are discussed below. We then look more closely at stop distribution 
within word boundaries.
2.3.3.1. Distribution of Stops at Word Boundaries
In word-initial position production of stops can be either voiced or voiceless but the stop is 
always short (indeed, sometimes fricated). In word-final position there is someWsno 
distinctive release. Nevertheless, no voicing is involved in production and a word-final 
stop is always considerably longer than one in word-initial position. In summary, only 
short stops occur in word-initial position; in word-final position, only long stops occur.
2.3.3.2. Distribution of Stops at Syllable Boundaries
Syllable-initial stops are always short and syllable-final stops are always long (but 
generally somewhat shorter than word-final stops). In terms of voicing characteristics, 
syllable-initial stops are sometimes voiced (but voicing may fluctuate) and syllable-final 
stops are usually devoiced. Therefore, a parallel between distribution of stop length at word 
and at syllable boundaries exists in Nakkara.
Inclusion of a distributional parallel of this type has not been a feature of analyses of other 
languages in the area. There has never been any argument about the type of stops that occur 
syllable-finally in these languages. They are always perceived as being very similar in 
phonetic character to word-final stops. There have been, however, differences in 
interpretation for syllable-initial stops, depending on the position of the syllable in the word 
and also on the overall interpretation adopted for resolution of the stop contrast problem. In 
the section following we look closely at data showing heterorganic stop clusters. These are 
the most suitable examples for determining stop length at syllable boundaries.
2.3.3.3. Heterorganic Stop Clusters
The value of using examples of heterorganic stop clusters for establishing syllable 
boundary stop distribution is that these clusters consist of two definite segments, the first 
of which is, quite clearly, phonetically long.
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Glasgow and Glasgow (1967) and McKay (1980) have argued that heterorganic stop 
clusters are always devoiced, which suggests that each stop in the cluster becomes 
voiceless. McKay (1980:344) makes a link between voicelessness and fortisness and has 
extended the former statement to claim that heterorganic stop clusters are, in addition, 
fortis. Nevertheless, we have established that voicing alone is not a reliable phonetic 
parameter and that without precise phonetic specification the terms fortis/lenis are not 
particularly useful labels.
If an analysis of heterorganic stop clusters and/or any other occurrence of stops relies on 
voicing as a predominant distinctive feature of the contrast, syllable-final stops can always 
be described as voiceless, and it would be easy to assume, as McKay 1984:107 does, that a 
stop immediately following this segment would also be voiceless due to progressive 
assimilation. If, however, we agree that the principle feature distinguishing stops is 
duration, a process of assimilation cannot be assumed to be operating between the two 
stops. That is, it does not necessarily follow that the length of the second stop in a cluster 
will be predetermined in the same way. I argue here that for Nakkara there is a significant 
parallel between the duration of stops at word and at syllable boundaries, and I therefore 
focus on the phonetic nature of stops in the language.
My own Mingograph readings consistently show significantly long duration for 
heterorganic stop clusters in Nakkara. (See 2.3.1.1.) No consistent readings for voicing 
were apparent, but this correlates with word-initial stops and the apparent variation implies, 
I suggest, voicing fluctuation. This phenomenon has turned up elsewhere. For example, 
McKay (personal communication) has said that analysis of the spectrographic readings of 
heterorganic stop clusters in Rembarmga showed no consistency with voicing.
That heterorganic stop clusters have consistently long duration is to be expected if we think 
of the cluster quantitatively as the sum of two individual segments. Nevertheless, it is 
interesting that the duration of the combined stops in these clusters is equivalent to, and 
certainly no greater than, long stops in similar environments.
This is a significant point: there is a quantitative equivalence between two non-identical 
stops flanking a syllable boundary and an intervocalic long stop. Indeed, although the
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heterorganic cluster consists of two definite segments, the first of which is phonetically 
long, the duration of the sum of the two stops is no longer than that of an homorcjan < c 
long stop, which we might reasonably expect to be a single segment.
I have observed that for heterorganic stop clusters the syllable-final stop has no 
independent release burst; rather, the release is heard at some point during production of the 
stop following (syllable-initial). These perceptions would seem to match Catford's 
(1977:221) description of heterorganic 'close transition' wherein he claims,
'there is no articulatory continuity, but there is articulatory overlap... the 
articulatory stricture for the second consonant is formed before the stricture for the 
first is released... the second articulation is formed well before the first is released.'
The second stop is released almost immediately after formation of the obstruction and is 
then coloured by voice onset of the vowel immediately following. It is this, I suggest, that 
sometimes gives the impression of voicing in syllable initial position. Given that duration 
of heterorganic stop clusters is equivalent to duration of long stops occurring in intervocalic 
position and also that release of the syllable-initial stop appears to be almost instantaneous, 
there is no reason to posit (as does McKay (1980), (1984)) exceptions to the distribution of 
stops at syllable boundaries. Cf. McKay (1980:343) and (1984:107) respectively:
'In general syllable initial stops are lenis (except in intersvllabic stop clusters! and 
syllable final stops are fortis.' (my emphasis)
'When a syllable final and a syllable initial stop come together within a word 
creating a cluster of two stops (whether hetero-organic or homorganic) the syllable 
initial stop assimilates to the syllable final stop to become voiceless and fortis.’
I argue that the syllable-initial stop in the cluster is short, and that voicing of this stop, 
although difficult to perceive clearly, is variable, implying non-significant fluctuation. On 
these grounds I posit a distributional parallel of stop length at word and syllable 
boundaries. Hence, word-initial and syllable-initial stops are short and sometimes voiced 
(but voicing may fluctuate). With word-final and syllable-final stops the release is delayed 
somewhat and duration is considerably longer, long stops are usually voiceless.
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There is an additional parallel between heterorganic stop clusters and long stops that is 
significant: there is a constraint on occurrence of both stop clusters and long stops word- 
initially.
2.3.3.4. Distribution of Stops in Word-Medial Position
In the two types of environment discussed above (word boundaries and a restricted set of 
syllable boundaries), there is clearly complementary distribution of short and long stops, 
suggesting allophonic status for one of the series. Nevertheless, when we look at the 
distribution of stops in word-medial position (cf. Table 2.3.3.) we see a range of contrasts, 
which without further investigation confound any attempt to eliminate one of the series of 
stops from the phoneme inventory.
Distributional analysis of stops in word-medial position in Nakkara is best tackled by first 
establishing a clear distinction between morpheme-medial occurrence and occurrence at 
morpheme boundaries. In 2.3.3.5. below the discussion is confined  to phonology proper, 
drawing on examples showing morpheme-medial occurrence of stops. It is for long stops 
in this environment that a geminate interpretation is proposed. Morphophonemic alternation 
of long and short stops and other predictable occurrences of long stops are discussed along 
with the range of morphophonemic processes evident in Nakkara, in 2.6.2.ff.
2.3.3.5. Morpheme-Medial Long Stops
Morpheme-medial occurrence of both long and short stops represents the crux of the stop 
contrast problem in Nakkara. As the examples below suggest, there is an apparent situation 
of parallel distribution word-medially.
- c  - - C  : -
'boiaba 'to paint /  rub', 'bornbia 'to be in pain'
'buda 'to hit, kill’, 'bud:a 'yabby'
’gagada 'on top of, high' '$ag:ag:a 'baby '
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An advocate of the segmental solution could at this point justify expansion of the phonemic 
inventory (thereby sacrificing phoneme economy) by pointing to these and other contrastive 
pairs. In doing so, distributional restrictions and the inventory of syllable types would also 
have to accommodate long stops in syllable-initial position. Apart from these compromises, 
the phenomenon of contrasting stops would then cease to be a problem.
For a prosodic analysis the proponent would have to call on some suprasegmental feature 
that accounts for the contrast. Wood (1978) and more recently Walker (m.s.1984) have 
presented some very good evidence for this interpretation for the Yolngu languages of 
north-east Arnhem Land, although their solutions do not help solve this phenomenon in all 
Yolngu languages.2 This prosodic interpretation relies on the existence of a glottal stop in 
the language which in certain circumstances creates a "fortis syllable"; this then triggers 
stop length in the following consonant segment. Because of the absence of the glottal stop 
in Nakkara (and also Ndjebbana (Kunibidji) and Burarra), or of any other obvious 
conditioning factor in this environment, the prosodic interpretation as it stands cannot be 
motivated for these non-Yolngu languages. Nonetheless, in sections 2.6.1. to 2.6.2. below 
we mention another prosodic feature, stress/vowel length, as a coincident factor involved at 
the morpho-phonemic level in relation to predictable stop length at morpheme boundaries. 
2.3.4. A Geminate Interpretation of Morpheme-Medial Long Stops 
I argue for a geminate interpretation of the morpheme-medial contrast of long and short 
stops in Nakkara on the basis of three areas of argument: Firstly, the distributional parallel 
between stop clusters and long stops; the fact that neither stop clusters nor long stops occur 
word-initially. Secondly, there is a phonetic parallel: the fact that the duration of a long stop 
is equivalent to the duration of a stop cluster. Thirdly, the opportunity that these arguments 
offer for considerable phoneme economy by elimination of a whole series of stops from the 
phoneme inventory.
2 A case in point here is Djambarrpuyngw, a Yolngu language spoken at Galiwinku (Elco Island) (Melanie
Wilkinson (in preparation)).
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I am suggesting, as McKay (1975), (1980) and (1984) has done for Rembarrnga and 
Ndjebbana, that what might appear to be morpheme-medial long stop segments are in fact 
stop clusters. When we consider this possibility and compare the phonetic characteristics of 
other stop clusters in the language, it is clear that heterorganic clusters and morpheme- 
medial long stops share significant characteristics. The concept that there is a cluster 
involved rather than a single, albeit long segment is, I suggest, disguised by the phonetic 
nature of this contiguity. In homorganic stop clusters or "geminates" in Nakkara there is no 
articulatory release during production; this coincides with what Catford (1977:220) has 
described as 'homorganic close transition', where:
'there is absolute continuity of the articulatory stricture, [e.g.] top part [pp], that 
time [tt]...'
Homorganic stop clusters are, more than likely, the same as other (heterorganic) stop 
clusters in the language in that the first (syllable-final) stop is relatively long and the stop 
immediately following in syllable-initial position is short.
There remain some difficulties with the geminate interpretation of stop length in Nakkara, 
the most obvious of which is extension of the syllable-final consonant cluster types (see 
2.1 .2 3 .). In addition to this,the distinction made here between occurrence of long stops 
morpheme-medially and at morpheme boundaries is not always entirely clear. 
Nevertheless, it seems that much of the troublesome data involved would be difficult to 
account for with any other interpretation, including the segmental one.
2.3.4.I. Long Stops versus Geminates
Whether it is necessary to maintain a phonetic distinction between long stops and geminates 
or, equally, whether their identity can be justified is an interesting point and one on which I 
defer to Lehiste (1970:44-45) and note especially (p45) the following:
'If a language has consonant clusters that function in the same manner as long 
consonants, it may be useful to analyze these long consonants as clusters of 
identical consonants regardless of whether it is possible to demonstrate, 
phonetically, their geminate nature.'
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There is, however, one point that requires more clarification. A clear distinction should be 
maintained between, on the one hand, morpheme-medial long stops or "true" geminates, 
which are phonological and, on the other, long stop allophones in syllable-final position 
which are clearly phonetic. Predictable stop length at certain morpheme boundaries 
represents another area where this distinction should be maintained. See 2.4. to 2.4.2. for 
clarification.
2.3.4.2. Some Historical factors
Choice of the geminate interpretation of the stop contrast in Nakkara has also been 
influenced from another level. In addition to the synchronic evidence presented in 2.3.3.ff, 
there are certain historical factors to consider. It is quite probable that at an earlier stage the 
fluctuation of short and long consonants in Nakkara was of no phonemic import at all, 
much as in the bulk of Australian languages today. Characteristic of the languages of the 
central Arnhem Land area is the consistent devoicing and lengthening of syllable-final stops 
(see 2.3.3.2.). This phonotactic feature in itself creates internal contrasts in the on-going 
speech flow which are, nevertheless, predictable.
The degree of predictability of stop length at morpheme boundaries in Nakkara is also 
significant. As a language changes, morpheme boundaries that may once have been clearly 
definable can break down and be disguised or incorporated in adjacent morphemes. There 
are, to my knowledge,only two minimal pairs showing a morpheme-medial stop length 
contrast, and three of the four words are verb forms. There is a distinct possibility that 
many of the verb roots referred to in this analysis may actually be composite structures of 
root plus affix/es. In a stop count of one text, only 30% of long stops found were 
morpheme-medial, and the count did not include syllable-final long stops.
I do suspect that in Nakkara, and perhaps in the other languages spoken in what is now the 
Maningrida area, the occurrence of long and short stops was at one time entirely 
predictable, much as it is in Maung today. (Maung is the language spoken on Goulbum 
Island, just north-west of Maningrida.) Diffusion of different features in mainland 
languages has most certainly played a large part in extending and upsetting what may once 
have been a finely balanced combination of phonotactic and perhaps prosodic allophony. I
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include here the considerable influence of the "Maccassan" languages in coastal areas of 
Arnhem Land (See Walker & Zorc (1981)). Maccassarese with its phonemic contrast of 
voiced and voiceless stops and its characteristically different stress patterning has, I 
suspect, played no small part in muddying the contrast. For these non-synchronic reasons I 
lean towards any interpretation that has a single series of stop phonemes as its foundation. 
2.4. Stop Length at Morpheme Boundaries
In Nakkara there are significant generalisations to be made about the length of stops at 
morpheme boundaries. Firstly, a large percentage of long stops occur at word-internal 
morpheme boundaries. Considering the polysynthetic nature of Nakkara words this is an 
important point. In fact, a quick count of long stops (excluding those in syllable-final 
position) in a conversational text has shown that in the first two hundred sentences, a 
staggering 70% of long stops occurred at morpheme boundaries; only the remaining 30% 
were morpheme-medial long stops. In other words, given an understanding of morpheme 
boundaries in Nakkara, there is a significant degree of predictability of stop length. Indeed, 
it is possible to make three far-reaching generalisations about stop length at morpheme 
boundaries.
1. Root-initial stops in word-medial post-vocalic position will always be 
long.
2. Stop-initial suffixes always have an initial long stop.
3. Reduplicated and compound word-forms represent special cases with 
regard to root morpheme boundaries. (See 2.4.1.3 to 2.4.1.4 below). 
Nevertheless they normally fit into either of the categories described in 1. and 
2. above, and stop length at their internal boundaries is predictable to this 
extent.
The lengthening of root-initial stops in word-medial position (as described in the first 
generalisation above) is also referred to as stop alternation. Comparison with the major type 
of reduplicated word-form (Reduplication Type A) suggests that these root-initial stops are 
short in their underlying representation.
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Sections below examine the phenomenon of stop alternation in Nakkara as well as the 
occurrence of stops at various types of word-internal morpheme boundaries, including 
those in reduplicated and compound word-forms. The coincident factors of word stress and 
accompanying vowel length are also mentioned, with the possibility that these factors might 
play a greater role in conditioned stop length if the morpheme boundary trigger were not as 
regular and consistent. All of these different morphological types are discussed in an 
attempt to capture and account for the degree of predictability of stop length at morpheme 
boundaries.
Section 2.4.1.1. examines the most commonly found stop alternation in verbs and 
nominals. Stops occurring at the boundary of stem and suffix are discussed in 2.4.1.2.
2.4.1. Stop Alternations in Nakkara
Stop alternation occurs most commonly across the morpheme boundary of prefix and 
verbal or nominal root. Specifically, a word-initial stop, which is always short, occurs as a 
long stop when forced by a prefix to occupy word-medial position. Alternation of this type 
or similar has been documented for other languages in the Arnhem Land area (cf. Waters 
1983 for Djinang, McKay 1984 for Ndjebbana) but it is not nearly as productive a process 
in either of these other languages.
2.4.1.1. Stop Alternations in Verbs and Nominals
Lengthening of a word-medial morpheme-initial stop is a common process in Nakkara and 
is quite productive, with only a few exceptions. Some examples follow:
(1) i) a) Qa' b : ud a Qa 7 hit him!her'
Qa +b:uda - Qa 
1M(A) -4-hit -cyr 
3M(0)
but b) ’ b u d a Q a 's/he hit him'
0  +buda - Qa 
3M(A) -4-hit -QT 
3M (0)
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ü)
but
üi)
but
a) nurba'giaramada 'you lot got up'
nurba +g:arama -$a
2AUG(S) +get up -PC/T
b) 'gaiamada 'he got up'
0  +garama -$a 
3M(S) +getup -PC/T
a) na'greyada 'country, clan estate'
na +geyada 
NOM +camp
b) 'geyada 'camp, "home-camp"'
An obvious question arising from stop alternation between two otherwise identical 
morphemes is: can we establish an underlying form? Given the previously mentioned 
environments for neutralisation of stop length we can assume that this accounts for the 
short stops in word-initial position in ib), iib) and iiib). This might suggest that the 
underlying form is that found in word-medial position. Along these lines of argument the 
underlying form of the verb root 'to hit' would be /bruda/ and 'to get up' /g:aiama/, while 
the underlying nominal stem in iii) would be /greyada/, that is, all would have an initial long 
stop. Nevertheless, the existence of a similar phenomenon in the major type of reduplicated 
word-form militates against this proposition. Consider the examples of reduplication type A 
listed under (2) below:
i) 'garagarawab:a
gara-gara+wab:a
'all along’
ü) na'g:aragara
na+gara-gara
'long way'
iii) n'badabada
n+bada-ba<Ja
'Barramundi'
iv) na'g:emgera
na+gera-gera
'Sand Crab'
v) na'g:obagoba
na+goba-goba
'Ghost Crab'
vi) na'g:uyaguya
na+guya-guya
'th ie f
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Focusing particularly on examples (2) i) and ii) we see the same type of alternation as in (1) 
above. If, by analogy, the underlying form of the reduplicated morpheme segment has an 
initial long stop, we would expect the underlying form to be reduplicated. Instead, the 
second occurrence of the segment consistently shows a short stop. We can therefore 
assume that in alternations such as these the underlying stop phoneme is short. There are 
coincident factors involved in stop alternation in Nakkara, (e.g. stress patterning), but the 
regularity and productiveness of the process in this language means that it can be accounted 
for in terms of the morpheme boundary alone, as in the following rule:
ROOT
[i.e. a consonantal stop segment is created post-vocalically, identical to the following root-initial stop.]
Note in this regard that primary stress co-occurs with the initial syllable of the root 
morpheme. In fact, in my earlier analyses of Nakkara phonology, primary stress was put 
forward as the conditioning factor for stop alternation. In neighbouring Ndjebbana where 
the alternation is not as productive, primary stress placement is used as an appropriate 
conditioning factor for stop length alternation, (cf. McKay (1984).)
2.4.I.2. Stop Length at Nominal Stem and Suffix Boundary
There are are far fewer nominal suffixes in Nakkara than there are prefixes. Moreover, less
than a handful of these are stop-initial. There is one possessive pronoun paradigm, the
unmarked forms of which occur as nominal suffixes, (see 4.6. for discussion). Only one
suffixal form within the paradigm is stop-initial; with the addition of three remaining
nominal suffixes, one of which is /b:a/, the total number of stop-initial suffixes rises to
four.
There are two points worth noting about stop-initial suffixes, the first is that like many
reduplicated word-forms (see 2.4.1.3. below) only the peripheral stops (bilabial and velar)
occur morpheme-initially. Secondly, the length of the suffix-initial stops never alternates, 
(ih Yurrbukko. dialect only])
even w h en ce  stem is nasal-final; it is always long. The relevant forms follow:
0 — > Q-sonorant
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i) +g:awa ABLATIVE iii) +b:a NOMINALISER,
REPETITION
Ü) +g:una d i m i n iT h v e ,
PEJORATIVE
iv) +b:anaya 3UA POSSESSOR
The rule accounting for allophonic lengthening in this environment is quite straightforward. 
Allophonic lengthening of morpheme-initial stops is triggered by the morpheme boundary 
of nominal stem and suffix.
0
Q
-sonorant /
L J
Q
NOM.SUFFIX
Analogously, verb root suffixes are numerous in Nakkara; they indicate tense and 
conjugation simultaneously (see 5.1.). The boundary between verb root or stem and tense 
suffix is quite distinct from the boundary between nominal stem and suffix, and is not 
sensitive to the same morphophonemic processes.
2.4.1.3. Stop Alternation in Reduplications
Reduplication is not a productive process of word-formation in Nakkara. In data to hand so 
far there are only fifty-seven word-forms that involve full or partial reduplication.3- Within 
this set there are two sub-types. Most reduplicated word-forms, about 80%, are what I 
term Type A, and the remainder are termed Type B.
Type A reduplications are treated as having a single root morpheme boundary rather than 
two or more, and stop length occurs in line with the formulation of the rule in 2.4.1.1. 
above. The whole reduplicated section is treated as the root and stop length occurs only 
where the first occurrence of the reduplicated morpheme is word-medial and post-vocalic.
3 Interestingly, over 75% of reduplicated forms involve stop-initial morphemes. Furthermore, within this 
set only peripheral stops are involved, i.e. /b/ and /g/. The remaining consonants occurring in this position 
are /m/ and /w / (each 9%), A/ (4%) and /n/ (2%).
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The following are examples of reduplication Type A, where in (4) i) and ii) stop length 
occurs, but in (4) iii), iv) and v) the conditions for stop length are not met.
(4) i) /na+gara-gara/ 
ii) /na+guya-guya/
na'graragara 'long way'
na’giuyaguya 'th ie f
iii) /gara-gara+wab:a/
iv) /gala-gala/
v) /n+bada-bada/
’garagarawab:a 'all along'
’galagala 'children'
n’badabada 'barramundi'
In reduplications of Type B only the second occurrence of the reduplicated morpheme 
shows the stop length. The second occurrence of the reduplicated morpheme in these 
constructions can therefore be compared with nominal suffix components listed in (3) 
above. In reduplication forms of Type B, allophonic stop length occurs according to the 
formulation for nominal suffixes in 2.4.1.2. above.
There are two sub-sets within Type B reduplications. The first sub-set has consistent 
irregular stress placement, indicated by an acute accent (’) preceding the stressed syllable. 
This is exemplified in (5) i) to iv) below. The second sub-set has regular stress patterning. 
(Secondary stress is indicated by the accent (") preceding the syllable). These examples ((5) 
v) to viii) below) show stop length in initial position of the second occurrence of the 
reduplicated morpheme:
i) /biri+biri/ bi'ribriri fighting stick'
ii) /bora+bora/ bo’rab:ora 'Brush Turkey'
iii) /gala+gala/ ga’lagrala 'chicken'
iv) /guJIJul+gujIJuV guP'Julg:uJ1Jul Yirriddjanga clan name'
v) /gana+gana/ 'gana"g:ana 'always'
vi) /gin+de-gar+gara/ gin'degar"g:ara 'sharp, pointed'
vii) /Qaan-gaya+gaya/ , rja.am"gaya"g:aya 'large' (of barramundi)
viii) /bal+bala/ 'bal"b:ala 'wind'
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It will be clear that stop length at morpheme boundaries often falls in line with placement of 
either primary or secondary stress on that syllable. Nevertheless the boundary between the 
particular morphological constituents is a more consistent trigger for stop length. It is 
possible that both stress placement and specific morpheme boundaries work simultaneously 
to trigger stop length, but formulation of the appropriate rules is more straightforward with 
reference to the boundary and relevant morphological constituent alone.
2.4.1.4. Stop Length in Compound Nominals
Compound nominals are morphologically complex words that consist of two or more 
different morpheme roots, (see also 2.5.2. for further discussion.) Like reduplications they 
fit well with the generalisations for stop length at morpheme boundaries discussed in 2.4. 
Stress patterning generally determines whether a component root morpheme in a compound 
is treated as a word root or as a suffix, but in either case stop lengthening occurs precisely 
where the generalisations would predict. Compound-internal prefixes never have 
morpheme-initial stop length, but in all cases except one, a root-morpheme-initial stop will 
be long if that morpheme receives primary word stress, or follows such a morpheme, as 
suffixes generally do. The following examples illustrate these principles:
(6) i) /wu-na+'gadja+'guibara/ wuna'g:adjag:mbara 'sorcerer'
ii) / ’Qujl-Qujl a+ ’daw a-Q a/ Qup +QuJi a+’dawa + Qa 'goanna sp.‘
iii) /’lombara+’belbba-y+'yu-^a/ lombara'b:elb:ayyuda 'sleepy cod’
2.4.2. Long Stops versus Geminates: phonological distinction
Sections 2.4. to 2.4.1.4. above should suffice to show the difference between stop length 
at morpheme boundaries in Nakkara and morpheme-medial geminate clusters. The former 
is a morphophonemic process, triggered by boundaries between certain morphological 
constituents. This long stop allophone is represented by double stop symbols in the 
orthography. This can, however give the wrong impression of its phonetic status. To 
clarify this point, note that phonetically, we place a syllable boundary between the two stop 
symbols, but phonologic ally the prefix remains vowel-final. (See 2.7.1. for examples and 
clarification of this point.)
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A distinction is maintained between a geminate cluster on the one hand and two different 
environments for occurrence of long stop allophones on the other. A true geminate cluster 
occurs only in morpheme-medial position, is not predictable and is represented 
orthographically by double stop symbols. A long stop allophone occurs in a number of 
environments: in syllable-final position (where it is totally predictable and therefore not 
represented orthographically) and also, as above, in word-medial position at the boundary 
of prefix and root where, in spite of allophonic status, the orthographic representation is 
double stop symbols, in preference to using some orthographic convention to mark 
particular morpheme boundaries.
2.5. Stress
In Nakkara, stress is not contrastive, and therefore not phonemic. Nevertheless there are 
interesting patterns of stress in the language for which it will be necessary to formulate 
rules of stress placement in this analysis.
In simple word-forms, the domain of stress in Nakkara is not the word as such but the 
morpheme, usually the root morpheme. It makes sense in a language with such a vast array 
of prefixes, to distinguish the root of a word with primary stress placement. Verbal and 
nominal prefixes and suffixes, although morphemes in their own right are not assigned 
primary stress. (Monosyllabic verb-complexes are somewhat of an exception in this regard. 
See discussion in 6.2.)
Morphemes are made up of anything from one to seven syllables in data collected so far. 
Word-forms collected have up to thirteen syllables, consisting of one or more root 
morphemes plus various affixes. For most words, including morphologically complex 
words that have just one root morpheme, it is normal for primary stress to be assigned to 
the first syllable of the root morpheme, and accompanying primary stress is noticeable 
lengthening of the vowel. This generalisation of primary stress assignment applies to over 
95% of the data.
Secondary stress normally falls on the penultimate syllable and then on alternating syllables 
preceding the penultimate (i.e. in a right-to-left direction), but does not occur on the 
syllable immediately following the one that is assigned primary stress.
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Cases where there is more than one root morpheme per word (such as compound 
nominals) are particularly interesting with regard to stress placement. Each root in the 
compound is assigned stress on the first syllable, according to standard stress patterns, but 
just one of the roots ends up with prominent primary stress. Assignment of stress in 
compound nominals is discussed in more detail in 2.5.2. below.
2.5.1. Stress Rules
Stress rules explaining patterns of stress assignment in Nakkara can be appropriately 
formulated by using principles established in theories of metrical stress as introduced in 
Liberman and Prince (1977) and elaborated as part of autosegmental phonology in Halle 
and Clements (1983) and Clements and Keyser (1983).
The principles of metrical stress establish a direct relationship between individual syllable 
sequences and tree-like structures. A stronger syllable (i.e. the syllable head) is indicated 
by a star on the branch dominating that syllable. Aligned with this structure is a metrical 
grid composed of a sequence of slots, one for each syllable. This allows for an asterisk to 
be placed in the slot of the syllable head. In this way stress patterns can be represented in 
the structure and read off according to the number and placement of asterisks in the metrical 
grid.
The following three stress rules will be necessary in Nakkara. Each rule is illustrated with 
the relevant construction on the morphologically complex word gcjbanamarb:awab:aljeba
'my (two) wives':
(1) Over the syllables of a word construct the first level of feet as left-headed 
binary trees in the following order:
(a) over the first two syllables of the root morpheme,
(b) then from the margins inwards; (i.e. over the penultimate two syllables 
and proceeding towards the centre, and over the first two syllables of 
any prefix sequence.)
(Note that syllabic consonants, which occur word-initially (see 2.7.2.1.), are 
extrametrical.)
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Rule 1 gives the following construction for the example chosen where the root morpheme 
is indicated by 'M' and other constituent morphemes by'm':
gabamamarb:awab:at]eba 'my (two) wives':
.A /X /\  Ag a b a r n a  m a r b : a w a b : a Q e b a
■ ^ 1 ^  V  " A / /
m m  M m m
(2) Over the roots of the trees in 1) construct:
(a) a left-headed, unbounded tree over the stem (root and suffix/es), 
incorporating any isolated syllables not utilised in 1., and then
(b) a right-headed unbounded tree over any prefix/es, incorporating, in the 
same way, any isolated syllables.
(Note that if the operation of Stress Rule 1 creates only one binary foot on the first 
tier and there are no remaining isolated syllables, then no further tiers are required 
to complete stress assignment.)
Rule 2 gives the following construction for the example 'my (two) wives':
0 e b aa b : am a r b :g a b a r n a
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(3) Place asterisks in the grid slot of a head Asterisks are placed in the grid only 
to a point where the strongest position in the strong branch/es is stronger (by 
having one more asterisk) than any other branch.
Using the same example we get the final construction for correct stress placement
m a r  b : a w a b : a Q e b ag a b a r n a
In morphologically simple words the stress patterns are more straightforward. The 
examples below show principles of the three stress rules formulated for Nakkara in 
monomorphemic words ranging from two to six syllables:
1. i) 'bud:a 'yabby'
A
b u d: a
ii) 'gab:ula 'old man'
g a b: u 1 a
m)yalabana 'hook spear'
y a l a b a n a
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iv) dif:arabaga 'he emerges' v) galab:arab:anda ' fish ( * f 1
g a l a b : a r a b : a n d ad i j : a r a b a g a
*  *
2.5.2. Stress in Compound Words
Compound nominals are morphologically complex words that consist of two or more 
different morpheme roots. Eighty percent of such compound nominals consist of two root 
morphemes, the remainder are compounds with three root morphemes, except for one 
extraordinary compound which has five root morphemes.
For compound nominals with two root morphemes there is a strong tendency for primary 
stress to occur on the first root morpheme. This holds for about 73% of the data. In all 
these cases, stress is assigned as if the compound were a word with a single root 
morpheme. In the remaining examples, primary stress occurs on the second root 
morpheme. It is not entirely clear why there should be differing stress patterns at this level. 
Nevertheless, it seems likely that in such cases there is a different type of morphological 
relationship between the compound constituents or perhaps a different word-internal 
syntactic structure where the boundaries have become passe. This difference can be 
indicated clearly by positing a different type of morpheme boundary and indicating this 
with an orthographic convention.
In compounds with three or more root morpheme constituents it is usual for primary word 
stress to occur on the second morpheme root in the construction. In some examples, 
however, primary stress occurs on the first root morpheme.
Thus, as the examples i) and ii) below show, for the majority of compounds with two root 
morphemes, primary stress is assigned as if the compound were a word having a single
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root morpheme. In other words each root morpheme is assigned its own tree according to 
rule 1, then these trees are integrated under another left-headed tree.
2. i) 'goramanmuya 'Venus Tusk fish'
g o r a m a n m u y a
IM m M
back P hole
*  *  
*
ii) gin'mumagig:ag:apja 'Black-Tipped Rock Cod'
g i n m u m a g i g i a g i a j i j a
\1 / V W  / /  \1 /
m M m M m
P______ bone_____ P push/chase T
*  *  
*
In examples where the second of two root morphemes receives primary stress it seems that 
the first morpheme is treated in much the same way as a prefix, and is dominated by a 
right-headed tree above the binary foot. This construction is applicable not only to the two 
morpheme root compounds with primary stress on the second root morpheme, but also to 
compounds with more than two root morphemes where primary stress is on the second 
root morpheme. It has been useful to distinguish these compound types by inserting a 
hyphen after the first root morpheme. Stress would be assigned to these compounds
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according to the structures in the first three examples following. The fourth example shows 
stress assignment to a morphologically complex compound where primary stress occurs on 
the first morpheme root.
iii) ngala-'yarabada Turrum'
n g a l a y a r a b a d a
I
m M M
P small_______lower leg/tail
*  *  *
*
iv) lombara-'belb:ayyuda ’Sleepy Cod'
o m b a r a b e l b r a y y u d a
nose step/spread der. lie
* ***
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v) baramana-,mirag:agaylarg:anaj'naya Devil Ray'
b a r a m a n a m i r a g : a g : a y l a r g : a n a m a y a
M M M m  M m
manta ray teeth stand T bone-pole similar
* * * * *  *
*
vi) n a ' rjamindaworg:aya ’heart’
V \ l /  W  V ' ^ 1 ^
m M M m  M .
P animalAaw sit T Characteristic Aspect
*  *  *  
*
Given the relative predictability of stress patterns in Nakkara it makes no sense to mark 
stress on every word. In neighbouring Ndjebbana, stress is much less regular; indeed, for 
some words in that language, stress is phonemically contrastive, and is consequently 
marked orthographically on all words.
2.6. Phonological and Morphophonemic Rules
There are only four phonological rules necessary for deriving correct surface realisations in 
Nakkara. These are detailed in 2.6.2. There are many more morphophonemic rules, all of
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which are discussed in sections 2.6.3. to 2.6.3.3, with some dialect-specific 
morphophonemic rules included as 2.6.4.
2.6.1. Feature Analysis
A system of features should provide an economical description of the phonological 
processes in a language. For Nakkara, I experimented firstly with the Chomsky-Halle 
(1968) distinctive features and also with the prime features proposed by Ladefoged (1975).
I found that neither system provided an entirely satisfactory means of separating rhotics 
from laterals and capturing the environment of a specific cluster of nasals required in rule 
P-2 below, nor could they capture the relationship, in phonotactic terms, between bilabials 
and dorso-velars apparent in certain consonant clusters (see 2.7.). (Cf. also comments in 
Busby 1979:101-2; 109.) Thus, it seemed on at least two counts that features of both place 
and manner of articulation would be problematical.
The solution to this problem was to be found in two particularly useful discussions of 
phonological features appropriate to Australian languages, namely Dixon (1980:180-194) 
and Busby (1979). The following system of features results from a combination of ideas 
presented in their analyses; it makes no claims to universality.
The feature syllabic is as in Chomsky-Halle (1968:354); the feature consonantal is as in 
Chomsky-Halle (1968:302); sonorant as used by Ladefoged (1971:259). The feature rhotic 
is from Dixon (1980:189-191) and its use eliminates the problem evident with using the 
Chomsky-Halle system, of separating rhotics from laterals for the Apical Neutralisation 
rule, P-2; see discussion below. Nasal is standard (cf. Ladefoged (1971:259). These five 
features were also used in Busby (1979:125), and are capable of distinguishing stops, 
nasals, laterals, trill/flap, rhotic glides, non-rhotic glides and vowels. The feature peripheral 
is particularly relevant for phonological descriptions of Australian languages, as Busby 
(1979:101-2) also points out. It is used here in the sense of Dixon (1980:192), and for 
Nakkara is especially useful in providing a simple account of certain phonotactic 
constraints, (see 2.7.). Other features based on those of Dixon 1980 used in this analysis 
are retroflex (useful for distinguishing the two apical series), laminal (provides a simple
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distinction between lamino-palatals and apico-alveolars) and an equipollent opposition of 
labial/dorsal to distinguish peripherals. Choosing a description that represents an 
equipollent rather than a privative opposition (cf. Trubetzkoy (1969:75) for labials and 
dorsals eliminates the implication that one is more marked than the other.
In rule P-2 for example, there is neutralisation of the apical contrast for non-rhotic 
consonants following the nasals /m/, /n/ and /I]/. Using a Chomsky-Halle system of
features to encompass the set of non-rhotic apico-post-alveolar consonants is possible as:
- syllabic 
+ coronal
- distributed 
+ high
(+ lateral)
—> - high
i.e./d /,/n /,/l/ -> [d], [n], [1]
or even:
+ coronal 
+ consonantal 
- distributed
—> + anterior
i.e./d /,/n /,/l/ [d], [n], [1]
but the nasal environment (after /m/, /n/, /Q/ ) is quite obscure using standard features. 
Where features more appropriate to Australian languages are employed there is no difficulty 
in capturing the naturalness of the set of consonants and the restricted set of nasals, as 
follows:
-fconsonantal
+retroflex —» [-retroflex]
WORD
/ +nasal
-retroflex
-laminal
_ _
[i.e. /d/, /n/, /]/ —>[d], [n], [1] word-initially and after /m/, /n/, /Q/.]
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For specification of vowels, back, high and low are used, standard for a five-vowel system 
(c f Chomsky-Halle 1968 and Busby 1979).
Features for predictable phonetic specification are not included in Table 2.6.1, but one such 
feature is necessary for a particular surface realisation rule. This is fricative, in the sense of 
Ladefoged (1971:52-4). In addition to this, morphophonemic rules employ the conventions 
[-stress] for an unstressed syllable and [+stress2] to indicate secondary stress.
b g 4 d J m 0 n n p 1 1 r r w y a e i o u
syllabic -
* * •*
+ + + + +
consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + + + - - - (-) (-) (-) (-) O
sonorant - - + + + + + + + + + + +
rhotic + + - -
nasal - - + + + + + - - - -
peripheral + + - - - + + - - - + -
retroflex - - + - - - - + - - + -
labial/dorsal 1 d 1 d
laminal - + (-) (-) - + (+)
high - + - +
low + - - - -
back - - + +
Table 2.6.1. Feature Specification for Nakkara Phonemes
Blank squares indicate features redundant for overall specification. Values in parentheses 
indicate redundant features which nevertheless may occur as part of the specification in 
phonological rules. An asterisk (*) indicates that these consonants can be syllabic when in 
word-initial position, see 2.7.2.1.
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2.6.2. Phonological Rules.
P-1 Stop Lengthening Rule
0 Ci- sonorant
V
/ <
Ci
-sonorant
ROOT
Ci
-sonorant
NOM.SUFFIX
[i.e. a word-medial stop lengthens where it is post-vocalic and is the first consonant of a root, or where it is 
the first consonant of a nominal suffix; in either case a syllable-final stop is created, identical to the root- or 
suffix-initial stop. (These particular boundaries (as well as boundaries within certain reduplicated word- 
forms) are indicated by ’+' rather t h a n i n  morpheme structure.)]
Examples of application of P-1 follow:
(1) (a) /Q ina+ buda-Q a/ 'we (1UA) hit h im '
P-1 —» QinabrudaQa
(b) /na+geyada/ 'home country'
P-1 nagieyada
(c) /na+gada-Qa+ba+gawa/ from  therdthen
P-1 —> nag:adanab:ag:awa
P-2 Apical Neutralisation Rule
r
WORD
+consonantal
+retroflex —» [-retroflex] / <
V.
+nasal
-retroflex
-laminal
[i.e. /d/, /n/, /!/ —>[d], [n], [1] word-initially and after /m/, /n/, /Q/.]
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Examples of application of rule P-2 follow:
(a) /0+$awa-da/ 
P-2 —> dawada4
's/he threw it away'
(b) /0+luraJa/ 
P-2 —> luraja
'make a splash!'
(c) /gara-^am-^lam/
P-2 —» garadamdam
'chin'
Intervocalic Fricative Allophones
Common to all Nakkara speakers is a tendency to fricate single (short) peripheral stops in 
intervocalic position. Long stops are never fricated. These allophonic variations are 
optional and to some extent idiolectal.
While analysing mingograph tracings of one particular (male) speaker I noticed quite 
obvious frication which I had not always heard during elicitation. In fact the tracings 
suggest that even the short retroflex stop /d/ is fricated in intervocalic position, but not as
strongly fricated as the peripheral stops /g/ and /b/. I cannot be certain how commonly 
frication of non-peripheral stops occurs; for this reason the Frication Rule, P-3, is restricted 
to peripheral stops, although frication may well be an optional feature variant of all single 
intervocalic stops for some speakers. (Note in this regard however that intervocalic /d/ does 
not occur and intervocalic /J / is rare.) Formulation of this rule follows:
P-3. Frication of Short Peripheral Stops
+consonantal 
- sonorant 
+peripheral
[i.e. /b/, /g/  —> [ß], [y] intervocalically]
optional 
— ^
+fficative / + syllabic -conson. + syllabic -conson.
4 Interestingly, both Nakkara and Ndjebbana literates prefer to retain the retroflex orthography in word- 
initial position, writing for example, rdawarda rather then dawarda. I have retained this preference in
the orthographic version used in this thesis.
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Examples of application of P-3 are:
(3) (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
/jagala+n+dijja/ 'blue tongue lizard'
P-3 -»  Jja^3l9ndij:9]
/0+malagawa-na/ 'he constructed it'
P-3 -> [mal3^3wan3]
/Jubagarama/ 'extinguish it!'
P-3 —> |Jupa)(3ram9]
/0+gaba^a/ 'sihe roasted it'
P-3 -»  [gapada]
Nasal-Laminal Stop Assimilation
An alveolar nasal assimilates to the place of articulation of a following laminal stop. 
Although this process of assimilation can happen anywhere within a word it is particularly 
noticeable at morpheme boundaries, where an (alveolar) nasal-final affix precedes a laminal 
stop. Two cases in point are the Attributive prefix /n+/ and the orientation affix /na+/, 
which shortens to /n+/ before non-peripheral stops.
This rule is formulated as P-4 below:
P-4 Nasal-Laminal Stop Assimilation
+nasal r ~i
r  -1
- peripheral
- laminal
— ^ +laminal / - sonorant +laminal
Rule P-4 can be seen operating in the following examples:
(4) (a) /n+jeya/ 'Ndjebbana people'
P-4 —» /njeya/
(b) /ya-n+jona-0/ 'he will come back'
P-4 —> /ya- JI+ jona-0 /
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2.6.3. Morphophonemic Rules
Most morphophonemic rules in Nakkara operate across the boundary of prefix and stem, or 
within a composite prefix between constituent morphemes. There are also a handful of 
dialect-restricted morphophonemic rules that operate on surface forms after application of 
phonological rules. Rule ordering is important for formation of appropriate surface forms, 
and is included as 2.6.5.
For ease of reading, bundles of features are replaced by phonemic representations in most 
morphophonemic rules following, particularly where a sequence of phonemes makes up 
part of the environment In addition to this the convention 'P' is used to indicate prefix 
components, rather than sequences of 'C and 'V.
2.6.3.I. Morphophonemic Rules involved in Prefix Formation 
Rule M-l involves deletion of the vowel /a/ after the rhotic /r/ in prefix forms. This is one 
of several vowel deletion rules; M-l must be applied before M-2, but other vowel deletion 
rules are applied later:
M-l Vowel Deletion (1)
/a/ —> 0  /  #P-r__(-P)
This sequence /ra/ occurs only in intransitive verbal prefixes or in nominal prefixes. 
Examples of its application are:
(1) (a) /Qira+gadabiya-na/ 'we (lUAf) went down'
—» /Qir+gadabiya-na/
(b) /nuraba+gadabiya-na/ 'you all went down'
—» nurba+gadabiya-na/
(c) /gabaraba+mera/ 'those left-handed people'
—> /gabarba+mera/
Note that the 1/2 Minimal intransitive subject prefix /ra-/ is not affected by M-l because no 
additional prefix components precede /ra-/; thus /ra+waga-na/ 'you and I spoke' does not
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become */r+waga-na/. Additional M-Rules and P-Rules operate on all the derived forms in 
(1) above.
When applied to prefix forms the following rule brings about deletion of the sequence /ba/. 
M-2 applies to both transitive and intransitive verbs as well as to nominal prefixes. M-2 is 
suspended for formation of Imperative forms, apparently to create a clear distinction 
between imperative and indicative forms, certain forms of which would otherwise be 
identical.
M-2: /ba/ deletion
ba -> 0  /  # P -_ { n } b a  (-P)
N.B. M-2 is suspended for Imperative formation.
Examples of application of M-2 are:
(2) (a) /gabarba+mera/ ’those left-handed people'
—» /garba+mera/
(b) /barba+gadabiya-na/ 'they all went down'
-»  /rba+gadabiya-na/
(c) /banba+jaraga-jlja/ 'they all looked for them' 
—> /nba+jaraga-jlja/
but:
(d) /banba+gagga/
(e) /barba+gandawa/
(f) /baba+jama/
'(you all) chase them!' 
'(you all) throw it!' (tn V r.') 
'(you all) wash it!' (W.^
Palatal Adjustment Rules
Rules M-3 to M -ll are collectively referred to as Palatal Adjustment Rules. Formation of 
irrealisi prefixes involves inclusion of a palatal segment, as in the following: Qa —> 13ay, 
Jla —» j l ja ,  Qina —> fjinji, rana —» rina. Also, formation of feminine forms for a handful 
of verb prefix nuclei involves almost identical morphophonemic adjustments, as in nu —» 
nuy, ba —> bi. The underlying form of the morpheme/s is difficult to recover but certainly
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involves a palatal segment, possibly /y/ (or / j /  which then lenites in most cases) and maybe 
an added vowel. The abstract notation Y is used here for the underlying form of the palatal 
segments in morphophonemic adjustment rules for both processes.
M-3: Realisation of A7 (1)
(a) Y ->  /y / / # ( { " } ) b a - _
0a
0U
inuj
In the first environment, M-3 (a) above, fY /  refers to the irrealisi morpheme only. The 
second environment derives either the irrealisi form or the feminine participant affix. This 
distinction is necessary because the feminine form of the 3UA prefix /ba/  is /bi-/ (see M-10 
and M - l l )  and not */ba-y/. N evertheless the homonymous prefix form /ba/ 
(3AUG(A)+3M(0)) is sensitive to M-3 (a), and the irrealisi form is /ba-y/.
Examples of application of M-3 follow in 3 (a) to (e):
(a) /rba-Y+ga<j.abiya-0/ 'they’ll all go down
—> /rba-y+gadabiya-0/
(b) /nba-Y+gagga-0/ 
/nba-y+gagga-0/
'they'll chase them'
(c) /ba-Y+gaba-0/
—> /ba-y+gaba-0/
'they will cook it'
(d) /Q a-Y +gaba-0/
—> /Q a-y+gaba-0/
'I'll cook it'
(e) /Qu-Y+gaba-da/
—> /Qu-y+gaba-da/
'we (l!2UAf) cooked it'
Rules M-4 to M-8 form a complex of strictly ordered rules. M-4 and M-5 are probably 
applied simultaneously; they derive the surface forms for all but three irrealisi prefix forms 
sensitive to the rule; M-6 to M-8 account for these rather irregular forms.
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M-4: Realisation of A7 (2)
r
(a) r - sonorant "I 
+ L+peripheral J
(b)
Y —> \ / r-sonorant "I 
+ L-peripheralJ/di/
M-5: Vowel Deletion (2)
[P-4 may then apply to /n j/ to give /p  J/.]
Examples showing application of M-4 and M-5 are:
(4) (a) /Q ina-Y +gaba-0/ 'we'll cook it'
M-4 (a) —> /Q ina-Ji+gaba-0/
M-5 —> /Qin-Ji+gaba-0 /
(b) /p  abana-Y + jam a-0/ 'they'll wash you'
M-4 (b) —> /p  ab ana-di+Jama-0/
M-5 -> /paban-di+Jam a-0/
For derivation of less regular forms, rules M-6 to M-8 are required in addition to M-4 and 
M-5.
M-6: Vowel Change (1)
l +
M-7: Palatal Stop Deletion
/J1/ —> 0 / # rin
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M-8: Vowel Change (2)
/ f# r in  +
M !*J ' {# p - j  +
The examples below show derivation of the less regular forms. In these examples the verb 
root is omitted for ease of reading, leaving just the prefix plus mood affix.
(5) (a) /Qana-Y+/ = (2,3M(A)+1M(0), irrealisi)
M-4 —» /Qana-Ji+/
M-5 —» /Qan-Ji+/
M-6 —> /Qin-Ji+/
(b) /rana-Y+/ = (3M(A)+1/2M(0), irrealisi)
M-4 —> /rana-Ji+/
M-5 —> /ran-Ji +/
M-6 —» /rin-Ji+/
M-7 —> /rin-i+/
M-8 —> /rina+/ (where the prefix and mood morpheme boundary collapses)
(c) /pa-Y +/ = (1,3,M(A)+2M(0), irrealisi; 2M(S), irrealisi)
M-4 —^ /j3a-ji+/
M-5 —> /J"l-Ji+/
M-8 -> /p -ja+ /
Rule M-9 applies to zero morpheme prefixes, namely where the prefix codes 
3M(A)+3M(0)non-fem and also 3M(S)non-fem.
M-9: Realisation of JY[_ (3).
Y -> /ya/ /  # 0  - _  +
Examples of application of M-9 follow:
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(6) (a) /0-Y +gaba-0/ 's!he'll cook it' (trans.)
M-9 —» /0-ya+gaba-0/
(b) /0-Y+gadabiya-0/ 'he will go down' (intrans.)
M-9 -> /0-ya+gadabiya-0/
Rules M -10 to M-13 are also strictly ordered; M-10 and M - l l  derive the majority of 
remaining feminine or irrealisi prefix forms; M-12 adjusts an irregular form. In M-13, /Y/  
refers specifically to the irrealisi morpheme and derives feminine forms that have already 
undergone palatal adjustment. In this environment the irrealisi morpheme /Y / is realised as 
zero.
M-10: Vowel Adjustment
- >  N
' b '
# (P-) \ f  ___ -Y +
- y -
M -ll: Realisation of A7 (41
M-12: Vowel Change (3)
/a/  —> f\J /  # y  nbi +
M-13: Realisation of A7 (5)
Y ->  0 /
Examples of application of M-10 and M -l 1 are:
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(7) (a) /Qaba-Y+gagga-0/ 'you!they all will chase me'
M-10 —> /Qabi-Y+gagga-0/
M-l 1 -> /Qabi+gagga-0/ (where the prefix and mood affix morpheme 
boundary collapses)
(b) /bar-Y+gadabiya-0/ 'they (3UAf) will go down'
M-10 —> /bari-Y+gadabiya-0/
M-l 1 —> /bari+ga$abiya-0/ (where the prefix and mood affix morpheme 
boundary collapses)
Rule M -l2 applies to one prefix form only, /yanba/:
(8) /yanba-Y/ = (2M(A)+3AUG(0), irrealisi)
M-10 —> /yanbi-Y+/
M-l 1 —> /yanbi+/ (collapsed morpheme boundary)
M-l 2 —> /yinbi+/
Rule M -l3 is applied as in the examples following:
(9) (a) /gi-Y+gadabiya-0/ 'she'll go down'
M -l3 —»/gi+gadabiya-0/ (where the prefix and mood affix 
boundary collapses)
(b) /Quy-Y+gaba-0/ 'we (H2UAf) will cook it'
M -l3 /Quy+gaba-0/ (the prefix and mood affix morpheme
boundary collapses)
Not all palatal segments in a prefix are feminine or irrealisi morphemes. M-14 is a pre- 
palatal vowel change rule which heightens the unstressed vowel of certain verbal prefixes 
before roots (or monosyllabic verb increments) with a palatal segment
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M-14 Pre-Palatal Vowel Change (1)
/ a / —> /e /  /  # ( P ) - j j * j _  +
+laminal
- nasal
Examples of application of M-14 are:
(9) (a) /ya+Jama-0/ 's/he will wash it/him
M-14 —»/ye+Jam a-0/
(b) /Jl a+jolbbariya-na/ 'you jumped' 
M-14 —» /pe+jolbbariya-na/
(c) /p ja+ de-ba-0 / ’you'll go'
M-14 —>/pje+ jfe-ba-0/
(d) /pa+yinama-na/ you did it'
M-14 —> /pe+yinama-na/
2.6.3.2. Palatal Adjustment at Stem and Suffix Boundary 
In verb roots of three or more syllables there is vowel alternation in any syllable receiving 
secondary stress after addition of one of the "palatal" tense suffixes, /-ya/  or /-p  Ja/, or the 
detransitivising affixes /-p jiy a / and /-ya/.
Secondary stress is not marked orthographically and all such vowel changes are reflected in 
the surface forms. The rule is formulated as M-15:
M-15: Pre-Palatal Vowel Change (21
/a /
+ stress2 - » N / - [+ laminal]
[N.B. word must have three or more syllables]
Examples of this alternation, with stress patterns included are:
(10) (a) /0+ym am a-0/ 'do it!' (IMPV)
/0+yihama-na/ 'he did it' (PC/T)
M-15 —> /ya+ytnami-ya/ 'he'll do i t ' (FUT)
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(b) /0+j:änbawa-0/ 'heat it up!' (IMPV)
/0+Jänbawä-na/ 'he heated it' (PC/T)
M-15 —> /0+Janbawi-ya/ 'he heated it' (C/T)
(c) /0+gulagga-0/
M-15 —» /0+gulaggi-ya/ 
M-15 —»/0+gulaggi-pja/
'waite him upr (IMPV) 
Tie wo&e Awi' (PC/T) 
Tie w<9^ e him' (C/T)
(d) /ra+gulagga-Jl jiya-0/ 'we woke each other' (C/T)
M-15 —> /ra+gülaggi-pjiyä-na/ 'we wo&e each other' (PC/T)
2.6.3.3. Additional Morphophonemic Rules
Rule M-16 (a) and (b) capture a number of a vowel deletion processes which involve 
deletion of /a/ from the affix /-na-/ in its various guises. The affix /-na/ has several distinct 
functions, but always occurs as a prefix component. The vowel /a/ is deleted from /-na-/ 
where:
i) l-na-l is a peripheral prefix component followed by the nominalising affix 
/na+/ or the orientation affix l-na-l\\
ii) l-na-l is a verbal prefix component of (O) forms followed by a verb-root 
beginning with /n/ or a non-peripheral stop;
iii) l-na-l is an orientation affix, forming a component of a verbal prefix, and is 
followed by a verb-root beginning with a non-peripheral stop.
Given these descriptions of the deletion processes the similarities can be captured by a 
combined rule which accounts for i) above in M-16(a) and ii) and iii) as in M-16(b):
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M-16 /na-/ Reduction Rule
(a)
/a/ —> 0  /
(b)
# P (-) n
# P (-) n
-n a  + 
n
Examples of application of M-16 are:
(11) (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(0
/ga-bana-na+gelaya/ 'those two people'
M-16 (a) —>/ga-ban-na+gelaya/ 
/Quna-na+gelaya/ 'we people' (1/2 UA) 
M-16 (a) —> /Qun-na+gelaya/ 
/bana-na+goraya-0/ 'come here!' (UA IMPV) 
M-16 (a) —»/ban-na+goraya-0/
/Qa-na+da-na/ 'you shot me'
M-16 (b) —> /Qa-n-fda-na/
/ri-na+na-ya-liyawa/ 'he will see us' (1/2 M) 
M-16 (b) —»/ri-n+na-ya-liyawa/ 
/ya-na+Jona-0/ 'he'll come back'
M-16 (b) -»  /ya-n+Jona-0/
2.6.4. Morphophonemic Adjustments: Yurrbukka dialect
Two productive morphophonemic rules (for speakers of the Yurrbukka dialect) involve 
adjustments across the prefix and verb or nominal stem boundary.
The first, YM-1, deletes an unstressed /ba/ syllable before a stem or root with an initial 
bilabial stop or nasal.
YM-1: /ba/ deletion
/ba/
-stress ->  0 / #P +
+peripheral
labial
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Examples of application of YM-1 follow, with the corresponding non-Yurrbukka forms 
listed first for comparison:
(1) (a) /nurba+bbeiaya-0/ 'you all blocked the way'
YM-1 —>/nur+bbeiaya-0/
(b) /nirba+madeJ:Jaya-0/ we all told a story'
YM-1 —» /nir+madeJj:aya-0/
(c) /nunba+bbawa-na/ we left you all behind'
YM-1 —»/nun+bbawa-na/
Example 1(c) shows that YM-1 applies after P-1 the stop lengthening phonological rule. 
Normally a post-nasal stop, as in /nunbbawana/, remains short,* however, in this and other 
examples similar to it the lengthening rule has already derived the long stop and it remains. 
We do not hear */nunbawana/.
A second reduction process within the prefix extending across the stem/root morpheme 
boundary involves /ba/ and root/stem-initial /w/. The semivowel /w/ assimilates to the 
bilabial stop of preceding /ba/ and the intervening vowel is deleted. This process is more 
easily formulated in two parts:
YM-2: Labial Assimilation
(a) /a/ —> 0  /  #P - b _  +
(b) /w/ ->  0  /  #P - b + _
This shortening and assimilation process can be seen in the following examples:
(2) (a) /Qirba+waga-na/ 'we all spoke'
YM-2(a) —> /Qirb+waga-na/
YM-2(b) —> /Qirb+aga-na/
- consonantal
+sonorant
+peripheral
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(b) /Qurba+worggaya-na/ 'we wandered around'
YM-2(a) —> /Qurb+worggaya-na/
YM-2(b) —> /Qurb+orggaya-na/
(c) /Qinba+wu-na/ 'we gave it to them'
YM-2(a) —»/Qinb+wu-na/
YM-2(b) —> /Qinb+u-na/
(d) /ba-wu-na/ 'they gave it to them'
YM-2(a) —> /b+wu-na/
YM-2(b) —> /b+u-na/
Note that YM-2 (a) and (b) do not apply to prefixes ending with the vowel /i/; the latter are 
irrealisi prefixes, as discussed in Palatal Adjustment Rules in 2.6.3.1 above. The irrealisi 
form /Qirbi+waga-0 'we will speak', does not become /Qirbaga/. The reason for this is
clearly that inclusion of /i/-final forms in the rule would eliminate the formal distinction 
between realis and irrealisi forms; /Qirbaga/ means 'we speak (C/T)'.
Another morphophonemic adjustment occurring at the prefix boundary in Yurrbukka 
Nakkara speech involves shortening due to palatal assimilation. As with YM-2 the whole 
process is described with two ordered rules, YM-3(a) and YM-3(b).
YM-3: Palatal Assimilation
(a) m 0 / # (P) n - J  _  + y
(b) /y/ 0 / # ( P ) n - J  + _
Relevant examples of this process are:
(3) (a) /nun-p+yu-pa/ 'you (2UA) will lie down'
YM-3(a) —» /nun-J+yu-pa/
YM-3(b) —> /nun-J+u-pa/
(b) /p-Ja+yinami-ya/ 'you will do it' 
YM-3(a) —> /p-J+yinami-ya/ 
YM-3(b) —> /p-pfinam i-ya/
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2.6.5. Rule Ordering
Ordering of the phonological and morphophonemic rules is quite straightforward given the 
arrangement and ordering above. All general M-Rules operate before the P-Rules in given 
sequence and the M-Rules of the Yurrbukka dialect apply after normal P-Rules.
M-1 Vowel Deletion (1)
M-2 /ba/ Deletion 
M-3 Realisation of Y (1)
M-4 Realisation of Y (2)
M-5 Vowel Deletion (2)
M-6 Vowel Change (1)
M-7 Palatal Stop Deletion 
M-8 Vowel Change (2)
M-9 Realisation of Y (3)
M-10 Vowel Adjustment 
M -11 Realisation of Y (4)
M -12 Vowel Change (3)
M-13 Realisation of Y (5)
M-14 Pre-Palatal Vowel Change (1)
M-15 Pre-Palatal Vowel Change (2)
M -16 /na-/ Reduction Rule
P -1 Stop Lengthening Rule 
P-2 Apical Neutralisation Rule 
P-3 Frication of Short Peripheral Stops 
P-4 Nasal-Lamimal Stop Assimilation
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YM-1 /ba/Deletion 
YM-2 Labial Assimilation 
YM-3 Palatal Assimilation
2.7. Phonotactics and Word Structure
Analysing the syllable structure of words in Nakkara highlights the effects that word- 
internal morpheme boundaries have on distributional constraints; a dichotomy emerges 
between the word as a sequence of morphemes and a word as a morpheme in isolation. 
This distinction has some bearing on syllable structure constituency.
In the discussion following, constituent structure of the various syllable types in Nakkara is 
described with reference to both mono-morphemic and multi-morphemic word structures. 
An additional and equally pervasive problem is the organisation of morpheme boundaries 
vis-a-vis syllable boundaries. As in other languages, the two do not always coincide. In 
Nakkara this is most apparent at the morpheme boundaries where long stops are created 
word-medially.
Halle and Clements (1983:15) have introduced this kind of problem to their discussion of 
autosegmental phonology. Their schema for resolving this problem is equally useful for 
illustrating apparent inconsistencies in Nakkara. It involves viewing phonological 
representations as three dimensional objects. First, a CV skeleton or core is constructed, 
surrounded by several autosegmental tiers containing relevant information about the 
phonetic properties of the C and V slots. Syllable and morpheme constituents can then be 
represented clearly on separate tiers. These principles are illustrated in section 2.7.1. 
below, particularly in set 2).
2.7.1. Syllable Structure
For this analysis of Nakkara, in word-medial clusters of two consonants (both heterorganic 
and homorganic) the first segment is assigned to one syllable, the second to the syllable 
following:
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s s
A
s s
y \  a
g a d J  a 'hand, foot' g u p m a 'another time'
S S S S
/ \  A / \  A
0 u r Q a ’fat' b u d d a 'yabby'
S S
/ \  A
b u 1 b a 'Carp Gudgeon'
A parallel situation occurs at morpheme boundaries where long stop allophones occur. By 
using autosegmental representation the distinction and inconsistency between syllable and 
morpheme boundaries is made clear:
(2)
a) QabiudaQa 7 hit him'
S S S S
ATA / \  A  / \c v c c v c v c v
I I I I I I I I I
n a b b u d a n  a
V  V
M M M
b) nag:adaQab:ag:awa 'from there/then'
S S S S S S S
A l \  A  A  A K  A  Ac v c c v c v c v c c v c c v c v
I I I I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I
n a g g a d a t j a b b a g g a w a
V  V  \ J /
M M M M M
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c) Qib:erab:a 'we all' (1AUG)
S S S S
/ T \  A / t \  A
c v c c v c v c c v
M
In triple consonant clusters (of which there are only a handful) the first two segments are 
assigned to one syllable and the third to the syllable following:
(3) a) ginJalg:Q<wi file snake'
s
A
S S
A
s
A
C V c
1 1 1
C V c c
1 1 1 1
C V1 1 C V1 1  1
g i n
 l  
J  a 1 g
1 1
0 a
1 1
r a
b) warb:mada 'sihe extracted it'
S S S
A  A
c v c c c v c v
I I I I I I I I
w a r  b m  a d  a
c) manmarg:manmarg:a 'Carpet Python'
S S S S S
A 'A  A  a A \  A
C V C C V
1 1 1 1 1
C C C V C C V
1 1 1 1 I I I
C C
1 I
C
11 1 1 1 1
m a n m a
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
r g m a n m a
1 1
r g
1
g
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d) badjelg:badjelg: 'Brown Goshawk'
S S S S
/ 1\
c
1
V C
| I
C V
I I
c
1
c
1
C V
1 1
C
I
C V
I I
C
I
c
11
b
1 1
a d
1 1
J e
1
1
1
g
1 1
b a
1
d
1 1
J e
1
1
1
g
2.7.2. Canonical Syllable Types 
Four syllable structure types can occur in Nakkara: 
i} 9
ii) CV or ( C )‘C V ( ( C ) C )*
iii) CVC
iv) CVCC
2.7.2.1. Syllable Structure Type: f
This type consists of the syllabic nasals /n/, /Jp/ and an isolated example of /m/, and also a 
syllabic rhotic /r/ which occurs in surface forms after application of a syllable reduction rule 
(see 2.6.3.1, M -l and M-2).
These syllabic consonants are always in word-initial position, are often prefix morphemes 
in their own right, and do not carry primary stress. There is no straightforward way of 
proving their status as syllabic consonants, as against, say, the first segment of a consonant 
cluster. The fact is that my perception of them has always been as that of syllables; the 
perceived duration of these consonants is sufficient for them to be "counted" as individual 
syllables. Some occurrences of syllabic consonants are derived by morphophonemic 
processes, often involving segment or syllable reduction. With the remainder their status as 
former non-syllabic segments is more difficult to prove.
The syllabic nasal /n/, in all but one example is itself a morpheme. It normally occurs as the
third person Minimal non-feminine form of the Attributive pronominal prefix paradigm (see
4.5.1. ), and as such is always in word-initial position. In this guise, /n/ can be prefixed to
several types of nominal, including certain body parts, subsection and other kin terms,
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nominal adjectives, deictics and some concrete noun forms. Some examples are included
here:
(4) (a) /n + dadda/ 'strong one' (non-fem)
(b) /n + gara/ 'this-here' (non-fem)
(c) /n + bunama/ 'long-tail stingray'
A syllabic nasal can also occur verb-inidally, but in two very different circumstances. 
Firstly there is one verb root with an initial syllabic nasal /n/; this is not a separate affix, but 
part of the verb lexeme: nbadaf:iya  'spill, tip over'. Most forms of this verb occur 
obligatorily with a prefix. Nevertheless there are three forms that have the syllabic nasal in 
word-initial position:
(5) a) /0  + nbadajjiya/ 'tip it over!' (MIN.IMPV)
b) / 0  + nbadajjiya + naJ 'he tipped it over' (PC/T)
c) /0  + nbadajjiya + 0 / 'he is tipping it over' (C/T)
In all other forms there is a prefix, and the nasal is interpreted as the closing consonantal 
segment o f the immediately preceding syllable. Examples (6) (a) and (b) show the 
comparative syllable breakdowns.
6. a) /0  + nbadajjiya/ 'tip it over1/  (MIN.IMPV)
S S S S S
I A AT\ A A
c c v c v c c v c v
I I I I I I I I
n b a d a j j i y a
b) /gi + nbadajjiya + 0 /  'she tipped!is tipping it over'
S S S S S
A A Ac v c c v c v c c v c v
I I I I I I I I I I
g i n b a d a  J J i y a
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The second circumstance of syllabic-nasal occurrence in verbs concerns allomorphs of the 
orientation affix na+ and does not therefore involve a verb-root in isolation. Before verbs 
with initial non-peripheral stops (i.e. /d/, / j / ,  /d/) there is vowel deletion and stop-nasal
assimilation. This produces syllabic nasal allomorphs when there is no preceding 
pronominal prefix, (see Rule M-16, 2.6.3.3.) The apical distinction is neutralised word- 
initially (see Rule P-2, 2.6.2.) giving /-n-/ and / - J T - /  as orientation affix allomorphs. This is
exemplified in (7) below:
(7) (a) /0-na+diJJarabaga-na/ 'he visited here'
-4 0-n+ diJj:arabaga-na 
-4  ndijjaiabagana
(b) /0-na+Jona- Q a /  ’he came back here’
-4 njona Qa
The syllabic nasal /n/ also occurs in the second person Minimal irrealisi composite verb 
prefix /JT Ja-/. A syllabic nasal comes about by reduction of the realis prefix /p a -/ when the
irrealisi mood affix is added. (See M-4, M-5, M-8., section 2.6.3.1.) Occurrence of the 
syllabic nasal /JT / is exemplified below:
(8) /n ja  + ga^abiya/  ’you’ll go down
S S S S S S
1 A!\ A A A A
C C V c1 1 1 1C V| I C V  C Y1 1 1 1 C VI I1 1 1 1
J1 J  a g
1 1
g a
1 ! 1 1
d a b  i
1 1
y a
As an isolated morpheme the derivational affix /-p  Jiya/ has an initial syllabic nasal, but the 
affix never occurs word initially so the nasal is always interpreted as a consonantal segment 
of the immediately preceding syllable, much as in (6 (b) above.
The syllabic nasal /m/  occurs in one word only, as the initial consonantal segment in 
mbaggama 'father/ son'. This homorganic nasal-stop cluster might suggest that /m/ is an
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assimilated version of the non-feminine prefix /n-/. Nevertheless, this prefix does not
assimilate to the stem-initial bilabial consonant on any other nominals of this type. For 
example, we do not find *m+bara for n+bara 'pandanush
The syllabic rhotic /r/ is a characteristic feature of Nakkara, considering that in other 
languages in this area it never occurs. In Nakkara syllabic /r/ surfaces as word-initial 
consonant in third person Augmented intransitive verbal prefix forms; the underlying form 
of this prefix is IbarabaJ. (See analysis in 5.3.1.) Application of a vowel deletion rule (M-l) 
derives the form Ibarbal; then a syllable-deletion rule (M-2) applies, giving Irbal, as 
exemplified in (9):
/rba + gadabiya - na/ 'they'll go down
S S S S S S S
I ATA A A A  A / \
C C V C C V
1 1 1 1 1 1
C V
1 1
C V C V
1 1 1 1
C V
1 I1 1 1 1 1 1
r b a g g a
1 1
d a
1 1 1 1
b i y a
1 1
n a
In summary, many occurrences of syllabic consonants arise after application of one or 
another deletion rule. Nevertheless, this is not true of all occurrences. The above 
interpretation allows for all syllabic consonants to be word-initial.
2.7.2.2. Syllable Structure Type: CV
This syllable type occurs freely in all parts of a word, initially, medially and finally.
C i in CiV:
In word-medial and word-final syllables all consonant and semivowel phonemes can occur 
as Ci, although / j /  is rare as Ci in word-final Ci V syllables, unless Ci is preceded by a
nasal.
In word-initial position the distribution of CiV syllables is restricted by apical 
neutralisation. (See 2.6.2. Rule P-2 ) Thus all consonant segments except a retroflex stop, 
nasal and lateral can occur as Ci in word-initial CiV syllables.
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2.7.2.3. Syllable Structure Type: CVC.
This syllable type occurs commonly in all environments within a word. There are, 
nevertheless, more restrictions on allowable consonants in this syllable type than are found 
for CV syllables. With a geminate interpretation of morpheme-medial long stops, certain 
consonant constituents of CVC and CVCC syllable types occur which are not allowable 
with a segmental interpretation.
C i in CiVC
Given the neutralisation restrictions on word-initial consonants, all possible consonants 
occur as Ci in a word-initial CiVC syllable. For Ci VC syllables in word-medial position 
there are no constraints on occurrence of consonants or semivowels as Cp Word-finally 
the nasals /n/ and /Jl/ do not occur as Ci, although the other nasals are quite common in
this environment; all other consonants and semivowel phonemes are allowable.
C2 in CVC2
There are no restrictions on the consonant C2 of a CVC2 syllable occurring word-initially, 
although /w/ as C2 occurs in only one example to date, the monosyllabic possibility particle 
/Qaw/;/r/ is not common, with only three examples so far. All stops can occur as C2 and
more usually as the first member of a geminate cluster.
Word-medially C2 in a CVC2 syllable can be any of the stops and nasals, although clear 
examples of /Jl/ in this position are difficult to isolate because most occur immediately
before a lamino-palatal stop and there is some difficulty in perceiving any phonetic 
difference between the nasal-stop sequences /Jl J/ and /nj/; this is not a meaningful contrast
in the language and the pair are not differentiated orthographically.
Both laterals and the alveolar rhotic /r/ are commonly found as C2 in CVC2 word-medially, 
the glide /y/ occurs (often preceding a morpheme boundary and never before a stop), but 
the remaining sonorants /w/ and /r/ do not occur as C2 word-medially.
Word-finally all stops except /b/ occur as C2 in CVC2. Among sonorants the distribution of 
C2 word-finally is an extension of word-medial restrictions. All nasals except /Jl/ occur; 
both laterals and the rhotic /r/ occur, /w/ occurs as C2 in the same example, /Qaw/, and /r/ 
and /y/ never occur word-finally.
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Thus, the geminate interpretation allows all five stops as C2 in word-initial and word- 
medial position. The principal difference for syllable structure constituency between this 
and the segmental interpretation of long stops is that the latter allows only the retroflex and 
velar phonemes /d/ and /g/ as C2 word-initially, and only the retroflex and laminal 
phonemes /d/ and /J/ as C2 word-medially. Word-fmally there is no difference between the 
two, except that syllable-final stop length might be phonemic for some segmental 
interpretations. (Cf. The interpretation of syllable-final voiceless stops in Burarra (Glasgow 
1980).)
The additional stops allowed as C2in CVC2 syllables by the geminate interpretation are 
always the first member of a geminate pair. The differences in allowable C2 segments in 
this syllable type according to the two interpretations of long stops are tabled below:
GEMINATE SEGMENTAL
Word-initially C2 = b , d , d , J, g; d., g;
Word-medially C2 = b , d , d , J, g; d »J;
Word-finally C2 = d , d , J, g; d , d , J, g;
Table 2.7.2.3. Comparison of Allowable C2 in CVC2 Syllables.
2.7.2.4. Syllable Structure Type CVCC
With the geminate interpretation adopted here for analysis of morpheme-medial long stops 
in Nakkara there are many more examples of CVCC syllables than with a segmental 
interpretation. It follows then that in many of the examples showing CVCC syllables, the 
-fmat C is the first member of a geminate pair of stops.
Ci i n  CiVCC
When this syllable type occurs word-initially Ci can be any consonant except the neutral 
apical stop and nasal /*D/ and /*N/, the lamino-palatal nasal /p /  and the apico-alveolar
rhotic /r/, which is, in any case, unusual in word-initial position.
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Word-medially the following consonants cannot occur as Ci: the apico-alveolar stop /d/, 
the retroflex nasal and lateral /n/ and /l/, the lamino-palatal nasal /jV and the glide /y/. All
other consonants are allowable.
There are only three examples of a CVCC syllable in word-final position. In these Ci is /J/, 
/b/ or /m/.
C3 in CVC3C
C3 is always a rhotic or a lateral, or the glide /y/, but /y/ does not occur word-fmally as C3. 
Word-initially and word-medially C2 in CVC2C can be /r/, /r/, /l, /I/ or /y/. Word-finally C2
can only be /!/ or /r/.
C4 in CVCC4
Where this syllable type occurs, C4 is always a stop. In word-initial and word-medial 
position C4 can be any of the stops except /d/. In word-final position C4 is always /g/.
2.7.3. Intersyllabic Consonant Clusters
All intersyllabic consonant clusters are based on surface realisations of word-forms. Table
2.7.3. (a) shows the allowable intersyllabic clusters where the type CVC2 is followed by 
CiV(C)(C). As in the distributional descriptions given above, the non-syllabic non- 
consonantal phonemes /i/, /w/ and /y/ are treated as C segments in the matrix.
Table 2 .7 .3.(b) shows the allowable tri-clusters, where CVC3C4 is followed by 
CiV(C)(C).
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m Q
TABLE 2.7.3.(a) Intersyllabic Consonant Clusters [C2$C i]
1. /n j/ occurs in underlying form, as in /n+jeya/ 'Ndjebbana people', but the nasal always 
assimilates to the stop in surface form: [/n/ —> /J1 /  -j].
2. The sequence /rr/ occasionally occurs in underlying form at the boundary of prefix and 
stem, as in /Qir+ragabiya/ 'we (lUAf) are hot/burning'; in surface form however the 
sequence is one of homorganic close transition and there is absolute continuity between the 
segments (Cf. Catford (1977:220) and 2.3.4. above). The sequence is perceived as a rhotic 
trill which is never minimally contrastive with a rhotic flap.
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TABLE 2.7.3.(b) Intersyllabic Consonant Clusters [C3 C4 $Ci]
1. It is very difficult to hear the difference between the sequences /r+JJ/ and /d+J/. Both 
are represented in orthographic fom as -rddj-(see 2.8. below).
YB: occurs only in the Yurrbukka dialect of Nakkara, and after morphophonemic 
adjustment.
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]Examples showing the allowable bi-clusters as at Table 2.7.3.a) are listed below, ordered 
by the vertical columns of the matrix. English glosses are included in the second set 
following.
1 . nm gommanmuya 31. n y banya
2. nm banmany a Qa 32. r y baryuda
3. Jim gujlma 33. iy maiyara
4. lm balm anipja 34. y y Qayyinamiya
5. lm golma
6. rm giJIJirma 35. mb miggomba
7. im gonnala 36. Gb w oQ bol
8. ym buymar 37. nb najjinba
38. nb Janbawa
9. n  G balarjun Qa n a 39. P b balapbula
10. P  G GU P G U P  a 40. lb bulba
11. 1 0 wuna J  Jiraball] ara 41. lb yulbara
12. r  G Gu  r  Ga 42. rb burbur
13. y  G Q ayQ arab iya 43. fb guibara
44. bb gabbula
14. nn nagannaya 45. db dodbalgga
15. m numaggelaya 46. J b garabolijbolij
16. yn baynaya
47. Gg ngeraQg a
17. rl marlujlana 48. ng golongolon
18. y i maylila 49. ng yamangala
50. lg gadalgadal
19. rl barlaggarabiya 51. lg wulgala
52. gg mbaggama
20. yr bayrejja
53. md garadamdam
21. rr barrel a l]a 54. nd ginmendara
22. yx Qayrogroggawa 55. Id narjaldaradda
23. gT rogioggawana 56. dd laddi
24. dr Judiinmag
57. nd menda
25. nw ganwiba 58. dd budda
26. lw golwa
27. lw wilwil 59. gep jara
28. rw barwaga 60. U na 1 Jamiya
29. yw Q ayw uya 61. d J gudajfjidjidda
30. dw balarawidwid 62. d J nabadja
63. J J buruJJaQ a
English glosses for examples above:
1 . Venus Tusk Fish 31. put it down!
2. he set up camp 32. they (3UAf) are sleeping
3. behind 33. mosquitoes
4. wallaby 34. I'll do it
5. he's thirsty
6. Fiddler (fish sp.) 35. fishing line
7. sea bird sp. 36. hair token of murdered man
8. joey 37. red ochre
38. heat it up!
39. subsection term
9. large woven string bag 40. Carp Gudgeon (fish sp.)
10. black, dark 41. mud
11. Jabiru 42. wild honey sp
12. fleshy 43. eye
13. I'll fan myself 44. old man
45. good
14. by moonlight 46. Mud Hopper
15. you two women
16. they (3AUG) will see him 47. flounder, sole
48. paperbark water carrier
17. shellfish rStavelia horridal 49. Triple-Tail Fish
18. mainland 50. pus
51. eucalyptus flower
19. they (3UAf) slipped over 52. father/son
20. they (3AUG) will cook it 53. chin
54. it's shining through
21. they (3UAf) are careful 55. prickle
22. I'll make a pile 56. iron knife
23. he made a pile
24. personal name 57. arm
58. yabby
25. personal name
26. personal name 59. chest
27. current 60. he finally tastes protein
28. they (3UAf) speak 61. magnetic anthills
29. I'll give it to him/her 62. mud crab
30. Pratincole (bird sp.) 63. rags, old clothes
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Examples of tri-clusters listed according to vertical columns of matrix above are included 
here with English glosses in the second set following:
1. rgg bargga 12. rJJ nurjjiddaya
2. Igg woiggaya 13. ie ljjana
3. Igg nbulgga 14. y j j Q a y jja m a
4. Igg yalgga 15. P J J Q anJJam ada
5. ygg Qayggagga
6. ngg Qanggagga 16. r^d barrddawaJJaQa
17. ldd golddana
7. rbb burbba 18. ydd Q ayddaw a
8. lbb yolbba^a 19. Q anddana
9. lbb wolbbana
10. ybb [joybbana 20. lgb ba<^jelgbadjelg
11. nbb Qanbbuda 21. 1 g G ginjpalgQara
22. rgm manmargmanmargga
23. rbm warbmada
1 . Oxeye Herring 12. you (2UAf) are laughing
2. he wanders 13. he makes it ready
3. older one 14. I'll wash it
4. stringy bark 15. you washed me
5. I'll chase it
6. you chased me 16. they (3UAf) are playing
17. he opened his eyes
7. guts 18. I'll throw it
8. navel 19. you speared me
9. he hunted
10. he constructed it 20. Brown Goshawk
21. File Snake
22. Carpet Python
23. he extracted it
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2.8. Orthographie Representation
In 1979 the Nakkara people elected to have an orthography designed on that of their 
western neighbours, the speakers of Ndjebbana (Kunibidji) and Kunwinjku (Gunwinygu), 
(see McKay, 1979 and Carroll, 1978). The orthography chosen at that time has been used 
in the small amount of Nakkara literature produced in Maningrida since then and also in 
subsequent sections of this grammar (see Eather, 1979 for details).
Principal characteristics of this orthography are the use of double stop symbols for long 
("geminate") stops and use of 'k' for the velar stop rather than *g*. These and other features 
of the Nakkara orthography are discussed below. Table 2.8. shows Nakkara consonant 
symbols together with the phonemic representation used in the foregoing analysis.
Apico-
alveolar
Retroflex Lamino-
palatal
Dorso-
velar
Bilabial
Stop d AV rd /d / dj /? / k  /g/ b lb/
Nasal n /n/ m /n/ nj /J V ng /  Q/ m /m/
Lateral 1 N rl M
Rhotic rr M r I x l
Semivowel y /y / w /w/ (w) (/w/)
TABLE 2.8. Nakkara Consonant and Semivowel Symbols.
2.8.1. Features of Nakkara Orthography
Seven digraphs are introduced to replace diacritics and other phonetic symbols. Note the 
use of these for the non-rhotic retroflex consonants, where the Y  element of the digraph 
distinguishes retroflex from alveolar consonants. Nonetheless, a double V symbol 
represents the alveolar trill or tap and distinguishes it from the retroflex rhotic Y. The 
lamino-palatal stop and nasal are represented by 'dj' and 'nj' respectively; 'nj' should not 
be confused with a sequence /n/+/jp/ which would be written as 'ndj'. Because the digraph
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'ng' is used for the velar nasal, ’k' is used for the velar stop to distinguish the sequence 
/n+g/ from 'ng'= /Q/.
Double stop symbols represent long stops in morpheme-medial position as well as 
lengthened alternants and stop variants in morpheme-initial position.
2.8.2. Orthographic Conventions
Use of double symbols for long stops can result in cumbersome symbol sequences, 
particularly for consonant clusters. There are certain shortening conventions that are used to 
help overcome this problem.
First, when the digraphs 'rd' and ’dj’ are doubled, ’rdrd' is shortened to 'rdd' and 'djdj' to 
’ddj'. Secondly, there is no phonemic distinction between the sequence /n/+/J/ and /J 1 /+ /J / ;
therefore, it is convenient to shorten the sequence 'njdj' to 'ndj'. Other shortenings for 
clusters are 'mrd' to 'md' and 'rlrd' to 'rid'.
Two additional conventions are introduced to the orthography used for this grammar of 
Nakkara. One is an acute accent, used to mark irregular primary stress (see 2.5.1.), and the 
second is the hyphen, which is used in three different environments.
A hyphen is used to separate the Oblique pronoun from the verb stem when the former is 
used as an Agentive marker in certain verb-complex forms as in the following: (see also 
5.3.2.4.)
(i) nganabburdanga-liyawa 'he hit me'
ngana +burda -nga =Iiyawa 
lM(O) +hit -C/T =3M OBLQ
(=3M(A))
In certain compound words where stress patterning is unusual, a hyphen is used to separate 
the first morpheme root of the compound from the others (see 2.5.2.), as in:
(ii) nameway-rddayakininda 'spider'
nameway(a) + 0  +rda -ya -ki +ni -nda
throw-net 3M(A) +stab -C/T -3Mf(S) +sit -C/T
3M(0) (Prog.Asp)
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A hyphen is also used where an identical double and single symbol or double and double 
symbol are adjacent This occurs in only a handful of examples such as:
(iii) barr-relddjayana 'they (3UAf) were modest'
and not: barrrelddjayana
(iv) ngirr-rrakabiyana 'we (lUAf) were hot/burning'
and not: ngirrrrakabiyana
(v) Mardbalk-kkawa from Goulburn Island'
Goulbum- ABL
and not Mardbalkkkawa.
2.8.3. Vowel Symbols
All five vowels in Nakkara are represented orthographically by standard type-set symbols, 
as in the table following:
FRONT BACK
HIGH
LOW
i u
e o
a
TABLE 2.8.3. Nakkara Vowel Symbols
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MORPHOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES 
3.0. Preamble
The principal aim of the morphology section of the grammar (chapters 3 to 6 inclusive) is to 
describe and explain the morphological processes at work in Nakkara. Because of the 
polysynthetic nature of the language and the extensive pronominal cross-referencing, the 
'internal organisation and structure of words' (see Anderson (1982)) represents a large part 
of this grammar. Certainly, some word-forms in the language are morphologically unitary, 
but many consist of strings of two or more morphemes. Prefixation and suffixation are the 
main morphological processes operating in Nakkara. The majority of affixes are 
pronominal in form and represent inflectional categories.
Pronominal affixes are characteristic of Nakkara and other prefixing non-Pama Nyungan 
languages. Principal grammatical functions are not coded as nominal case affixes, as we 
find in the bulk of Australian languages, but as bound pronominal affixes (usually prefixes) 
onto a verbal predicate referred to as the verb-complex. Many nominals (a word class 
including nouns, adjectives, pronouns and demonstratives) can also be used predicatively 
and then occur with pronominal affixes. There are a handful of non-pronominal affixes, 
some of which are inflectional and some derivational. They never code grammatical 
functions, but add semantic specification, usually locational (see 4.7.).
Verbs and many nominals can be fairly well characterised in purely morphological terms. 
Particles, interjections and spatio-temporal qualifiers are usually morphologically unitary. 
Consequently, these are best described separately, according to word class, as in Chapter 
7 .
A general classification of word types will be essential for subsequent discussion of 
morphological processes. Sections 3.1 to 3.6 provide these details. Characterisation of 
each word class entails some discussion of functional as well as formal (internal 
morphological) properties. Functional properties provide information about clausal 
relations and how each class of word interacts with the others. A more detailed account of 
the function of words within larger constructs is given in Chapter 8, Clause Structure.
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Nominal and verbal morphology are discussed separately. Chapter 4 covers ’Nominal 
Morphology'; Verbal Morphology, which is quite complex is divided into Chapter 5 'Verb 
Morphology' and Chapter 6 'Verb-Stem Morphology'. Because pronominal affixation is 
the principal morphological process operating in Nakkara, independent pronoun 
morphology is discussed (in 4.1. to 4.3.) prior to other aspects of nominal morphology.
3.1. Word Classes
There are five word classes in Nakkara. Verbs and nominals constitute the two major, open 
classes of words. Spatio-temporal qualifiers, particles and interjections are smaller closed 
sets. These word-classes have the following functional properties:
Verbs refer to actions, events, activities and some states and function as the nucleus of a 
verbal predicate. A verb-root occurs as the nucleus of a verb-complex. (See 5.1. to 5.1.3. 
for details). Because major grammatical relations are coded within the verb-complex, it can 
occur in isolation as a sentential unit. In other circumstances the verb-complex is supported 
by a range of independent word-forms.
Nominals refer to persons, places and things and to attributes of these referents. Many 
nominal forms can occur as predicate nuclei; and generally, nominals can function as noun 
phrase heads, modifiers or predicates. Within a given clause, nominals can function as 
core, outer-core or peripheral elements. The terms 'core' and 'peripheral' are used in the 
sense of Dixon (1980:294): 'Those NPs that must be included in a sentence if it is to have a 
complete sense are said to be in core function - these are intransitive subject, transitive 
subject and transitive object'. The term 'outer-core' is borrowed from Morphy (1983:81). 
In Nakkara outer-core functions include beneficiary, purposive, associative, and 
source/goal orientation (see 3.3.4.3. below). Peripheral NPs are circumstantial elements 
and provide the spatio-temporal setting for a sentence.
Spatio-temporal qualifiers provide the locational and temporal setting for a given clause. As 
circumstantial elements they function peripherally as clause modifiers.
Particles: I distinguish two types of particles in Nakkara: Clause-Modifying particles and 
Adjuncts. The former type modify and coordinate clauses, and as such are peripheral
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clausal elements. Adjuncts (after Matthews (1981:136-141) modify verbal predicates and 
function as outer-core elements of the clause.
Interjections include various exclamations and assertions used in discourse. As in other 
languages, the function of interjections in Nakkara is to provide an abbreviated expression 
of an emotion, or other kind of reaction, using a single word to convey the desired 
meaning.
3.2. Verbs
In Nakkara a verb lexeme (after Matthews (1974:22)) is equivalent to the verb root or 
citation form. A verb lexeme does not usually occur in isolation, but as the nucleus of the 
verb-complex (VC). A VC consists minimally of the following components:
PP - NUCLEUS - T
The pronominal prefix (PP) cross-references the core NP/s of the clause. The nucleus 
functions like a verb-root or stem and codes the action or state. The tense (T) gives a time 
perspective to the action. Consider as an example the following verb-complex, where 
marrbba ’wait for' is the verb lexeme:
ngabanamarrbbana 7 waited for them (both)' (3UA(0))
nga - bana + marrbba - na
1M - 3UA + wait PC/T
(A) (O)
PP +
for
NUC T
Thus, when discussing verbs as a word class in Nakkara we are referring to the (verbal) 
nucleus of the VC. For most verbs, this is also the citation form.
Verbs are an open word class, formally distinct from other classes in that any verb can 
occur with a tense morpheme without the support of derivational affixes. These tense 
affixes also provide conjugational categorisation of all verbs. (See 5.5.1. for details). 
Certain pronominal prefix (PP) components are characteristic of intransitive verbs and 
certain others characteristic of transitive and ditransitive verbs. The accompanying PP 
forms cannot,however.be readily used as formal criteria for distinguishing verbs from other
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word-classes. This is because many PP forms occurring with the VC are identical in form 
to prefixes occurring with nominal stems.
Verb nuclei are either strictly transitive or strictly intransitive. The nucleus can, however, 
occur with certain additional affixes which alter the transitivity of the verb stem. The verb 
corpus in Nakkara is somewhat uncharacteristic of Australian languages (cf. Dixon 
1980:420) in having more intransitive than transitive verbs. Many verbs can be translated 
by a verb in English. In addition to these, there is a fascinating array of verbs depicting 
actions which might require a lengthy English phrase to describe. For example, kikawa 'to 
arrange bivalve shellfish in rows over dry grass for steam cooking'.
On the other hand, some apparently simple actions or states are coded in Nakkara using 
idiom or compounding. The verb 'want' is usually considered to be a simple verb. (It is a 
semantic primitive in Wierzbicka's theory (1972:15).) In Nakkara (and also in 
neighbouring Ndjebbana) this verb is idiomatic. 'I want it', namandjarda ngabbarnjanga is 
literally 'to throat/neck I put it', perhaps, 'I put it to the throat/neck'.
What in English are two very separate verbs might in Nakkara be coded by a single lexeme. 
For example, the verb warawuma can mean 'to be afraid of or 'to be embarrassed, shy, 
"shame"'; belbba can mean 'step on', 'stamp', 'contact' or 'lay out, spread', 'pass' (of 
time), 'extend' (of distance), 'relate to' (of kin) and 'make be, enable'.
Conversely, Nakkara has several different verbs for some actions that are described by 
extended phrases in English. Typical examples are the set of verbs in Nakkara for 
'carrying/holding':
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ka
kaddjawa 
meddja 
ngorrakiya, 
marraya
mungkarandjiya,
'carry or hold in hand'
'hold, have in possession'
'hold in arms, cuddle'
'carry in arms, nurse'
'carry on head'
'carry/wear round head with weight
murnma,
warnakawaya
ngorawaraya,
resting on nape' (as e.g. dilly bag)
'carry on shoulder' (as e.g. child)
’carry over shoulder' (as e.g. dead wallaby) 
'carry fire as torch'
A verb-complex can be a simple unit, consisting of just the three basic components, PP, 
Nucleus and Tense. Alternatively, a given VC can consist of ten or more morphological 
components expressing a wide range of meanings. There are fourteen different 
morphological slots in the VC. A VC form will vary according to tense, polarity, realis 
status, mood, participant orientation, as well as contextual sequence and location. In 
chapters 5 and 6 all VC components are discussed.
3.3. Nominals
According to both formal and functional criteria it is necessary to have a rather large 
Nominal word class in Nakkara. Nominals are of three types: nouns, adjectives and 
deictics, although the division between nouns and adjectives is rather fluid. The three types 
are drawn together as a class on the basis of their function as referents for all manner of 
objects and entities, their functional distribution within the clause and their relative 
similarity in inflected form.
Within this Nominal class nouns and adjectives are open sets whereas the deictics 
(pronouns and demonstratives) constitute several closed sets, constructed on the basis of a 
few distinctions.
Some nominal lexemes occur always as independent, uninflected forms. Others have a 
stem as lexeme which must occur with inflections from a pronominal affix paradigm. In 
addition to these simple nominals there are also compound nominals.
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3.3.1. Nouns
Nouns are an open class. Their principal functions in discourse are to refer to, introduce or 
identify all manner of objects and entities, including inanimate elements of the natural 
world, supernatural entities and abstract notions.
Unlike other languages of Arnhem Land, Nakkara does not have multiple noun-class 
affixation (cf. Gunwinygu (Oates, 1964, Carroll, 1976), Maung (Capell and Hinch, 1970) 
and Gunbarlang (Harris, 1969), (Coleman, in preparation) to the west of Nakkara, Gun- 
Garragoni (own research) and Gunartpa Burarra (Glasgow K 1984) to the south, other 
dialects of Burarra to the east and also Anindilyakwa (Leeding 1989),spoken on Groote 
Eylandt).
There is no formal distinction in Nakkara between nouns denoting.say, plants and animals, 
except that members from either semantic class might differ in gender. Most nouns in 
Nakkara do have inherent gender, either masculine or feminine. Most also have inherent 
moiety, either Djowanga (Dua, Dhuwa) or Yirriddjanga (Yirricha, Yirritja).
Some nouns do have overt morphological material, such as a gender prefix, or may be 
inflected for non-minimal number. However, these inflectional affixes are simply members 
of a full set of pronominal oppositions and gender is coded along with person and number. 
(See Nominal Morphology, especially 4.4. and 4.5.)
As formal entities nouns are either independent non-inflecting lexemes or noun stem 
lexemes which occur with pronominal inflections. The former type, with derived nominals 
included, constitute about 65% of the nominal corpus. The remainder are nominal stems 
which require inflection.
Apart from the phenomenon of compounding, which is common in Nakkara nouns,there is 
also a noticeable amount of homonymy. This is found mostly in names for plants and 
animals, even among some of the most commonly used words. For example, nakkamana 
'dog' also means 'river garfish'; nabbarakikkakaya 'mouse', 'bush rat' is also a nut tree 
[Terminalia grandiflora]; nakkoyakoya means' gecko'as well as 'river shark' and the same 
word, nakkoyakoya, is used for 'sleepiness' and 'sleep' as a measure of time, as in we
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were away for three "sleeps", i.e. three days or nights. Repeated enquiries have failed to 
find evidence of perceived similarities in the homonymic species.
All nouns can function as core elements of a clause. In this way they are distinct from 
strictly peripheral elements or non-core elements such as locational and time qualifiers, 
particles and interjections. Nouns can also occur in a peripheral noun phrase, but the 
strictly peripheral elements never occur as core elements of a clause.
3.3.2. Adjectives
The distinction between adjectives and nouns is not always clear. The 'adjective' label is 
used here mainly as a convenience to refer to this particular set of descriptives. Adjectives, 
like nouns, are of two distinct formal types. There are those that occur as nominal stem 
lexemes, which must take nominal prefix inflections and those which occur as independent, 
undeclinable forms. The two types are at a ratio of 2:1 respectively. Inflecting adjectives 
occur with the person, number and gender of an associated nominal referent and can stand 
alone as predicative units.
The majority of inflecting adjective stems occur with the Attributive pronominal prefixes 
(see 4.5.1.1.). Other inflecting stems occur with the Characteristic pronominal prefixes 
(see 4.5.3.2.). Thus, inflected adjectives consist of a pronominal prefix and a nominal 
stem. Where an associated noun nominal is present a modifying relationship can be 
established. In these cases the prefix reflects the pronominal specification of the (head) 
noun. The stem is the modifier of the head noun.
For example:
nakkamana n +korayarra '(he's) a wild!cheeky dog'
dog 3M +wild/cheeky
yawurrinja karrba +kkorayarra '(they are) wild!crazy young men
young men 3AUG +wild/cheeky
These phrases can also mean 'The dog is wild/cheeky.' and 'The young men are 
wild/crazy', as there is no copula in Nakkara. Non-inflecting adjectives occur simply as 
nominal modifiers:
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nawara rdordbalkka 'a good woman
nakkamana rdordbalkka ’a good dog'
In turn, these phrases can also mean 'The woman is good.' and 'The dog is good.' 
Inclusion of a head noun with uninflected adjectives is more usual, but not essential given 
adequate context. The head noun, where present, usually precedes an adjective, but may 
follow it.
Adjectives in Nakkara cover a wide range of properties and attributes, and following Dixon 
(1977b:31) can be arranged into five categories. The two formal types of adjective do not, 
howeveqcorrelate significantly with the semantic categories.(See 4.5.1.1. and 4.53.2.) 
These include a large set denoting Physical properties (of people and things) such as 
'hairy', 'blind', 'lame', 'bandy', 'soft', 'rotten', 'ripe', 'sweet', 'dry', 'tough', 
'coloured', 'striped',etc. Word-forms denoting Age (and Status): 'old', 'young', 'first 
born',etc. Value: 'good', ’bad’, 'true^etc. Dimension and Quantity: 'fat', 'small', 
'long', 'short', 'many', 'few', etc. Colour (most examples of which, incidentally, are 
derived from nouns): 'black', 'white' and several terms for 'red', some of which would 
cover English glosses such as 'brown', 'orange' and 'yellow'.
3.3.3. Demonstratives
Demonstratives are a closed set of words, identified formally by the presence of any one of 
the demonstrative stems listed in Table 3.3.3. below. Additional morphological material 
will specify either a Demonstrative Pronoun or a Derived Demonstrative. The absence of 
inflections or derivational prefixes identifies a Demonstrative Adverb. Demonstrative 
pronouns are the only forms in the demonstrative set that can take pronominal inflections 
(see 4.5.1.4.). The Demonstrative Pronouns give specific locational reference to person/s, 
place/s or thing/s. Derived Demonstratives and Demonstrative Adverbs refer only to a 
location or direction, or sometimes to a set of circumstances, but never directly to a person 
or object.
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DEMONSTRATIVE
STEM
LOCATIONAL REFERENCE
nguya(bba) here
kana(bba) there
+kara(bba) near speaker
+kinangabba near addressee
+kinabba (dialectal variant of +kinangabba )
+ldnda (variant of +kina(nga)bba)
+kardangabba near speaker and addressee,
visible to speaker only.
(typically, behind addressee)
+kardabba (dialectal variant of +kardangabba)
+kana(bba) not near speaker or addressee
+kanbarda(bba) further away, beyond (+)kana(bba)
leyabba there, this side of (+)kana(bba)
TABLE 3.3.3. DEMONSTRATIVE STEMS
As indicated in Table 3.3.3. the derivational suffix /+bba/ can occur with most 
demonstrative stems. In fact it is optional with some stems and obligatory with others. I 
have been unable to gauige the precise function of /+bba/ with Demonstrative stems. Its 
inclusion seems to depend very much on immediate context. (See also discussion in 4.7.2. 
and 3.3.3.1. to 3.3.3.3. below.)
3.3.3.1. Demonstrative Pronouns
Demonstrative Pronouns occur with Attributive prefix inflections. The prefix reflects the 
person, number and gender of the head nominal element. This head NP may be a person, 
place or thing and may or may not be coded overtly in the phrase (see details of use in 
4.5.1.4.).
A demonstrative pronoun entails quite specific locational reference. A combined 
demonstrative-locational gloss along with specific person deixis (indicated by a number) is 
used to convey the full meaning, as in Table 3.3.3.1. below.
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Demonstrative Pronouns can also be used anaphorically in discourse and play an important 
role in highlighting participants or other constituents of ongoing speech. As anaphorics the 
demonstrative pronouns are usually followed by the fore'"grounding particle yingawa ’now' 
(see also 7.3.1.3.). Anaphoric pronouns can highlight a certain time or set of 
circumstances, as well as a person, place or thing. Only +kara, +kardabba and +kinabba 
are used in this way and the transfer from physical proximity to situational factors in 
discourse is relatively straightforward, as indicated in the anaphoric meanings of Table 
3.3.3.1. below.
It is interesting to note that in the Demonstrative stem kana(bba) ’that-there(3)' the presence 
of /+bbal indicates a distance greater than about 500 metres. Within that distance +kana is 
used. The presence or absence of l+bbal in the other relevant demonstrative pronoun stems 
does not indicate a difference of meaning.
DEMONSTRATIVE 
PRONOUN STEM
GLOSS ANAPHORIC MEANING 
AND GLOSS
+kara(bba) 'this-here' this-known to speaker 
(the one I'm talking about) 
'this-known (1)'
+kina(nga)bba 'that-there (2)' that-known to addressee 
(the one you know/spoke of) 
'that-known (2)'
+karda(nga)bba 'that-there (1/2)' that-known to speaker 
and addressee 
(the one we know because I 
spoke/will now speak of it) 
'that-known (1/2)'
+kana(bba) 'that-there (3)'
+kanbarda(bba) 'that-there
further'
TABLE 3.3.3.1. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN STEMS
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3.3.3.2. Demonstrative Adverbs
Demonstrative Adverbs (Table 3.3.3.2.) have no inflectional affixes or derivational 
prefixes1. They refer to locations, to the relationships between locations and entities or 
objects, but not to entities alone. Like other locational qualifiers, they always function on 
the periphery of clauses. Demonstrative Adverbs are, however, included as nominals 
because of their Demonstrative base form.
nguya(bba) here
kara(bba) here (specific place I speak of)
karda(nga)bba there (specific place we know of)
kinabba there (specific place you know of)
kana there (within about 500 metres)
kanabba there (further than 500 metres)
kanbarda(bba) there further (beyond kana(bba) )
leyabba there (this side of)
rakkanabba there (the other side of)
TABLE 3.3.3.2. DEMONSTRATIVE ADVERBS
3.3.3.3. Derived Demonstratives
Derived Demonstratives (Table 3.3.3.3.) are demonstrative bases with the derivational 
prefixes lna+1 or lra+1. They refer principally to directions or generalised locations, and by 
extension, to ways of doing or going about things.
1 The form rakkanabba 'there (the other side of) may be an exception here, as the prefix Iral is probably a
derivational affix with a similar meaning to Inal.
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nakkara(bba) this way
ranguya this way, to the side
nakkina(nga)bba that way, like you
(the way you are facing/heading)
nakkinda (variant of nakkina(nga)bba)
nakkarda(nga)bba that way
(not the way you're facing/heading)
rakkana the other way (behind speaker)
rakkanabba the other way (behind you)
rakkanbarda(bba) further that way (beyond rakkana(bba) )
TABLE 3.3.3.3. DERIVED DEMONSTRATIVES
These derived forms are always used with extended nominal constructions that employ 
suffixes or postpositions. For example, Ablative constructions, like nakkardabbakkawa 
'from that way there'; Oblique pronoun extensions such as nakkara liya(wa) 'like this one'; 
Locative/Instrumental postposition phrases like nakkinabba nayana 'with that one there 
(near you)'. (See 4.7.3.2. and 4.7.4.) Note that the language name 'Nakkara' is a derived 
demonstrative.
3.3.4. Pronouns
There are three separate personal pronoun paradigms in Nakkara, each one distinctive in 
both formal and functional terms. A paradigm has seventeen members, representing 
person, number and gender oppositions, (see 4.2.ff)
In this grammar, all members of independent pronoun paradigms are analysed as composite 
forms. A pronoun consists minimally of a pronominal stem and a suffix. The stem 
identifies the person, number and gender of the referent/s and a suffix assists in identifying 
the function of the pronoun, (see 4.3.)
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3.3.4.1. Cardinal Pronouns
Cardinal pronouns are the most widely functional of the three paradigms. They consist of a 
pronominal stem with the suffix /+bba/. (Formal properties are discussed in some detail in 
4.3. to 4.3.1.3.)
Cardinal pronouns are unique among independent pronominal types on two counts. First, 
any member of the paradigm can function within the bounds of a given clause construction 
(as indicator of core participant/s), or independently of it (as in abbreviated response to a 
question, e.g. Who's going? or Who did it?) Second, Cardinal pronouns can occur in 
predicative possessive constructions. The pronoun occurs as a nominal stem (indicating 
possessor) with an Attributive pronominal prefix, which cross-references the thing/s 
possessed. (See 4.5.1.3.)
Cardinal pronouns function within the clause as independent indicators of the core 
participants. They are optional reinforcement for the pronominal forms coded as 
Pronominal Prefix (PP) on the Verb-Complex (VC). Depending on the transitivity of a 
clause, a clause-internal Cardinal pronoun can function as an intransitive subject (S), a 
transitive subject (A) or a transitive object (O). In most Australian languages, variation in 
form reflects the different grammatical functions. In Nakkara the Cardinal form does not 
change.
Any NP outside of the verb-complex can identify core participants, but if reference is 
pronominal and no additional pragmatic functions (like topicalisation) are involved, the 
Cardinal pronoun form will always be used. If pronominal reference occurs in isolation, or 
somehow independently of a predicative construction, a Cardinal pronoun will be used to 
code this reference.
3.3.4.2. Selective Topic Pronouns
A pronominal stem with the suffix l+mal is termed a Selective Topic pronoun. Members of 
this paradigm can be used to introduce a new topic to the discourse, or to refer to a selective 
set of participants functioning as a topic. The Selective Topic pronoun codes only core 
participants. The associated grammatical function is usually reference to a subject (A) or 
(S), but reference to an object (O) is also found. Distribution of the Selective Topic
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pronoun is quite restricted. It occurs either clause-initially, or at the head of a clause 
introduced by the particle ngarra, which means 'and something new or different'.
3.3.4.3. Oblique Pronouns
The Oblique pronouns consist of pronominal stems plus the suffix l-wal. Their specific 
function is to introduce outer-core participants that are associated with the clause in certain 
semantically definable ways. The term outer-core is from (Morphy (1983:81) and is useful 
for distinguishing Oblique functions from those associated with core and peripheral 
elements of a clause.
Oblique pronouns do not function as core or as peripheral (e.g. spatio-temporal) elements 
of a clause2 . The semantic roles associated with Oblique pronouns in Nakkara include 
beneficiary, purposive, associative, source/goal orientation.
3.4. Spatio-Temporal Qualifiers
In Nakkara this class of words consists of Locational qualifiers and Time qualifiers, as 
described below. Many of these are nominal in form but are classed together on the basis of 
their shared function.
3.4.1. Locational Qualifiers
Locational qualifiers function on the periphery of clauses. They do not describe or establish 
referents, but provide the locational setting for a given speech-act. In this sense they are 
functionally (but not always formally) distinct from nominals that function clause-intemally 
(i.e. nouns, adjectives, pronouns, demonstratives). Locational qualifiers are of three types: 
qualifiers of spatial position, of spatial parameter and of spatial orientation. (See 7.1.1. for 
details.)
3.4.2. Time Qualifiers
Like locational qualifiers, time qualifiers are peripheral operators. They provide the 
temporal setting for a given speech-act. There are three types of time qualifier: parts of the
2 An exception to this is of course where the 'Agentive Oblique' occurs in the outer-core slot following a 
verb complex (see 5.3.2A). In these restricted circumstances alone, the Oblique form has inner-core
function.
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day, temporal relators and iterative and durative qualifiers. (See 7.1.2. for further 
discussion.)
3.5. Particles
There are two types of particle in Nakkara, distinguished functionally from each other in 
terms of clause relations. They are clause-modifying particles and predicate-modifying 
particles, or adjuncts. The former are peripheral operators while adjuncts operate as outer- 
core elements.
3.5.1. Clause Modifying Particles
This set of particles includes all modal operators, negative and realis particles, clause 
cohesion particles and also mood qualifiers. Particles are discussed with appropriate 
examples in 7.3.1. to 7.3.3.
3.5.2. Adjuncts
These are a small set of verbal predicate modifiers. They provide additional information 
about the action denoted by the verb, and in so doing can say something about the 
participants involved. These modifiers do not .however, affect the factivity mode or the 
status of the clause.
Adjuncts always occur adjacent to the verb-complex and/or core operators and, as pointed 
out by Matthews (1981:136-141), adjuncts are neither core nor peripheral operators. Thus, 
like Oblique pronouns, adjuncts are included as outer-core elements.
As word-forms they are a hybrid set. Some are derived from circumstantial qualifiers, 
some from particles and formatives while others are independent lexemes.
Adjuncts include manja 'carefully', 'slowly', 'gently'; lorra 'properly, thoroughly'; 
marawaka 'quietly, silently'; warrikka 'quickly', kakarda(-kakarda) 'hurriedly, hastily'; 
waymuk 'for no reason, accidentally'; bulkkidj 'for a reason, deliberately'; munguy 
'persistently, repeatedly’, 'with force'; ngardawabba-ngardawabba 'separately'; 
ngardawabba 'alone', 'single-handedly'. They are discussed and exemplified in 7.3.4.
3.6. Interjections
This is an open class of words. Because of the degree of multilingualism in Maningrida it is 
often difficult to assign a given interjection to a particular language. Facility with several
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different languages lends a creative air to use of interjections, and there is certainly a 
common pool of expressions that can be included as members of this class of words. This 
situation provides a rich array of alternatives, such as the standard Nakkara forms ngawä 
'yes' and korla 'no', (also used as a clause-modifying negative particle), as well as 
common abbreviations, extensions and accompanying gestures. For 'yes', awd (also 'good 
job!') and the borrowed terms yoh (where, following Kunwinjku orthography /h/ 
represents a glottal stop) and yuway. For 'no', the extended k o r l i used emphatically, and 
a nasal-glottal expression something like ngfi-Kng. Any of these forms may be 
accompanied by a turning down of the mouth with protruding bottom lip or the appropriate 
hand-sign.
Other interjections include ma or mah 'go on, do it, carry on'; dja or djußa 'shoo' (to 
dog); xvorro or werra 'poor thing!'; nja-nja 'sweet thing!'; mardaway 'can't be helped'; ye 
'hey!'; ay a 'all right'; he-he (confirmation); hi-hi (enthusiastic confirmation); yakkay 
'ouch'; yi or yi-ii (to attract someone's attention); djaddji 'come here' (usually to dog); 
akku 'o.k.' (?from Maung); a 'oh!'; marie 'indeed', 'well'; bobo 'goodbye'; nja 'here, take 
it'; ngaw 'who knows!'; bardak 'hold on!', 'wait!'; ngehkkZ 'look out!'.
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C hap ter 4
NOM INAL M ORPH O LO G Y
4.1. In d ep en d en t P ron o u n  M orphology
In the sections following we look at independent personal pronoun forms in Nakkara and at 
the organisation o f pronominal category oppositions. All morphological processes 
involving pronominal affixation make distinctions based on the categories of person, 
number and gender discussed in 4.2. below. Bound pronominal forms are modeled on and 
probably diachronically derived from the independent pronouns. Therefore, prior to 
discussion of the morphological processes associated with bound pronominals (see 4.2. to 
4.6.3.), it will be necessary to point out some of the structural characteristics of 
independent pronouns. Details o f pronoun structure are given in 4.3. The functions of 
independent pronouns are summarised above in 3.3.4.1 to 3.3.4.3.
4.2. P ronom inal C ategories: person, num ber and  gender
The majority o f verbal and nominal inflections in Nakkara are pronominal. They denote a 
set of oppositions based on particular person, number and gender categories. Nakkara does 
not have a standard person-number system, but one like that described by McKay (1975) 
for Rembarmga and discussed in Dixon (1980:35 Iff) as a Minimal/Augmented system.
n u m b e r
This system is comprised of threeAcategories: Minimal, Unit-Augmented and Augmented. It 
differs from standard singular-dual-plural systems because of the presence of three separate 
first person inclusive categories, the first of which (1/2 Minimal 'you and I’) cannot be 
included in a singular category because it involves more than one participant. The 
Minimal/Augmented system is detailed below following Table 4.2.
There are seventeen pronominal forms in a Nakkara paradigm. Table 4.2. shows the 
independent Cardinal pronoun paradigm. Note that non-feminine gender is unmarked and 
therefore the "non-fem" label is usually omitted from paradigms as in 4.2.
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MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngarabba 1 nginayabba 1 ngibb£rrabba
fern ngangiyakabba
1/2 ngarrabba 1/2 ngunayabba 1/2 ngubbdrrabba
fem nganguyakabba
2 njeyabba 2 nunayabba 2 nubbdrrabba
fem nanguyakabba
3 nakabba 3 banayabba 3 babbdnrabba
fern ngiyakabba fem bangiyakabba
TABLE 4.2. Nakkara Cardinal Pronoun Paradigm
The arrangement of Minimal (rather than Singular) distinctions includes firstly the two 
primary participants in the speech act, speaker T and addressee ’you’; additionally, a 
speaker plus addressee combination 'you and V is treated in the language as a Minimal unit, 
but is, clearly, non-singular, lastly, there are the Minimal non-participants, and these are 
distinguished for gender as feminine and non-feminine.
The set of distinctions comprising non-Minimal number forms has some similarities with 
the familiar dual and plural pronominal categories. However, inclusion of non-Minimal 
speaker plus addressee units would introduce a "trial" category, which confounds any 
attempt to successfully map a typical dual-plural opposition onto the forms.
The alternative to "dual plus trial" number categories is Unit-Augmented. This 
arrangement, as the name suggests, comprises pronominal units where members of the 
Minimal number category are augmented by one person.
A third number category, roughly corresponding to plural, is termed Augmented, 
accommodating pronominal units where Minimal form is augmented by more than one 
other person.
The four person categories of the Unit-Augmented number set and the third person Minimal 
have feminine as well as non-feminine pronoun forms. Gender distinctions do not extend 
to other forms in the paradigm.
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4.2.1. Gender and the Unit-Augmented Category
The use of Unit-Augmented feminine pronouns forms in Nakkara is interesting. In all 
situations other than one combination of entities requiring a second person Unit-Augmented 
pronoun (see 4.2.2 below), the presence of one or more feminine entities (addressee/s or 
non-participant/s) creates a marked gender set, which will be represented by a feminine 
pronoun form.
The first person Unit-Augmented forms (1UA= 'we two') are quite straightforward: 
nginayabba 'he and T, ngangiyakabba 'she and Y. The gender of the additional person, 
which in this case must by definition be a non-participant, determines the choice of 
feminine or non-feminine form.
Similarly, first person inclusive Unit-Augmented forms (1/2UA = 'we three') involve a 
group consisting of speaker, addressee and one other from the set { she, he, you }. That 
is, one person in addition to the Minimal unit 'you and I'. If either or both of these 
addressees or the non-participant involved is feminine, this inclusion gives a set marked for 
gender, and the feminine form nganguyakabba will be used. Otherwise, ngunayabba (non­
feminine) occurs. Thus, irrespective of the gender of the speaker, the 1/2UA feminine form 
will occur for any of the combinations given in Table 4.2.1. below.
SPEAKER + ADDRESSEE* + ADDRESSEE2 /  NON-PARTICIPANT
you (fem) /
you (fern) + you (non-fem) /
I her /
(FEM or +
NON-FEM)
him
you (non-fern) + you (fem) /  
her
TA BLE 4.2.1. Distribution of 1/2 UA FE M IN IN E Pronoun
W ith second and third person Unit-Augmented sets, choice of pronoun is quite 
straightforward, as long as gender distribution of the two referents is homogeneous (i.e. 
'you two' (both feminine), 'you two' (both non-feminine), 'they two' (both feminine)
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etc.). If, however, 2UA or 3UA form is by this criterion a heterogeneous gender set 
(feminine plus non-feminine), then, as with 1/2UA pronouns, the presence of the feminine 
member gives a marked set The marked set is then coded by the pronominal form marked 
for gender, the feminine form. Thus, 'you two' as {you (non-fern) +  you (fern)) is 
nanguyakabba ; 'they two' as {he + she) is bangiyakabba .
4.2.2. Gender and 2 UA " exclusive”
With 2UA pronouns it is also possible for the additional person in the set to be a non­
participant absent from the situational context, rather than another addressee. Tou two' can 
be equivalent to 'you and him/her' as well as 'you and you'. Given this situation there is on 
the one hand a 2UA category accepted generally to be inclusive, and an alternative set 
which excludes the additional addressee.
For unambiguous reference to this 2 UA "exclusive" set, the gender of the person absent 
will be relevant for choice of pronominal form. It is in this situation alone that choice based 
on a marked gender set does not apply. A feminine pronoun is only used if the "second 
addressee" is feminine, irrespective of the sex of the first addressee (and of speaker). 
Distribution of 2 UA forms is tabled at 4.2.2. below.
ADDRESSEEi + ADDRESSEE2 or
NON-PARTICIPANT
PRONOUN
FORM
you (non-fern) + you (non-fern) /
him
you (fem) + him
NON-FEM
you (non-fem) + you (fem) /
her
you (fem) + you (fem) /
her
FEM
TABLE 4.2.2. Distribution of 2 UA Pronoun Forms
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4.3. F orm al S tru c tu re  of Independen t Pronouns
The following section is based on the analysis of independent pronouns as morphologically 
composite units. An independent pronoun consists of a pronominal base plus a suffix. The 
pronominal base codes person, number and gender distinctions and the suffix indicates 
grammatical function.
There are three types of Independent pronouns, Cardinal, Selective Topic and Oblique. A 
formal characteristic of Cardinal pronouns is the suffix morpheme l+bal. (The Ibl lengthens 
to give l+bbal following application o f P -l(b), see 2.6.2.) This is the principal formal 
distinction between the Cardinal pronouns and the Selective Topic pronouns which all have 
a suffix l+mal, and the Oblique pronouns, which have a suffix l+wal. These formal 
distinctions are tabled in 4.3. below. Each pronoun type is also functionally distinct The 
functional properties of the independent pronoun types are summarised in 3.3.4. to
3.3.4.3.
CARDINAL PRONOMINAL BASE + bba
SELECTIVE TOPIC = PRONOMINAL BASE + ma
OBLIQUE PRONOMINAL BASE + wa
TABLE 4.3. Formal Structure of Independent Pronouns 
4.3.1. The Pronominal Base
The most interesting formal aspect of the pronominal base is that the non-Minimal bases are 
themselves composite. It is clear from analysis of independent and bound pronoun 
paradigms that there is an underlying Minimal/non-Minimal number opposition. I argue in 
4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3 below that non-Minimal independent pronoun bases consist of a 
person-number prefix and a gender or specific number stem. Unit-Augmented base forms 
are particularly interesting. This analysis suggests that the UA pronoun bases are made up 
of a non-Minimal person-number prefix and a gender stem derived from the 3 Minimal
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pronoun base. Augmented forms have a non-Minimal person-number prefix and a distinct 
Augmented number stem.
4.3.1.1. Minimal Forms
The pronominal base of Minimal forms is non-composite. Each base form indicates person, 
Minimal number and, in the case of third person forms, gender. Minimal pronoun bases 
have two or three syllables. Table 4.3.1.1. shows that Cardinal and Selective Topic 
pronouns have identical Minimal pronoun bases, but the Minimal bases of Oblique 
pronouns differ from these in three of the five forms.
CARDIN AL/SELECT.TOPIC OBLIQUE
1 . ngara + 1 . ngabarla +
1/2. ngarra + 1/2. ngarra +
2. njeya + 2. ngorla +
3. naka + 3. liya +
fern. ngiyaka + fern. ngiyaka +
TABLE 4.3.1.1. Minimal Pronominal Bases
4.3.1.2. Non-Minimal Form: the person-number component
The pronominal base of non-Minimal independent pronouns consists of two separate 
morphemes, a person-number component and a gender or specific number stem. Unlike 
Minimal bases, there is no formal distinction between non-Minimal bases of the three 
pronoun paradigms. Non-Minimal pronoun types are formally distinguished by the final 
suffix only.
The non-Minimal person-number components are the initial morphemes isolated in Table
4.3.1.2. below. The person-number component of Augmented and UA Feminine pronoun 
bases behaves morphologically like a prefix; it carries no primary stress and the boundary 
following it triggers stop length in the initial segment of the following stem. This can be
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seen in the Augmented bases Ingibberra+L /ngubberra+L etc. This prefix+stem boundary is 
represented by /+/ rather than the simple componential boundary /-/.
UNIT-AUG AUGMENTED UNIT-AUG FEM
1. ngi - naya ngi + bberra nga + ngiyaka
1/2. ngu - naya ngu + bberra nga + nguyaka
2. nu - naya nu + bberra na + nguyaka
3. ba - naya ba +bberra ba + ngiyaka
TABLE 4.3.I.2. Components of Non-Minimal Pronominal Bases
The person-number components of Unit-Augmented (non-fern) and Augmented bases are 
identical to the transitive and intransitive subject nuclei (i.e. (A) and (S) respectively) of the 
verb pronominal prefixes (see 5.2.1. and 5.2.2.). It is not entirely clear to me why the 
Unit-Augmented feminine prefixes above have a different vowelfrom the non-feminine 
prefixes for 1,1/2 and 2 forms. It does seem, however, that for UA fem forms the vowel of 
all the prefixes becomes lal and the distinguishing prefix vowel is transferred to the 
following syllable, which, incidentally, carries the primary word stress. I would therefore 
argue for inclusion of the UA fem prefixes as allomorphs of the person-number prefixes. 
Additional support is provided by the fact that they are subject to the same stress patterning 
as their Augmented counterparts, and like the regular forms ( ngi-, ngu-, nu- ), they code 
non-Minimal number.
4.3.I.3. The Non-Minimal Stem
In this section we look at the non-Minimal stems /-naya!, /+bberraJ and l+ngiyakal (or 
I nguyaka!), and at how gender and number oppositions are coded by this component 
The most striking feature of the non-Minimal stems is the Unit-Augmented feminine form 
/+ngiyaka/; it is identical to the Minimal feminine pronoun base. It is clear that the stem 
Ingiyaka/ in UA feminine forms codes gender, given that (i) person and non-specific
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number are coded by the prefix, ii) the remaining components to specify in UA feminine 
forms are gender and/or specific number, and iii) the only component common to UA 
feminine and 3 Minimal feminine pronouns is their feminine gender.
The first vowel of this gender stem is different in two of the forms. The appearance of the 
lid vowel in l+nguyakal has been mentioned above, where it is suggested that the lul has 
been transferred from the person-number prefix. Note also in this regard corresponding 
vowel changes in the Minimal Possessive suffix form, where Inguyal (3Mfem 
POSS.SUFF) is derived from Ingiya-kal (see 4.6.1.).
In discussion following I maintain that the stem I-naya! in the UA non-feminine forms in 
Table 4.3.1.2 is also a gender stem and suggest that it too is derived from a Minimal base 
form, the third person non-feminine InakaJ.
When the 3 Minimal non-feminine pronoun lnaka(bba)/ functions as a possessive suffix it 
occurs as I-mya /, and not */-nakal as would be expected, given that the pronominal base or 
a recoverable allomorph occurs in many other bound suffix forms. Where l-niyal occurs, I 
suggest that Ikl (=[g]) has lenited to lyl; the vowel UJ occurs on the penultimate syllable and 
therefore receives secondary stress; because of the palatal environment following, the 
vowel change rule (M-15) applies and lal —»U /, giving l-niya /.
In the Unit-Augmented non-feminine stem I-nayaJ, I maintain that lenition has occurred, but 
because there is no secondary stress on the vowel lal in this case, there is no vowel change, 
and l-nakal —> l-nayal. Therefore, the stem l-naya-l is also a gender stem; it codes non­
feminine gender.
Further evidence for the non-feminine stem being derived from a Minimal base is found in 
corresponding forms from neighbouring Ndjebbana. In Ndj6bbana the 3 Minimal non­
feminine Cardinal pronoun is Inakdbbal and the UA non-feminine forms retain IkAbbal from 
the Minimal base: 1. njirrik&bba, 1/2. ngirrikebba, 2. nirrikibba and 3. birrikibba.
With the Augmented forms in Nakkara, the functional load of the stem-morpheme is not as 
easy to isolate. Person and non-Minimal number are coded by the prefix. This means that 
specific number (Augmented) and/or gender components are required to distinguish 
Augmented from other non-Minimal pronouns. The UA pronouns have a gender
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component which indicates either feminine or non-feminine forms. Augmented pronouns 
do not distinguish gender, so inclusion of a gender component in the Augmented stem 
could only mean that Augmented forms are non-Minimal pronouns that are unspecified for 
gender. Inclusion of a specific number component in the Augmented stems would simply 
specify the number category as Augmented. Without the support of analogous forms, 
"Augmented" is the simplest and most appropriate label for the Augmented stem. 
Nonetheless, it should be clear that the Augmented stem is a morpheme in its own right 
Like the gender stem /+ngiyakaJ, the Augmented stem l+(b)berral behaves morphologically 
like the root of a word. Primary stress is assigned to the first syllable of this morpheme and 
as it is stop-initial, the stop lengthens, giving -bberra.
It is interesting that in some Australian languages non-singular pronouns have been formed 
by addition of dual and plural components (see Dixon 1980:346). In Nakkara it appears 
that the Unit-Augmented forms have been formed through addition of gender rather than 
number components. Table 4.3.1.3. summarises the formal structure of non-Minimal 
independent pronouns in Nakkara.
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PERSON-NUMBER + GENDER/NUMBER + GRAMMATICAL FUNCTION
COMPONENT (-) STEM SUFFIX
(NON-FEMININE)
1. ngi - naya + bba/ma/wa
1/2 ngu - naya + bba/ma/wa
2. nu - naya + bba/ma/wa
3. ba naya + bba/ma/wa
(FEMININE)
1. nga + ngiyaka + bba/ma/wa
1/2 nga + nguyaka + bba/ma/wa
2. na + nguyaka + bba/ma/wa
3. ba + ngiyaka + bba/ma/wa
(AUGMENTED)
1. ngi + bberra + bba/ma/wa
1/2 ngu + bberra + bba/ma/wa
2. nu + bberra + bba/ma/wa
3. ba + bberra + bba/ma/wa
TABLE 4.3.I.3. Non-Minimal Independent Pronoun Components
4.4. Nominal Prefixes: an overview
Nakkara has an array of nominal prefixes in addition to the verbal prefixes characteristic of 
the language type. The majority of nominal prefixes in Nakkara are inflectional. They 
reflect the person, number and gender oppositions of a standard pronominal paradigm (see 
Table 4.2.). These and other types of inflectional material, such as pronominal suffixes, 
occur as outermost elements of a nominal. Derivational affixes are inner elements and are 
always morphological isolates, not members of a paradigm. A derivational affix occurs 
immediately adjacent to a root-form but additional inflectional material can occur 
peripherally.
Pronominal noun prefixes in Nakkara are different in this respect from those of 
surrounding languages. In Gunwinygu, Maung, Gunbarlang, Garragoni and Burarra for 
example, there are sets containing four or more noun-class prefixes. These classify nouns 
(and adjectives) according to a range of semantic distinctions, including categories of 
gender and sometimes number, but not usually oppositions of person. The noun class
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prefixes of these languages are therefore not fully pronominal like in Nakkara. 
Nevertheless, there are restrictions on use of the full pronominal set of prefixes in Nakkara, 
specifically where the referent or nominal base is non-human. In such examples non- 
Minimal number is rarely coded and only third person prefixes are possible.
Pronominal prefixes in Nakkara occur not only with nouns but also with adjectives, 
demonstratives, personal pronouns, indefinite-interrogative pronouns and derived nouns.
A nominal prefix typically reflects the pronominal properties of a head element. The 
specific kind of information expressed by nominal prefixes in Nakkara will depend on (i) 
which of the three prefix paradigms is represented, and (ii) the type of base-form occurring 
with the prefix.
In addition to the three prefix paradigms discussed here in 4.5 to 4.5.3 there is also a 
pronominal suffix paradigm (see 4.6.1.), a derivational prefix (see 4.7.1.) and limited non- 
pronominal case-marking such as an Ablative suffix (see 4.7.3.), a Locative/Instrumental 
post-position (see 4.7.4.) and a Proximal suffix (see 4.7.5.).
4.5. Nominal Prefix Forms
There are three pronominal prefix paradigms in Nakkara and they have been labelled 
according to their function. They are the Attributive prefix, the Characteristic prefix and the 
Locational prefix. All three involve a notion of "possession" to a greater or lesser degree; 
sometimes inalienable (as a body part), sometimes alienable (as a quality, an ability or a 
material possession). Most prefix plus nominal base constructions can occur without overt 
mention of the head or subject element and the formation often has an optional predicative 
reading (see examples (1) and (2) below).
"Attributive" is a rather general term for this prefix type, but it is necessary because of the 
disparate range of associated functions (see 4.5.1.1 to 4.5.1.6.). The other prefix sets 
function more specifically. A Characteristic prefix occurs with derived nominals only; it 
usually indicates that the person or thing coded by the prefix is characterised by the quality, 
ability, etc. denoted in the base. A Locational prefix occurs mostly with body-part 
nominals. It indicates possession of that body-part and simultaneously specifies it as the 
location of the end-point of an action.
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The paradigms differ formally from each other only in the third person Minimal forms. 
Because of this the three paradigms can easily collapse into one, with the three options 
listed under the 3 Minimal forms, as in Table 4.5. below.
The third person Minimal prefix forms are the only distinctly nominal forms in the 
paradigms. The non-Minimal non-third person forms and also the first person Minimal 
prefix are identical to intransitive verb prefixes (affirmative, non-future). The remaining 
forms have a first order prefix component lka-1 or lnga-1. These forms are the same as the 
corresponding intransitive verb prefixes coding irrealis2 negative verb forms (see 
5.4.3.1.). In the Unit-Augmented feminine forms, the final lal of the prefix is dropped 
following application rule M-l (see 2.6.3.1.) The final lal of the Unit-Augmented non­
feminine forms is dropped in Characteristic forms only, because of the derivational prefix 
following (see rule M-16a, 2.6.3.3. and also discussion in 4.5.3. to 4.5.3.2.).
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 nga- 1 ngin(a)- 1 ngirrba-
2 nganja-
If ngirr(a)-
2 nun(a)- 2 nurrba-
1/2 karr(a)-
2f nurr(a)-
1/2 ngun(a)- 1/2 ngurrba-
3 (AP) n- 
(LP) na- 
(CP) wu-
3f (AP) kin- 
(LP) yandji- 
(CP) kinki-
l/2f ngurr(a)- 
3 kaban(a)-
3f kabarr(a)-
3 karrba-
TABLE 4.5. Combined Nominal Prefix Paradigm
(where AP = Attributive Prefix, LP = Locational Prefix and CP = Characteristic Prefix)
4.5.1. The Attributive Prefix
Attributive prefix forms occur more commonly than other nominal prefixes principally 
because they have a more extensive range of functions and can occur with more nominal 
base types.
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One of the syntactic functions of this prefix is that it can give predicate status to nominal 
forms by reflecting the overt or inherent morphosyntactic properties (person, number, 
gender) of the head or subject noun. The Attributive prefix occurs with several types of 
nominal base including, common nouns, certain body part nouns, kin terms, adjectives, 
demonstratives, indefinite-interrogative pronouns and Cardinal pronouns.
In sections 4.5.1.1. to 4.5.1.6. each base type is discussed and examples of the inflected 
nominal form are given. The precise function of the prefix in these nominal formations 
varies according to the nominal base type.
4.5.1.1. Attributive Prefix with Adjective Base
The majority of adjectives in Nakkara take obligatory pronominal inflection. Of all such 
adjectives, most occur with the Attributive prefix. Prefix inflection can only be omitted 
when the base occurs with the derivational affix l-miyal, which then creates an inchoative 
verb stem (see 5.5.5.). Nevertheless, young speakers of Nakkara often omit the third 
person Minimal prefix /«+/.
The Attributive prefix reflects the person, number and gender of the head element or 
subject, i.e. the entity to whom or to which the quality or property denoted by the base is 
attributable. The prefix plus adjective base construction can have a predicative reading as 
well as a phrasal reading, with or without the support of related NPs, as the examples 
following show.
(1) kinberdakarda - i) long/tall one (fern)
ii) it!she is long!tall
kin +berdakarda
3Mf +long/tall 
ATRB
(2) makkarranbulkka ndiirra - i) the la dangerous King Brown
ii) the King Brown is dangerous.
makkarranbulkka n +djirra
King Brown 3M +dangerous
ATRB
The absence of a verb-complex in these predications codes only an unmarked (for tense) 
existential statement about the noun referent. If a non-continuous existential predication is
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required, an existential verb construction, with its obligatory tense marking, is added as in 
examples (3), (4) and (5).
(3) kinberdakarda kininja - she'll be tall
kin +berdakarda ki +ni - nja
3Mf +long, tall 3Mf +be - FUT
ATRB (S)
(4) nganiakkalakkuna nianina - (when) you were small/young
nganja +kkalakkuna nja +ni -na
2M + small, young 2M +be -PC/T
ATRB (S)
(5) ngirrbamimda ngirrbaninja - we'll all be honest
ngirrba +mirnda ngirrbi +ni -nja
1AUG +honest 1AUG +be -FUT
ATRB (S)IRR
There are no clear semantic guidelines for gauging which adjective bases take the 
Attributive prefix; nor are there common phonological features. Although most adjectives 
take either an Attributive or a Characteristic inflection (see 3.3.2. and 4.5.3.2.), some 
adjectives occur with no inflection at all. The only nominal forms that never occur with the 
Attributive prefix are derived nouns formed with the prefix lna+/. There are two exceptions 
to this generalisation, nawara 'female' and nakaddjara 'male', discussed below in 4.5.1.5. 
Adjectives which take an Attributive prefix fit into all f ive, of the adjective sub-classes in 
Nakkara (see 3.3.2.), but each sub-class has some adjective forms which do not take this 
prefix. An exception here is the Age sub-set which has only three members as adjectives. 
The majority of age nominals are Human Status nouns rather than adjectives (see 4.5.1.5.). 
The adjective sub-classes are (after Dixon 1977 .31): 'Physical Property', 'Human 
Propensity', 'Dimension', 'Value', 'Age' and 'Colour'.
Examples (6) to (8) below give some idea of the use of inflected adjectives in context The 
Attributive prefix occurs obligatorily with an Attributive-adjective base. When person 
number and gender of the head noun are overt, inflection is retained on the adjective form,
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resulting often in inflectional concord, as in example (7). Where inflectional properties of a 
head noun are inherent, the inflected adjective reveals these properties, as in example (6).
(6) Kanabba Bila, namurakka kinkorrawa .
kana +bba Bila namurakka kin +korrawa
that-there +DER (place) goose(fem) 3Mf +many
(3) ATRB
There are many geese there at Bila.
(7) Nganawa nkinabba nmuddia * nkara nkora, ndiakaraka.
ngana +wa n +kinabba n +muddja ,
1M(0) +give 3M +that-there 3M +heavy
IMPV ATRB (near you) ATRB
n +kara n +kora, n +djakaraka
3M +this- 3M +useless 3M -»-light (weight)
ATRBhere ATRB ATRB
Give me that heavier one (rock, used as hammer), this one's
no good, it's too light.
(8) Nkirra nganayengka ngaywaka nubberrawa nurrbakkerrawara.
nkirra nga -na +ye -ngka nga -y +waka - 0
earlier 1M -here +go -PC/T IM -IRR +speak -FUT
today (S) (S)
nubberrawa nurrba +kkerrawara
2AUG OBLQ 2AUG +new
ATRB
I've come here today to talk to you novices.
4.5.I.2. Attributive Prefix with Body Part Noun Base
The Attributive prefix occurs with a limited set of body part and body product nominals 
reflecting the person, number and gender of the possessor of that body part. In semantic 
terms a part-whole relationship exists between the base and prefix (respectively). All body 
part nominals occur obligatorily with some form of possessive marking, unless used 
idiomatically or extended semantically in some other way.
There are four distinct processes for marking possession on body part nominals in 
Nakkara. Determining which body parts occur with which possessive constructions is not a
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straightforward exercise. Most body part nominals can occur with only one possessive 
form; some can occur with one or another alternative, but there is usually a preferred 
formation.
I have isolated five categories from the list of body parts that must occur with an Attributive 
prefix. The additional nominal bases that can optionally take an Attributive prefix also fit 
fairly easily into these categories, giving them some credence. There are, nevertheless, some 
body part or bodily substance nominate that clearly suit a given Attributive-possession 
category but cannot occur with Attributive inflection.
The Attributive prefix is not used to mark possession of major body parts, such as head, 
leg, arm, back, hand, or even ears, eyes, nose and mouth. Rather it is used with body 
items from the following sets:
Hard or Bony Parts, such as bones (general), shell (of crab, lobster, turtle), gums, dorsal 
spike (on fish), stem (of plant)/ shaft (of spear); optionally, finger/toe-nails, tendons, molar 
teeth; but not teeth (general)/ blade (of weapon or tool), ankle, knee-cap, shin, heel, rib or 
other specifically named bones;
Types of Body Covering such as skin/bark, head hair, body-hair (non-pubic)/fur/feathers, 
scales, shell of crab, turtle etc, (as above); optionally, leaves of tree; but not beard, pubic 
hair,
Body Products such as blood, pus, semen, egg, rish roe, flower, optionally, sweat, tears, 
saliva; but not, milk, excrement, urine, mucus, phlegm, vomit, blossom;
Interestingly a sore/ulcer (also a word for 'hole') is inflected with the Attributive prefix and 
like a product of the body is "possessed" in the same way, ( but not pimple, wart, mole) 
Also treated as products and inflected accordingly are leftover parts (of food or wood, etc) 
such as crumbs, scraps, shavings etc.
Internal Organs such as guts/intestines, kidneys, liver, optionally umbilical cord, but not 
heart, lungs, glands, trachea;
Areas and Extensions of Body such as left-hand side of body (also used as a descriptive 
adjective with body parts on that side such as left arm, left hand, left leg, left ear,etc.),
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right-hand side of body and ditto, trunk, face, but not middle part manbama or whole leg 
djarda.
In Nakkara an Attributive prefix occurs with the terms for 'shadow' or 'reflection' of a 
body, also with the term for 'name' and with subsection or "skin" names, all of which can 
be understood as possessible extensions of the body. (See also discussion of kin terms in 
4.5.1.6.)
Examples of inflected body parts and other part-whole phenomena follow:
(9) nganiamevmeva ngayddjama - I'll wash your hair.
nganja +meymeya nga -y +ddjama - 0
2M +head-hair 1M(A) -IRR +wash -FUT
ATRB 3M(0)
(10) karrbanoranga banbangoddja - Tell them their names.
karrba +noranga banba +ngoddja - 0
3AUG +name AUG(A) +tell -IMPV
AUG(0)
(11) kinkurdda ngibarreddjangiya - We roasted the liver (fern)
kin +kurdda ngiba +rreddja -ngiya
3Mf +liver 1UA(A) +roast -PC/T
ATRB 3Mf(0)
4.5.I.3. Attributive Prefix with Pronoun Base
The Attributive prefix occurs with two types of pronoun base. The Cardinal pronoun and 
three indefinite-interrogative pronouns. The relation between a Cardinal pronoun base and 
an Attributive prefix is one of possession, usually alienable possession, but does include 
possession of some kin-terms and a few body parts.
The most interesting feature of this construction is that the semantic role of the prefix is 
reversed. Instead of indicating the possessor (as in all other relevant Attributive plus Base 
constructions) the prefix denotes the possessed itemls (according to its/their person, 
number and gender); the pronoun base denotes the possessor.
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Thus an Attributive prefix (p) plus Cardinal pronoun base (x) represents a possessive 
construction where p belongs to x. As with other Attributive constructions the nominal to 
which the prefix relates does not have to be present Some examples follow:
(12) nkara nbabberrabba - this (truck) belongs to them /
is theirs
n +kara n +babberrabba
3M +this 3M +3A U G CA RD
ATRB
(13) kalakala varraddia karrbanievabba - all your kids
kalakala yarraddja karrba +njeyabba
kids group 3 AUG +2MCARD
ATRB
(14) kinkira djabba kinngarabba - this one (is) my sister
kin +kira djabba kin +ngarabba
3Mf +this sibling 3Mf +1MCARD
ATRB
(15) njeyabba nganianakabba - you belong to him ,
are his (e.g. wife).
njeyabba nganja +nakabba
2MCARD 2M +3M CARD
ATRB
(16) Q : 
A :
Niingka kinnaka ?
Kardangabba Mardbalk kinbabberra.
Q : (n) +njingka 
3M +who 
ATRB
kin +naka(bba)? 
3Mf +3MCARD 
ATRB
A : kardangabba
there
Mardbalk kin +babberra(bba)
(Goulbum Is) 3Mf +3AUG CARD 
ATRB
Q:
A :
Who does it belong to? ( i t -  a ceremony (fern)) 
It belongs to that Mardbalk mob.
The Nakkara equivalents to English 'who/whose/someone' and 'thingamy' or 'whatsit' are 
nominal bases that are inflected with the Attributive prefix. The base forms are:
-njingka
-ngardawa
-njingkawa
'who', 'someone' (3M only)
'who', 'some person/s’ (all forms = 3M) 
'whatsit', 'wbosit
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These are not the only indefinite-interrogative formatives in Nakkara (see also 7.2.), but 
these are the only ones that are inflected with the Attributive prefix. The Attributive prefix 
specifies the person, number and gender of the person or thing in focus. Some examples 
follow:
(17) Kinniingka kinnoranga?
kin +njingka kin +noranga?
3Mf +who 3Mf +name
ATRB ATRB
What's her name?
(18) Karrbangardawa ? Kayawarra rrbayddjeba?
karrba +ngardawa? kaya -warra rrba -y +ddje -ba?
3AUG +who INTRG -place 3AUG -IRR +FUT -go
ATRB (S)
Who are they? Where are they going?
(19) Ye, kinniingkawa ! Kinngarridj, nganakkoraya!
Ye, kin +njingkawa! Kin +ngarridj, ngana +kkoraya.
hey 3Mf +whatsit 3Mf +sub- M.IMPV +move
ATRB section here quickly
Hey, thingamy! Kingarridj, come here!
4.5.I.4. The Attributive Prefix with Demonstrative Base
A demonstrative base specifies location with respect to the speaker. An attributive prefix 
stands for the subject entity located at that place. Inflected demonstratives (also termed 
Demonstrative Pronouns, see 3.3.3.1.) combine locational and demonstrative meaning. 
(See 3.3.3. to 3.3.3.3. for detailed discussion of demonstrative forms.) Demonstrative 
bases can also occur without prefixes, or with a derivational prefix, in which case they 
function more like Demonstrative Adverbs. (See 3.3.3.2.)
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In Attributive prefix plus Demonstrative constructions one or more persons or objects are 
specified and located with respect to position of the speaker. The prefix (p) indicates the 
person/s or object/s and the demonstrative base (x) indicates the location. The Attributive 
prefix + Demonstrative base construction codes 'this/that p is at x \ It is not necessary for 
the related head noun to be present and the construction often has a predicative reading, as 
example (23) below shows. The following examples give some idea of the scope of this 
construction in Nakkara.
(20) Karrbakkara rayulawakkawa rrbanayengka?
karrba +kkara rayulawa +kkawa rrba -na +ye -ngka?
3AUG +this- where +ABL 3AUG -here +go -C/T
ATRB here (S)
Where did these (people) come from?
(21) Wubbunja nkana kakaya ngabbamyanga.
wubbunja n +kana 0  +kakaya nga +bbarnya -nga.
canoe 3M +that- 3M +stand 1M(A) +put -C/T
ATRB there(3) (S) C/T 3M(0)
That canoe is there (where) /  put it.
(22) Neakkara ndiddjakkarddja
Nga +kkara n +diddja +kkarddja
IM +this- 3M + large +hand
ATRB here ATRB (= thumb)
My thumb. (= my + this-here thumb)
(23) Nurrbakkanabba nubanana, ya?
Nurrba +kkanabba nuba +na -na ya ?
2AUG +that-there 2AUG(A) +see -PC/T QUE
ATRB 3M(0)
You mob were there, you saw him,didn’t you?
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(24) Mbakkama nkana nmerra nkana.
Mbakkama n +kana n +merra n +kana
father/son 3M +that- 3M +left- 3M +that-
ATRB there ATRB hand ATRB there
(Lit): son he-who-is-there he-who-has-left-handedness
= (My) son there, the left-handed onel"Lefty".
The numeral base -kakardabba 'two' must occur with an Attributive prefix. Naturally, only 
Unit-Augmented prefix forms involving two participants are allowable. See also example 
(26) below.
4.5.1.5. Attributive Prefix with Kinship and Human Status Terms 
The kin terms that take Attributive inflection are a small sub-set of the kinship terms used in 
Nakkara. (See also 4.6.1.1. and 4.6.1.2.). Human status terms are nominal bases that 
refer to various life-stages or to social or physiological characteristics of humans, like 
'infant', 'batchelor', 'leper' etc.
Although all kin terms occur with one or another possessive construction, the Attributive 
prefix is not used with the terms listed below in the normal possessive sense. The 
Attributive prefix expresses a relation rather more like that between a descriptive adjective 
base and an Attributive prefix. The base and prefix are in apposition and refer to the same 
entity. The term denoted by the kin term or human status base (x) is an identifiable aspect 
of a person, an attribute "possessed" by the person/s denoted by the prefix (p): 'x is 
attributable to p'. Like most other Attributive constructions the reading of the prefix plus 
kin-term or human status base can be predicative. Here are some examples of human status 
bases:
(25) Ngawakana ngiyakawa kinmarlamarrawa.
nga +waka -na ngiyakawa kin +marlamarrawa
IM +speak -PC/T 3MOBLQ 3M +first-bom
(S) ATRB
I  spoke to (her) the first-born!eldest one. 
on
I  spoke to her, she's the first-born/eldest one.
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(26) Nurrkkakardabba nurrddiaka nguyabba nurrininja.
N urr +kkakardabba nurr +ddjaka nguyabba nurri +ni -n ja .
2UAf +two 2UAf 4-female here 2UAf +sit -FUT
ATTRB ATRB without (S)fut
child
You two "young girls" will stay here.
The set of human status terms that occur with an Attributive prefix also includes terms for 
'female with child/ren', 'second bom', 'older sibling', 'younger sibling', 'old person', 
'unmarried person', 'female' and 'uncircumcised male'. Other status terms such as 
'circumcised male', 'cripple', 'male/masculine' and alternative terms for 'old man/woman' 
and 'infant' are uninflected forms or take non-Attributive inflections.
It was mentioned in 4.5.1.1. above that the only nominal forms that never occur with the 
Attributive prefix are derived nouns formed with the prefix lna-1. There are two important 
exceptions to this generalisation and as kin-terms these words for 'woman', 'female' and 
'man', 'male' are discussed here. The singular forms are nawara and nakaddjara, 
respectively. Non-singular forms use the Attributive prefix only after deletion of the 
derivational prefix na+, as in kabarrwara 'two women', ngurrba(wa)ra 'all us women', 
kabanakaddjara 'two men', nurrbakaddjara 'all you men'.
The kin terms referred to in this section are not the common vocative terms heard in 
everyday speech. Vocative and many other descriptive kin terms occur with alternative 
inflections. The set of kin terms that occur with an Attributive inflection denote specific 
reciprocal relationship pairs, like 'mother and child’. They are in this sense dyadic kin 
terms. There are only seven dyadic forms and they are used for reference to classificatory 
as well as for real or blood relations. These dyadic kin terms form a closed set and are used 
to define all kin relations within the classificatory system of subsections used by Nakkara 
people.
Dyadic terms can be used instead of referring to the entities separately. A simple example is 
use of the term which describes the relationship between Mother (and Mother's sibling/s) 
and child. Instead of (27), one can use the dyadic form, as in (28):
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(27) Barmayengka nawara kinngivakabba kibbokkamarda .
B arr -n a  + y e  -n g k a  naw ara  k in  + n g iy ak ab b a
3UAf -here +go -CAT woman 3Mf +3Mf CARD
(S) ATRB
ki + bbokkam a -rd a  
3Mf +be child of -C/T
That woman and her daughter came here (yesterday).
(28) Kabarrvawaka barmayengka.
Kabarr +yawaka barr -na +ye -ngka
3UAf +Mo/MoSb 3UAf -here +go -C/T
ATRB and S/D (S)
The woman and her daughter came (yesterday).
Although the dyadic base denotes a relationship pair, the Attributive inflection is not 
restricted to Unit-Augmented number. If the relationship involves three or more people the 
Augmented prefix will be used. Naturally, singular prefixes never occur with dyadic bases, 
but the 1/2 Minimal prefix can be used in the appropriate context, as in (29):
(29) Karrvawaka , yirreddja liyawa.
karr +yawaka yi +rreddja - 0  liyawa
1/2M +Mo/MoSb 1/2M +cook -FUT 3MOBLQ
and S/D IRR
We're "yawaka", we'll cook it for him.
The set of dyadic terms used in Nakkara and the relationships they denote are given in (30) 
below. The Following abbreviations are used: Mo = Mother, Fa = Father, Ch = Child,
Sb = Sibling;
(30)
i) -mardekkawa 
(also -merdekkawa)
Sb <-» Self,
FF <-> Self/Sb. 
MoSiS/D <-> Self/Sb, 
FaBrS/D Self/Sb.
Ü) -berrakkawa FaMo <-> Self/Sb, 
FaMoSb <-> Self/Sb
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iii) -yawaka Mo Self/Sb 
MoSb Self/Sb 
FaFaMo <-> SelfrSb 
FaFaMoSb <-> Self/Sb
iv) -beyaka Fa Self/Sb 
FaSb Self/Sb 
MoFaMo <-> Self/Sb 
MoFaMoSb SeltfSb
v) -yurdanjamawakka MoMo <-» Self/Sb
(also -yurdanjamakkawa) MoMoSb <-> Self/Sb
vi) -wumdjarrayala MoFa <-» Self/Sb 
MoFaSb Self/Sb 
FaSiS/D <-> Self/Sb
vii) -kurrangkawa FaMoMo Self/Sb 
FaMoMoSb <-> SelfrSb 
MoMoFa <-» Self/Sb 
MoMoFaSb <-> SelfrSb
4.5.I.6. Attributive Prefix with Common Noun Base
With a common noun base the function of the Attributive prefix is quite restricted. These 
common nouns are generally plant and animal names. With these bases only third person 
Minimal prefixes occur and their function is to overtly code the gender (feminine or non­
feminine) of the referent
When used with a common noun base the gender prefix does not specify the sex of the 
referent That is, it does not differentiate male and female of the same species, as it often 
does with human referents, such as nburda 'male leper1, kinburda 'female leper*. For the 
majority of common nouns, gender is an inherent semantic property and is not overtly 
coded on the noun form. There are less than fifty common noun bases that occur with an 
Attributive gender prefix, and almost two-thirds of these forms have the non-feminine 
prefix. The gender indicated by the prefix is always consistent with gender of the referent 
A couple of the inflecting common noun bases occur elsewhere as independent forms, such 
as in kinkelama 'Bougainville's Shovel-Nosed Ray' from kelama 'ear1 and ndjamarda 
'Livistona Palm' from naddjamarda 'spittle, foam'. Several species names are identical to
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inflected adjective or noun forms; nmuddja 'black flying fox' also means 'heavy one' (non- 
fem); kinkalangkaya 'flea/s' also means 'wet one' (fem); nbardabarda 'barramundi' also 
means 'skin' or 'bark' (non-fem). But most inflected common nouns (about 85%) have 
unique base forms, which for some reason require overt gender marking.
4.5.2. The Locational Prefix
The Minimal forms characteristic of this prefix set are lna+1 (3M LOC) and lyandji+l (3Mf 
LOC). There is also a restricted variant of the non-feminine form: lyana+l (see (37) below). 
The Locational prefix occurs mostly with body part nominals and indicates that the end­
point of an action is located at that part. The prefix also codes possession of the body part 
and the normal possessive marking is not required in addition to this. A Locational prefix 
plus nominal base will be used to express phrases like 'in your mouth' and 'on her lap' or 
'around their waists'. It follows that the Locational prefix co-occurs with verbs of 
positioning, like 'put', 'insert', 'hold', 'carry' and also 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand'.
The Locational prefix+nominal base can also have an Instrumental reading, but this is 
apparently restricted to the base karddja 'hand/foot', as in 'with my hand/foot’. 
Locative/Instrumental is a case syncretism found in many Australian languages, particularly 
in the Western Desert area (see Dixon 1980:302). The two functions are also combined in 
Nakkara with use of the Locative/Instrumental postposition nay ana (see 4.7.4.).
Unlike most of the Attributive nominal constructions, the Locational prefix does not always 
relate to the subject of a clause. Unless the locational phrase has an oblique-reflexive 
reading like ' Hej put the baby on hisi lap’ or ' Shej held it under her* arm ', the prefix 
relates only to the possessor of the body part Some examples follow:
(30) Neaniamakkarra bamya ndjamarraya.
nganja +makkarra 0  +barnya ndja +marraya - 0
2M +head 3M(0) +put 2M(S) +carry -FUT
LOC IMPV IRRi on head
Put it on your head and carry it.
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[Cf. makkarra njakkakaya 'yourhead' makkarra nja +kkakaya
head 2M(S)+stand,C/T
(Poss Predicate) ]
(31) Ngiyakabba vandiiwanja wuddawana.
ngiyakabba yandji +wanja 0  +wuddawa -na
3Mf CARD 3Mf +armpit 3Mf(A) +put, -PC/T
LOC 3M(0) place
She held it under her arm .
(32) Narema ngayuna.
na +rema nga +yu -na
3M +temple 1M(S) +lie -PC/T
LOC
I  slept right beside him .
[=Lit At his temple I slept]
The meaning of the Locational prefix and body part nominal base is not always entirely 
literal. Notice in example (31) that the meaning of 'temple* is extended somewhat. Another 
example of non-literal use is when karddja ’hand/foot' is used with a Locational prefix as a 
reflexive pronoun, as in (33) and (34). This construction is used in the same way as the 
reflexive particle walingken (see 6.4.).
(33) Kiddjambawana kinmeymeya ngiyakabba yandiikkarddia.
ki +ddjarnbawa -na kin +meymeya
3M +heat -PC/T 3M +hair
(S) ATRB
ngiyakabba yandji +kkarddja
3Mf CARD 3Mf +hand,
LOC foot
She singed her own hair.
(34) Nakabba nakkarddia rrobarrabandjiya.
nakabba na +kkarddja 0  +rrobarraba -ndjiya - 0
3M CARD 3M +hand,foot 3M +look after -REFLX -C/T
LOC (S)
He can look after himself now.
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With some body part plus Locational prefix expressions, the presence of an existential as 
the main verb creates a construction very similar to a Stative possessive predicate. (See 
8.1.4.2.) The phrase may appear to be doubly marked for possession, however, in all 
cases the verb refers back to the subject and not to the location. Consider the following:
(35) a) Mandjarda ngakkakaya - My throat, (see 8.1.4.2.)
mandjarda nga +kkakaya
throat 1M +stand QT
(S) (Poss.Pred)
b) Neamandiarda kakay a/* ngakkakaya namindja.
nga -«-mandjarda 0  +kakaya namindja
IM +throat 3M +stand C/T veg.food
LOC (S) (BE)
/  had food stuck in my throat.
(36) Nawara nangera vandiimandiarda kakaya/*kikkakaya.
nawara nangera yandji +mandjarda 0  +kakaya
woman tears 3Mf +throat 3M +stand C/T
LOC (S) (BE)
The woman is nearly crying.
[Lit: (There are) tears (standing) in the woman's throat.]
(37) Namindja naddjakala kakaya.
namindja na +ddjakala 0  +kakaya
veg.food 3M +cheek/s 3M +standC/T
LOC (S) (BE)
His mouth is chock-a-block with food.
(Lit) Food is (standing) in/at his cheeks.
The Locational prefix lyandji-l and also a non-feminine variation lyana-l occur with a few 
place names and names that describe landscape features, rather than with body part 
nominals. The prefix in these constructions still expresses some locational meaning and is 
also possessive in an Attributive sense (see 4.5.1.1.) in that the place "possesses" the 
characteristic depicted by the nominal base. However, most of these forms take an
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additional suffix and the precise meaning of each morpheme in the construction is not 
always clear. Some examples of this use follow:
(38) a) yandji +bburnamarrakka
3Mf + mud 
LOC
(from kin +burnamarrakka 
3Mf + mud 
ATRB
b) yana +kkarddja +bba
?3M +hand +7NOM
LOC
c) yana +kkukka +wa 
?3M +water +?
LOC
d) yana +werra +wa
?3M + ? +?
LOC
e) yandji +mima +wa
3Mf +? +?
LOC
f) yana +wunja 
?3M + ?
LOC
'mud fla ts '
'm u d ' )
'Darwin', Tow n'
'littoral'
'place on coast,
east ofNamayerra Creek'
'plains country, inland 
from  Yanawerrawa
'place on coast, east ofBerraya' 
close to Blyth River'
This variant of the Locational suffix lyanal is interesting in that it provides a clue to the
derivation of the Locative/Instrumental postposition nayana (see 4.7.4.). Stress falls on the
second syllable of the postposition, which suggests that the first syllable is a prefix. It is
possible that the postposition nayana has the following underlying structure:
na +yana
DER +LOC.PREFIX
4.5.3. The Characteristic Prefix
The Minimal forms which characterise this prefix paradigm are /wu+/ (3M CHAR) and 
/kinki+/ (3M f CHAR). The 3 Minimal feminine form /kinki+l is usually shortened to 
Inki+I. The Characteristic prefix occurs only with derived nominal stems. There is only one 
derivational prefix in Nakkara, lna-\-l, and although it extends many nominal roots, it also 
functions to derive a nominal from a verb root or stem. Therefore, a Characteristic prefix is
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always immediately followed by the derivational prefix /na+l, but /na+/ does not always 
occur with a preceding inflectional prefix. (See 4.7.1. for further discussion of the 
derivational prefix.) In Unit-Augmented non-feminine forms like /ngina+/ and lkabana+1 
the final !al is dropped before the derivational prefix giving lngin+na+/, /kaban+na+l, etc. 
(See Rule M-16a.,2.6.3.3.).
In section 4.5.3.1. we look at the Characteristic prefix with nominals derived from verbs 
(Deverbals), and in 4.5.3.2. we look at the function of the characteristic prefix with other 
derived nominals.
4.5.3.I. Characteristic Prefix with Deverbals
A Characteristic prefix ( p) with a deverbal base ( x) expresses simply that the subject ( p) 
is characterised by ( x ). A clear example of this construction is the Nakkara word for 
'person' or 'human', which translates literally as ''the one who (characteristically) 
hears/understands", as in the following forms:
(39) a) wunakkelaya
wu +na +kelaya 
3M +DER +hear,
CHAR understand
b) kinkinakkelaya
kinki +na +kkelaya
3Mf +DER +hear, 
CHAR understand
c) ngurrbanakkelaya
ngurrba +na +kkelaya 
1/2AUG +DER +hear, * 
CHAR understand
4man' (and more recently,
4Aboriginal man', as opposed to 
balanda 'whiteman' or ) 
mangkaddjarra 'Maccassan'.)
4woman' , 4Aboriginal woman4
'we people', 'we Aboriginals' 
also, 'we are people/human' 
or 'we are Aboriginal'
As the gloss in 38c) indicates, the Characteristic prefix plus nominalised base can be a 
predicative construction. This is the typical reading for inflected nominal forms that refer to 
people as opposed to objects. Consider the following:
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(40) kinkinakkardeka 'a dancer (fern)' or 'she's a dancer'
kinki +na +kkardeka 
3Mf +DER -fdance 
CHAR
(41) nganjanawarranbiya 'you are the one who clears/cleans'
or 'you're the rubbish collector'
nganja +na +warranbiya 
2M +DER +clear,
CHAR clean
(42) Korla, ngaymangama, n ganakkarrawaramiva.
korla, nga -y  +manga -ma , nga +na +kkarrawaramiya. 
NEG 1M(A) -IRR +pickup -NEG IM +DER +forget
3M(0) PC/T CHAR
No, /  didn't get it, I'm so/too forgetful.
(43) Kibana ngarra yabba ngakkelawiya, ngiyakabba kinkinaddiawandia .
ki -ba -na ngarra yabba nga +kkelawi -ya ,
3Mf -go -PC/T and s’th still 1M(A) +think of -C/T
+INCR different 3M(0)
ngiyakabba kinki +na +ddjawandja 
3Mf CARD 3Mf +DER +share
CHAR
She's gone now, but /  still think o f her, 
she's such a generous person .
The majority of Characteristic deverbals make reference to people, and many of them are 
used as criticisms, implying that a certain person is excesssive or obsessive in the way he 
does x. A pejorative suffix l-\-kkunal is often added to these forms. Some typical examples 
are given in (43) and (44) below:
(44) a) wunabbungayakkuna 'he's one who's always
falling over, (such as a drunk)'
wu +na +bbungaya +kkuna 
3M +DER +fall +PEJ
CHAR
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b) kabannabburrbbakkuna 'those two who are always after food, or are
always around at meal times."
kaban +na +bburrbba +kkuna
3UA +DER +follow food +PEJ 
CHAR (as blowfly)
c) karrbanaddjirramiyakkuna 'that mob o f trouble-makers'; ' they are
trouble-makers.'
karrba +na +ddjirramiya +kkuna 
3AUG +DER +get angry +PEJ 
CHAR
d) kinkinawaka(kkuna) 4she's an incessant talker' (e.g. one who
monopolizes the two-way radio) 
kinki +na +waka 
3Mf +DER +speak 
CHAR
The meaning of the nominalisation is not always as obvious as some of the examples 
above. Consider the forms in (45) below). Some forms require an additional word to 
complete the phrase, giving it an idiomatic sense, as 45d).
(45) a) wunaddjorlbbarriya 'he's a womaniser, always
wu +na +ddjorlbbarriya chasing women.'
3M +DER +jump 
CHAR
b) wunaddjarraya
wu +na +ddjarraya 
3M +DER +fill up, 
CHAR insert
'he's one who always has a 
house! camp fu ll o f people'
c) wunakkarama 'he's a restless person'
wu +na +kkarama
3M +DER +get up 
CHAR
d) wunaddjiddaya lombarra 
wu +na +ddjiddaya 
3M +DER +laugh 
CHAR
'he's a lively I happy person'
lombarra
nose
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e) Kanabba korla karrbina, karrbanakkardabiva .
kana +bba korla ka -rrbi +na,
there +DEF NEG NEG -3AUG +sit
C/T (S)
karrba +na +kkardabiya
3AUG +DER +go down,
CHAR go to water
They don't stay here, they're always going down to the coastal camp .
The Characteristic nominalisation can refer to objects as well as to people. The object 
remains "characteristic" of the action stated; however, there is usually a more specific 
meaning for the nominalisation. In examples under (46) below the nominalisation conveys 
the meaning of '(non-syntactic) object or instrument with which the action is done'; (47) 
shows 'result or product of action’ and (48) gives examples of (non-syntactic) object 
characteristically acted upon’. Note that in these constructions the Characteristic inflection 
is always restricted to 3 Minimal form.
a) wunabbobanja
wu +na +bbobanja 
3M +DER +blow 
CHAR
'trachea'; 'didjeridu'
b) kinkinabbobanja 'rifle', 'shotgun'
kinki +na +bbobanja 
3Mf +DER +blow
(probably feminine because
CHAR spear (generic) is feminine)
c) wunakkabanja 'tractor', 'grader',
wu +na +kkabanja
3M +DER +dig 
CHAR
front-end loader'
d) wunangobba 'hammer' or 's'th used
wu +na +ngobba 
3M +DER +punch, 
CHAR bash
as hammer'
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(47) a) wunakkorawarrbba
wu +na +kkorawarrbba 
3M 4-DER 4-separate,
CHAR divide up
’piles of divided items’
wunakkaba
wu 4-na +kkaba
3M +DER 4-roast,
CHAR cook in ant-bed
'roasted food’
wunakkolambiya
wu +na 4-kkolambiya
3M +DER 4-vomit 
CHAR
’vomit (n)’
(48) a) wunaddjarra
w u  4-na 4-ddjarra 
3M +DER 4-drink 
CHAR
'liquid’
wunangorramaya
wu 4-na 4-ngorramaya 
3M +DER 4-be broken 
CHAR
's’th broken , 
’the broken one’
wunawarambarrbbiya
wu 4-na 4-warambarrbbiya 
3M 4-DER 4-wear ceremonial 
items
’ceremonial items of dress’
4.5.3.2. Characteristic Prefix with Extended Nominals
For some nominalisations with an extended nominal as base the term Characteristic for the 
prefix remains appropriate. That is the subject indicated by the prefix ( p) is characterised 
by the base ( x ). Some examples of this type are given in (49) and (50) below. Many of 
these are representatives of the set of adjectives that take Characteristic prefixes. (See
3.3.2. ) The remaining examples fall into two types, (i) those where the nominal root is 
recognisable but the semantic connection is unclear (as in examples under (51)); and (ii) 
those where the nominal root is unrecognisable (as in examples under (52)). Where a
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nominalisation refers to a person the whole range of pronominal inflections can occur with 
the stem. Otherwise, inflection is restricted to 3 Minimal.
(49) a) wunakkumbala 'red '
wu +na +kkumbala 
3M +DER +blood 
CHAR
b) namandjarda i ) 'throat'
ii) 'a singing ceremony'
na +mandjarda
DER +throat
wunamandjarda 'singer man ' or
'he's althe singer'
c) kairbanangera ‘mourners’, "sorry" criers
karrba +na +ngera
3AUG +DER +tears 
CHAR
d) ngirrbanaddjirrawana 'we're (painted with) a
ngirrba +na +ddjirrawana spotted design (for the
1AUG +DER +spotted
CHAR ceremony).'
e) wunabbarnkalakkulamakkarra 'traditional stone axe' (head stuck to
wu +na +bbarnkala -makkarra handle with bee's wax)
3M +DER +bee's wax -head
There are also Characteristic nominalisations that refer to geographical features and denote 
an animal that lives in that habitat I have found only two examples of this construction so 
far, but there may be others.
(50) a) wunamarlbbinja 'an animal (non-fern, such as bird)
wu +na +marlbbinja that lives in woodland area'
3M +DER +woodland,
CHAR forest
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b) kinkinabbardambarda 'an animal {Jem, such as turtle)
kinki +na +bbardambarda that lives in swampy area’
3Mf +DER +swampy area 
CHAR
In the examples below the base is recognisable but the semantic connection between it and 
the nominalised form is not always clear.
a) wunangamba ’quiet, domesticated animal’
w u +na +ngarnba
3M 4-DER 4-sweat 
CHAR
(can be feminine form also)
N.B. When a wild animal is found (e.g. joey from dead mother), a person rubs sweat on the 
animals nose to make it stay quiet and become tame.
b) wunangeramba ’a good hunter/gatherer’
3M
w u 4-na 4-ngeramba
4-DER 4-fingemail,
CHAR toenail
(can also be feminine or plural)
c) wunakkarddj akkurbarra ’sorcerer', ’murder man’
w u 4-na 4-kkarddja 4-kkurbarra 
3M +DER 4-hand, +eye
CHAR foot
d) wunaddjakala 'stone'
w u 4-na 4-ddjakala 
3M +DER 4-cheek/s 
CHAR
e) wunanjonja 's’th secret or sacred' or
w u  4-na 4-njonja 
3M +DER 4-fish 
CHAR
'taboo food '
The remaining examples represent a large set o f words that occur with the prefixes 
lwu+na+/ but the co-occurring base is not a recognisable word in its own righ t Therefore 
the prefix is Characteristic in form only. There is no sure way of knowing whether the 
function is consistent with other Characteristic nominals. This set includes many animals,
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some adjectives and naturally occurring things like 'fire', 'water', 'waterhole', 'moon'. 
There is also the temporal qualifier wunawarra 'in days gone by', related to nawarra 'long 
ago', 'for a long time'. Some examples follow:
(52) a) wunamirla
b) wunawaya
c) wunaddjirrabalngara
d) wunangerda
e) wunawayama
f) wunakkeyarra
g) wunabbama
h) wunangurrbilbbilawa
i) wunawarra
■big-
'defiant of custom 
'jabiru'
'hornet'
’snake' (gen)
'water' (Yurrbukka) 
'water' (Kundjul-Kundjul) 
'moon'
'in days gone by'
4.6. Pronominal Suffixes and Postposition
There is only one pronominal suffix paradigm in Nakkara (Table 4.6.). It functions 
primarily as a possessive marker. The most interesting formal aspect of the pronominal 
suffixes is that almost half of the forms in the paradigm are not suffixes at all; they are 
composite pronominal postpositions, made up of a prefix and a stem. Although the 
combination of suffixes and postpositions in a single paradigm is unusual in Australian 
languages, it has been documented elsewhere; as, for example, in Fijian (Milner (1972), 
Dixon (1988) and also in Modem Irish (see McCloskey and Hale (1984)).
Postpositions occur as the Unit-Augmented feminine and the Augmented forms in 
Nakkara. They always follow the noun referent and function in the same way as suffixes. 
However, the morphological structure and the stress patterning of these forms is quite 
different from the suffixes.
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MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 . +ngiba 1. +nginaya 1 . ngirrbberra
If ngirmguya
2. +nguka 2. +nunaya 2. nurrbberra
2f nurmguya
1/2 +ngerra 1/2 +ngunaya 3. ngurrbberra
l/2f ngurmguya
3. +niya 3. +banaya 3. barrbberra
3f barmguya
TABLE 4.6. Pronominal Suffixes and Postpositions
[N.B. The Yurrbukka variant of the 3UA non-feminine suffix is /+benayal.]
Apart from the 1 and 2 Minimal forms, all the suffixes and postpositions in the paradigms 
appear to be derived from Cardinal pronoun bases (see 4.3.ff). The Unit-Augmented non­
feminine suffix forms are identical to the corresponding independent pronoun bases (see 
4.3.2.ff) and are clearly derived from these. The 1/2 and 3 Minimal suffixes also appear to 
be related to the independent pronoun base equivalents, given the processes of vowel 
change and lenition discussed in 4.3.2.1.
The Augmented and Unit-Augmented feminine postpositions are morphologically 
composite. The prefix forms /ngirr+l, lnurr+1, lngurr+1 and lbarr+1 correspond closely to 
nominal prefix inflections and to intransitive verb prefixes. There is also a clear 
correspondence between the gender/number stems in these postpositions and in 
independent pronoun forms. The gender stem /+nguya/ relates back to the 3 Minimal 
gender form; the number stem Z+bberraJ is characteristic of all independent Augmented 
pronouns (see Table 4.3.1.3.).
4.6.1. Pronominal Suffix/Postposition as Possessive Inflection
The pronominal suffix/postposition indicates the possessor of the thing denoted by the
nominal base (x): 'x belongs to p \  The nominal base is always something that is
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inalienably possessed, like a body part (and a few corporeal products), a relative 
(represented by a set of kin-terms) and the single word for ’country' or 'clan estate’, 
nakkeyarda. Like body parts and family members, one's clan estate (according to the 
grammar of Nakkara) is possessed inalienably.
In 4.6.1.1. below, the posse^ive suffix/postposition with body parts is discussed with 
examples; in 4.6.1.2. discussion of kinship terms continues, with explanation of the role 
played by the suffix/postposition as possessive inflection.
4.6.1.1. Possessive Suffix/Postposition with Body Parts
The set of body parts and body products that occur with a possessive suffix or postposition 
is quite small. There are only twenty-seven items included in this set so far, and four of 
these can occur optionally with an Attributive prefix to mark the possessor. I have not yet 
discovered any difference in meaning which might explain the two alternative possessive 
constructions.
Why these forms should occur with suffix inflection to indicate the possessor rather than 
with prefixes is an interesting point It highlights the different inflectional and derivational 
components in the morphological structure of nominals and is taken up in 4.6.1.1. and
4.6.1.2. below.
Like the body parts that occur with Attributive prefix inflection, the semantic sub-sets of 
this category are interesting, but not rigid or exclusive. These items fall into four semantic 
sets, most of which were categories named for Attributive possession.
Internal Parts (including hard, bony parts), such as lungs, glands, trachea, calf muscle, 
ribs, kneecap, shin, heel, ankle and optionally tendons.
Body Products including mucus, phlegm, urine, excrement and optionally, semen and 
tears.
Sexual Parts (including secondary sexual features) such as penis, vagina, breasts, pubic or 
armpit hair and beard.
Parts of Body Parts like pupil, waist, navel, umbilical cord, lower back and optionally, 
finger or toe-nails.
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What is more interesting and revealing about this set is the morphological structure of the 
items in it. The majority (almost 80%) of forms that occur with an inflectional suffix or 
postposition have additional morphological material proceeding the ro o t This is usually a 
derivational prefix lna+1, as in forms listed under (53). (I have not however been able to 
elicit meanings for these forms without the prefix):
a) nakkorlarra 'phlegm'
b) nabbordanja 'urine'
c) nakkeya 'breasts', 'milk'
d) nangurra 'vagina'
e) nayira 'lungs'
N evertheless, there are some forms which freely occur with the possessive 
suffix/postposition without any other overt morphological material, as in (54) below:
(54) a) barabaniya
baraba +niya 
beard +3M 
POSS
b) kumkalanguka
kurnkala +nguka
ankle +2M 
POSS
c) manbama barmguya
manbama barrnguya 
waist 3UAf POSS
'his beard'
*your ankle'
'their waists' 
(e.g. two girls)
These distinctions in nominal forms seem to imply that additional derivational morphology 
is required by certain root forms and that these derived forms cannot take (Attributive) 
prefix inflections. A Characteristic prefix is the only inflection that can precede a 
derivational prefix, and this never codes inalienable possession. A suffix inflection suits 
these derived nominals better than any alternative inflection. What remains puzzling is why 
some root forms require extension by the derivational prefix and others do no t
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It is interesting to note that when an Attributive prefix forms the possessive construction 
with the optional items in the set, the derivational prefix is displaced, as in example (55):
(55) a) nangerangiba 'my tears'
na +nger +ngiba 
DER +tears +1MPOSS
b) ngangera 'my tears'
nga +ngera 
1M +tears 
ATRB
c) *ngera+ngiba; *nga+na+ngera;
In addition to the standard possessive function of the suffix or postposition with body part 
forms, the inflected nominal can be used predicatively, although examples are restricted to 
the ones mentioned here in (56) and (57):
(56) naddjuraniya
na +ddjura +niya 
DER +penis +3M 
POSS
i) 'his penis'
ii) 'it's a boy' (at birth, etc.) 
or, 'it's masculine' (gender)
iii) 'he's a prick!' (pej.)
[Identical extensions exist for nangurra+nguya ’her vagina'; 
however,the form nawara 'woman' is usually used for 'it's feminine'.]
(57) a) nkardalkardal 'his pus'
n +kardalkardal
3M + pus 
ATRB
b) kardalkardalniya 'he's a bully, a trouble-maker'
kardalkardal +niya
pus +3M
POSS(?)
In summary, although choice of an inflectional suffix or postposition to mark possessor of 
a body part is arbitrary to some extent, any body part nominal that occurs with a 
derivational prefix will take an inflectional suffix or postposition for its possessive marker.
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4.6.I.2. Possessive Suffix or Postposition with Kinship Terms 
There is quite a complex system of kin terms in Nakkara. In section 4.5.1.5 a small sub­
set, labelled dyadic kin terms, were isolated for discussion because of their Attributive 
inflection. In the following section we look at a larger set of inflectable kin terms. These 
terms represent part of the set of non-vocative forms, although some are derived directly 
from vocative forms.
Like the majority of body part nominals that occur with an inflectional suffix or 
postposition, the inflected kin term supports additional derivational morphology. For the 
majority of items in this set, the derivational suffix l+bba/ (a nominaliser, similar in 
function to lna+/ ) follows the nominal root, but precedes the inflectional suffix or 
postposition. This arrangement of inner derivational material and peripheral inflection is 
consistent with standard word formation (see, for example,Anderson (1982:609).
In the first set of examples, (58) to (60) below, we see in a) a vocative kin term, in b) a 
non-vocative term (derived with l+bbal ), where the possessive suffix is used to mark the 
"possessor", and in c) an alternative construction coding possession, without the 
derivational process. (Abbreviations used are Mo= 'mother', Br= 'brother', Fa= 'father', 
Si = 'sister'.)
(58) a) djima 'MoMoBr'
b) djimabbangiba
djima +bba +ngiba
4my MoMoBr'
MoMoBr +DER +1M POSS
c) djima n-ngarabba 'my MoMoBr'
djima n +ngarabba
MoMoBr 3M +1MCARD 
ATRB
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(59) a) 
b)
nganjara
nganjarabbaniya
nganjara +bba +niya 
MoMo +DER +3MPOSS
: m o M o "
'his MoMo'
c) kinnakabba nganjara
kin +nakabba nganjara
3Mf +3M CARD MoMo
ATRB
'his MoMo'
In one example the derived form is contracted, as in 60 b) below:
(60) a) kandjana 'MoBr'
b) kanjabbanguya 'her MoBr'
kanja +bba +nguya 
MoBr +DER +3M fPOSS
c) n-ngiyakabba kandjana 'her MoBr'
n +ngiyakabba kandjana 
3M +3Mf CARD MoBr
ATRB
The inflected kin term is not always derived from a vocative form. In the examples 
following, the suffix or postposition occurs with derived stems that do not occur 
independently as kin terms. The derivational affixes are, as above lna+1 and /+bba/ .
(61) nakkomawabbaniya 'his FaMoMo'
na +kkornawa +bba +niya 
DER +raw game +DER +3M POSS 
(= raw game)
(62) naworangiyabbanguya 'her husband'
na +worangiya +bba +nguya 
DER +spouse +DER +3Mf POSS
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(63) a) kinkoramabbaniya '(she's) his Mo or MoSi
kin 4-kkorama +bba +niya 
3Mf +?parent +DER +3MPOSS 
ATRB (= back)
b) nganjakkoramabbangiba 'you're my Fa of FaBr'
nganja +kkorama +bba +ngiba 
2M +?parent +DER +1MPOSS 
ATRB (= back)
Thus kin terms that are derived from other forms, or which have derivational morphology 
attached will occur with the possessive suffix/postposition. All other nominal kin terms 
have an inflected Cardinal pronoun to marie possession (see 4.5.1.3.)
4.6.2. Other Functions of the Inflectional Suffix/Postposition
The inflectional suffix/postpositon also occurs with the Indefinite/Interrogative formative 
ngardawa with the sense 'only', and with a derived formative ngardawabba with an 
Intensive sense. These are exemplified in 4.6.2.1. below:
The inflectional suffix/postposition is not entirely restricted to nominal forms. Certain verbs 
in Nakkara can occur with this inflection. The suffix follows all other inflectional material 
on the verb form and functions as an Aversive suffix. This is exemplified in 4.6.2.2. 
below.
4.6.2.I. Inflectional Suffix with Indefinite Formative
A set of Restrictive pronouns is formed in Nakkara when the indefinite/interrogative 
nominal ngardawa 'someone', 'something' occurs with an inflectional suffix or 
postposition, as in the examples following. The precise function of the suffix in these 
constructions is not entirely clear, but appears not to be possessive.
(64) a) ngardawangiba 'only me', 'just me'
ngardawa +ngiba 
s'one +1M SUFF
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b) ngardawangerra 'only!just you and / '
ngardawa 4-ngerra 
s'one +1/2M SUFF
c) ngardawa nurrbberra 'only I just you mob'
ngardawa nurrbberra
s'one 2AUG POSTPOS
The 3 Minimal forms of the restrictive pronouns also serve as the counting numeral ’one’, 
feminine and non-feminine, as shown in example (65):
(65) a) ngardawaniya
ngardawa +niya 
s'one, +3M SUFF
s'thing
b) ngardawanguya
ngardawa +nguya 
s'one, +3Mf SUFF
s'thing
'only!just him'
or '<one thing' (non-fern)
'only /just her' 
or 'one thing' (fern)
The numeral 'three' is represented by a compound comprised of 'two and one'. Two' is a 
demonstrative-like stem l+kakarda+bbal which takes Attributive prefix inflection. When 
three non-human things are referred to, the inflectional morphology can code gender, but 
remains Minimal in number, as in examples (66) a) and b). When people are counted, 
however, the inflectional morphology codes non-Minimal number for the whole 
compound, as in (67).
(66) a) kabanakkakardabbangardawaniya 'three things'
kabana +kkakarda +bba -ngardawa +niya (non-fern)
3UA 4-two +DER -s'thing +3M
ATRB SUFF
b) kabarrkkakardabbangardawanguya 'three things'
kabarr -t-kkakarda +bba -ngardawa +nguya (fern)
3UAf 4-two 4-DER -s'thing +3Mf
ATRB SUFF
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(67) karrbakkakardabbangardawa barrbberra 'three people'
karrba +kkakarda +bba -ngardawa barrbberra
3AUG +two +DER -s'one 3AUG
ATRB POSTPOS
4.6.2.2. Inflectional Suffix with Derived Indefinite Formative 
A set of Intensive pronouns is formed in Nakkara when the derived indefinite/interrogative 
nominal ngardawa+bba 'self takes an inflectional suffix or postposition. The inflection 
specifies the person, number and gender of the pronoun, as in the following forms:
(68) a) ngardawabbangiba 'm yse lf
ngardawa +bba +ngiba 
s'one +DER +1M 
(= ?self) 7POSS
b) ngardawabbanguya ' herself
ngardawa +bba +nguya
s'one +DER +3Mf
(= ?self) 7POSS
(69) Rrangebana ngardawabbangerra.
rra +nge -ba -na ngardawa +bba +ngerra
1/2M +INCR -go -PC/T s’one +DER +1/2M
(S) (=?self) 7POSS
We (you and I) went off by ourselves '
4.6.3. Suffix/Postposition as Verbal Inflection
The suffix/postposition occurs on some verbs as an Aversive meaning. There are only a 
handful of relevant examples so far and this function requires further elicitation. It is most 
commonly heard with the verb warawuma 'be afraid/ashamed o f, as in (70):
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(70) Ngarabba ngawarawumaniya, nguyabba ngayninja.
ngarabba nga +warawuma -0  +niya ,
IM CARD IM +be afraid, -C/T+3M  
(S) be ashamed AVER
nguyabba nga -y +ni -nja
here IM -IRRi +sit, -FUT
(S) be
Tm  frightened.of him, I'll stay here.'
With other verbs the meaning is similar and is often translatable as '(away) from  x \  as in
(71) and (72), or 'because o f x \  as in (73) and (74).
(71) Korla kikkukardiyamaniya, y akkukardiyamanguy a.
korla ki +kkukardiya -ma +niya,
NEG 3Mf -Kiisappear -NEG +3M
(S)IRRi PC/T AVER
ya +kkukardiya -ma +nguya 
3M -Kiisappear -NEG +3Mf 
(S)IRRi PC/T AVER
'She never ran away from  him, and he never left her.'
(72) Barrwundjayana barmguya.
barr +wundja -ya -na barrnguya
3UAf -»-hide -DER -PC/T 3UAf AVER 
(S) INTR
They are hiding from  each other.'
(73) Yingawa korddayaniya!
yingawa 0  +kkordda -ya -0  +niya
NEG IMPV MIN +cut -DER -IMPV +3M AVER
IMPV REFLX
'Don't cut yourself (with/because o f it)!'
(74) Marawiyananiya nawokka.
0  +marawiya -na +niya na +wokka
3M -»-call out -PC/T +3M AVER DER -»-message
(S)
'He called out a message (because o f it).'
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4.7. Non-Pronominal Affixes and Postposition
There are seven different non-pronominal affixes and one postposition used with nominal 
constructions in Nakkara. In this section we will describe the properties of the two 
inflectional affixes and the inflectional postposition. These constitute the nearest 
approximations in the language to standard nominal case inflections. Derivational affixes 
are discussed along with other lexical processes of word formation in 6.4. to 6.6.
The function and distribution of the Ablative suffix l+kkawal is fairly straightforward and 
is discussed in 4.7.1. Unlike standard case inflections, the Ablative suffix in Nakkara is 
not totally productive, but is restricted to a subset of locational referents, not all of which 
are nominal forms.
The Locative/Instrumental postposition nay ana is discussed in 4.7.2. Like the Ablative 
suffix, the morphological properties associated with this affix are syntactically dependent, 
and to some extent, depend on lexical choice.
A Proximal suffix l+wabbal is discussed in 4.7.3. My understanding of this affix is far 
from complete. Given that its basic function is to specify locational reference and that other 
locational affixes are clearly inflectional, I do not doubt that its general description belongs 
within inflectional morphology. I would not include most stem+wabba constructions as 
lexemes in a Nakkara dictionary, which suggests that it is unlikely to be a derivational 
affix. There are, however, four examples where the function of the suffix appears to be 
derivational. If this is so, l+wabbal represents an affix that is sometimes inflectional, 
sometimes derivational, depending on its referent
The morphological structure of the affix is also puzzling. It is possible that l+wabbal is a 
combination of the two derivational affixes l+wal and l+bbal.
4.7.1. The Ablative Suffix
The Ablative suffix l+kkawal indicates motion away from its co-referent This suffix 
occurs with two different word classes, nominals and spatio-temporal qualifiers. The 
formal sub-types with which l+kkawal occurs include nominals referring to place names 
and geographical features, certain demonstratives and indefinite/interrogative pronouns and
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various types of locational qualifier. The feature common to all these word types is their 
locational reference. Thus, the stem with which the Ablative suffix occurs can be referred 
to as loc.refifor /ocational re/erent).
In addition to the nominal types given above, any common noun that can function as a 
location for the source of motion can take the Ablative suffix (like ’house', ’camp', 
'office', 'truck', 'boat' etc.). The suffix in this type of construction is, however, often 
interchangeable with the Locative/Instrumental postpositon nayana (see 4.7.2.).
The Ablative suffix cannot occur with personal pronouns, common nouns that have human 
or other animate reference, adjectives, particles or interjections, nor with verb forms, 
unless the verb-complex is part of a compound noun phrase (see examples (76) and (79)). 
There is no complementary Allative suffix in Nakkara. Nonetheless, specification of the 
goal of motion can be coded, but only within the verb-complex, as an orientation affix (see 
5.5.3.); this affix will only indicate whether a particular action or motion is directed 
towards or away from the speaker. Orientational specification within the verb-complex 
often accompanies clauses where the source of motion is overtly specified by the 
loc.ref+kkawa construction.
Loc.ref+kkawa noun phrases typically occur in conjunction with verbs of motion, although 
this is not an essential requirement of the accompanying clause (see example (83) below). 
The source indicated by the loc.ref functions as a peripheral element in the clause and can 
therefore either precede or follow the verb- complex.
In section 4.7.1.1. below we look at the Ablative suffix with locational nouns. In 4.7.1.2. 
we look at demonstrative forms as locational referents; section 4.7.1.3. covers the use of 
indefinite/interrogative pronouns that can occur with 1+kkawaJ and 4.7.1.4. looks at some 
of the spatial qualifiers that occur with this suffix.
4.7.1.1. With Locational Nouns
In Nakkara a place name can be a simple nominal form, as in example (75), or a compound 
nominal construction, as in (76). Both types of place name can occur with an Ablative 
suffix:
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(75) Ndiuddakkawa nginbakkayaliyawa nayeka.
ndjudda +kkawa nginba +kka -ya -liyawa
PLACE +ABL 1AUG(0) -rtake -PC/T -3MOBLQ
(=3M(A)>
0  -na +ye -ka
3M -here +go -PC/T
(S)
He brought us from Juda Point.
(76) Ngakkomakorddangiya Nbarrardakkakavakkawa.
nga +kkoma =kordda -ngiya
1M +inland =cut -PC/T 
(S) (=go across)
n +barrardak(ka) = 0  +kakaya +kkawa 
3M -»-Painted Sweetlips =3M +stand,be +ABL 
ATRB (fish species) (S) C/T
l  went across from  nbarrardakka fishing spot.
(=L it from place where "nbarrardakka" is (abundant))
Nominals referring to geographical features include watered areas such as:
nayarrawarra ’river'
nakkarlayarra ’creek’
yanakkukkawa 'littoral'
namandjarda ’estuary'
nabbardambarda 'billabong'
mankaraba 'swamp' ;
Also features of land or sea-scape, like:
lombarra keba 
nose it-goes
'point of land', 'peninsula'
kakarda kendjarra 
on, high chest
bukarddiya
'h ill'
'island', 'ree f
and many descriptive nominals that refer to locations, such as:
kabbal 'plains country' mayawa 'beach', 'coastal area'
namalarra 'jungle patch’ marlbbinja 'inland forest'
nabburlanabba 'same place' nabbalawarra 'wide, open place'.
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All o f the above can occur with the Ablative suffix l+kkawal. Notice that some of these 
location words are not simple nominal forms; lombarra keba 'point' consists o f a nominal 
plus verb-complex (= lit nose-it-goes). The Ablative suffix is attached to the verbal element 
o f this compound (see example (79), which suggests that the nominal+verb-complex is 
treated as a nominal u n it Similarly, kakarda kendjarra is a compound consisting of 
a d p o s itio n + n o m in a l and the Ablative suffix follows k e n d ja rra , even though 
I kakarda -f kkawaJ is an acceptable form (see example (88a)). Thus the compound kakarda 
kendjarra 'hill' is also treated as a nominal unit a single NP.
Some examples of Ablative suffix with geographical feature nominals are included below:
(77) Nkardabba nganabbarru kabbalkkawa nayeka.
n +karda +bba nganabbarru kabbal +kkawa
3M +that- +DER buffalo plains +ABL
ATRB there
0  -na +ye -ka
3M -here +go -POT
(S)
That buffalo came in from  the plains.
(7 8) Namurakka kibannakkaya ngibberrawa mankarabakkawa.
namurakka ki -ban(a) -na +kka -ya ngibberrawa
goose 3M -3UA -here +take -POT 1AUGOBLQ
(O) (A)
mankaraba +kkawa 
swamp +ABL
They brought us geese from  the swamp.
(79) Rrbanayengka lombarra kebakkawa.
rrba -na +ye -ngka 
3AUG -here +go -O T  
(S)
lombarra keba - 0  +kkawa 
nose 3M(S)go -O T +ABL
(= point of land)
They came from  the point.
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4.7.1.2. With Demonstratives Stems
The Ablative suffix can occur with all Derived Demonstratives and Demonstrative Adverbs. 
Demonstratives generally give locational reference to a person, place or thing. Derived 
demonstratives and Demonstrative Adverbs refer only to a place, or sometimes to a set of 
circumstances (see 3.33.2. and 3.3.33.), but never to a person. Motion from a person 
can be indicated by an orientation affix incorporated in the verb-complex (see 5.5.3.) 
Examples of the Ablative suffix with some of these Demonstrative forms follow:
(80) Nguvabbakkawa rrbarddiddjarabakana wubbunja nayana.
nguyabba +kkawa rrba +rddiddjarabaka -na
here +ABL 3AUG -(-emerge -PQT
(S)
wubbunja nayana
canoe LOC/INSTR
They went out from  here in the canoe.
(81) Rakkanabbakkawa N amakardabu kinayeka.
ra +kkana +bba +kkawa Namakardabu +kkawa 
DER +there(3) +DER +ABL PLACE +ABL
(-from the other way)
ki -na +ye -ka
3M -here +go -PC/T
(S)
She came from  the other way, from Namakardabu.
(82) Murrikkang bannakkoraya nakkardangabbakkawa Manmoy.
murrikkang ban(a) -na +kkoraya - 0
truck,car 3UA(S) -here +move -C/T
na +kkardanga +bba +kkawa Manmoy.
DER +there(l/2) +DER +ABL PLACE
They came in a truck from  (there at) Manmoy.
The noun phrase nakkardangabbakkawa , as in (82) above, can also refer to a set of 
circumstances or actions (located in time?) rather than to a concrete location. In the extract
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following the speaker was recalling her childhood and describing the various stages of 
development which she, as a young child, went through:
(83) ... I  could lie face down, and would raise myself on my elbows when
somebody attracted my attention ...
Nakkardabbakkawa nganina...
na +kkarda +bba +kkawa nga +ni -na
DER -rthere +DER +ABL 1M +sit -PC/T
(1/2) (S)
From there!that point I  sat up ...
... ngamirdakiya ngakkona makkukka ngakkakaya nayana,
... nga +mirdaki -ya nga +kko -na
IM  +crawl -PC/T 1M -fmove -PC/T
(S) (S) rapidly
makkukka nga +kkakaya nayana,
knees 1M +stand LOC/INSTR
(S) POSS
... I was crawling around on my knees,
nakkardabbakkawa ngakkaramarda yingawa ngabbelbbana ngakkona.
na +kkarda +bba +kkawa nga +kkarama -rda yingawa
DER -»-there +DER +ABL 1M +getup -PC/T then
(1/2) (S)
nga +bbelbba -na nga +kko -na
1M(A) +stepon -PC/T 1M +move -PC/T
3M(0) (S) rapidly
and from  there! that point /  got up and then I  could walk around.
4.7.1.3. With Indefinite and Interrogative Locationals
There are three forms that fit into this category in Nakkara and each one may occur with the 
Ablative suffix. These are the Locational Interrogative kayawarra ’where’, ’what place', its 
dialectal variant rayulawa and the Indefinite Locational form kayawa 'what's-the-place', 
'some place'. An example of one of these forms with the Ablative suffix is included below. 
(For further discussion of Indefinite and Interrogative forms see 7.2.)
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(84) Kinayeka kayawakkawa
ki -na +ye -ka kayawa +kkawa
3Mf -here +go -PC/T INDEF.LOC +ABL
She came from some place (I don't know exactly where). 
or
She came from, what's that place? (can't think of the name)
4.7.1.4. With Locational Qualifiers
The Ablative suffix can occur with most Locational Qualifiers, but those which refer to a 
series or collection of locations such as karrakarrawabba 'all the way along, all around' and 
barrabarra 'many places' cannot take the Ablative suffix, probably because l+kkawal 
specifies a particular location as the source of an action, and these qualifiers have reference 
distributed across more than one location.
Locational Qualifiers include qualifiers of spatial parameter such as those listed below (with 
the Ablative suffix and respective gloss):
(85) a) belamabba+kkawa 'from close-up, nearby'
b) kunarawa+kkawa 'from mid-way, horizon'
c) nakkarrakarra+kkawa 'from a long way’
Secondly, qualifiers of spatial orientation (directionals) can occur with l+kkawal:
(86) a) meyakka+kkawa 'from "sunrise-way", from the east’
b) kanuba+kkawa 'from "sunset-way", from the west'
There are also four directional qualifiers (mainly derived from Maccassan words) that refer 
only to the movement o f wind and rain. Meyakka and kanuba (above) are not restricted in
this way.
(87) a) lung kurrma+kkawa 'from the north'
b) narongkawa+kkawa 'from the south'
c) djimurru+kkawa 'from the east’
d) barra+kkawa 'from the west’
Finally, all the Positionals can occur with l+kkawal, as in the following:
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a) kakarda+kkawa 'from above/on top of
b) mera+kkawa 'from inside/under'
c) nawaya+kkawa 'from outside/the open'
d) kunjma+kkawa 'from behind/the last (one)'
e) kebbarra+kkawa 'from in front/the first (one)'
4.7.2. The Locative/Instrumental Postposition
The Locative-Instrumental postposition nay ana occurs with various types of nominal to 
form a locative or instrumental phrase which functions on the periphery of clauses. The 
nominal types include locational nouns, demonstrative pronouns, derived demonstratives 
and nominals which, given the appropriate verb, can function as Instruments. This 
postposition occurs where in English we could use a range of prepositons, such as 'in', 
'on*, 'at', 'into', 'off, 'out o f and even 'under', 'over' and 'around' as well as the 
Instrumental use of 'with'.
The syntactic relation between a Locative phrase and the non-peripheral constituents of the 
clause is always the same. In a sentence with an intransitive verb, the NP+nayana 
construction refers to the intransitive subject: '(S) is located at the nominal referent', (as 
e.g. in (89) below). With a transitive sentence the transitive object (O) is located at the 
nominal referent (as e.g. in (90):
(89) Kamana yarrddja rrbakkawayana rrbanina vurlbarra navana.
kamana yarrddja rrba +kkawaya -na rrba +ni -na
dog mob of 3AUG +run -PC/T 3AUG +sit, -PC/T
(S) (S) (S) (Prog.Asp)
yurlbarra nayana 
mud '* LOC
The dogs were running around in the mud'
["the dogs (S) were located at the mud"]
(90) Njonja ngarreddjanga narrarra navana.
njonja nga +reddja -nga narrarra nayana
fish 1M(A) +cook -C/T coals LOC
(O) 3M(0)
7 cooked the fish on the coals.' 
["the fish (O) was located at the coals"]
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The semantic interpretation of Instrumental phrases is slightly different Firstly, the 
function of Instrument is restricted to co-occurrence with transitive verbs and generally 
occurs with "contact” verbs like ’hit', ’stab’, 'cut', etc.
The scope of the phrase within the transitive clause changes internally. In a clause 
containing the Locative phrase, the active locational focus is (O): '(O) is located, at nominal 
referent’. With the Instrumental phrase, (O) is the non-active locational focus and the 
situation is more appropriately described as ’nominal referent (i.e. instrument) makes 
contact withJ?is located at (O)'.
With intransitive verbs the Instrumental function of nayana is restricted to Means rather 
than Instrument, as in 'by boat', 'by plane' etc. (see example (101). The relation between 
Means and Location is highlighted, rather than Means and Instrument or Use. The 
postposition nayana cannot be used in sentences like: 'She walks with a stick.' This is 
expressed as nkurddjala barrkkarda, "stick together-with". It is clear that one can ride in or 
on a boat, truck, plane or bicycle, but to walk with a stick does not require being located on 
i t  A typical Instrumental phrase is included in example (91) below; the Locative/Means 
function is exemplified in (101):
(91) Kandjana balmamindja rdana namarlakka navana.
kandjana balmarnindja 0  +rda -na
uncle wallaby 3M(A) +stab -PC/T
(A) (O) 3M(0)
namarlakka nayana
spear INSTR
'Uncle killed a wallaby with a spear.'
["spear (INSTR) was heated at wallaby (O)"]
The Instrumental function of nayana also surfaces when used with Derived Demonstratives 
or with the Indefinite/Interrogative formative nangarda. When used as a question Nangarda 
nayana? means 'With what?' or 'What did you use?'. Use with a Derived Demonstrative is 
included in example (92) below:
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(92) Ngiyakabba korddanga kininda nakkarabba navana.
ngiyakabba 0  +kordda -nga ki +nin -da
3Mf CARD 3Mf(A) +cut -C/T 3M + sit, -C/T
3M(0) (S) BE.AUX
na +kkara +bba nayana
DER +this +DER INSTR
here
'She was cutting it with this one.'
The nominal occurring in the Locaüve/Instrumental phrase can be simple, as in (89) to (91) 
above, or it can be a compound, as in (93) or a complex NP, as in (94):
(93) Wunawayama ngiba w arrbmarda ngara kakava navana nakkamana.
wunawayama ngiba +warrbma -rda
snake 1AUG(A) +pullout, -PC/T
3M(0) extract
ngara 0  +kakaya nayana nakkamana
mouth 3M +stand,C/T LÖC dog
(S) Poss.Pred1
'We pulled the snake out o f the dog's mouth.'
[= snake we-pulled-it, it (snake) was located at mouth belonging to dog]
(94) Nbara ngardawaniva navana banana wunakkardawa.
n +bara ngardawa +niya nayana
3M +pandanus one +3M LOC
ATRB POSS
ba +na -na wu -na +kkardawa
3AUG(A) +see -PC/T 3M -DER +hole
3M(0) CHAR
'At one pandanus tree they saw a (blue-tongue) hole.'
As some of the examples above suggest, the locational reference provided by nayana is 
often fairly generalised. Location of the referent can be more fully specified than 
NP+ nayana allows by inclusion of additional locational words. These do not, however, 
intercept the NP/s+ nayana phrase. Consider (95) and (96):
1 See 8.1.4.1-2. for Possessive marking with Body Parts.
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(95) Djakalandiddja yum wunakkardawa navana nawaya.
djakalandiddja 0  +yu -na wu -na +kkardawa nayana
blue-tongue 3M +lie -PC/T 3M -DER +hole LOC
lizard (S) BE CHAR
nawaya 
outside of
The blue-tongue was outside his hole /
(96) Wunawayama wundjayana mera nkurddjala nayana.
wunawayama 0  +wundjaya -na mera
snake 3M +hide -PC/T inside,
(S) under
n +kurddjala nayana
3M -»-wood, LOC
ATRB tree
The snake was hiding under the log/
Body parts can be used as locations or instruments using the NP+nayana construction. 
Alternatively, the Locational prefix (see 4.5.2.) can be used with a Locational or an 
Instrumental meaning as a shorter version:
(97) a) Ngiyakabba burda karddia kikkakava navana.
ngiyakabba 0  +burda - 0
3Mf CARD 3Mf(A) +hit -PC/T
3M(0)
karddja ki +kkakaya nayana
hand 3Mf -»-stand CVT INSTR
(S) POSS 
or.
b) Ngiyakabba burda vandiikkarddia.
ngiyakabba 0  +bburda - 0  yandji +kkarddja
3Mf CARD 3Mf(A) +hit -PC/T 3Mf +hand
(A) 3M(0) LOC
1She hit him with her hand/
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(98) Mangaya bamyangiya nkalakkuna { kemama njakkakava navana.
{ nganiakkemama.
mangaya 0  +barnya -ngiya n +kala +kkuna
mother 3M(A) +put -PC/T 3M +small +DIM
3M(0) ATRB
kernama nja +kkakaya nayana
thigh 2M +standC/T LOC
(S) POSS
nganja +kkernama 
2M +thigh 
LOC
'Mother put the baby on your lap.'
A sentence containing the nominal*nayana phrase often comes across in translation with an 
Ablative or Allative or other kind of reading. In these circumstances attention must be 
drawn to the underlying Locational meaning, as in the following examples:
(99) Ngayibarda kukka nawarraka navarrawarra navana.
nga +yiba -rda kukka nawarraka nayarrawarra nayana
1M(A) +fill -PC/T water clean river LOC
3M(0)
7 got clean water from the river.' 
["clean water (O) located at river"]
(100) Ngirrbarribana kabbala/murrikka/arrblenj/murrbavk navana.
ngirrba +rri -ba -na kabbala / murrikka / arrblenj
1AUG(S) +AUG -go -PC/T boat truck plane
murrbayk nayana 
motor-bike LÖC/INSTR
W e went by boat!trucklplane!motor-bike.'
["we (S) located at boat, truck etc."]
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(101) Nangardaliya nundiddjeba nakkarrakarra mawarrkka na van a?
nangarda -liya nundi +ddje -ba - 0  nakkarakarra
what -3MOBLQ 2UA +FUT -go -FUT long way
(S) INCR
mawarrka nayana
paperbark LOC
forest
VJhy did you go ail the way to the paperbark forest?'
["you (S ) located at paperbark forest"]
4.7.3. The Proximal Suffix
The Proximal suffix l+wabbal occurs with a limited set of verbs, with certain locational 
qualifiers, some nominal forms and one particle. The function of this suffix is principally 
locational, indicating ’the place where' or 'in the area o f. However, some of its uses are 
not entirely clear at this stage and are difficult to describe fully.
When l+wabbal occurs with any of the three existential verbs, the resulting construction is 
a locational predicate denoting positional reference of the intransitive subject (S) coded in 
the verb-complex (see discussion and examples in 4.7.3.1. below). When l+wabbal occurs 
as a suffix with locational qualifiers or with nouns and pronouns or the negative particle, 
the result is a peripheral phrase construction with either Locational meaning: 'via, by way 
o flo c .r e f  or Restrictive meaning: 'only, just nom.ref. (see 4.7.3.2. and 4.7.3.3. 
respectively).
The suffix l+wabbal can also occur as an optional component of Restrictive constructions 
formed with the particle djama 'only', 'just'. The referent in these constructions can be 
nominal or verbal (see (111) below).
4.7.3.I. The Proximal Suffix following a Verb-Complex
The suffix l+wabbal occurs mainly with three existential verbs in Nakkara, but also with an 
additional ditransitive and intransitive verb, both forming idiosyncratic constructions. There 
is no separate verb 'to be Oocated at)' in Nakkara; the existence or location of all manner of 
objects and entities can be expressed by the three Stative verbs:
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ni(ya) ’sit’
yu 'lie1 "BEAT’
djA 'stand'
In a sentence with a locational predicate formed with an existential verb and 1+wabbaJ, a 
person or object (S) is conceived as being in, at, near or characteristically associated with a 
location. Whether a particular object "sits", "stands" or "lies" in its location depends 
entirely on the object or entity involved. A person can adopt any particular stance of 
location, but trees usually "stand", unless "lying" dead, bridges and houses or huts can 
"lie" or "stand"; rocks and geographical features generally "sit" on the land, while water or 
canoes or business camps "lie" in location. Consider the following examples:
(102) Nganbanana rrbardayeka Wamud nindawabba.
nganba +na -na rrba -rda +ye -ka
1M(A) +see -PC/T 3AUG -there +go -PC/T
3AUG(0) (S)
Wamud 0  +nin -da +wabba
(skin 3M -»-sit -C/T +PROX
name) (S) BE
ri-saw-them, they-went-there, Wamud. he-stavs-there."]
7 saw them going over to Wamud1s place/camp/
(103) Ngayddjeba kul nganbakkaddjawa nkana nangara kivurdawabba.
nga - y +ddje -ba -0  kul nganbi +kkaddjawa -0
IM -IRR +FUT -go -FUT school 1M(A) +have -FUT
(S) INCR 3AUG(0)
n +kana nangara ki +yu -rda +wabba
3M +there business(fem) 3Mf -»-lie -C/T +PROX
ATRB (Kunabibi) (S) BE
77/ go there and have school for them near where the business camp is/
These constructions are not restricted to the Contemporary tense, and independent coding 
of the (S) is not compulsory, as the following examples show:
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(104) Korla rayulawa nganjabbuba, ndianiniawabba !
korla rayulawa nga -nja +bbu -ba - 0
NEG somewhere IRR -2M +INCR -go -FUT
NEG (S)
ndja +ni -nja +wabba 
2M(S) -»-sit -FUT +PROX 
IRR BE
'Don't go anywhere, ju st stay here!'
(105) Kanabba ngirrbarribana barawabba navira kiddiinawabba.
kana +bba ngirrba +rri -ba -na barawabba
there +DER 1AUG(S) +AUG -go -PC/T already, before
INCR
nayira ki +ddji -na +wabba
banyan 3Mf +stand -PC/T +PROX
(fern) (S) BE
W e went to the place where the banyan used to be.'
The existential verb and Proximal suffix construction can also be used for the locational 
phrase ’next to x', as in the following:
(106) Nakkamana kunakayana namurakka kinindawabba.
nakkamana 0  +kunakaya -na namurakka
dog 3M +sitdown -PC/T goose
(S) (fern)
ki +ni -na +wabba
3Mf -»-sit -PC/T +PROX 
(S) BE
T he dog sat down next to the goose'
(107) Ngarabba ngakkakavawabba djabba njeyabba.
ngarabba nga +kkakaya +wabba
1MCARD 1M +stand C/T +PROX
I (S)
'I'm standing next to you'
djabba njeyabba
like 2MCARD
you
Thus, two locational phrases such as 'next to the stone' and 'on the stone' are
distinguished in the following way:
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(108) a) Kunakayana wunaddiakala ninawabba.
0  + kunakaya  -n a  w u n ad d jak a la  0  + n i -n a  + w abba  
3M +sitdown -PC/T stone 3M +sit -PC/T +PROX
(S) (S)
"He sat down next to the stone'
b) Kunakayana wunaddjakala navana.
0  4-kunakaya -na wunaddjakala nayana
3M +sitdown -PC/T stone LOC
(S)
"He sat (down) on the stone
I have found only two other verbs that occur with the Proximal suffix. There may be more, 
although the function o f the suffix with non-existential verbs is not productive and its 
meaning in the construction is not entirely clear. The verb meya 'to give birth' occurs with 
a derivational and Characteristic prefix and is followed by the Proximal suffix. This is not a 
normal Characteristic or Proximal construction.
(109) Kinkinameyawabba 'mother one', 'reproducing
female o f species'
kinki -na +meya +wabba
3Mf -DER +give +PROX 
CHAR birth
The second verb used with the Proximal suffix is the ditransitive wu 'give'. This is used 
with standard verbal PP forms, as with most Proximal constructions; tense is fixed at 
Pre-Contemporary l-nal, but the meaning of the Proximal suffix in the construction is open 
to semantic interpretation.
(110) a) (Nakabba) ngawunawabba. '(He is) my "promise".'
nakabba nga +wu -na +wabba
3MCARD 1M(A) +give -PC/T +PROX
3M(0)
[=Lit: "I gave it (?) to him"]
b) (Ngiyakabba) kiwunawabba. '(She is) his "promise".'
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ngiyakabba ki +wu -na +wabba
3Mf CARD 3M(A) +give -PC/T +PROX
3Mf(0)
[=Lit "He gave it (?) to her"]
c) (Njeyabba) njawunawabba '(You are) my "promise".'
njeyabba nja +wu -na +wabba
2MCARD 1M(A) +give -PC/T +PROX
2M(0)
[= lit: "I gave it (?) to you"]
It is clear that the concept of a promised spouse involves an exchange, a giving, but it is 
certainly not the individuals involved who do the giving, as the construction suggests. It is, 
however, plausible that a Restrictive meaning for l+wabbal (see 4.7.3.3. below) is intended 
in the constructions above. This would convey the idea that the thing given is ’fidelity' or 
something similar, and ngawunawabba, as in (110a) would mean literally, "I gave my 
fidelity to him only ."= ’’I save myself for him."
4.7.3.2. The Proximal Suffix with Locational Qualifiers 
The suffix l+wabbal occurs with a dozen or so locational qualifiers to form a locational 
phrase 'by way of x  ', 'via x ' The function of the suffix is therefore quite similar to its 
occurrence with existential verbs. Apart from the fact that all directionals can occur with 
l+wabbal, its distribution with other locational qualifiers is restricted to the three given 
below as (111 a), b) and c)). I have not heard or been able to elicit any alternative 
productive construction for expressing this notion of perlative motion.
Although l+wabbal appears to be an inflectional suffix in all examples given so far, it is 
possible that with some locational qualifiers l+wabbal is derivational. If the meaning of the 
stem+wabba construction is sufficiently different from the combined meanings of the two 
morphemes, it would be advantageous to list the stem+wabba construction separately in a 
word-list Given this separate listing, the suffix plays a part in word formation and can be 
said to be derivational. It would be necessary to list karrakarrawabba ’all along’, 
’everywhere’ (see 111a) below) in a dictionary as a derived form, separate from
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nakkarrakarra 'long way'. Similarly komawabba and mayawabba would be listed 
separately from their roots koma and may aw a.
Examples o f this use of the Proximal suffix follow in (111).
a) karrakarrawabba 'all along', 'everywhere'
k arrak arra  + w abba 
?long way +PROX
b) komawabba 'via inland', ‘along the inland way'
k om a + w a b b a  
inland +PROX
c) mayawabba 1via the coast','along the beach'
m aya(w a) + w abba 
beach +PROX
d) meyakkawabba 
m eyakka + w abba  
east +PROX
'via an eastern track'
e) barrawabba '(wind/rain) coming via west'
b a rra  + w abba 
NW +PROX
These derivations are sometimes mildly irregular. In (11 lc) for example, the gloss suggests 
that the final syllable of mayawa 'coast', 'beach' is dropped before l+wabbal. But it is 
possible that mayawabba is mayawa+bba.
An additional ambiguity of interest is the derivation o f the locational word kunarawabba 
'in the middle'. The root may be kunara 'belly' or kunarawa 'horizon'. It is clear, 
however, that kunarawabba is a derived word-form. It would be listed separately from both 
kunara and kunarawa in the dictionary. If kunarawabba 'in the middle' is derived from 
kunara+wabba, this is an additional example of the "Proximal" suffix having derivational 
as well as inflectional function.
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4.7.3.3. A Restrictive Function for l+wabbal
The suffix /+wabbaJ also occurs with a few nouns, pronouns, adpositions and the negative 
particle korla. In most of these examples the meaning conveyed by l+wabbal to the stem x 
is 'only x  or 'just x  I will not attempt to detail the semantic connection between 
Locational and Restrictive reference, although I suspect there is one, and it has something 
to do with isolating an object or entity, with respect to its location/surroundings, for 
reference.
Restrictives are usually formed by using the restrictive particle djama 'only', 'just'; 
however in some circumstances l+wabbal can substitute for djama, but in most, the two 
occur together. Example (112 a) and b)) are equivalent; a Cardinal pronoun+wabba 
construction is the most productive of the forms with a Restrictive meaning. Constructions 
like in (113) cannot occur without djama and djama always precedes the wordlstem+wabba
form:
(112) a) djama ngarabba 
only 1MCARD
‘only me'
b) ngarabba +wabba 
1MCARD +EXCL
*only me'
(112) a) djama ngakkurayana +wabba 
only I coughed +EXCL
7 only coughed'
b) kinldra djama namurakkawabba 'this is only a goose'
kin +kira djama
3Mf +this only
ATRB (fem)
namurakka
goose
+wabba
+EXCL
The Cardinal pronoun+wabba construction is often heard at card games, as say, 
njeyabbawabba '(it's) your turn'. With this use l+wabbal retains some of its locational 
reference, as in "it (the turn) is near/at you".
The form korlawabba occurs meaning 'nothing at all' and it is likely that this is the negative 
particle korla plus l+wabbal used as a Restrictive suffix. The function of l+wabbal in 
korlawabba is probably derivational. For further discussion of Restrictive constructions see 
7.3.3.2.
Chapter 5.
VERB MORPHOLOGY
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5.1. The Simple Verb Complex: preliminary observations 
Under the heading of Nakkara Verb Morphology we introduce discussion and analysis of 
various components of the verb complex (or VC), a word-form characteristic of languages 
of this type. The VC differs from standard verb forms (as e.g. in English) in that the core 
participant/s in a clause must be coded as an inflectional prefix to the verb stem. Tense (as 
in English verb forms) is coded as suffix. Thus, in its simplest guise the Nakkara VC 
consists of a nuclear verb-root, tense suffix and pronominal prefix (PP) coding core 
participants:
Simple Verb Complex 
[PP - VERB ROOT - TENSE]
The distinctions between a Nakkara VC and a simple English verb are illustrated in the 
following pairs of sentences:
(1) a) English:
I chase -d Milak and Wamud.
(A) Vtr -PAST (O)
b) Nakkara:
(Ngarabba) nga =bana +kkakka -ndja Milak Wamud
I I =them -fchase
(A) (A) (O) Vtr -PAST
[VERB COMPLEX]
(O)
I  chased Milak and Wamud.
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(2) a) English:
Mother laugh -ed.
(S) Vintr -PAST
b) Nakkara:
Mangaya ki +ddjiddaya -na
mother she laugh
(S) (S) Vintr -PAST
[VERB COMPLEX]
Mother laughed.
5.1.1. Verb Classification: the notions of transitivity and valency.
Nakkara is typical of Australian languages in that a verb (root) is either strictly transitive or 
strictly intransitive. Transitivity is a morphological concept and the transitivity of a Nakkara 
verb can be largely determined by its associated morphological features. Valence is a 
syntactic-semantic concept and is a lexical property of a verb-root or stem. In many 
languages (such as English) there is a correspondence between transitivity and valence; an 
intransitive verb is monovalent, a transitive verb is bivalent and a ditransitive verb is 
trivalent In Nakkara these two concepts do not always correspond. Some examples of this 
mismatch are included below following discussion of the notion of transitivity in the 
language.
In some polysynthetic languages transitive and intransitive verbs can be easily 
distinguished according to the number of overt pronominal affixes present: one affix for 
intransitives and two for transitives, (e.g. Yimas (Foley (in press)). In Nakkara the PP is 
regarded as a single affix with a complex composite structure. It is not always possible to 
distinguish separate formal components of the PP. For example, a transitive verb always 
has two associated core participants but semantic and syntactic hierarchies might determine 
that only one of these participants receive overt coding in the PP. Therefore, in Nakkara, it 
is not always possible to identify or define transitivity according to the number of 
pronominal affixes present Transitivity will be defined according to both the form of the 
PP and the syntactic functions associated with the verb.
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An intransitive verb has a relatively simple PP form coding only one argument In 
intransitive verbs a single core participant is identified in the PP as the intransitive subject 
(S). Outer-core and peripheral functions associated with an intransitive verb are never 
coded within the structure of the VC; they occur independently as NPs or Oblique 
pronouns.
A transitive verb generally has a more complex PP form which codes two arguments. The 
two associated core participants of transitive verbs are the transitive subject (A) and the 
transitive object (O). In Nakkara the inclusion and ordering of (A) and (O) marking in the 
PP is the subject of intricate morphological analysis, discussed in detail in 5.3, 
Identification of Core Participants.
With ditransitive verbs, only two of the three participants involved are coded pronominally 
within the VC. The subject (A) and the 'implicated1 (cf. McKay (1975:253)) or second 
participant (coded as (O)) are identified as core participants. The middle object or theme 
(the thing, person or information transferred) is coded outside the VC as an independent 
nominal or by the Cardinal (core) pronoun, and never by an Oblique pronoun. The example 
following shows a typical ditransitive verb in context
(3) a) Namurakka ngabanawuna Milak Wamud.
namurakka nga =bana +wu -na Milak Wamud
goose (fern) I =them +give -PAST (name) (name)
(A) =(0) (O)
I gave the goose to Milak and Wamud.
b) *namurakka ki +wuna Milak Wamud
I=it +gave
Thus the distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs is reflected in the morphology 
of the VC, not by the form of the verb-root but by distinctive Pronominal Prefix forms. 
Analysis of PP form is given in 5.2 and 5.3. There are some morphological components 
that can augment a verb-stem, and in so doing alter its transitivity; the PP form will then 
change accordingly. There are no productive mechanisms in Nakkara for augmenting the
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intrinsic valence of a verb, but the addition of Reflexive and Reciprocal affixes can decrease 
the valence of a verb. These processes are discussed in 5.5.4, Verb Stem Morphology. 
Reference to transitivity class is based strictly on language-internal criteria and not, say, on 
semantic correspondences with English. For example, the Nakkara verbs karrawaramiya 
'forget' and kelaya 'hear' are both intransitive (and monovalent) and an associated "object" 
(as in 'I heard you.') would be coded with an Oblique pronoun and not cross-referenced in 
the VC. In English these verbs usually function as transitive verbs, requiring a direct 
object. Furthermore the verbs djarraka 'seek, look for*, djo 'growl, swear (at)', ngoddja 
'tell, call name of and marawa 'shout (at)' are all transitive in Nakkara and take a direct 
object (O) cross-referenced on the VC and not an Oblique which might be expected given 
the semantics of these verbs in English.
Many intransitive verbs in Nakkara are monovalent, and code only one core argument 
There are some, however, that are bivalent and although only one core argument is coded 
in the PP, there is an additional associated core argument that is never cross-referenced. 
The verb karndawa 'throw' is a good example of this mismatch of valency and transitivity. 
This is a bivalent verb where only the semantic Agent is coded in the PP (as (S)). The 
semantic object or theme (the thing thrown) usually precedes the VC as an independent NP; 
a goal of the action is coded either as a peripheral locational NP, or if animate, immediately 
following the VC as an outer-core operator coded by an Oblique pronoun.
In turn, most transitive verbs in Nakkara are bivalent There are some however that are 
monovalent, where the object is 'cognate' and incorporated in the lexical representation of 
the verb, but never overtly in surface structure. The verb kenja 'light fire' is one example, 
where the Agent is coded as a transitive subject but the transitive object slot is never filled. 
5.1.2. Tense M arking within the Verb Complex
The principal slot within the VC structure for tense coding is that immediately following the 
verb-root or stem. The tense suffix can indicate any of two non-future and one future tense 
category. In so doing this suffix doubles as an important classificatory aid for verbs giving, 
in this analysis, ten different verb conjugations. Verb Conjugations are discussed in 
appropriate detail in 5.5.1.
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Another tense-related slot within the verb complex is that immediately following the 
pronominal prefix elements. This component indicates the status of the action denoted by 
the verb. Specifically, an event or action which has not occurred is for our purposes termed 
irrealis. This component is tense-related in that it occurs obligatorily with future tense of the 
affirmative parameter. It also occurs with various negative and subjunctive parameters. The 
irrealis component is, nevertheless, discussed separately in 5.4.1.
The frame of reference used for indicating tense by suffix in Nakkara is interesting. The 
non-future tense parameter has two formal categories, C ontem porary and 
Pre-Contemporarv. These two tense morphemes each have two distinct frames of 
reference. The semantic interpretation of tense morphemes depends entirely upon whether 
an action or event occurred today or before today. The demarcation is determined logically, 
by the event of sunrise. Non-future tense distinctions are set out in the diagram below, 
where X and Y represent a given tense suffix:
TODAY BEFORE TODAY
CONTEMPORARY now
(& continuous)
yesterday,
recently
X
PRE-CONTEMPORARY earlier today long ago Y
TABLE 5.1.2. Non-Future Tense Parameters
Thus, an event or action which occurred, for example, yesterday (or a few days ago ), 
would be marked with the same tense morpheme as something happening or being done 
now. Similarly, my chopping of wood earlier today would be expressed with the same 
tense morpheme as my chopping of wood, say, two years ago, but differently from the 
same task performed yesterday or now as the blade hits the stump. These parameters are 
exemplified in (4) below:
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(4) (a) (Nkirra) ngakkorddangiya naddjoka.
nkirra nga +kkordda -ngiya naddjoka
earlier 1M(A) -fcut -PC/T wood
today 3M(0)
7 chopped the wood this morning.'
(b) (Nawarra) ngakkorddangiya naddjoka.
nawarra nga +kkordda -ngiya naddjoka
longtime 1M(A) -fcut -PC/T wood
3M(0)
7 cut that wood long ago.'
(c) (Wurdamiya) ngakkorddanga naddjoka.
wurdamiya nga +kkordda -nga naddjoka
yesterday, 1M(A) -fcut -C/T wood
recently 3M(0)
7 cut the wood yesterday.'
d) (Karamarda) ngakkordanga naddjoka.
karamarda nga +kkordda -nga naddjoka.
now 1M(A) -fcut -C/T wood
3M(0)
'I'm cutting the wood.'
The Tense parameters as set out above are modeled on a suggestion by Kathleen Glasgow 
for Burarra (1964). The only variation I have made is to replace REMOTE with PRE­
CONTEMPORARY. 'Remote' is clearly appropriate for something which happened long 
ago, but does not capture as clearly the concept of an action performed earlier today,
which, as suggested, may have occurred just minutes ago. These new terms for the
ar
parameter of contemporiness, CONTEMPORARY and PRE-CONTEMPORARY, provide 
a suitable complement for the Time/Tense parameter represented by TODAY and BEFORE 
TODAY.
A verb is marked with an appropriate future tense suffix morpheme when an action or event 
is to occur any time after now. As mentioned above?a future tense morpheme is always
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supported by the appropriate irrealis affix (IRR) immediately following the pronominal 
prefix. Compare the following examples:
In addition to the obligatory grammatical tense marking represented by the tense suffix of 
the VC, tense and aspect can be lexicalised in the form of time qualifiers occurring as 
peripheral constituents outside of the VC.
5.1.3. Overview of Verb Complex Components
The components of a simple VC mentioned so far are set out in Figure 5.1.3. below:
(5) a) ngarddana
nga +rdda *na 
I(+it) +spear -PC/T
7 speared it'
b) ngayrddaya 7 will spear it'
nga -y  +rdda -ya  
I(+it) -IRR +spear -FUT
PRONOMINAL
PREFIX
VERB
ROOT TENSE
(S) (A) (O) tr. intr. ditr. NON-FUT FUT
PC
CONJUGATIONS I - X
FIGURE 5.1.3. Components of a Simple Verb Complex
The VC can potentially identify and specify other types of information. The figure below 
illustrates the variety of functional components and the sections in which they are 
discussed.
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Prefix Components:
"MARKED"
/
"NEGATIVE" -
GENDER ir rea lis2 -
. ki . ka _
53.2.1. 5.4.1.3.
PRONOMINAL CATEGOR 
PREFIX = AFFIX 
Pronominal Prefix 
5.2. - 5.3.33.
l - [
IRREALIS f  
STATUS
*> J
5.4.1.1.
Verb-Stem Components :
[ ORIENTATION" ["VERB* r DERIVATIONAL"I ("TENSE, /AFFIX +  ROOT +  AFFIX CONJ.
L na/rda L L (ndji)ya / miya) .J L J
5.5.3. 5.5.1. 5.5.4., 5.5.5. 5.1.2, 5.5.1.
"NEGATIVE" "SEQUENTIAL" "PROXIMAL! r AVERSIVE !  [" AGENTTVE "
IRREALIS i + SUFFIX + SUFFIX SUFFIX OBLIQUE
ma bba L wabba J L(=POSS.SUFF)J Lliyawalngiyakawa_
5.4.1.1. 5.5.6. 4.7.5. 4.6.3. 53.2.4.
5.2. Formation of the Pronominal Prefix Component in the VC 
There are two basic types of Pronominal Prefix (PP), each distinguished according to the 
transitivity of the verb-stem; the intransitve PP and the transitive PP. The intransitve PP 
codes only the intransitive subject (S) and is therefore comparatively simple in form and 
easy to identify. With a transitive verb complex,however, there are two core participants, 
the transitive subject or Agent (A) and the transitive object (O). For some participant 
combinations both (A) and (O) are marked in the PP, for others only one or the other. 
Identifying the individual components of a composite PP is a fascinating aspect of Nakkara 
morphology. We find that the number and ordering of (A) and (O) marking in the transitive 
PP depends on complying with a particular Pronominal Participant Hierarchy (see 5.2.2. 
and 5.3.2. below).
Discussion of the Pronominal Prefix has been divided into two parts. This section is a 
summary of all the discussion and analysis in 5.3 to 5.3.3.3 and can be used as a ready 
reference for Formation of PPs. The latter sections are more detailed. They have been 
termed the Identification processes, and constitute a formal internal analysis of PP 
component morphemes.
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In this analysis of Nakkara a PP form is seen to consist of a nuclear component, the STEM 
and, where additional information is required, one or more AFFIX/ES. The stem provides 
the essential pronoun category information about core participant/s, and will vary according 
to the transitivity o f the verb. Where a verb is transitive, the form of the stem/s depends on 
the specific combination of participants involved The different stem forms are named 
according to their function in the PP. There are (S) stems, (A) stems and (O) stems.
All PP forms given in the following analysis are the indicativet realis forms. That is, they 
are non-future, affirmative, non-imperative forms. Irrealis, negative and imperative PP 
forms are discussed separately in 5.4 to 5.4.2.3.
5.2.1. Formation of Intransitive PP Forms
Three steps are involved in forming indicative realis intransitye PP forms:
1. Apply relevant (S) stem.
2. Add (S) affix.
3. Operate Deletion Rules where necessary.
(S) STEMS
MINIMAL NON-MINIMAL
1. NGA
2. NJA 
1/2. RRA
3. 0  
3f. KI
1. NGI
2. NU 
1/2. NGU
3. BA
(S) AFFIXES
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
0 =rra (where feminine)
=na (where non-fem)
=rrba
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DELETION RULES
1. [ ba —» 0 /   ___ ( (rr) ) b V  + ]
( {n> )
2. [ a —» 0 / #CVrr ___ (bV) + ]
(N.B. D.R.1 is suspended for Imperative formation.)
5.2.2. Formation of Transitive PP Forms
Formation o f transitive PP forms involves four steps:
1. Observe the Ordering Conventions.
2 Insert (A) and/or (O) Stem/s.
3. Add Affixes.
4 . Apply Deletion and Palatal Adjustment Rules, and 
Internal and External affixing processes where necessary.
ORDERING CONVENTIONS
i) where (O) = third person: (A)STEM >  (0)STEM >  AFFIX
Ü) where (O) *  third person: (A)STEM is omitted and (O)STEM >  AFFIX
(A) STEMS
MINIMAL NON-MINIMAL
1 NGA 1 NGI
2 YA 2 NU
3 0 3 BA
1/2 *YI 1/2 NGU
* Only where (O) = MINIMAL, otherwise use NGU
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(O) STEMS
MINIMAL NON-MINIMAL
1 NGAN 1 NGIN
2 NJA 2 NUN
3 0 3 BAN
1/2 *RRAN 1/2 NGUN
♦Only where (A) = MINIMAL,otherwise use NGUN.
AFFIXING
IF AND, ADD AND NOTE
1 a 
b 
c
(A) = SINGULAR
(0)= MINIMAL 
(0 ) = UNIT- AUG 
(0 ) = AUGMENTED
0
=ka
=ba
if PP = /CVn/, add l=al 
does D.R. 1 apply?
~ T T ~
(A) = NON-SING (O) = NON-SING =ba does D.R. 1 apply?
3 a 
b 
Ci
Cii
di
dü
(0 ) = SINGULAR
(A) = MINIMAL 
(A)= AUGMENTED 
(A) = UNIT-AUG 
and (O) * 3 
(A) = UNIT-AUG 
and (O) = 3 
(A) = FEM (UA)
(A) = NON-FEM(UA)
0
=ba
=ba
0
=*y
=na
does D .R .l apply?
and proceed to 3d).
and proceed to 3d), 
apply PAL. ADJ. Rules.
BUT IF AND THEN
4 a 
bi 
bii 
c
(O) = 3 MIN fem 
(O) * 3  
( 0 ) * 3  
(O) = 1 MIN
(A) = 3 (MIN, UA, AUG) 
(A) = 3 MIN non-fem 
(A) = 3 MIN fem 
(A) = 2,3 NON-MIN
lkx-1 precedes PP form 
lliyawal follows VC 
Ingiyakawal follows VC 
delete (O) Stem marker l-NI
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DELETION RULES
1. [ ba —» 0  / ___ ({it}) bV + ]
({n ))
2. [ a -*  0 /  #C V rr___ (bV) + ]
PALATAL ADJUSTMENT RULES
1. [ Ci + *y —> C i0  ]
2. [ Ca + *y —> Ci ]
5.3. Identification of Core Participant Components in the PP 
Analysis of the affixation processes involved in formation of the PP draws on the 
pronominal category variables o f person, number and gender discussed in section 4.2. It 
follows from this that the data base for identification of core participants is a set of 
pronominal paradigms, and not a list of syntactic case affixes, as we find in most Pama 
Nyungan Australian languages.
In 5.3.1. and 5.3.2. below, the PP forms of intransitive and transitive verbs are analysed 
in terms of their component morphemes. The composite form of many prefixes is quite 
transparent Identification of other forms sometimes requires fairly abstract phonological 
analysis and reconstruction. The proposed composite morphological structure of verbal 
prefix forms probably has no psychological reality for speakers of Nakkara. Nonetheless, 
the final analysis reveals a certain completeness and systematic logic underlying prefix 
formation; very much a part of a system oü tout se tient. The PP forms have provided a 
fascinating exercise in analysis. Many forms were elicited rather than extracted from texts, 
but all have been checked and rechecked in different contexts over the years.
5.3.1. Identification of PP Components of Intransitive Verbs
This analysis suggests that all non-Minimal intransitive PP forms consist of a (nuclear)
stem and (non-nuclear) affix. The intransitive PP forms are tabled in paradigm 5.3.1.
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below. Parentheses indicate an environment for application of a Deletion Rule (see chart 
following Table 5.3.1.).
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1. nga 1. ngina 1. ngirrba
If. ngirr(a)
1/2. rra 1/2. nguna 1/2. ngurrba
l/2f. ngurr(a)
2. nja 2. nuna 2. nurrba
2f. nurr(a)
3. 0 3. bana 3. (ba)rrba
3f. ki 3f. barr(a)
TABLE 5.3.1. Intransitive Pronominal Prefixes, (realis).
D e le t io n  R u le s
1. (P-*) [ba - » 0  /  ({ir))bV + ]
({"})
2. (P-*) [a —> 0  /  #CVir_(bV) + ]
[N .B. Deletion Rule 1 is suspended for Augmented Imperative Formation]
The Minimal forms are all monosyllabic and are in fact morphologically non-composite. 
These monosyllabic forms code all necessary pronominal information and are referred to 
here as (S) STEMS.
The non-Minimal PP forms consist of a STEM plus certain AFFIXES. The STEM 
identifies the principal pronominal characteristics of a particular core participant The 
AFFIX provides additional information, such as specific number and gender and 
transitivity class.
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All non-Minimal forms are (in underlying form, at least) disyllabic. The initial CV segment 
of non-Minimal (S) forms indicates the person and non-specific number of the prefix and is 
the component termed the (S) STEM. Note that each person of both non-Minimal number 
categories has an identical stem.
Non-Minimal stems are the same for both intransitive and transitive subject PP forms; it is 
the affixes which indicate the transitivity distinction. PP forms involving participants of 
Minimal number generally consist of a stem only. The Minimal transitive and intransitive 
stem forms are,on the whole, different from each other.
PP forms are derived from independent pronoun forms. Note that in independent pronoun 
forms (see 4.3.1.3.) there is also an underlying two-way number distinction of Minimal 
and non-Minimal and the same non-Minimal stems occur as initial syllables of the 
independent forms.
The intransitive stems and affixes identified from table 5.3.1. are reproduced in the two 
charts below.These constitute the PP components of any intransitive VC in Nakkara. An 
intransitive PP can be formed by following the PP formation processes summarised in 
5.2.1.
(S) STEM
MINIMAL NON-MINIMAL
1. NGA 
1/2 RRA
2. NJA
3. 0  
3f. KI
1. NGI 
1/2 NGU
2. NU
3. BA
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(S) AFFIXES
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
0 = rra (feminine) 
= na (elsewhere)
= rrba
5.3.2. Identification of PP Components of Transitive Verbs.
Although a transitive verb involves two core participants, (A) and (O), only one is coded 
overtly for some participant combinations. Other combinations identify both (A) and (O) 
stems in the prefix. This coding variation depends largely on specific person and number 
hierarchies operating in Nakkara. A partial explanation of the operation of hierarchies in 
prefix formation is provided by the statement of Ordering Conventions tabled in 5.2.2. 
above. A complete analysis follows.
5.3.2.I. (A) Participant Components in the PP
The simplest transitive PP forms are those involving a participant combination where the 
object (O) is third person Minimal non-feminine. This particular component (3M(0)) is 
represented by a zero-morpheme which means that only the (A) participant is overtly coded 
in the PP slot Therefore the paradigm showing the PP forms where (0)= 3M (5.3.2.1. 
below) provides a preliminary sketch of (A) stem forms. In that paradigm I have indicated 
the stem (in upper case) and affix forms isolated by analysis following.
Notice that in Table 5.3.2.1.a. below, the Minimal PP forms (where overtly coded) are 
monosyllabic. These represent all the Minimal (A) stems, although for some Minimal PP 
combinations additional explanation is required, see 5.3.2A below.
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MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1. NGA 1. NGI=na 1. NGI=ba
If. NGI *
1/2. YI 1/2. NGU 1/2. NGU=ba
l/2f. NGU=y
2. YA 2. NU=na 2. NU=ba
2f. NU=y
3. 0 3. BA=na 3. (BA)ba
3f. 0 3f. B I*
(* indicates occurrence of total assimilation of a proposed gender affix /*y/)
TABLE 5.3.2.1.a
Pronominal Prefix form where (O) = 3 MINIMAL, non-feminine realis
In the non-Minimal forms the initial CV syllable is also the (A) STEM} however, there have 
been some phonological and morphophonemic alterations in some of the forms. The non- 
Minimal forms which are not specified for gender are fairly straightforward. In all these 
forms the initial syllable is the participant stem, except for the third person Augmented form 
where Deletion Rule 1 (see 5.3.1 above) has applied, leaving Ibal rather than the underlying 
* IbabaJ.
In the non-Minimal feminine forms, the gender affix (here analysed as a palatal segment), 
can trigger morphophonemic merging with the vowel of the non-Minimal (A) stem. These 
mergings have been referred to elsewhere as Palatal Adjustment rules (see 2.6.3.1. and 
2.6.3.2.) and the relevant ones are included below.The underlying form of the non- 
Minimal feminine affix is unclear, hence use of the abstract symbol l*yl. If a parallel exists 
with the other non-Minimal affixes here the form may be disyllabic, perhaps lyal or even 
lyil. Alternatively the form may simply be lyl. The asterisk in the paradigm above indicates 
occurrence of total assimilation of the proposed underlying gender affix /*y/, as in lUAf 
and 3UAf forms.
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Thus, before application of deletion and adjustment rules there is a clear two-way number 
distinction of Minimal and non-Minimal in transitive PP forms. The non-Minimal (A) stems 
are identical to the corresponding (S) stems. Identification of affixes in the non-Minimal 
transitive PP forms is now quite straightforward. Like the (S) affixes,the ones tabled below 
code specific number ( =ba for Augmented), and also gender ( =*y for feminine and =na 
non-feminine).
PALATAL ADJUSTMENT RULES
1. [ Ci + *y -» C i0]
2. [ Ca + *y -> Ci ]
[NJB. Palatal Adjustment Rule 2. is suspended in 1 MIN and 3 AUG irrealis forms 
where number ambiguity would otherwise occur.]
(A) AFFIXES (where (O) = 3M non-feminine)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
0 = *y (feminine) 
= na (elsewhere)
= ba
The next stage in identification of (A) components in the PP of a transitive VC involves 
analysis of other third person objects. In subsequent discussion the following paradigms 
are introduced:
(i) PP forms where (O) is third person Minimal feminine (Table 5.3.2.l.b.)
(ii) where (O) is third person non-Minimal (Table 5.3.2.l.c. and d.).
This information provides additional evidence for use of the (A) stem forms isolated above. 
It also highlights an interesting number distinction where the first person Minimal inclusive
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(1/2M) is involved. This is the singular/non-singular number pivot, rather than the familiar 
Minimal/non-Minimal opposition.
The only way in which the PP forms involving a 3 Minimal feminine object (3Mf(0)) differ 
from the non-feminine equivalents is where the subject (A) is third person. Wherever (A) is 
third person the first order gender prefix lki-1  occurs. The gender prefix is formally 
identical to the Minimal feminine (S) stem IKIL Nevertheless, its distribution as an 
indicator of 3M f(0) is clearly quite restricted, suggesting status of gender affix rather than 
3M f(0) stem.
(A) = MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1. NGA 1. NGI=na
If. NGI *
1. NGI=ba
1/2. YI 1/2. NGU=na 
l/2f. NGU=y
1/2. NGU=ba
2. YA 2. NU=na
2f. NU=y
2. NU=ba
3. k i-0 3. ki-BA=na 3. ki-(BA)=ba
3f. k i-0 3f. ki-BI *
TABLE 5.3.2.1.b
Pronominal Prefix form where (O) = 3 MINIMAL feminine (realis)
In paradigms showing third person non-Minimal objects (below), the familiar (A) stems (in 
upper case) can be easily isolated and it becomes clear that the non-Minimal (O) participant 
is also coded overtly in the PP form. (But see 5.3.2.3. below for identification of the non- 
Minimal (O) stem.)
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(A) = MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED/AUGMENTED
1. NGA-ban=ka
2. YA-ban=ka
3. 0-ban=ka
1. NGI-n=ba
2. NU-n=ba
3. (BA)-n=ba
1/2. NGU-n=ba
TABLE 5 .3 .2 .I .C .
Pronominal Prefix form where (O) = 3  UNIT-AUGMENTED (realis)
(A) = MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED/AUGMENTED
1. NGA-n=ba
2. YA-n=ba
3. 0-n=ba
1. NGI-n=ba
2. NU-n=ba
3. (B A)-n=ba
1/2. NGU-n=ba
TABLE 5.3.2.I.d.
Pronominal Prefix form where (O) = 3 AUGMENTED (realis)
An interesting feature of these PP forms is the coding of 1/2M(A). Where an object (O) is 
non-Minimal and the subject (A) is 1/2, a Minimal 1/2 (A) stem /YV does not code the 1/2 
Minimal subject Instead the 1/2 non-Minimal (A) stem /NGU/ with its appropriate affixes 
is used. This highlights the pivotal nature of 1/2 Minimal as both a Minimal and a non- 
Singular entity and also hints at the existence (albeit peripheral) of a singular/non-singular 
number distinction called to the fore for certain core participant combinations. The affix 
forms l-kal and l=-bal used in the PP forms above are reintroduced following identification 
of (O) stem forms in 5.3.2.1.
In this section we have introduced all paradigms that show (A) stem components in the PP 
and have shown that identification of (A) stems (and of (A) affixes where (0)= 3)) is 
consistent with the summary presented in 5.2.2.
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5.3.2.2. (O) Participant Components in the PP.
Ordering convention ii) states that where (O) * third person, the (O) stem precedes the 
affix. Therefore, paradigms showing these combinations provide the clearest indication of 
what the (O) stems are. There are nine separate paradigms that fit this criterion. These are 
included below and enable clear identification of all but the third person (O) stems, which 
are discussed in 5.3.2.6.
5.3.2.3. Non-Minimal (O) Stems.
The first six paradigms below isolate the non-Minimal, non-third person object stems; i.e. 
where (0)=1,2, 1/2 Non-Minimal. Discussion of the morphological process termed the 
Agentive Oblique follows in 5.3.2A The prefix combinations where Agentive Oblique is 
required are indicated by an asterisk (*) in these paradigms.
(A) PP where (O) = 1UA (A) PP where (O) = 1AUG
MIN 2 MIN 2
3 NGIN=ka (*) 3 (*)
3f (*) 3f NGIN=ba (*)
UA
NGIN=ba
UA
AUG AUG
(A) PP where (O) = 2UA (A) PP where (O) = 2AUG
MIN 1 MIN 1
3 NUN=ka (*) 3 (*)
3f (*> 3f NUN=ba (*)
UA
NUN=ba
UA
AUG AUG
(* )  Agentive Oblique (post-posed subject). See discussion in 5.32.4. below.
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(A) PP where (O) = 1/2UA (A) PP where (O) = 1/2AUG
MIN 3 NGUN=ka (*) MIN 3 (*)
3f (*) 3f NGUN=ba (*)
UA
NGUN=ba
UA
AUG AUG
(* ) Agentive Oblique (post-posed subject). See discussion in 5.32.4. below.
Thus, the non-Minimal stems isolated above differ from the corresponding (S) and (A) 
stems only by the addition of /-N/, as indicated below.
(O) STEMS
(Non-Minimal, Non-Third Person)
1. NGIN 
1/2. NGUN
2. NUN
There is evidence of /-N/ as an (O) (or Accusative) marker in other languages in Arnhem 
Land, such as Rembarmga, Maung, Iwaidja and Gunwinggu (see Blake, 1977:27-34). 
Nevertheless, /-N/ does not occur with all (O) stems, as shown by paradigms in 5.3.2.5. 
below,where discussion of (O) stems continues.
S.3.2.4. The Agentive Oblique
The asterisk (*) in the paradigms above indicates occurrence of a post-posed subject termed 
an Agentive Oblique construction. An Agentive Oblique must be added to a Verb complex 
to code a third person Minimal subject (A), but only where (O) *  3. Coding of a transitive 
subject by an Oblique pronoun may seem a peculiar method of disambiguating participants, 
but it is not unique to Nakkara. Neighbouring Ndjdbbana employs an identical structure for 
the same purpose.
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The Agentive Oblique forms are liyawa (3 non-fem) and ngiyakawa (fem) and follow the 
last component of the verb complex. As this process occurs outside of the PP and has a 
highly restricted function, it will be written into the affixing rules. Some examples of 
Agentive Oblique are included below:
(6) 'he chased us (UA)'
ngin =ka +kkakka -ndja =liyawa 
1N-M =UA(0) +push, -C/T =3M OBLQ 
(O) SING(A) chase (=3M(A))
(7) Nginkakkakkandja-ngiyakawa 'she chased us (UA)'
ngin =ka +kkakka -ndja =ngiyakawa 
1N-M =UA(0) +push, -C/T =3Mf OBLQ 
(O) SING(A) chase (=3Mf(0))
(8) Nginkakkakkandja 'you chased us (UA)'
ngin =ka +kkakka -ndja = 0
1N-M =UA(0) +push, -C/T =((A)*3)
(O) SING(A) chase
5.3.2.5. Minimal (O) Stems
In the three paradigms following, the Minimal (O) stems are indicated by upper case letters. 
Discussion follows.
(A) PP form where (O) = 1 MIN
MIN 2 
3 
3f
NGAN=a (*)
(*)
UA 2,3
non-fem
NGA-ba=na
UA 2,3
fem
NGA-bi (=*y)
AUG 2,3 NGA-ba
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(A) PP form where (O) = 2 MIN
MIN 1 
3 
3f
NJA=a (*)
(*)
UA 1,3
non-fem
NJA-ba=na
UA 1,3 
fern
NJA-bi (=*y)
AUG 1,3 NJA-ba
(A) PP form where (O) = 1/2MIN
MIN 3 RRAN=a (*)
3f (*)
UA
AUG NGUN-ba
The (O) marker /-N/ occurs in some of the stem forms indicated above, but not in all forms. 
This restriction o f the (O) marker is, I argue, due to the presence o f participant 
combinations that work against a person hierarchy in Nakkara:
PERSON HIERARCHY
1 > 2 , >
1/2
3
The (O) marker /-N/ is not included in the PP form when a non- Minimal participant (A) 
lower in the person hierarchy acts on a Minimal participant (O) higher in the person 
hierarchy. Thus:
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RESTRICTION OF (O) MARKER /-N/
(A) (O)
where 2,3 —» 1 , there is no/-N/
NON-MIN MIN
Blake also refers to restrictions on the occurrence of an accusative marker with reference to 
a person hierarchy. The data in Blake comes from Rembarmga (McKay, 1976) but appears 
to operate in the opposite way. In Rembarmga, 'if a person lower on the hierarchy acts on 
a higher person or number, then -n is suffixed to P (if overt)...' (Blake 1977:27)
The 2M(0) and 1/2M(0) stems proposed in the paradigms above are also interesting. If 
formation of all the Minimal (O) stems were parallel to that of the non-Minimal forms we 
might expect a Minimal (S) or (A) stem plus the (O) marker /-N/. What in fact appears to 
have occurpd is that the Minimal (S) stems alone have been used as bases for Minimal (O) 
stems. The 1M(A) and (S) stems are identical, so there is no clear indication of which base 
the lM(O) stem derives from. However, for the 1/2M(0) stems, the derivation is clear, /-N/ 
is added to the (S) stem RRA, giving RRA-N=, and /-N/ to NGU giving NGU-N. The use 
of a non-Minimal stem NGUN= for 1/2M(0) where (A) is non-Minimal represents the 
same singular/non-singular number distinction seen with (A) stem formation.
The 2M(0) and 2M(S) stems are identical. The appearance of NJA rather than *NJA-N 
suggests that there may be restrictions on adding /-N/ to a CV syllable where C= /n/; indeed 
McKay comments on this same restriction in reference to Rembarmga data, in Blake 
(1977:27).
S.3.2.6. Third Person (O) Stems
In the introduction to section 5.3.2.1. it was stated that a third person Minimal non­
feminine object is never overtly coded in the PP form of a verb complex; that is 3M(0) =0 
The paradigm at Table 5.3.2.l.b. shows that in most circumstances a third person Minimal 
feminine (O) is also 0 . Nevertheless where the subject (A) is third person, a third person 
Minimal feminine object (O) is always coded as /&-/, a first order component of the PP. 
Because this feminine (O) marker is highly restricted it has been considered a gender affix,
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rather than an (O) stem per se. Thus generally speaking the 3Mf(0) is also 0 . Formation of 
a PP requiring the first order affix lki-1 is achieved by referring to the affixing rules (see 
summary, 5.2.2., also 5.3.3.3.).
The third person non-Mini mal (O) stem is most easily identified in a paradigm where 
(A) >  (O) >  affix, and specifically where (O) is 3UA (see Table 5.3.2.6.a.).
As the reinterpreted paradigms below indicate, the third person non-Minimal (O) stem 
BAN= is formed in precisely the same way as other non-Minimal (O) stems: by addition of 
the (O) marker /-N/. However, because Deletion Rulel (which can delete BA) often applies 
to an underlying form, identification of the (O) stem BAN- is sometimes difficult 
Nevertheless, in most of the Minimal forms where (O) is 3UA, the presence of the affix 
/=ka/ prevents the deletion rule from applying and the underlying PP form, which clearly 
shows /BA-N/ as (O) stem, is retained. Pronominal prefixes in the paradigms following 
have the structure [(A) STEM+ (O) STEM+ AFFIX]. Parentheses indicate syllables deleted 
following application of Deletion Rule 1:
(A) MINIMAL (A) UNIT-AUGMENTED/AUGMENTED
1 . NGA-BAN=ka 1 . NGI-(BA)N=ba
2. YA-BAN=ka 2. NU-(BA)N=ba
3. 0-BAN=ka 3. (BA)-(BA)N=ba
1/2. NGU-(BA)N-ba
TABLE 5.3.2.6.a.
PP form where (O) = 3 UNIT-AUGMENTED (realis).
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(A) MINIMAL (A) UNIT-AUGMENTED/AUGMENTED
1 . NGA-(BA)N=ba 1. NGI-(BA)N=ba
2. YA-(BA)N=ba 2. NU-(BA)N=ba
3. 0-BAN=ba 3. (BA)-(BA)N=ba
1/2. NGU-(BA)N-ba
TABLE 5.3.2.6.b.
PP form where (O) = 3 AUGMENTED (realis)
Therefore the full table of (O) stem forms are:
(O) STEMS
MINIMAL NON-MINIMAL
1. NGAN 1 . NGIN
2. NJA 2. NUN
3. 0 3. BAN
1/2. RRAN 1/2. NGUN
5.3.3. Affixing in the PP form of transitive Verb Complex 
Most of the PP stems identified in 5.3.1. to 5.3.2.6. above require additional component 
morphemes to complete the prefix form. These additional components are termed affixes. 
Their basic function is to provide specific pronominal information about the participants. 
This may be information about specific number, gender or sometimes person.
Sections 5.3.3.1 to 5.3.3.3. below provide details o f the environments where affixation 
occurs. Processes of affixation may apply prefix-intemally or externally. Internal affixes 
can be first order or second order affixes. External affixation involves two processes of 
insertion and one of deletion. The details provided in 5.3.3.1. - 5.3.3.3. below have been 
summarised in the Affixing chart, 5.2.2.
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5.3.3.1. First Order Affixes
There are four separate first order affixes and their functions differ according to their form:
i) /=a/
This affix does not carry any specific grammatical or semantic information, but is added to 
the two PP stems which, while being fully specified, are not vowel-final (and therefore do 
not comply with normal syllable structure of PP forms).
The affix /=a/ follows the PP stem form used 
where (O) = 1M or I/2M and (A) is SINGULAR.
( i.e. /NGAN/ -> /NGAN=A/, /RRAN/ -> /RRAN=A/ )
ii) /=ka/
This affix provides information about the specific number categories the involved (A) and 
(O) participants belong to.
The affix /=ka/ is added to a PP stem only 
where (O) = UNIT-AUGMENTED and (A) is SINGULAR.
Thus, the /=ka/ affix identifies participant combinations involving three or (where (0)=  
1/2UA) four participants. No second order affix can occur with these combinations.
iii) /+ba/
This affix occurs in three separate environments, and always with particular combinations 
involving three or more participants. Thus, /=ba/ is generally is specific number marker.
In two environments where four or more participants are involved, /=ba/ completes 
specification of the PP from. In the third combination, the addition of /=ba/ indicates a 
combination where (O) is third person (i.e. not speaker or addressee). This PP form 
requires that /=ba/ be immediately followed by one of the two second order affixes.
a) /=ba/ occurs as the final affix of a PP form wherever one or more participants is of 
Augmented number
The affix /=ba/ occurs where (A) and/or (O) are AUGMENTED,
b) or, where both (A) and (O) each involve two or more participants:
or where both (A) and (O) are UNIT-AUGMENTED 
or 1/2 MINIMAL (i.e. NON-SINGULAR.)
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Addition of /=ba/ in environments described in a) or b) completes the PP form, 
c) In certain environments where three participants are involved, completion of the PP 
form requires addition of /=ba/ and a second order affix as well. Two affixes will always 
be necessary where (A) is Unit-Augmented and (O) is Singular.
/=ba=/ is added only where 
(A)= UNIT-AUGMENTED and (0)=1 or2 MINIMAL 
(A second order affix follows this slot (see below).)
iv) 1=0=1
Where (A) is Unit-Augmented and (O) is Singular and third person, /=ba/ does not occur. 
The first order affix slot is empty (= /=0=) 
where (A)= UNIT-AUGMENTED and (O) = 3 MINIMAL 
A second order affix follows this slot (see below).
5.3.3.2. Second Order Affixes
Second order affixes are added to complete PP forms after addition of first order affixes. 
There are two second order affix forms and they occur only where (A) is Unit-Augmented 
and (O) is Singular. The affix /=*y/ signifies feminine gender in Unit- Augmented number 
and /=na/ signifies the non-feminine forms.
The affix l=*y/ is added to /=ba=/ or /=0=/ 
where (A) is UNIT-AUGMENTED FEMININE and (O) is SINGULAR 
(N.B. Apply Palatal Adjustment Rules if necessary)
The affix /=na/ is added to /=ba=/ or 1=0=1 
where (A) is UNIT-AUGMENTED NON-FEMININE 
and (O) is SINGULAR
S.3.3.3. External Processes
There are three external processes that apply after PP stem formation and after addition of 
first and second order affixes. The first is addition of the feminine affix, in restricted 
environments (see Table 5.3.2.l.b.). The second is the process for introducing Agentive
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Oblique forms (see 5.3.2.4.). The Agentive Oblique indicates a third person Minimal (A) in 
certain combinations. The final process is that which deletes the (O) marker /-N/ from
certain PP forms (see 5.3.2.5.).
1. Prefix /Id-/ to PP form if
(0)=3 MINIMAL FEMININE and 
(A)=3 (MIN, UA or AUG)
2. a) Add the 3M OBLIQUE pronoun lliyawal
to the last component of VC
where (O) f  3 and (A) = 3 MINIMAL NON-FEMININE
b) Add the 3M OBLIQUE pronoun /ngiyakawa / 
to the last component of VC 
where (O) ? 3 and (A) = 3 MINIMAL FEMININE
3. Delete the (O) stem marker /-N/ from the PP form 
where (O) = 1 MINIMAL and (A) = 2,3 NON-MINIMAL
5.4. Variations in the Pronominal Prefix form
In 5.2 and 5.3 above, indicative realis verbal prefix forms were described. Realis prefix 
forms represent the PP in basic form. The form of the PP can, however, change according 
to the status, polarity and mood of the accompanying verb complex construction. In the 
sections following we will look at Irrealis constructions and at how they affect the form of 
the verb, particularly the PP. Irrealis constructions include future tense and negative verbs 
(see 5.4.1. to 5.4.I.3.) and Imperatives and Hortatives (see 5.4.2. to 5.4.2.3.). The verb 
stem forms that accompany these verb constructions are mentioned briefly, but are the 
subject of more detailed discussion in 5.5.
5.4.1. Irrealis Components in the Verb Complex.
The term irrealis is used in this analysis of Nakkara to refer to the non-occurrent status of 
an action or event; that is, one that has not (yet) occurred. This encompasses indicative verb 
complexes with future tense meaning, as well as all negative and subjunctive clauses. 
Imperatives are a separate class of constructions and are coded differently from irrealis
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forms. Nevertheless, future negative constructions can function like negative imperatives, 
and they have irrealis structure (see 5.4.2.3.).
There are two sub-types of the irrealis category, distinguished according to two types of 
morphological representation. These are termed simply irrealisj and irrealis2 . There are 
three slots in the verb complex that indicate the status and polarity of a verb. These are:
(i) the Negative prefix slot preceding the PP (Negative Irrealis2 Ikal),
(ii) the irrealis slot immediately following the PP (Irrealis 1 l*yf)
(iii) the tense slot following the verb- stem (Negative Irrealisi l-mal).
5.4.1.1. Future Tense and PC/T Negatives: Irrealisi l*yl and l-mal.
The palatal segment l*yl and the negative affix l-mal are the morphological representations 
of the irrealisi category. The palatal segment l*yl always occurs immediately following the 
PP and precedes a directional specifying affix if present. Because of morphophonemic 
merging (see below) f*yl often appears to be a part of the PP and it is not always a simple 
matter to isolate this morpheme.
The irrealis component l*yl functions as a status marker for two different types of verb 
complex; it occurs with affirmative future and also with the PC/T negative verb 
constructions. When used with the negative parameter the palatal segment is always 
accompanied by an additional negative marker l-mal, which follows the verb stem in the 
tense suffix slot of the VC. When used with VCs of future tense (where the tense suffix is 
sometimes a zero morpheme) the irrealisi component may be the only overt indicator of 
future tense, as in example (9) below. These points of distinction are exemplified in (9) - 
(12) below:
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(9) Ngaybburda 7 will hit him'
nga -y +bburda - 0
1M(A) -IRR +hit -FUT 
3M(0)
(10) Korla ngaybburdama 7 didn't hit him'
korla nga -y  +bburda -ma
NEG 1M(A) -IRR +hit -NEG
3M(0) PC/T
(11) Yawarama 'S/he will break it'
0  -ya  +warama - 0
3M(A) -IRR +break -FUT 
3M(0)
(12) Korla yawaramama 'S/he didn't break it'
korla 0  -ya  +warama -ma
NEG 3M(A) -IRR +break -NEG
3M(0) PC/T
The negative particle korla in (10) and (12) above can be omitted. The meaning of the 
clauses would then be something like 1  could have hit him' and 'S/he could have broken 
it'. Alternatively, other subjunctive particles can substitute korla (like ngamarramunga, 
djarra and djawa (meaning (approximately) 'tried but failed', 'should have' and 'could 
have', respectively,'(see 7.3.2.3 and 7.3.2.4 a & b.)) and all variations have irrealis 
meaning.
It is important to realize that the irrealis i component /*y/  does not occur with all negative 
VCs. Contemporary and Future negatives and subjunctives have irrealis2 marking 
preceding the PP and have an empty tense slo t See 5.4.1.3. and also Table 5.4.1.1. 
below, which is a summary of the points made about different types of prefix structure.
The purpose of this discussion has been to explain the function of the irrealis component 
/*y/ and the constraints on its use. In summary, it occurs as an indicator of future tense and 
also as a partial indicator of Pre-Contemporary negative constructions.
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Status Tense & Parameter Prefix Structure
REALIS PC/T C/T PP-0
IRREALISi FUT PC/TNEG PP-*y
LRREALIS2 FUTNEG QTNEG ka-PP
TABLE 5.4.I.I. Pronominal Prefix Structures
The irrealis component 1-maJ occurs in the tense slot of PC/T negatives to complete the 
construction.
In 5.4.1.2. below a list and a table are included to show the morphophonemic variations of 
/*yl in the environment of the neighbouring PP. These will provide sufficient information 
for identification of this component among the vast range of PP forms.
5.4.I.2. Formation and Identification of PP + Irrealisi Forms 
The underlying form of the irrealisi affix is difficult to specify, hence the abstract form 
/*y/. Where the PP is a zero morpheme the irrealis affix is lyaJ. This could be taken as the 
underlying form; however, as some of the more obscure morphophonemic changes below 
suggest, underlying specification is not a simple matter.
We have established above that the irrealis component l*y/ follows the PP. The PP of realis 
and irrealisi forms is underlyingly identical; however, the presence of a palatal segment in 
this environment can trigger certain changes to the surface form of the irrealisi PP, 
resulting often in quite distinctive prefix forms.
There are fifty different realis PP forms and all but eight are altered in some way by 
addition of the irrealisi affix. These PP forms, including the eight that do not change can be 
divided into seven categories according to the final syllable of the realis PP form.
1. i) where PP = #CiVi(C)=ba , where Ci /y/,
PP-*y = #CV(C)=ba-*y -> CV(C)=bi,
/y/ and Vi = /a/, Ci —» f\J. (See also 6.)where Ci
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ii) where PP = #(C)=ba
PP-*y #(C)=ba-*y —> (C)=ba-y
2 . where PP = #(CV)CVC=ka
PP-*y = #(CV)CVC=ka- * y -» #(CV)CVC=ki
3 . where PP = #(CV)CV=na
PP-*y = #(CV)CV=na=*y -> #(CY)CV=ndji
(but note 6ii) below)
4. where PP = #(CV)=rra
PP-*y = #(CV)=rra-*y #(CV)=rri
5. where PP = #(CV)CV2(C2) and V2 = N  or /u/, C2 = /y/
PP-*y = #(CV)CVu(y)-*y #(CV)Ci/u(0)-y
6 i) where PP #CVC=a = rran=a
PP-*y = rran=a-*y —> rrina
ii) where PP = #CVC=a = ngan=a
PP-*y z= ngan=a-*y —> ngindji
7. i) where PP = CV = nga
PP-*y = nga-*y —> ngay
ü) where PP = CV = nja
PP-*y = nja-*y —> ndja
in) where PP = 0
PP-*y = 0-*y —> ya
iv) where PP = ya
PP-*y = ya-*y -4 yi
All PP forms in the designated seven categories are listed below. This list can be used for 
formation of affirmative future and Pre-Contemporary negative verb constructions. For the 
vast majority of these irrealisi verb-forms the appropriate verb stem (which follows the 
PP+ irrealisi prefix and precedes the future tense or PC/T negative suffix) is the citation 
form. There are however some irregular verb stems, particularly within the monosyllabic 
set. These and other aspects of verb-stem form are discussed in 5.5. Note also that
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affirmative future forms will require a future tense suffix and that the PC/T negative forms 
always have l-mal in the tense slot
The list below has the following format: Following each realis PP form is the 
corresponding irrealis construction (PP-*y); also included is the participant function of the 
PP itself.
For example:
Example i) means that ngaba or the irrealis i version ngabi occurs where 2,3A —» 1M, that 
is, where a second or third person Augmented Agent (A) acts on a first person Minimal 
object (O).
Example ii) means that ngurrba or the irrealisi version ngurrbi occurs where there is a 
1/2A(S), that is, a first person inclusive Augmented intransitive subject (S).
Abbreviations used:
PPfrealisl —» PP-*v Meaning
i) nga=ba —> nga=bi 2,3 A —> 1M
ii) ngurr=ba —> ngurr=bi 1/2A(S)
M = Minimal
UA = Unit-Augmented 
A = Augmented 
N/M = Non-Minimal
(S) = intransitive subject 
(A) = transitive subject 
(O) = transitive object 
f  = feminine
n/f = non-feminine
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PP realis PP-*y M eaning, (S), (A )-K O )
1. i) nga=ba nga=bi 2,3A  -4 IM
nja=ba —> nja=bi U A  -4  2M
ki-ba ki-bi 3A —> 3M f
ngi=ba —> ngi=bi 1A —>3M
nu=ba nu=bi 2A  —> 3M
ngu=ba ngu=bi 1/2A -4  3M
nga-n=ba -4 nga-n=bi IM  —> 3M
ya-n=ba —> yi-n=bi 2M  ->  3A 
2,3M  -4  1A
ngin=ba —> ngin=bi 2 ,3N /M  -4  1N/M  
1N/M  ->  3N /M  
1,3M  -4  2A
nun=ba -4 nun=bi 1/3N/M  —> 2N /M  
2N /M  -4  3N /M  
3M  —> 1/2A
ngun=ba -> ngun=bi 3U A  -4  1/2N/M  
3A  -4  1/2M /UA/A 
1/2M /UA/A —» 3N/M
ngirr=ba —> ngirr=bi 1A(S)
nurr=ba —> nurr=bi 2A(S)
ngurr=ba -4 ngurr=bi 1/2A(S)
ü) ba -4 bay 3A  -4  3M
rrba -4 rrbay 3A(S)
n=ba —» n=bay 3M  -4  3A 
3N /M  -4  3N /M
2 . nga=ban=ka -4 nga=ban=ki IM  -4- 3U A
ya=ban=ka -4 ya=ban=ki 2M  -4  3U A
0 = b a n = k a —> 0= ban= k i 3M  —> 3U A
ngin=ka -4 ngin=ki 2 ,3M  -4  1UA
nun=ka -4 nun=ki 1,3M —y 2U A
ngun=ka —» ngun=ki 3M  -4  1/2UA
3. nga-ba=na -4 nga-ba=ndji 2 ,3U A n/f - 4  IM
nja-ba=na -4 nja-ba=ndji l,3 U A n /f -4  2M
ki-ba=na —> ki-ba=ndji 3U A n/f —> 3M f (cont'd)...
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PP realis PP-*y Meaning, (S), (A)-KO)
(cont'd) ngi=na -> ngi=ndji lUAn/f —> 3M 
lUAn/f(S)
nu=na —> nu=ndji 2UAn/f —> 3M 
2UAn/f(S)
ngu=na ngu=ndji l/2UAn/f -4  3M 
l/2UAn/f(S)
ba=na —> ba=ndji 3UAn/f —» 3Mn/f 
3UAn/f(S)
4 . rra -> m 1/2M(S)
ngi=rra —> ngi=ni lUAf(S)
nu=rra nu=rri 2UAf(S)
ngu=rra —¥ ngu=rri l/2UAf(S)
ba=rra -> ba=rri 3UAf(S)
5 . nga=bi —» nga=bi 2,3UAf —» 1M
nja=bi —> nja=bi l,3U A f —> 2M
ki-bi —» ki-bi 3UAf —> 3Mf
bi - » bi 3UAf —» 3Mn/f
ngi —> ngi lU A f —> 3M
ki —» ki 3M —» 3Mf 
3Mf(S)
yi —» yi 1/2M —> 3M
nuy nuy 2UAf —> 3M
nguy nguy l/2UAf —» 3M
6. i) rran=a —> nin=a 3M ->  1/2M
ii) ngan=a ngindji 2,3M -► 1M
7. i) nga —> nga-y 1M -> 3M
1M(S)
ii) nja -> ndja 1,3M ->  2M 
2M(S)
iii) 0 —> ya 3M —> 3Mn/f 
3M(S)
TABLE 5.4.1.2.
Conversion Table for Realis PP to PP+Irrealisj , 
for formation of Affirmative Future and PC/T Negative Verb Forms.
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5.4.1.3. Contem porary and Future Negatives: Irrealis2 Prefix Ikal 
The irrealis2 component in the VC occurs with negative verb constructions in 
Contemporary and Future tenses. It is an interesting feature of Nakkara that Contemporary 
and Future negative constructions should have identical verb forms, and that the Pre- 
Contemporary negative constructions should be modeled on affirmative future forms. The 
following sentences illustrate both the parallels and the distinctions in these constructions.
(13) AFFIRMATIVE CONTEMPORARY TENSE: 
Barrddjomanga keyarda.
barr +ddjorna -nga keyarda
3UAf +go back -C/T home
(S)
They (3UAf) went back home.'
(14) AFFIRMATIVE FUTURE TENSE
Barriddjoma keyarda.
barr -i +ddjorna - 0  keyarda
3UAf -IRRi +go back -FUT
(S)
They (3UAf) will go back home.'
(15) NEGATIVE CONTEMPORARY AND FUTURE TENSES
Korla kabarrddjoma keyarda. 
korla ka -barr +ddjorna - 0  keyarda
NEG IRR2 -3UAf +go back -C/T, home
NEG (S) FUT
They didn't (CT) go back home/
or. They won't go back home.'
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but: NEGATIVE PRE-CONTEMPORARY TENSE
(16) Korla barriddjomama keyarda.
korla barr -i +ddjorna -ma keyarda
NEG 3UAf -IRRi +go down -IRRi home
(S) PC/T
They didn't (POT) go back home.'
The Irrealis2 negative prefix has been referred to simply as Ikal. However, the surface form 
of this irrealis2 component does vary. The final form of the ka -PP construction depends on 
the transitivity of the verb and on the participants involved in the action.
With intransitive verbs, changes to the form of the prefix in an irrealis2 negative VC occur 
in only six of the seventeen realis PP forms. Note however that an affirmative future prefix 
form loses the irrealisi affix when converted to a negative. It is also significant that in all 
irrealis2 negatives the tense slot in the VC is always filled by a zero morpheme, which 
replaces any tense suffix that may have occurred with the realis verb-form.
With non-Minimal forms the change in PP form is clear: the prefix Ikal precedes third 
person PP forms only. In Minimal forms the transitions are not as straightforward. The 
prefix Ikal occurs with 3M(S) and 1/2M(S) forms, but in the latter form, Deletion Rule 2 
(see 5.2.1) has applied giving Ikarrl rather than */karral. In 1M(S) and 3Mf(S) PP forms 
there is no change for irrealis2, but the 2M(S) PP appears to have an allomorph Ingal giving 
Inganjal rather than *lkanja /. Table 5.4.1.3.a. below gives a comparison of the intransitive 
realis and irrealis2 PP forms. This is followed by formation rules for intransitive Irrealis2 
prefix forms.
With transitive verbs the situation is a little more complex because of the number of PP 
forms involved. Nevertheless, the underlying form of the negative prefix can still be 
construed as Ikal, and in fact only twelve of the thirty-three different transitive realis PP 
forms change when used in an irrealis2 construction. Table 5.4.1.3.b. shows the 
comparative realis and irrealis2 PP forms where (O) = 3 non-fem. Formation rules for 
transitive irrealis2 prefix forms follow.
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MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
Realis Irrealis2 Realis Irrealis2 Realis Irrealis2
1 nga ngina ngirrba
2 nja nganja
f. ngirr
nuna nurrba
f. nurr
1/2 rra karr nguna ngurrba
3 0 ka
f.
bana
ngurr
kabana rrba karrba
f. ki f. barr kabarr
TABLE 5.4.1.3.a.
Comparison of Realis and Irrealis2 PP Forms for Intransitive Verbs
FORMATION RULES FOR INTRANSITIVE IRREALIS2 PREFIX FORMS USED 
FOR CONTEMPORARY AND FUTURE NEGATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
1. Delete any Irrealis i affixes
2. Augment realis PP according to the following:
i) where (S) = MIN:
add /ka / where (S) = 3 non-fem,
(S)= 1/2 (and Ika-rral —»Ika-rrl 
add Inga / where (S) = 2
elsewhere Ika / does not precede Minimal (S) PP.
ii) where (S) = NON-MIN:
add Ika / where (S) = 3
elsewhere (S) does not precede non-Minimal (S) PP.
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MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
Realis Irrealis2 Realis Irrealis 2 Realis Irrealis2
1 nga ngina ngiba
f. ngi
2 ya kay nuna nuba
f. nuy
1/2 yi ki nguna nguba
f. nguy
3 0 ka bana kabana ba kaba
f. bi kabi
TABLE 5.4.1.3.b.
Comparison of Realis and Irrealis2 PP Forms for transitive verbs
where (O) = 3M non-fern
FORMATION RULES FOR TRANSITIVE IRREALIS2 PREFIX FORMS USED FOR 
CONTEMPORARY AND FUTURE NEGATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS
1. Delete any Iirealisi affixes
2. Augment realis PP according to the following:
i) where (O) = 3 MIN non-fem:
add /ka / where (A) = 3 MIN,
(A)=2 MIN (and */ka-yal —> Ika-y /),
(A) = 1/2 MIN (and *lka-yi/ -> /Id /),
(A) = 3 NON-MIN;
elsewhere /ka / does not precede PP form
[0  —> ka; ya —> hay; yi  —> Id; bona —> kabana; bi —> kabi; ba —> kaba; J
ii) where (O) = 3 MIN fern:
add /ka / where (A) = 2 MIN (and */ ka-ya / —»/ka-yl),
(A) = 1/2 MIN (and */ka-yi/ /kif)\ 
elsewhere /ka/ does not precede PP form;
(i.e. Ikal does not precede the feminine affix /Id/.)
[ya —> kay; yi —>ld; ]
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iii) where (O) -  3 NON-MIN:
add Ikal where (A) = 3 MIN and NON-MIN; 
elsewhere Ikal does not precede PP form.
[banka —>kabanka; nba —>kanba; ]
iv) where (O) *3:
add Ikal where (A) = MIN and (O) = 1/2 (MIN), 
add IngaJ where (A) = MIN and (O) = 2 (MIN); 
elsewhere /  ka /  does not precede PP form.
[rrana —> karr ana; nja—>nganja; ]
It is important to remember that some verbs, particularly monosyllabic verbs,have irregular 
stem forms and this sometimes affects the form of the prefix in irrealis constructions. See
5.5.2. for details of these irregularities.
5.4.2. Im perative Constructions
Formation of Imperative verbs in Nakkara is fairly straightforward,given some preliminary 
remarks on Imperatives in general. With English Imperatives it is clear that although the 
"subject” of an Imperative construction does not have to be present, it is a second person 
entity: '(You), come here!', '(You lot), get up!'. This is also true of Nakkara Imperatives. 
If the subject of an Imperative construction is coded overtly, it will be coded by one of four 
second person independent Cardinal pronoun forms: njeyabba 'you' (2 MIN), nunayabba 
'you two' (2 UA non-fem), nanguyakabba 'you two' (2 UA fern) or nubberrabba 'you all' 
(2 AUG). However, unlike indicative verb constructions, where the person, number and 
gender of a subject is reflected in the pronominal prefix of the verb, the pronominal prefix 
of Imperatives is never a second person, but always a third person pronominal form. The 
third person Minimal prefix is the unmarked /0/- however, all non-Minimal prefix forms 
are marked (see Tables 5.4.2.1.a and b. below).
There are also Imperative constructions which include the speaker in the exhortation to act 
I refer to these as Hortatives in Nakkara; they are equivalent to constructions in English 
like: 'Let's go!', 'Let's eat!'. In Nakkara the first inclusive subject forms are utilised for
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construction of Hortatives. That is, unlike the second person Imperatives, the subject prefix 
of Hortatives reflects the person of the underlying subject
Imperative and Hortative verb forms are similar to irrealis verb forms in that the verb stem 
of these constructions is generally equivalent to the nucleus or citation form of the verb. 
This is usually the verb complex stripped of all its inflectional material. In an Imperative 
construction there are no realis (or irrealis) tense affixes. Irregular verb stems can occur 
with Imperative and Hortative forms but these are generally restricted to the monosyllabic 
verb set (See 6.2.)
In the following sections we discuss various types of Imperative construction in Nakkara. 
In 5.4.2.1. we look at formation of Intransitive Imperatives and Hortatives; in 5.4.2.2, 
Transitive Imperatives and Hortatives and in 5.4.2.3, Negative Imperative and Hortative 
constructions.
5.4.2.I. Intransitive Imperative and Hortative Forms
Formation of Intransitive Imperatives is quite straightforward given the appropriate 
Imperative prefix forms as in table 5.4.2.1.a. below. Intransitive Imperative prefixes are 
equivalent to third person intransitive indicative PP forms, except that in the Augmented 
form, the initial Ibal is not deleted. In all Imperative forms Deletion Rule 1 is suspended 
(see 5.2.1.). This gives quite distinctive Augmented Imperative forms for both intransitive 
and transitive verbs.
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
(n-f) bana
0 barrba
(fern) barr
TABLE 5.4.2.l.a .
Intransitive Imperative Pronominal Prefix Forms
Intransitive Hortatives are formed using standard first person inclusive intransitive prefix 
forms. These are tabled at 5.4.2.l.b. below.
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MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
(n-f) nguna
rra ngurrba
(fern) ngurr
TABLE 5.4.2.l.b .
Intransitive Hortative Pronominal Prefix Forms
A paradigm of examples follows comparing the Imperative and Hortative with Indicative 
forms. The verb used is karama ’get up'.
(17)
i) MINIMPV: 0  +karama - 0
MIN +get up -1MPV 
IMPV
'get up!'
(to one person, 
fern or non-fem)
ii) 3M(S) PC/T: 0  +karama -rda
3M +get up -PC/T 
(S)
'he got up'
in) MIN HORT: rra +kkarama - 0  
MIN +get up -HORT
HORT
'let's get upV 
(you and I)
iv) 1/2M(S) PC/T: rra +kkarama -rda 
3M +get up -PC/T
(S)
'we got up' 
(you and I)
(18)
i) UA n-fIMPV: bana +kkarama - 0
UA -fget up -IMPV
IMPV
'get up!'
(to two people, 
neither fem.)
ii) 3UA(S) PCYT: bana +kkarama -rda 
3UA +get up -PC/T
(S)
'they got up' 
(two non-fem)
in) UA n-f HORT: nguna +kkarama - 0  
UA -fget up -HORT
HORT
'let's get up!' 
(you n-f. and I  
and himlyou n-f)
iv) 1/2UA(S)PC/T nguna +kkarama -rda 
1/2UA +get up -PC/T
(S)
'we got up'
(you n-f. and /  
and himlyou n-f)
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(19)
i) UA femIMPV: barr +kkarama - 0  
UAf +get up -IMPV
IMPV
'get up!'
(to two people, 
either!both fem)
ii) 3UAf(S) PC/T: barr +kkarama -rda
3UAf +get up -PC/T
(S)
'they got up' 
(two people, 
either 1 both fem)
in) UAfemHORT: ngurr +kkarama - 0  
UAf +get up -HORT
HORT
'let's get up!'
(you & /  & him! 
her, (see 4.2.1.)
iv) l/2UAfPC/T: ngurr +kkarama -rda 
l/2UAf -fget up -PC/T
(S)
'we got up'
(you & I  & himl 
her, (see 4.2.1.)
(20)
i) AUGIMPV: barrba +kkarama -0  
AUG +get up -IMPV
IMPV
'get up!'
(to three or 
more people.)
ii) 3AUG(S) PC/T: rrba +kkarama -rda 
3AUG +get up -PC/T
(S)
'they got up' 
(three or more 
people)
in) AUG HORT: ngurrba +kkarama -0  
AUG +get up -HORT
HORT
'let's get up' 
(you & I  & two 
or more others)
iv) 1/2AUG(S) PC/T: ngurrba +kkarama -rda 
1/2AUG +get up -PC/T
(S)
'we got up' 
(you & I  & two 
or more others)
There is one anomaly that occurs with a particular verb stem type that is worth mentioning 
at this point When a directional verb stem (see 5.5.3.), coding orientation towards the 
speaker, is used in an Imperative construction, (such as 'Come here!') the Minimal 
Imperative prefix 101 occurs with an increment Inga/. If the directional verb stem codes 
orientation away from the speaker (as in 'Go away!'), an increment does not occur and the 
Minimal Imperative prefix remains 101. Furthermore, the increment does not occur with 
non-Minimal Imperative prefix forms. These points are exemplified below using the verb 
koraya 'move quickly'. Note that the presence of the orientation affix Inal 'towards 
speaker' can cause deletion of the prefix-final vowel, as described in 2.6.3.3., Rule M-16 
(a), and example (20 iv) below.
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(21)
i) MIN IMPV(a): 0  -rda +kkoraya - 0 'Move off! '
MIN -there +move -IMPV (to one person)
IMPV quickly
ii) MIN IMPV(b): nga - 0 -na +kkoraya - 0 'Come here!
INCR -MIN -here + move -IMPV (to one person)
IMPV IMPV quickly
in) UA IMPV(a): bana -rda +kkoraya - 0 'Move off!
UA -here + move -IMPV (to two people,
IMP quickly non-fem.)
iv) UA IMPV(b): ban -na +kkoraya - 0 'Come here!'
UA -here + move -IMPV (to two people,
IMPV quickly non-fem.)
v) No increment occurs in the remaining examples of this form:
barrrdakkoraya
barrnakkoraya
barrbardakkoraya
barrbanakkoraya
'Move off.V (UAf) 
'Come her el' (UAf) 
'Move off!' (AUG) 
'Come here!' (AUG)
It is interesting that the PP combination of Increment+Minimal (S) Imperative+orientation 
affix lnga-0-na! is identical (on the surface) to the transitive Imperative PP ngana, used 
where (A) is Minimal and (O) is 1 Minimal. It might be suggested that the increment Inga! 
is used to code a 1MIN goal and is derived from the 1M(0) prefix form. Note however that 
the increment Inga! occurs even where an associated goal is non-Minimal, as in (22) 
below:
(22) Nganakkoraya ngibberrawa! 'Come (over) here to!with us!'
nga - 0  -na +kkoraya - 0  ngibberrawa
INCR -MIN -here + move -IMPV 1AUGOBLQ
IMPV IMPV quickly
Strings of Imperative VCs can occur in Nakkara without coordinating particles. Where two 
or more Imperatives occur together, a future form of the VC can substitute an Imperative 
form. The first verb in the string has to be Imperative, but future forms can follow. Once a 
future VC is introduced in this way, the remaining verb/s in the string must also be future 
forms. This phenomenon occurs with transitive and intransitive verbs and is exemplified 
(with Vintr) in (23) below:
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(23)
a) Karama, bonganja, wundjayaniya!
0  +karama - 0  
MIN +get up -IMPV 
IMPV
0  +bonganja - 0  
MIN +go inside -IMPV 
IMPV
0  +wundjaya - 0  +niya 
MIN +hide self -IMPV +3M 
IMPV AVER
'Get up, go inside and hide from turn!’
b) Karama, bonganja, ndjawundjayaniya!
karama bonganja ndja +wundjaya - 0  +niya
get up go inside 2M(S) +hide self -FUT +3M
IMPV IMPV IRRi AVER
'Get up, go inside and hide from him!'
c) Karama, ndjabbonganja ndjawundjayaniya!
5.4.2.2. Transitive Imperative and Hortative Forms 
Formation of transitive Imperatives and Hortatives in Nakkara is fairly straightforward, 
given the Pronominal Participant Hierarchy applicable to transitive verbs as discussed in 
5.2.2. and 5.3.2. There are of course a larger number of transitive prefix combinations, 
because a transitive Imperative or Hortative can involve an object as well as a subject, as in 
'Wait for m£ !', 'Chase them !', *Let's follow her !'.
Looking at transitive Imperative forms first, there are three points to note when forming 
these constructions:
i) The (A) prefix element of the transitive Imperative is always a third person 
pronominal form, and PP combinations of (A) and (O) are constructed on this basis, 
following the PP hierarchy.
*?wundjayaniya
karama ndja +bbonganja - 0
get up 2M(S) + go in -FUT
IMPV IRRi
ndjawundjayaniya
hide from him 
FUT
'Get up, go inside and hide from him!'
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ii) The affixation rules that apply to indicative forms involving a third person 
Minimal Agent (3M(A)) (see 5.3.3.) are suspended for Imperative constructions. This 
means that addition of gender prefix lki-l (where (O) = 3Mf and (A) = 3) is blocked; 
addition of a 3M Oblique pronoun following the VC where (A) = 3M and (O) *  3 is also 
blocked (see 5.3.3.).
iii) As with intransitive Imperative and Hortative forms, Deletion Rule 1 is 
suspended for formation of transitive Augmented Imperatives and Hortatives, and the 
underlying initial Ibal in these prefix forms is retained.
Table 5.4.2.2.a. below shows all transitive Imperative prefix forms:
(A) => MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
(O)U non-fem fem
1M ngana ngabana ngabi ngaba
3M 0 bana bi baba
1UA nginka nginba nginba
3UA banka banba banba
1AUG nginba
3AUG banba
TA B LE 5 .4 .2 .2 .a . 
T ran sitiv e  Im perative P refix  Form s.
There are some interesting points to note about about transitive Imperative prefix forms. 
First, the object of a transitive Imperative construction is never distinguished for gender, 
example (25) below can mean 'Follow him!' or Tollow her!'. Where gender specification 
is required a Cardinal pronoun occurs, following the Imperative verb complex, as in 
example (27). Second, the subject of a transitive Imperative is distinguished for gender 
only where (A) is Unit-Augmented and (O) is Minimal. Finally, as with transitive indicative 
PP forms, number and person specification breaks down where four or more participants
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are involved- The two forms InginbaJ and IbanbaJ cover a range of PP combinations. The 
prefix InginbaJ indicates any non-Minimal subject called to act on any first person non- 
Minimal object and similarly, IbanbaJ indicates any non-Minimal subject called to act on any 
third person non-Minimal object (see gloss, example (29)). This situation of under­
specification is even more widespread in the transitive Hortative prefix forms tabled at 
5.4.2.2.b. below.
(24) Nganamarrbba! 'Wait for me!'
ngana +marrbba - 0  
M(A),1M(0) +wait for -IMPV 
IMPV
(25) Kakka! 'Follow him!her!
- t -k n k k s  m  VS
M(A),3M(0) +follow -IMPV 
IMPV
(26) Ngabanamarrbba! '(You 2 n-f) wait for me!'
ngabana +marrba - 0  
UA(A),1M(0) +wait for -IMPV 
IMPV
(27) Babakkakka ngiyakabba! '(You mob) follow her!'
baba +kkakka - 0  ngiyakabba
AUG(A),3M(0) +follow -IMPV 3MINfCARD
IMPV
(28) Ye, nginkamarrbba! 'Hey, went for us two!'
ye , nginka +marrbba - 0  
hey M(A),1UA(0) +waitfor -IMPV 
IMPV
(29) Banbakkakka! 'F ollow  them !' (Spoken to 2 or more people
about 2 or more others.)
banba +kakka - 0
N-M(A),N-M(0) +follow -IMPV 
IMPV
The prefix forms of transitive Hortative constructions are identical to the first person 
inclusive transitive indicative PP forms. Because the subject of a Hortative construction 
involves both a first and second person entity, the only possible object in Hortative
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constructions is a third person entity. The transitive Hortative prefixes are tabled in 
5.4.2.2.b. below:
(A)=> MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
(O) non-fem fem
3M yi nguna nguy nguba
3UA
ngunba
3AUG
TABLE 5.4.2.2.b. 
Transitive Hortative Prefix Forms.
Some examples follow:
(30) Yibbuida ngiyakawa! 'Let’s hit her!' (you & I)
yi -t-bburda - 0
M(A),M(0) -»-hit -HORT 
HORT
(31) Nguyddjama! 'Let's wash himJherlit!'
(You & I, one or more fern.)
nguy +ddjama - 0
UAf(A),M(0) +wash -HORT 
HORT
(32) Ngunbakkakka! 'Let's follow themf
ngunba +kkakka - 0
N-M(A),N-M(0) +follow -HORT 
HORT
S.4.2.3. Negative Imperative and Hortative Constructions 
True negative Imperative and Hortative constructions are formed by using the negative 
Imperative particle yingawa and an affirmative Imperative verb structure, as in the 
following examples:
'Go away!'
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(33)
i) Barrbardakkoraya!
barrba -rda +kkoraya - 0
AUG -there +move -IMPV 
IMPV quickly
ii) Yingawa barrbandakkoraya! 'Don't go away!'
yingawa barrba -rda +kkoraya - 0
NEG IMPV AUG -there +move -IMPV
IMPV quickly
(34)
i) Nginkamarrbba! 'Wait for me!'
nginka + marrbba - 0
UA(A),MIN(0) + wait for -IMPV 
IMPV
ii) Yingawa nginkamarrbba! 'Don't wait for me!'
yingawa nginka + marrbba - 0
NEG IMPV UA(A),MIN(0) +waitfor -IMPV 
IMPV
(35)
i) Ngurrbakkarama! Let's get up!
ngurrba + kkarama - 0
AUG + get up -HORT 
HORT
ii) Yingawa ngurrbakkarama! 'Let's not get up!
yingawa ngurrba +kkarama - 0  
NEG IMPV AUG + get up -HORT 
HORT
In this sense Imperatives and Hortatives are different from Indicatives which have distinct 
affirmative and negative verb forms (see 5.4.1. to 5.4.1.3.).
In addition to these "true” negative Imperative and Hortative constructions, future negatives 
and subjunctives can also be used like Imperatives and Hortatives. In this situation, second 
person future negative verb forms are used with the negative particle korla or (in the case of 
second person Imperatives only) with the subjunctive particle mungana 'cease', 'don't 
(ever)'. Compare then the following examples:
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i) Yingawa banbamarrbba! 'Don t wait for them!'
yingawa banba + marrbba - 0
NEGIM PV N-M(A),N-M(0) + wait for -IMPV
IMPV
ii) Koria nunbamarrbba! 'You won't wait for them!'
korla nunba + marrbba - 0
NEG 2A(A),3A(0) +waitfor -FUT,
NEG C/T
iii) Mungana nunbamarrbba! 'Stop waiting for them'
or 'Never wait fo r  them'
mungana nunba + marrbba - 0
cease, 2A(A),3A(0) + wait for -FUT,
never NEG C/T
(36)
(37)
i) Yingawa kardabiya mayawa; 'Don't go down to the beach'
yingawa 0  -kardabiya - 0  mayawa
NEG IMPV MIN -go down -IMPV beach
IMPV
ii) Korla nganjakkardabiya mayawa! You won't go down to the beach!'
korla nganja +kkardabiya - 0  mayawa
NEG 2M(S) + go down -FUT, beach
NEG C/T
iii) Mungana nganjakkardabiya mayawa! 'Stop going down to the beach!'
or 'Never go down to the beach!'
mungana nganja + kkardabiya - 0  mayawa
cease, 2M(S) + go down -FUT, beach
never NEG C/T
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CHAPTER 6.
Verb-Stem Morphology
6.0. Verb-Stem Morphology: an overview
In the following sections all morphological processes operating on slots in the stem of the 
verb-complex are discussed. In section 6.1. we look firstly at verb root identification, 
which in Nakkara is quite straightforward. Verbs can be classified according to transitivity 
class and also according to conjugation sets. In Nakkara there are ten conjugation sets, with 
an additional four subsets. These conjugations are grouped according to the tense 
inflections that occur with the particular verbs (see 3.2. for discussion of tense distinctions 
in Nakkara), and do not appear to be related to the conjugations reconstructed for proto- 
Australian (see Dixon 1980:402ff.).
Nevertheless, the forms of the monosyllabic verb roots occurring in Nakkara do suggest a 
link with other languages of the continent These are discussed in 6.2. and 6.2.1. along 
with the morphological peculiarities of this set of verb roots.
In 6.3. we discuss the derivational affixes na- and rda-,which provide a verb root with 
locational orientation. These affixes precede the verb root and do not affect the transitivity 
of a verb. They occur with approximately 35% of the verb corpus, usually, but not always, 
intransitive verbs of motion. Although this affix is derivational, the affix plus verb root 
structure is not included in the verb corpus discussed in 6.1.
Following the verb root and proceeding the tense inflection, a reflexive or reciprocal affix 
-(ndji)ya- can occur. This is discussed in 6.4. Although this affix usually occurs with 
transitive roots to derive an intransitive stem, it can also be added to intransitive roots to 
give, say, a reciprocal meaning.
In 6.5. we discuss the Inchoative affix Imiyal, which derives an intransitive verb stem 
from a nominal root This affix follows the nominal stem and precedes the tense inflection.
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There is an enclitic particle form l-bbal that occurs suffixed to verbal forms to convey1 and 
then (x happened)' and is probably a contraction of the particle mubba 'and then'. This is 
discussed with other particles in 7.2.1.2.
6.1. Verb Roots and Conjugation Class.
Recognition of verb roots in Nakkara is relatively straightforward. The verb root is the 
nucleus o f the verb, with no prefixes or suffixes. The pronominal prefixes and tense 
suffixes are,generally, easily distinguished from from the verb nucleus, as are the other 
derivational affixes found within a verb-complex. In fact the verb root is usually identical to 
the (affirmative) Imperative form in Nakkara (see 5.4.2.), which also coincides with the 
Future verb stem when there is a zero morpheme inflectional suffix for this tense (almost 
80% of conjugations).
on
There is no straightforward criteri for division of verb roots into the various conjugation
A A
sets. In the following discussion we look at both phonological and semantic criteria. 
Although never entirely predictable, we find that the phonological shape of a verb root 
(specifically the initial consonant of the final syllable) provides a clue to conjugation 
membership. The table of conjugations for verbs in Nakkara follows.
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VERB CONJUGATIONS
Non-Future Future
Conj. PC/T cyr FUT # members trans. intr.
I na 0 0 160(open) 160
n na na 0 37 33 4
m na ya 0 18 16 2
TTTB na ya ya 5 4 1
IV na rda 0 10 - 10
IVB na rda/irreg. nja 3 - 3
IVC na nga 0 3 - 3
V rda nga 0 28 18 10
VI ngiya nga 0 38 26 12
VIB ngaya nga ya/irreg. 2 2 -
v n rda 0 0 14 8 6
vnB rda ya 0 4 4 -
VIII ya ndja 0 6 5 1
vmB ya ndja ya 2 1 1
IX ka ngka 0 2 - 2
IXB ngka ngka ya 1 - 1
X rra nja ya 1 1
TOTALS 334 118 216
TABLE 6.1. Verb Conjugation Classes in Nakkara 
6.1.1. CONJUGATION I : [ na - 0  - 0  ]
This is the largest conjugation set, probably open-ended in that all de-transitivised verbs, 
such as reflexive and reciprocal verb-stems, fall into this conjugation. All verbs of 
conjugation I are intransitive.
In the present corpus of Nakkara verbs, about 50% of conjugation I members are derived 
stems with the stem-final Reflexive/Reciprocal affix -(ndji)ya- (See 6.4. for discussion.).
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Inchoative verbs stems (with the stem-final affix -miya-) also fall into this conjugation (see 
6.5.), although only a handful have been listed with the verb corpus. The number of 
conjugation I members would be even greater if all inchoative forms were listed.
The final syllable of the majority (90%) of conjugation I members is l-ya-/, which is either 
root-final or (derived) stem-final. In fact over 95% of the verbs in conjugation I have a 
palatal syllable in root-final position: l-ya-/, l-dja-l or l-nja-l. The remaining few have l-ka-l 
in this position, and there is one monosyllabic root (y)ba 'go'( a contracted form of 
*(ya)ba).
This conjugation consists of six semantic sets, although there remain exceptions for several 
of these categorisations.
i) Most verbs of motion .
ii) All reflexive, reciprocal and inchoative verb-stems.
iii) Most verbs related to bodily conditions, such as feel sick, tired, hot, cold, hungry, be 
in pain, but not, for example, feel thirsty; also some specific bodily actions/processes like 
laugh, cry, vomit, but not cough, breathe, yawn, sweat, shit, bleed or swallow; it includes 
grow up, grow old, give birth (one form), die, but not spit, blow, or an alternative form 
for give birth. Conjugation I also comprises verbs denoting other bodily movements, like 
sit down, bend down, slip, trip, stagger, fall and jump, but not climb, crawl, be lying, 
standing or sitting. It does include fight and dance, but not play and perform.
iv) Some locutionarv verbs like speak, tell story, call out, make noise are included in this 
set, but not say/reckon, ask, lie to or call name; also other particularly human capacities like 
forget, hear/understand, but not know or remember.
v) Some verbs of carrying are included in this conjugation, like carry on head, on nape, 
over shoulder, carry fire, but not carry in hand or on shoulder.
vi) Lastly there are some miscellaneous verbs like spill/slide off, cover up, dig deeply (but 
not dig shallowly or scoop), clean up/clear, block, pull, force to ground, get wet, cease, 
disappear/be lost
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Most verbs of conjugation I are dynamic (as opposed to static).There are however a few 
static verbs, as some of the examples above have implied. Static verbs include be hot, 
hungry, cold, tired, be buming/hot, be suspended/hanging.
All members of conjugation I have regular root and stem forms except the monosyllabic 
root (y)ba 'go', which, like most monosyllabic roots has number increments (see 6.2.3.). 
Stress is regular for all roots and stems of this set, except for kardöka 'dance', which has 
stress on the second syllable of the root, rather than the first
6.1.2. CONJUGATION II : [ na - na - 0  ]
Conjugation II is one of four major conjugations consisting predominantly of transitive 
verbs. Conjugation II has at present thirty-seven verb roots, thirty-three of which (89%) 
are transitive. The other major conjugations with a predominance of transitive verbs are 
m ,V  and VI.
Characterise of members of this conjugation is a root-final bilabial stop syllable: l-ba-l 
(95%); just two members have l-ya-l in this position. It is probable that this phonological 
characteristic is the principal criterion for membership of conjugation n , as verbs with a 
root-final l-ba-l do not predominate in other conjugations. Nevertheless, three semantic sets 
are apparent:
i) Cultural activities: roll string on thigh, weave, tie/join with knots; activities connected 
with hunting and fishing like hunt, set fish trap, cast net, reinforce trap with wood; or with 
gathering such as pick, pluck, extricate from earth (as yams), scratch/dig up with fingers, 
punch/knead and other activities common to camp dwelling like fan fire, construct (shelter), 
make shares/piles of, paint/mb, sing.
ii) Interpersonal Relations: (where the transitive object (O) is always another person) like 
look after, wait for, fuck, be faithful to, deprive someone of someone, prevent someone 
from doing something, curse or "sing" someone and fan someone (to make them feel 
cooler).
iii) Miscellaneous Actions: sweat, swallow/complete, be in pain/hurt, step/stamp, put 
down with force, make someone wet.
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All verbs in conjugation n  are dynamic except for borabba 'be in pain'; and all except 
borabba and marangarnba 'sweat' are under the control of the agent, meaning they are 
action verbs rather than happening verbs.
All members of this conjugation except buya 'weave/twist string' have quite regular stems 
to which the tense/conjugation suffix is added directly. With buya7however, the final 
syllable 1-yaJ is deleted when the tense suffix l-nal is included. Therefore the following 
stems occur:
PC/T : bu0-na
C/T : bu0-na
FUT : buya-0
Deletion of the syllable ya before addition of a tense suffix occurs with other verbs as well 
(see 6.1.4.C, 6.1.6.a.). This suggests that it is unnecessary to set up an additional sub-set 
with endings [na -na -ya] for this verb, where for example, we would propose bu as the 
verb-root An important rule of thumb in Nakkara is that the verb-root is usually used as 
the imperative (and future) stem, and the imperative form for 'weave/twist string' is buya, 
and not *bu .
6 .1 3 ^ . CONJUGATION in : [ na - ya - 0  ]
Conjugation IQ has to date eighteen members, sixteen (89%) of which are transitive. 
Fourteen members (78%) have l-wa-l as root- final syllable, three have l-da-/t and one has 
l-la-l.
All verbs of this conjugation describe dynamic situations and are action (as opposed to 
happening) verbs where the situation described is controlled by the agent. There appear to 
be no specific semantic factors governing this conjugation, apart from the features dynamic 
and controlled mentioned above.
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All verb roots of conjugation II are quite regular. There are some, however, that are subject 
to a Palatal Adjustment rule when the Contemporary tense suffix 1-yaJ is added. The Palatal 
Adjustment rule affects the root-final vowel of verb roots with three or more syllables (see 
2.6.3.2. Rule M-15):
/a/
+stress2 / +laminalj
Thus, for example: muyawa 'finish, stop'
PO T : muyawa-na
C/T : muyawi-ya
FUT : muyawa-0
but: bawa 'leave behind, forget'
PC/T bawa-na
O T : bawa-ya
FUT : bawa-0
Stress is regular for most verb-roots of this conjugation, except that for four-syllable roots, 
the regular stress pattern (primary stress on the first syllable of the root) is subject to 
change with addition of the non-future tense morphemes. For example:
mdkakawa 'mimic'
PQ T 
Q T
FUT
makäkawa-na
makäkawi-ya
mäkakawa-0
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6.1.3.b. CONJUGATION IIIB : [ na - ya - ya ]
Conjugation IIIB has only five members, four of which are transitive. It consists of the 
monosyllabic roots rda 'pierce, stab, shoot', na 'see', wu 'give', the reduplicated stem 
na-na-wa 'watch, look after' and the verb yinama 'say, reckon, do'.
The Palatal Adjustment rule (M-15) discussed above for conjugation ID applies to yinama, 
but does not apply to the monosyllabic roots. Thus the three tensed forms for yinama are:
PC/T : yinama-na
C/T : yinami-ya
FUT : yinami-ya
The Reduplicated form of na ’see’, meaning ’watch, look after’ is a peculiar construction. 
The stem is formed by reduplicating the root (R) plus tense (T) affix and adding /-wa /.
The relevant forms are:
R - T + R - T - wa
POT : nanananawa /na - na + na - na - wa/
C/T : nayanayawa /na - ya + na - ya - wa/
FUT : nayanayawa /na - ya + na - ya - wa/
Stem formation for the three monosyllabic verbs in this conjugation is regular for the 
affirmative verb forms (see below), but involves use of root increments for other stem 
forms. These stem anomalies are discussed in 6.2.1.
rda 'pierce, spear’ na 'see' wu 'give'
PC/T : rda-na PC/T na-na PC/T : wu-na
cyr : rda-ya QT na-ya QT : wu-ya
FUT : rda-ya FUT na-ya FUT : wu-ya
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6.1.4. a. C O N JU G A TIO N  IV : [ na - rd a  - 0  ]
Conjugation IV is also a relatively small set consisting of ten verb-roots, all o f which are 
intransitive. Four members in this set end with l-ya-l and six with l-dja-l. Although all 
members of this set are intransitive and have a root-final palatal syllable, semantically they 
are a rather heterogenous sample, consisting of the following:
belddja 'shine', burdaburddja 'swell', kardaya 'submerge', kunawaya 'bend down', 
mankardiya  'sink, be covered or filled with water*, meymeya 'insert hand, poke', 
murnangindja 'hum', ngaladdja 'sulk', worddja 'experience, witness' and yirladdja 
'wrinkle up, frown'.
6.1.4. b. C O N JU G A TIO N  IVB : [ na - rd a /irreg . - n ja  ]
This set consists solely of the three cardinal verbs of positioning, which are also used as 
existentials. They are all intransitive and all underlyingly monosyllabic. See explanations in 
6.2. The verb yu 'he' is the most regular, it has the following stem forms:
yu 'lie '
PC/T yu-na
C/T yu-rda
FUT yu-nja
The remaining two have irregularities:
tii(n) 's it '
PC/T : ni-na
C/T : nin-da
FUT : ni-nja
djali 'stand'
PC/T : dji-na
C/T : kakaya (*djVrda)
FUT : dja-nja
There are also irregularities in the negative and imperative forms of these monosyllabic 
roots (see 6.2.1.).
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6 .I .4 .C . CONJUGATION IVC : [ na - nga - 0  ]
This is another small set with just three members, each of which is intransitive. These are: 
burddjarra 'limp', djurrwarraya ’spread out', wurraya 'be full, pregnant'.
The formation of tense stems is quite regular for all but wurraya where the final root 
syllable l-yal is dropped when the Contemporary tense suffix l-ngal is added:
H ->
wurraya 'be full, pregnant'
PC/T : wurraya-na
C/T : wurra0-nga
FUT : wurraya-0
6.1.5. CONJUGATION V : [ rda - nga - 0  ]
This is a fairly well represented set consisting to date of twenty-eight verbs, two-thirds of 
which are transitive, the remaining ten items being intransitive. A phonological 
characteristic of this conjugation is a predominance of roots ending in a bilabial syllable: 
l-ma-l (43%), l-wa-l (28%) and l-ba-l (7%), i.e. 78% of total. Of the remaining six stems 
three have a retroflex final syllable (two have l-rda-l (7%) and one has l-rna-l (4%)) and 
three have the palatal syllable l-nja-l (11%) as final syllable.
All are dynamic actions controlled by an agent except djorama 'be sick, die'. Some of the 
verbs describe regular activities performed in the camp such as light a fire, ignite, remove 
from fire, wash/rinse, grind/sharpen/sand down. The remainder do not fit into any neat 
semantic categories.
All verbs of this conjugation are regular stems of two or more syllables. However, vowel 
or syllable reduction occurs in three of the verbs.
djoma 'return; remain’
PC/T : djom0-0da (*djomarda)
C/T : djoma-nga
FUT : djoma -0
0 / -nga
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djorna+kkuna 'go backwards'
PC/T : djom0-0da+kkuna
C/T : djoma-nga+kkuna
FUT : djoma-0+kkuna
Note that the verb djorna+kkuna has a morpheme following the tense/conjugation suffix 
which is part of the meaning of the verb. I have found no other stems with this 
construction. (The morpheme /-kkunaJ is probably from kuna 'buttocks, rump, end part'.) 
In the two verbs listed above the deletion of the root-final vowel [a-] seems to be triggered 
by the preceding retroflex syllable [rna-]. there is no distinction in Nakkara between the 
. sequences Irnrdal and Irndal and the latter is adopted here and elsewhere as an orthographic 
convention.
In the verb root below there is only one occurrence of [rda-] where we might expect two:
burda 'hit; kül'
PC/T : burda-0 or bu0-rda (*burdarda)
C/T : burda-nga
FUT : burda-0
The syllable may appear to be deleted to prevent a reduplicated syllable sequence [rdar da]. 
However, in the nominal form kalaburdarda 'White Bellied Mangrove snake' the same 
sequence does occur.
It is more likely that this verb derives from a monosyllabic root *bu 'hit' and has expanded 
to conform to the norm in syllable and stress patterns. There are a dozen or so 
monosyllabic verb roots in Nakkara that are cognate with those proposed for proto- 
Australian (see Dixon, 1980:402ff) and bu is one of these. It seems plausible to suggest 
that the original conjugation marker was I-rda! which when added to the monosyllabic root 
created a frozen disyllabic compound stem to which the other conjugation markers were 
suffixed. Use of increments with other monosyllabic verbs in Nakkara is common (see 
discussion of Monosyllabic Roots in 6.2.1.).
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6.1.6.a. C O N JU G A TIO N  V I : [ ngiya - nga - 0  ]
This is the second largest conjugation in the corpus, consisting of thirty-eight verbs. The 
transitivity proportions are similar to those of conjugation V, with a little over two-thirds 
(68%) being transitive and the remainder intransitive. Although there is no single 
phonological characteristic for members of this conjugation, there is a predominance (73%) 
of a root-final palatal sequence. Sixteen roots (42%) have l-dja-l as final syllable, seven 
have l-ya-l (18%) and four have l-nja-l (11%); of the remaining members 20% have a final 
retroflex syllable l-rda-l or l-ra-l, 5% have l-da-l and 3% have l-la-l.
Most members of this conjugation are dynamic verbs controlled by an agent For many 
verbs o f this conjugation the action can be read as either durative or momentary, such as 
make fire, cut, whip, show/teach, nurse/comfort Each of these verbs can describe an act 
(momentary) or an activity (durative). Most verbs in Nakkara refer specifically to one or the 
other, and a durative meaning of what is basically a momentary act is usually expressed by 
adding an aspectual verb-complex to the main verb (see 8.3.2.).
All verbs of conjugation VI have two or more syllables; all stems are regular except the two 
exemplified below. In the first example the stress is irregular. Regular verbs have stress on 
the first syllable of the root. In the second example the root-final syllable is lost in non- 
future forms (cf. also wurraya and buya from conjugation II).
i) karddyanja 'hang, place above'.
ii) djarraya 'place, insert' (not liquid)
PC/T : djarra0-ngiya
C/T : djarra0-nga
FUT : djarraya-0
N.B. The imperative form djarraya! retains the final syllable l-ya-l.
6.1.6.b. CONJUGATION VIB : [ ngaya - nga - ya/irreg]
This small set consists of two monosyllabic verbs, both of which are transitive.
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ma 'pick up, get'
PC/T ma-ngaya
C/T ma-nga
FUT ma-ya
N.B. The imperative form is m a .
djo 'shout, be angry at, swear at'
PC/T : djo-ngaya
C/T : djo-nga
FUT : ku-ya (*djo-ya)
6.1.7. a. CONJUGATION VII : [ rda - 0  - 0  ]
This is a fairly small set comprising fourteen roots. Eight of the verbs are transitive and six 
are intransitive. Characteristic of this conjugation is a root-final bilabial syllable. Ten verbs 
(71%) have l-ma-l and the remaining three (29%) have l-ba-l.
All except two of the verbs denote a dynamic situation, and of these all but one are 
controlled by an agent The one exception here is djarrarlma 'grow' (intr.). The two verbs 
denoting a static situation are korlma 'be thirsty* and warawuma 'be afraid; embarrassed'. 
All roots of conjugation VI have two or more syllables; stress patterns are regular and no 
irregular stems result from addition of tense suffixes.
6.1.7. b. CONJUGATION VIIB : [rda - ya - 0  ]
This set consists of only four roots recorded so far, all of which are transitive and end with 
the syllable /-wa-/. These are:
wara 'untie, untangle, break bond'
yoraxva 'tell lie, take by surprise, joke with’
kelawa 'know, remember'
marawa 'shout to someone'
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Stress patterns are normal for each verb; however, all except war a are subject to Palatal 
Adjustment Rule M-15 because they are trisyllabic. Thus the C/T forms for each are:
yorawa ’tell lie, etc.' C/T -> yorawi-ya (*yorawa-ya)
kelawa 'know, remember' C/T —» kelawi-ya (*kelawa-ya)
marawa 'shout to s'one' C/T —» marawi-ya (*marawa-ya)
6.1.8.a. CONJUGATION VIH : [ ya - ndja - 0  ]
This conjugation consists of just six verbs, five of which are transitive. Members of this 
conjugation can be characterised by a root-final syllable l-ka-l. There are, nevertheless, 
some irregularities in stem formation.
The roots kulakka and djirraka are subject to Palatal Adjustment rule M-15 in formation of 
the non-filture stems. This is exemplified with kulakka in i) below. Palatal Adjustment and 
stress and vowel change occur in djarraka, as shown in ii) below. Finally, in iii) we show 
that the monosyllabic root ka is augmented with Idjil (preceding the root) for the Future 
stem form. (See 6.2. for other stem formation changes in monosyllabic verb roots.)
kulakka 'wake, rouse someone'
POT kulakki-ya (*kulakka-ya)
C/T kulakki-ndja (*kulakka-ndja)
FUT kulakka-0
djarraka 'look for'
PC/T djarraki-ya (*djarraka-ya)
C/T djarraki-ndja (*djarraka-ndja)
FUT djarr6ka-0 (♦djärraka)
ka 'take, carry in hand’
PC/T : ka-ya
C/T : ka-ndja
FUT : dji-ka-0 (*ka-0)
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6.1.8.b. C O N JU G A TIO N  V IIIB  : [ya - nd ja  - ya ]
This set consists of two roots only, one transitive, one intransitive. These verb roots are 
odd in that they appear to have /-ka-/ as final syllable, but have /-ya-/ as the final syllable in 
their imperative forms.
mirdaka 'crawl'
PC/T : mirdaki-ya (*mirdaka-ta)
C/T : mirdaki-ndja (*mirdaka-ndja)
FUT : mirda0-ya or ?mirdaya-0 ( *mirdaka-0/y a)
morraka 'smell (trans.)'
PC/T : morraki-ya (*morraka-ya)
C/T : morraki-ndja (* morraka-ndja)
FUT : morra0-ya or ?morraya-0 (*morraka-0/ya)
6.1.9.a. C O N JU G A TIO N  IX : [ ka - ngka - 0  ]
This conjugation consists of two irregular verb stems naya and rdaya. The root of both 
these stem forms is monosyllabic ya 'go along'. This verb-root occurs obligatorily with an 
orientation affix na- or rda- preceding the roo t The affixes indicate (respectively) motion 
towards or away from the speaker. Primary stress on the root lyaJ is retained except where 
the root syllable occurs word-finally; then stress shifts to the orientation affix. The 
orientation affix plus verb-root combination has become frozen and the combination 
behaves much like an increment plus root compound found in other monosyllabic verbs. 
Nevertheless, the stem is subject to additional changes; the root-final vowel l-a-l is raised to 
lei before tense suffixes (see also M-14, 2.6.4.) and in future forms, stress shifts to the 
normally unstressed vowel lal of the orientation affixes, which is then raised to lil (see 
discussion in 2.6.4. at M-15); note additionally that the future stem form for na-ya is ndi- 
ya. The raising processes are assimilatory because of the palatal lyl in the root form. Verbs 
of conjugation IX have the following forms:
na-ya 'go, move along towards speaker*
PC/T : na-ye-ka
C/T : na-ye-ngka
FUT : ndi-ya-0
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rda-ya 'go, move along away from speaker*
PC/T : nda-ye-ka
QT : rda-ye-ngka
FUT : rdf-ya-0
Note that because the first vowel of the non-future roots is unstressed and neutral, there is 
surface assimilation to the palatal segment of the root and these forms often sound as if the 
initial vowel of the stem is HI, as in [niyenka] or [diyenga].
6.1.9. b. CONJUGATION IXB : [ ngka - ngka - ya ]
At the present state of Nakkara verb analysis this conjugation set has been created to 
accommodate one verb root only. The intransitive forms of the root morra 'smell', are 
simply -morrangka (non-future) and -morraya (future).
6.1.10. CONJUGATION X : [ rra - nja - ya ]
This consists of a single irregular verb dja 'drink, eat'. This verb is transitive and has the 
following forms:
dja 'drink, eat'
PC/T : dja-rra
C/T : dji-nja
FUT : dji-ya
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6.2. Monosyllabic Verbs
There are twelve monosyllabic verb roots in Nakkara. These are tabled below, along with 
proto-Australian (pA) monosyllabic verb roots as reconstructed in Dixon (1980:402ff) and 
the relevent Nakkara conjugation category.
NAKKARA ROOT GLOSS p A ROOT NAKKARA CONJUGATION
na see NHaa-ng IHB: na-ya-ya
wu give ngu-/wu-
NHu-/yu-ng
IIIB: na-ya-ya
rda stab,
pierce
(la-n) IIIB: na-ya-ya
yu lie,
sleep
ngu(u?)-/
wu-n
IVB: na-rda/irreg-nja
dji/a stand DHa(a?)-n IVB: na-rda/irreg-nja
ni(n) sit NYii-n IVB: na-rda/irreg-nja
ma pick up, 
get
maa-n VIB: ngaya-nga-ya/irreg
djo scold,
swear
(ju-n) VIB: ngaya-nga-ya/irreg
ka take,
carry
gaa-ng VIB: ya-ndja-0
dja eat,
drink
DHA-1 X: rra-nja-ya
ya go,
move
ya-n DC: ka-ngka-0
(y)ba go ? I: na-0-0
TABLE 6.2. Monosyllabic Verb Roots and Conjugations
As the table above shows, most of the Nakkara forms correspond to monosyllabic roots 
proposed by Dixon. The Nakkara roots rda ’stab, pierce’ and djo 'scold, swear at' 
correspond to monosyllabic roots in several otherwise unrelated languages. The root rda 
corresponds to la-n in Djaru and Walmatjari, and note that in Nakkara the detransitivised 
root for rda is laddjaya ; the root djo corresponds to ju-n in Djaru and Gurindji and ji-n in
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Warlpiri (see Dixon 1980:407). Note however that the Nakkara conjugations bear little 
resemblance to the pA conjugation indicated by /-ng/, /-n/, /-l/ following the pA root. In 
terms of verb stem morphology in Nakkara the monosyllabic roots provide some 
interesting anomalies.
6.2.1. Monosyllabic Root Increments
A verb root increment occurs preceding any monosyllabic root that has a pronominal prefix 
and a zero morpheme in the tense suffix slot This includes all Irrealis2 (C/T and future 
negative) verb forms, non-Minimal Imperative forms and also the affirmative future stems 
for ka 'take, carry' and (y)ba 'go'. Root increments are always monosyllabic; they function 
basically as morphophonemic padding for the monosyllabic root. A verb-complex 
consisting of a pronominal prefix, a monosyllabic root and no tense suffix (such as 
bana+ma-0 or ngiba+rda-0) is problematic for rules of stress assignment in the language: 
primary stress is assigned to the first syllable of the root but can never occur on the final 
syllable of a word with two or more syllables. So, the monosyllabic root takes an 
increment which then carries the primary stress.Monosyllabic root increments for irrealis2 
and non-Minimal Imperative verb forms are listed in Table 6.2.2. below.Discussion of 
verb root increments and other irregularities involved in stem formation for monosyllabic 
verbs follows. In 6.2.2. we look firstly at the seven transitive monosyllabic roots. In 
6.2.3. we look at the five intransitive monosyllabic roots.
6.2.2. Transitive Monosyllabic Verb Roots and Increments 
The seven transitive monosyllabic roots in Nakkara are listed below in Table 6.2.2.a.. 
Formation of realis verb forms from monosyllabic roots is quite straightforward for all 
transitive monosyllabic verbs; the PC/T or C/T tense suffix is simply added to the 
monosyllabic root The root syllable then carries the primary stress.
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(i) na 'see'
(ü) wu give'
(iii) rda pierce, spear'
(iv) ma 'pick up, get'
(V) djo 'scold, swear at'
(vi) ka 'take, carry’
(vii) dja 'eat, drink
TABLE 6.2.2.a Transitive Monosyllabic Roots
Formation of realis verb forms from monosyllabic roots is quite straightforward for all 
transitive monosyllabic verbs; the PC/T or C/T tense suffix is simply added to the 
monosyllabic root The root syllable then carries the primary stress.
Formation of irrealisj_verb forms (i.e. affirmative future and PC/T negatives (see 5.4.1.1. 
and 5.4.1.2.)) is standard for verbs i) to iii) only. It is normal for PC/T negative forms to 
use the same stem as affirmative future forms. However,for verbs iv) to vii) the C/T realis 
stem compound is used for formation of PC/T negative stems rather than the affirmative 
future stem.
For v) djo ‘scold’ an irregular stem kuya replaces the monosyllabic root in affirmative 
future forms. For vi) ka 'take' the affirmative future form takes an increment dji giving an 
extended root djika with stress on the increment syllable.
Formation of Minimal Imperative forms from monosyllabic roots is quite straightforward 
for most of the transitive monosyllabic roots. For verbs i) to iv) the Minimal Imperative 
form (where (O) = 3MIN) is the monosyllabic root alone, as in ma! 'get it!', rda! 'spear it!' 
etc.
The root ka 'take' can occur alone as the Minimal imperative form; however, a reduplicated 
version kaka! is also used. The irregular stem kuya is used in all Imperative forms of the 
verb djo 'scold' and djiya occurs as an irregular Minimal Imperative stem of the 
monosyllabic root dja 'drink, eat'.
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We turn now to the Irreal^ and non-Minimal Imperative forms of transitive monosyllabic 
verb roots, which generally employ the increments listed at Table 6.2.2. below. The 
increment occurs before the monosyllabic root and bears primary word stress.
TRANSITIVE ROOTS INTRANSITIVE ROOTS
PP FORM : INCREMENT
(where (0)=3M)
PP FORM : INCREMENT
2MIN(A) : dja
3 MIN(A) : ka 3 MIN(S) : ka
1/2 MIN(A) :
nga
UNTT-AUG(A) :
1/2 MIN(S) :
nga
UNTT-AUG(S) :
AUG(A) : *y AUG(S) : *y/rri
TABLE 6.2.2.b. M onosyllabic Verb Root Increments
Irrealis2 forms of transitive monosyllabic roots comply, on the whole, with the pronominal 
prefix (PP) formation rules given at Table 5.4.1.3.b. There is however one interesting 
variable in Minimal PP forms for transitive monosyllabic roots. The 1/2MIN(A) irrealis2 
prefix ki becomes y i for all transitive monosyllabic roots except ka 'take*. The PP yi is, 
incidentally, the corresponding realis prefix. It is not at all clear to me why this PP form 
should change, or why ka is not subject to the change. This must be accepted simply as an 
anomaly of transitive monosyllabic verb roots.
Other changes that occur to the monosyllabic root for irrealis2 and non-Minimal Imperative 
formation are that the root-final vowel becomes /a/ word-fmally (applicable to wu 'give* 
only) and that the consonant /dj/ in dja 'eat, drink’ lenites to /y/.
There are some additional points to note about the increments given in the table above. 
First, it is interesting that the 1/2 Minimal increment is treated as a non-singular component 
and is therefore included with the Unit-Augmented increments. This shows once again the 
inclusion of the singular/non-singular number distinction in verbs as well as the 
Minimal/non-Minimal distinction. Second, /*y/ occurs as the Augmented increment for 
transitive roots. This increment never occurs as /y/ on the surface, but merges with the final
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vowel /a/ of the PP. This creates a segment f\J on the surface and, as the increment, the /i/ 
bears the primary stress of the verb form. An example of this structure can be seen in 38(b) 
below, compared with the form of the disyllabic root rreddja 'cook' in 38 (a).
(38) a) Korla kabarreddja They didn't cook it.'
k o rla  k aba  + rred d ja  - 0
NEG 3AUG(A) +cook -IRR2
3MIN(0)
ir r 2
b) Korla kabima They didn't pick it up'
korla  kab( ) +i -m a - 0
NEG 3AUG(A) +INCR -pick -IRR2
3MIN(0) up
i r r 2
Table 6.2.2. also shows that a verb-complex with 1 MIN (A) prefix does not require a root 
increm ent In six of the seven transitive monosyllabic roots where the pronominal prefix 
(PP) codes 1M(A)+3M(0) = nga, there is no increment (The monosyllabic root djo ’scold’ 
uses the irregular disyllabic stem kuya for all irrealis forms (see (v) below).) In these 
irrealis2 forms there is, however, an important extension o f the primary stress assignment 
rule. Without a verb increment, a disyllabic construction results: PP+ROOT ([nga+CV]). 
In these structures alone prim ary stress shifts from the verb root to the PP 
nga . This gives the following disyllabic verb constructions:
i) ngdna 1 didn’t/won't see it.'
ii) ngdwa 'I didn't/won't give it to him.'
iii) ngdrda T didn’t/won't spear i t '
iv) ngdma 1 didn't/won't pick it up.'
V ) (ngakkuya 'I didn't/won't scold him.')
vi) ngdka 'I didn't/won't take i t ’
vii) ngdya T didn’t/won't eat i t '
The Irrealis2 and Imperative forms for the transitive monosyllabic roots are tabled below:
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i) na 'see'
(IRREALIS2 VERB-COMPLEX FORMS where (O) = 3MIN non-fem)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngana 1 nginangana
If ngingana
1 ngibina
2 kayddjana 2 nunangana
2f nuyngana
2 nubina
3 kakkana 3 kabanangana 3 kabina
3f kakkana 3f kabingana
1/2 yingana 1/2 ngunangana 
l/2f nguyngana
1/2 ngubina
(Where (O) = 3 MIN fern: 3M form is kina, ka —*ki in 3UA, 3AUGforms.
IMPERATIVE na 'see'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
n a n-f banangana
fem bingana
babina
ii) wu 'give'
(IRREALIS2 VERB-COMPLEX FORMS where (O) = 3MIN non-fem)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngawa 1 nginangawa
If ngingawa
1 ngibiwa
2 kayddjawa 2 nunangawa
2f nuyngawa
2 nubiwa
3 kakkawa
3f kakkawa
3 kabanangawa
3f kabingawa
3 kabiwa
1/2 yingawa 1/2 ngunangawa
l/2f nguyngawa
1/2 ngubiwa
(Where (O) = 3 MIN fern: 3M form is klwa, ka—>ki in 3UA, 3AUG forms)
IMPERATIVE wu 'give
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
wu n-f banangawa
fem bingawa
babiwa
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iii) rda ’pierce, spear'
(IRREALIS2 VERB-COMPLEX FORMS where (O) = 3MIN non-fern)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngarda
2 kayddjarda
3 kakkarda
3f kakkarda
1/2 yingarda
1 nginangarda
If ngingarda
2 nunangarda
2f nuyngarda
3 kabanangarda
3f kabingarda
1/2 ngunangarda
l/2f nguyngarda
1 ngibirda
2 nubirda
3 kabirda 
1/2 ngubirda
(Where (O) = 3 MIN fem: 31 
IMPERATIVE rda '
M form is kirda, ka —»la in 3UA, 3A 
pierce, spear'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
rda n-f banangarda
fem bingarda
babirda
iv) ma 'pick up, get'
(IRREALIS2 VERB-COMPLEX FORMS where (O) = 3MIN non-fern)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngama 1 nginangama
If ngingama
1 ngibima
2 kayddjama 2 nunangama
2f nuyngama
2 nubima
3 kakkama
3f kakkama
3 kabanangama
3f kabingama
3 kabima
1/2 yingama 1/2 ngunangama 
l/2f nguyngama
1/2 ngubima
(Where (O) = 3 MIN fern: 3M form is klma, k a -^k i  in 3UA, 3AUG forms)
IMPERATIVE ma 'pick up, get'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
ma n-f banangama
fem bingama
babima
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v) djo 'scold, swear at*
(IRREALIS2 VERB-COMPLEX FORMS where (O) = 3MIN non-fem)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngakkuya 1 nginakkuya
If ngikkuya
1 ngibakkuya
2 kaykkuya 2 nunakkuya
2f nuykkuya
2 nubakkuya
3 kakkuya 3 kabanakkuya 3 kabakkuya
3f kakkuya 3f kabikkuya
1/2 kikkuya 1/2 ngunakkuya
l/2f nguykkuya
1/2 ngubika
(Where (O) = 3 MIN fern: ka->ldin 3MIN, 3UA, 3AUG forms)
IM PERATIVE djo ’scold, swear at'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
kuya n-f banakkuya
fem bikkuya
babakkuya
vi) ka 'take, carry  (in hand)'
(IRREALIS2 VERB-COMPLEX FORMS where (O) = 3MIN non-fem)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngaka 1 nginangaka
If ngingaka
1 ngibika
2 kayddjaka 2 nunangaka
2f nuyngaka
2 nubika
3 kakkaka 3 kabanangaka 3 kabika
3f kakkaka 3f kabingaka
1/2 kingaka 1/2 ngunangaka
l/2f nguyngaka
1/2 ngubika
(Where (O) = 3 MIN fern: 3M form is k(ka, ka —» ki in 3UA, 3AUG forms)
IMPERATIVE ka 'take, carry (in hand)’
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
ka / kaka n-f banangaka
fem bingaka
babika
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vii) dja 'ea t, d rink '
(IRREALIS2 VERB-COMPLEX FORMS where (O) = 3MIN non-fern)
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngaya 1 nginangaya
If ngingaya
1 ngibiya
2 kayddjaya 2 nunangaya
2f nuyngaya
2 nubiya
3 kakkaya 3 kabanangaya 3 kabiya
3f kakkaya 3f kabingaya
1/2 yingaya 1/2 ngunangaya 
l/2f nguyngaya
1/2 ngubiya
(Where (O) = 3 MIN fern: 3M form is ktya, ka —>ki in 3UA, 3AUG forms)
IMPERATIVE dja 'eat, drink'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
djiya n-f banangaya
fem bingaya
babiya
6.2.3. Intransitive Monosyllabic Roots and Increments. 
There are five monosyllabic intransitive verbs in Nakkara:
xiii) yu 'lie, sleep'
ix) ni(n) 'sit', stay'
X ) dji/a 'stand'
xi) ya 'go, move'
xii) (y)ba 'go, walk'
Increments occurr with most of these verbs in irrealis2 and non-Minimal Imperative verb 
forms. For x) dji/a 'stand' however the irregular C/T stem kakaya is used in irrealis2 and 
all Imperative forms instead of the monosyllabic root. For xi) ya 'go, move' an irregular 
stem wornba is used for all Irrealis2 and Imperative forms. For xii) (y)ba 'go', increments 
are used in realis and irrealisi verb forms as well as irrealis2 and Imperative forms. The 
increments used with intransitive monosyllabic roots are retabled below:
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PP FORM : INCREMENT
3 MIN(S) : ka
1/2 MIN(S) : nga
UNIT-AUG(S) :
AUG(S) : *y/rri
TABLE 6.2.3. Intransitive Monosyllabic Verb Root Increments 
xiii) yu  'lie, sleep'
When a monosyllabic root occurs word-finally in words of two or more syllables the final 
vowel always occurs as /a/; therefore yu becomes ya in Irrealis2 and non-Minimal 
Imperative forms. For intransitve monosyllabic roots the 1M(S), 2M(S) and 3Mf(S) forms 
have no increment, but stress shifts to the final syllable of the pronominal prefix /nga-/, 
/nganja-l and /&-/, respectively. The Augmented increment for yu 'lie, sleep’ is lrri-1. The 
irrealis2 and non-Minimal Imperative forms follow:
(IRREALIS2 FORMS) yu 'lie, sleep'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngaya 1 nginangaya
If ngiimgaya
1 ngirrbarriya
2 nganjaya 2 nunangaya
2f nurmgaya
2 nurrbamya
3 kakkaya 3 kabanangaya 3 karrbarriya
3f kiya 3f kabarmgaya
1/2 karmgaya 1/2 ngunangaya 
l/2f ngurmgaya
1/2 ngurrbamya
IMPERATIVE FORMS yu 'lie, sleep'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
yu n-f banangaya
fem barmgaya
barrbarriya
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ii) n i(n )  's it, s tay '
The final Ini in parentheses for this monosyllabic root is required for affirmative verb forms 
only. In Irrealis and Imperative forms the simple root ni is used. Nevertheless, when 
occurring word-finally ni becomes na, as in the forms below. TheMinimal Imperative form 
niya  is irregular. The Augmented increment for ni is l*yl which, as with transitive 
monosyllabic roots, merges with the final vowel of the pronominal prefix, surfaces as HI 
and carries the primary stress. (For example: 1AUG: ngirrba+*y-na- —> ngirrb0+i-na)
( IR R E A L IS 2 FORM S) n i(n )  'sit, stay '
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngana 1 nginangana
If  ngirmgana
1 ngirrbarrina
2 nganjana 2 nunangana
2f nurmgana
2 nurrbarrina
3 kakkana
3f kina
3 kabanangana
3f kabarmgana
3 karrbarrina
1/2 karmgana 1/2 ngunangana
l/2f ngurmgana
1/2 ngurrbarrina
IM PERA TIV E
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
niya n-f banangana
fem barmgana
barrbina
iii) dji/a 's ta n d '
As mentioned above the irrealis2 and Imperative forms of dji/a use the irregular C/T stem 
kakaya rather than the monosyllabic root with increments. This irregularity is tabled below:
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(IR R E A L IS2 FORMS) dji/a 'stand*
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngakkakaya 1 nginakkakaya
If ngirrkkakaya
1 ngirrbakkakaya
2 nganjakkakaya 2 nunakkakaya
2f nurrkkakaya
2 nurrbakkakaya
3 kakkakaya 3 kabanakkakaya 3 karrbakkakaya
3f kikkakaya 3f kabarrkkakaya
1/2 karrkkakaya 1/2 ngunakkakaya
l/2f ngurrkkakaya
1/2 ngurrbakkakaya
IMPERATIVE
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
kakaya n-f banakkakaya
fern barrkkakaya
barrbakkakaya
iv) ya 'go, move'
This monosyllabic root is unusual in that all the realis and irrealisi forms have a 
monosyllabic orientation affix ( lna-1 'towards speaker' or lrda-1 'away from speaker') 
prefixed to the root. This affix is used in much the same way as a root increment in that it 
occurs immediately preceeding the root, is obligatory and receives primary stress when no 
tense suffix is present. These realis and irrealisi forms are detailed in 5.1.1. The irrealis2 
and Imperative forms also require the presence of na- 'towards speaker' or rda- 'away from 
speaker’ preceeding the irregular stem wornba 'go, move' (IRR2, IMPV stem). The 
compound stem is therefore either nawortiba or rdawornba. Pronominal prefix forms are 
nevertheless quite regular and no additional increments are used in forming irrealis2 and 
Imperative forms with this irregular stem. In the sample following the na- affix is used, but 
can be substitutedwith rda- when alternative orientation is required. (Vowel /a/ deletion 
occurs in all non-feminine Unit-Augmented forms with inclusion of na-. The affix rda- 
does not trigger this process.)
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(IR R E A L IS 2 FORMS) na-ya ’go, move*
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 nganawomba
2 nganj anawornba
3 kanawomba 
3f kinawomba 
1/2 karmawomba
1 nginnawomba
If ngirmawomba
2 nunnawomba
2f nurmawomba
3 kabannawomba
3f kabaimawomba
1/2 ngunnawomba
l/2f ngurmawomba
1 ngirrb anawornba
2 nurrbanawomba
3 karrbanawomba 
1/2 ngurrbanawomba
IMPERATIVE na-ya *go, move*
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
nganawomba n-f bannawomba
fern barmawomba
baiTbanawornba
xii) (y)ba 'go'
This is the most irregular of all verbs in Nakkara. Like some other intransitive verbs (ya 
'go* and dja/i ’stand’, and also the transitive root djo ’scold') the verb(y)ba uses an 
irregular stem, in this case buba, for all irrealis2 and Imperative forms, and none of the 
standard intransitive increments, as below:
IMPERATIVE (y)ba ’go*
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
buba n-f banabbuba
fern barrbbuba
barrbbuba
Increments are however used in the iealis and irrealisi forms of this verb, as tabled below. 
The presence of the palatal segment in the root (y)ba in iealis and irrealisi stems affects the 
quality of the final vowel I a! of the increment or, where no increment, the pronominal 
prefix. Palatal Adjustment Rules M-15 and M-16 apply and the lyf in (y)ba (which can be
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represented here as l*yf) merges with final vowel /a/ of the prefix or increment and surfaces 
as lei, taking primary stress.
(For example:
1/2MIN(S) REALIS: rra+nga-*yba-(na) —» rra+ng£-ba-(na))
If the final vowel of the prefix or increment is ///, l*yl merges and the segments surface as 
HI, taking primary stress.
(For example:
1AUG(S) REALIS: ngirrba+rri-*yba-(na) —» ngirrba+ni-ba-(na).)
INCREMENTS (y)ba ’go’
REALIS IRREALIS i
MIN 1
2 0
3
1/2 nga dja
U-A nga
AUG rri
The realis and irrealisi forms of (y)ba are tabled below:
(REALIS FORMS) (y)ba ’go1
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngeba(na)
2 njeba(na)
3 keba(na)
3f kiba(na)
1/2 rrangeba(na)
1 nginangeba(na)
If ngiimgeba(na)
2 nunangeba(na)
2f nurmgeba(na)
3 kabanangeba(na)
3f kabaimgeba(na)
1/2 ngunangeba(na)
l/2f ngurmgeba(na)
1 ngirrbarriba(na)
2 nurrbarriba(na)
3 karrbarriba(na) 
1/2 ngurrbarriba(na)
Notice that in the 3 MIN (S) form keba(na) an underlying prefix ka has surfaced as ke. 
This prefix form is not used in realis forms for other verbs in Nakkara, only in irrealis2
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forms. In neighbouring Ndjdbbana, however, ka is the regular 3 MIN (A) and 3 MIN (S) 
prefix.
(IRREA LIS 1 FORMS) (y)ba ’go'
MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngayddjeba(ma)
2 ndjeddjeba(ma)
3 yaddjeba(ma)
3f kiddjeba(ma) 
1/2 rriddjeba(ma)
1 nginndiddjeba(ma)
If ngirriddj eba(ma)
2 nundiddjeba(ma)
2f nurriddjeba(ma)
3 bandiddjeba(ma)
3f barriddjeba(ma)
1/2 ngundiddjeba(ma)
l/2f ngurriddjeba(ma)
1 ngmbiddjeba(ma)
2 nurrbiddjeba(ma)
3 rrbiddjeba(ma)
1/2 ngurrbiddjeba(ma)
6.3. Orientation Affixes
An orientation affix specifies the goal of motion of an action. That is, motion orientation 
with respect to the speaker or to a location identified by the speaker. This affix is an 
optional component of the verb-complex, except when with the monosyllabic root ya 'go', 
where it is obligatory (see 6.1.2. above). An orientation affix occurs as a component of the 
verb stem immediately preceding the root and following the pronominal prefix and irrealisi 
affix.
There are two orientation affixes na- and rda-. They occur most commonly with intransitive 
verbs of motion, where there is a single core participant (S). Transitive verbs can occur 
with orientation affixes (see below), in which case the action or motion of the subject 
participant (A) is in focus.
The affix na- indicates that the motion of participant (S) or (A) is directed towards the 
speaker or the location of the speaker. In text na- can also indicate motion towards a 
location-in-focus indicated by the speaker, which need not be the here and now of the 
speech act Thus, na- indicates motion towards here (where I am), or towards (herel this 
place (I speak of).
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The affix rda-y on the other hand, indicates that the subject participant’s motion is directed 
awav from here (where I am) or awav from this place (I speak of).
The affix na- is the more specific of the two orientation specifiers. Like demonstrative 
forms nguya(bba) 'here' and +kara 'this one here' the locational aspect of na- is specific 
because of reference to a specific entity, namely the speaker. The non-specific locational 
nature of 'there' (not near speaker) is lexicalized in Nakkara, where four different 
demonstratives stems can answer the question "But where there?" (see 3.3.3.). Similarly, 
direction of motion away from the speaker, coded by rda-y provides less specific 
information about the location of the referent This generality of reference leads, oddly 
enough, to restrictions on the occurrence of the affix rda- (outlined below). NPs outside the 
verb-complex can always be used to clarify a goal of motion or location of participants. 
With intransitive verbs of motion the participant (S) is always the source of a motion 
action. Some motion verbs are atelic in the sense that there is potential for the action to be 
on-going; the goal need not be specified explicitly, as with verbs like:
ya 'go, move, go along'
(y)ba 'go, walk, go about'
kawaya 'run'
karama 'get up and/in order to move'
With other verbs of motion there is a supposed end-point or goal somewhere in the 
meaning of the verb, so they could be termed telic.:
djoma
djorlbbarriya
kardabiya
wala
'return'
'jump'
'go down', 'go coastward' 
'go up', 'go inland’
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With both these types of motion verb there is potential for specification of the goal of the 
action. This potential is fulfilled by the orientation affixes na- and rda-, as the examples 
below show:
(40) Kinakkardabiyana 'She came down (here! towards m e ) '
ki - n a  + kk ard ab iy a  -na
3Mf - here + go down -PC/T
(S)
(41) Ngirrbardakkardabiya W e all went down there.'
n g irrb a  -rd a  + kkardab iya  - 0  
1AUG(S) -there + go down -CfT
(42) Ngandjomanga 7 came haddreturned ((to) here).'
n g a  -n  + d d jo rn a  -nga
1M(S) -here +retum -C/T
(43) Rrbanderrabakana They moved toward me!this way.'
rrb a  -n  + d e rrab ak a  -n a  
3AUG(S)-here + move -PC/T
Notice application of Rules M-16 and P-2 in examples (42) and (43) (see 2.6.3. and 2.6.2. 
respectively). The vowel lal in na- is deleted before Idjl and /(r)dJ (Rule M-16). Then in
(43) retroflexion of the root-initial consonant is lost following a nasal (Rule P-2).
In fact, goal o f motion indicated by rda- does not occur before verbs with initial consonants 
Idjl and l(r)dl (see (44) and (45) below). This lack of distinction between certain verbs with 
and without rda- points again to the comparative generality of this affix as a locational 
specifier.
(44) a) Ngaddjomanga 'I went back!returned ((to) there).'
n g a  + d d jo rn a  -nga  
1M(S) + return -C/T
b) *N gardaddjomanga
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(45) a) Rrbardderrabakana They moved (away)'
rrba +rdderrabaka -na
3AUG(S)+move -PC/T
b) *Rrbardaidderrabakana
Additional morphophonemic contraction of orientation affixes occurs with the irregular 
monosyllabic verb (y)ba 'go*. When this root is preceded by lal, as it is with a preceding 
orientation affix, the lyl of the root merges with this vowel and the root surfaces as ebay as 
in the examples following1 . Consequently, the consonant of the orientation affix initiates 
the syllable which bears primary stress. If this consonant is a stop (as with rda-) this is then 
subject to application of the stop lengthening rule (P-2) as described in 2.6.2.
(46) Kirddebana 'She went there'
ki +rdd -eba -na
3Mf(S)+there -go -PC/T
(47) Nganeba 7 came here'
nga + n -eba - 0  
lM (S)+here -go -C/T
Directional specifiers occur with intransitive verbs other than verbs of motion. They do, 
nevertheless, occur less frequently in text and their interpretation is often less 
straightforward.
The three stative/existential verbs ni(n) ’sit, stay’, ’be’, yu ’lie’, ’be* and dji/a ’stand’, ’be* 
each occur with the specifier na-y but not with rda-. It is not entirely clear to me why this 
should be so. However, I suspect that the generality of the information provided by rda- 
means that its presence has little semantic value for locational reference. Examples of these 
verbs specified with na- follow:
1 This combination o f orientation affix with the verb (y)ba 'go' is used relatively infrequently. It is more
usual to find orientation affixes with the verb ya 'go along’.
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(48) Rrbanayeka rrbananinda. They came here to stay/
rrba -na +ye -ka rrba -na +nin -da
3AUG(S) -here +go -C/T 3AUG(S) -here +sit, -OT
stay
(49) Y anakkomakkordda yanayunja Mardbalkkawa.
0  -ya +kkoma-kkordda - 0  0  -ya +yu -nja
3M(S) -IRRi + go across -C/T 3M(S)-IRRi +lie, be -FUT
Mardbalk + kawa 
Goulbum Is + ABL
71 will cross over here from Goulburn Island and stay/
(50) Kana kinina, kardangabba djabba kana nakkakaya nkara.
kana ki +ni -na , kardangabba djabba kana
there 3Mf(S) +sit -PC/T that. there( 1/2) like there
0  -na +kkakaya n +kara
3M(S) -here +standC/T 3M(ATRB) +this.here
She stayed there, at a distance like from there to here away.
An interesting use of the orientation affix na- often occurs when describing a conversation 
by two-way radio, with the intransitive verb waka 'speak', as in the following:
(51) Rrbanawaka rrbanina. They were talking this way/
rrba -na +waka - 0  rrba +ni -na
3AUG(S) -here +speak -C/T 3AUG(S) +sit, be -PC/T
The orientation affixes also occur in text with transitive verbs. Transitive verbs with 
orientation affixes usually occur in serial verb constructions with a verb of motion, in 
which case the presence of the orientation affixes is like locational concord within the verb 
string, as in the following example:
(52) Namewaya ngibanakkaya ngirrbanayeka.
namewaya ngiba -na +kka -ya ngirrba -na +ye -ka
throw net 1AUG(A) -here +take -PC/T 1AUG(S) -here +move -PC/T
3M(0)
*We brought the net back here/
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Transitive verbs with goal specification can however occur in single verb constructions. 
What is most interesting about these forms is that the orientation affixes create a motion 
verb with goal orientation from the transitive verb. Thus transitive verbs like 'pick up', 
'get', 'take' can occur as motion verbs with an encoded locational goal or end-point 
without the support of an independent verb of motion. The transitivity of the verb does not 
change. Consider in this light the following example:
(53) Mararraddja kinana djina, nkana kirdamangaya.
mararraddja ki -0  +na -na 0  +dji -na ,
promised wife 3Mf(0) -3M(A) +see -PC/T 3M(S) +stand -PC/T
n +kana ki -0  -rda +ma -ngaya
3M +there 3Mf(0) -3M(A) -there +get -PC/T
‘He stood there watching his promise, then he went over there and got her'
In example (53) above the motion involved with 'going and getting' is not coded with a 
verb of motion per se. The orientation affix rda- (along with the adverb nkana 'there') 
codes the (goal-directed) motion of the subject participant Even when elicited in isolation, 
transitive verbs with orientation affixes are translated or used as activities performed while 
in motion, such as:
(54) Nginardabbarangiya 'We were eating on the way there.'
ngina -rda +bbara -ngiya 
lAUG(A)-there -feat -PC/T 
3M(0)
(55) Yanaddjarra, ya. You drank it on the way here?'
ya -na +ddja -rra , ya
2M(A) -here +drink, -PC/T QUE
3M(0) eat
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6.4. The Reflexive and Reciprocal Affixes
The principal function of the affixes -ya- and -ndjiya- is to derive intransitive verb stems. 
This derivational process is used almost exclusively to produce Reflexive and Reciprocal 
verb stems. The affix follows a verb root and precedes the tense/conjugation inflection. The 
resulting intransitive verb stem is then preceded by an intransitive pronominal prefix and 
always takes tense inflections from conjugation L
In discussion following I establish "standard" functions for each derivational affix:- 
-ya- usually derives a Reflexive verb stem;
-ndjiya- usually derives a Reciprocal verb stem.
Nevertheless, the function and distribution of -ya- and -ndjiya- overlap to some extent as 
the following discussion shows. Typical examples of the derivational process triggered by 
-ya- and -ndjiya- follow:
(56) a)
b)
c)
Morphophonemic changes usually occur within the verb stem because of secondary stress 
placement in the vicinity of palatal segments. The affix -ndjiya- surfaces in some verb 
forms in its underlying form -ndjaya-. However, these cases are not common and I have 
chosen the usual surface form -ndjiya- as citation form. The same mle that derives -ndjiya- 
from -ndjaya- also changes the final vowel of the verb root to lil before the affixes -ya- or - 
ndjiya- (if the syllable receives secondary stress) as in (56b) above and in example (57c) 
following. (See 2.6.3.2. Rule M- 15 for details of this morphophonemic process.) Other 
morphophonemic changes to the verb stem are discussed in 6.4.1. below.
Yibborabana We paint him’
yi +bboraba -na
1/2M(A) +paint -C/T 
3M(0)
Rrabborabiya 'We paint ourselves'
rra +bborabi -ya - 0
1/2M(S) +paint -REFLX -C/T
Rrabborabandjiya 'We paint each other'
rra +bboraba -ndjiya - 0  
l/2M(S)+paint -RECIP -C/T
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(57) a) Yakkorrabana You scratched it'
ya +kkorraba -na
2M(A) +scratch -PC/T 
3M(0)
b) Nj akkoiTabay ana You scratched yourself
nja +kkorraba -ya
2M(S) +scratch -REFLX
-na
-PC/T
c) Nunakkorrabindjiyana You (two) scratched each other'
nuna +kkorrabi -ndjiya -na
2UA(S) +scratch -RECEP -PC/T
Text and elicitation have provided derivational information for about two-thirds of the 
collected Nakkara verbs. Just over half of this number can occur with a derivational affix 
-ndjiya- and/  or -ya-. The distribution and function of -ndjiya- and -ya- are tabled below.
Information from Table 6.4. suggests that in terms of percentage, the standard function of 
-ya- is to derive a Reflexive verb stem and the standard function of -ndjiya- is to derive a 
Reciprocal verb stem. Only 6% of the data (ten items) go against the standard function (2b, 
2c, 3a, 3b) and six of these ten items do not fully contradict the standard but comply only 
partially with it (2b and 3a).
All categories mentioned in Table 6.4.are exemplified in (58) to (66) below with discussion 
where necessary. Examples of Category la) are exemplified in (56) and (57) above and not 
repeated below.
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VERB ROOTS
1 a)
Reflexive
STANDARD
and -ndjiya- as Reciprocal)
44% of TOTAL 
(TAKE -ya- as
b) Extended Standard 
(Choice of -ya- or -ndjiya- 
optional for Reflexive form)
(5% of TOTAL) 
24% of la)
2 Take -ndjiya- only 40%of TOTAL
a) -ndjiya- provides 
RECIP meaning
82% of 2
b) -ndjiya- provides both 
RECIP and REFLX meaning
12% of 2
c) -ndjiya- provides 
REFLX meaning only
6% of 2
3 Take -ya- only 16% of TOTAL
a) -ya- provides both 
REFLX and RECIP meaning
22% of 3
b) -ya- provides 
RECIP meaning
22% of 3
c) -ya- provides 
REFLX meaning
22% of 3
d) -ya- provides 
Semantic Extension
34% of 3
TABLE 6.4. Distribution and Function of -ya- and -ndjiya
[Category lb ) : Extended standard: Choice of -ya- or -ndjiya- optional for Reflexive form]
(58) a) Ngabburdayana 7 hit myself
nga +bburda -ya -na
1M(S) +hit -REFLX -PC/T
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b) Ngabburdandjiyana 7 hit m yself
nga +bburda -ndjiya -na 
1M(S) +hit -REFLX -PC/T
c) Banbburdandjiyana They hit themselves!each other'
barr 4-bburda -ndjiya -na
3UAf(S) 4-hit -REFLX/RECEP -PC/T
Reflexive and Reciprocal verbs can be distinguished outside of the verb-complex. A 
Reflexive particle walengken can follow the verb-complex and specifies a Reflexive 
meaning. A Reciprocal meaning can be specified by using an Oblique pronoun following 
the verb which is equivalent in person, number and gender to the intransitive subject (S) in 
the verb- complex. These distinctions are exemplified in (59) below :
(59) a) Barrbburdayana They hit themselves'
(as when in mourning)
barr +bburda -ya -na
3UAf(S) +hit -REFLX -PC/T
b) Banbburdandjiyana walengken. They hit themselves'
barr +bburda -ndjiya -na walengken
3UAf(S) +hit -REFLX -PC/T REFLX
c) Banbburdandjiyana bangiyakawa They hit each other'
barr +bburda -ndjiya -na bangiyakawa
3UAf(S) 4-hit -RECIP -POT 3UAf OBLIQUE (RECIP)
[Category 2 : Verb Roots which take -ndjiya- only 
Category 2 a ) : -ndjiya- provides Reciprocal meaning]
(60) a) Banakkulakkiya They woke him'
bana +kkulakki -ya
3UA(A) +wake s’one -PC/T 
3M(0) (tr)
b) Banakkulakkindjiyana They woke each other'
bana 4kkulakki -ndjiya  -na
3UA(S) -fwake s’one -RECIP -PC/T
[Category 2b): -ndjiya- provides Reciprocal and Reflexive meaning]
(61) a) Yarrobarrabana You looked after him'
ya +rrobarraba -na 
2M(A) +look after -PC/T 
3M (0) s’one (tr)
b) Rrarrobarrabandjiyana (walengken)
rra +rrobarraba -ndjiya -na (walengken)
1/2M(S) +look after s'one -REFLX -PC/T REFLX
'We looked after ourselves'
c) Rrarrobarrabandjiyana ngarrawa 'We looked after e'o'
rra +rrobarraba -ndjiya -na (ngarrawa)
1/2M (S)+look after s’one -REFLX -PC/T 1/2M OBLQ (RECIP)
[Category 2 c ): -ndjiya- provides Reflexive meaning only]
(62) a) Ngaybbobanja 'I'll blow on him'
nga -y  +bbobanja - 0  
1M(A) -IRRi +blow on -FUT 
3M(0)
b) Ngaybbobandjiya 'I'll blow on m yself
nga -y  +bboba -ndjiya - 0  
1M(S) -IRRi +blow on -REFLX -FUT
Syllable deletion has occurred in (62) above: Injal has been deleted with addition of 
-ndjiya-. This and other morphophonemic changes to a derived stem are discussed below in 
6.4.1.
[Category 3 : Verb Roots which take -ya- only]
[Category 3a) :-ya- provides both Reflexive and Reciprocal meaning]
(63) a) Yaddjamarda You washed him'
ya +ddjama -rda 
2M(A) +wash -PC/T 
3M(0)
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b) Ngirrddjamayana (walengken) 'We washed ourselves'
ngirr +ddjama -ya  -na (w alengken)
lUAf(S) +wash -REFLX -PC/T REFLX
c) Ngirrddjamayana (ngangiyakawa) 'We washed each other'
ngirr +ddjama -ya  -na (ngangiyakaw a)
lUAf(S) +wash -REFLX -PC/T lUAfOBLQ (RECIP)
[Category 3b ): -ya- provides Reciprocal meaning]
(64) a) Kurbarra bimengbana They were faithful to him
kurbarra bi +m engba -na
eye 3UAf(A) +be faithful -PC/T
3M(0)
b) Kurbarra barrmengbayana
kurbarra barr +m engba -ya -na
eye 3UAf(S) +be faithful -RECIP -POT
They were faithful to each other'
(N.B. The preposed nominal kurbarra ’eye’ is an obligatory component of this compound 
verb kurbarra mengba ’be faithful to*.
[Category 3 c ): -ya- provides Reflexive meaning]
(65) a) Bamyangiya 'She put it down'
0  +barnya -ngiya
3Mf(A) +put s’th -PC/T
3M(0) down
b) Kibbamyayana 'She la\i.(herself) down'
ki +bbarnya -ya  -na 
3Mf(S) +put down -REFLX -PC/T
(=Ut: "She put herself down")
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[Category 3d): -ya- provides Semantic Extension]
(66) a) Ngangorrmakorddanga 7 cut it in half!crosswise'
nga +ngorrmakordda -nga
1M(A) +cut crosswise -C/T
3M(0)
b) Ngangorrmakorddaya (ngalorrawiya)
nga +ngorrmakordda -ya - 0  (nga +Iorrawiya -0 )
1M(S) +cut crosswise -REFLX -C/T 1M(S) +be hungry -C/T
Tm starving hungry'
(=üt: I cut myself crosswise/ I'm cut in haf (I'm (so) hungry))
Other semantic extensions resulting from addition of the detransitivising affixes -ya- and 
-ndjiya- are listed at the end of this section.
6 .4 .1 .  Reflexive and Reciprocal Affixes with Intransitive Roots 
(and other Morphophonemic changes to Verb Stems)
It is normal in Australian languages for Reflexive and Reciprocal affixes to derive
intransitive stems from transitive roots only (see Dixon 1980:433). In Nakkara I have
found some exceptions to this: 8% of intransitive roots, thirteen items. In all but one of
these examples the affix -ndjiya- derives a Reciprocal or "extended" Reciprocal verb (see
discussion below). One intransitive root only takes -ya- .
Normally when a Reciprocal meaning is required of an intransitive verb the Oblique 
pronoun is used as a Reciprocal pronoun, as exemplified in (59) above. The dozen or so 
verbs discovered so far that can take the Reciprocal affix are unusual in this respect. The 
form of most of these intransitive verb roots triggers morphophonemic changes to the stem. 
Ten of the twelve verbs have a final palatal syllable, which is characteristic of many 
intransitive roots. The proximity of this syllable to the derivational affix -ndjiya-, which is 
also palatal, triggers deletion of the final syllable of the root This deletion can occur with 
transitive roots, although it is unusual for a transitive root to have a root-final palatal 
syllable. Nonetheless, the transitive root morraya ’smell’ illustrates these changes clearly.
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(67) a) Nakkamana yamorraya The dog will smell it'
nakkamana ya +morraya - 0
dog 3M(A) +smell -FUT
3M(0)IRRi
b) Yamorrraya (walengken) 'He'll smell himself
ya +morra0 -ya - 0  (walengken) 
3M(S) +smell -REFLX -FUT REFLX 
IRRl
c) Rrbaymorrandjiya They'll smell each other'
rrba -y  +morra0 -ndjiya - 0  
3AUG(S) -IRRi +smell -RECIP -FUT
The same morphophonemic changes occur in the four intransitive verbs following. These 
verbs take -ndjiya- to give a standard Reciprocal meaning.
(68) a) Banabberayana They stopped!blocked it'
bana +bberaya -na 
3UA(S) +stop, block -PC/T
b) Banabberandjiyana They stopped!blocked each other'
bana +bbera -ndjiya -na 
3UA(S) +stop, block -RECIP -PC/T
(69) a) deddawiya (intr) 'lean on
b) deddawandjiya 'lean on each other'
(70) a) karrawaramiya forget about, neglect'
b) karrawaramandjiya forget about!neglect each other'
(71) a) kelaya
b) kelandjiya
'hear, understand'
'hear!understand each other'
The verb karama ’leave, get up and go’ does not have a root- final palatal syllable but is 
intransitive and can occur with the affix -ndjiya- to give a Reciprocal meaning as in (72) 
below.
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(72) a) Banakkaramarda They (got up and) left'
bana +kkarama -rda 
3UA(S) +leave -PC/T
b) Banakkaramindjiyana
bana +kkarami -ndjiya -na 
3UA(S) +leave -RECIP -PC/T
They (got up and) left each other'
Another morphophonemic change to the intransitive verb root occurs when the root-final 
syllable is Indjal and a Reciprocal affix is added. This change occurs in the two verbs 
exemplified below and is similar to the deletion of Injal in bobanja ’blow' in example (62) 
above. When the final syllable of a verb root is Indjal or Injal (and the root has three or 
more syllables) the final syllable is deleted with addition of the Reciprocal affix -ndjiya- .
(73) a) Nginamanbandjana 'We pulled it'
ngina +manbandja -na 
1UA(S) +pull -PC/T
b) Nginamanbandj iyana We pulled each other'
ngina +manba0 -ndjiya -na 
1UA(S) +pull -RECIP -PC/T
(74) a) djawandja 'share out, distribute'
b) djawandjiya 'share with each other, 
share out to each other'
An alternative interpretation of this deletion process is that the Reciprocal form is 
[ROOT+ ya] and there is no deletion. Although this is possible I have chosen the deletion 
alternative for two reasons. Firstly, use of the affix -ndjiya- (rather than -ya-) for a 
Reciprocal verb complies with the standard function of this affix. Secondly, there is already 
a precedent for deleting one o f two identical consecutive syllables (see 2.6.3.1. Ibal- 
Deletion Rule M-2 and 2.6.4. YM-1).
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The "extended" Reciprocal meanings referred to above are relevant for intransitive 
Reciprocal verbs that also have an Associative meaning. That is, rather than the action 
being something that two or more people 'do to each other', the Associative or Extended 
Reciprocal meaning suggests 'doing with each other, doing together*. Associative function 
can be expressed specifically in Nakkara by using either of the Associative particles 
barrkkarda  or baramaddjabba both meaning 'together1 (see 7.3.4.12. for details). The 
extended Reciprocal meaning is exemplified in three intranstive verbs as below:
(75) a) Nginaddiddjamiyana W e grew up I matured'
ngina +ddiddjamiya -na
1UA(S) +grow, mature -PC/T
b) Nginaddiddjamindjiyana W e grew up together'
ngina +ddiddjami -ndjiya -na 
1UA(S) +grow, mature -RECIP -PC/T
(76) a) kunawaramiya
b) kunawaramindjiya
*curl up'
'curl up together/with each other'
(77) a) wamakawaya
b) wamakawandjaya
'carry over shoulder, shoulder a load'
'carry over shoulder with each other, 
share the load together'
(Notice the vowel harmony in the derived form of warnakawaya. This is one of the few 
verbs that retain the underlying form of the Reciprocal affix -ndjiya- .)
Other semantic extensions:
6.5. The Inchoative Affix. /+miya/
An Inchoative verb meaning 'be/become X1 can be formed in Nakkara by addition of the 
affix l+miya/, to a nominal stem X. An Inchoative verb derived with l+miyal is always 
intransitive and always takes tense endings from conjugation I. Inchoative verbs therefore 
occur in the same conjugation as other derived verbs, these being the Reflexive and 
Reciprocal forms discussed in 6.4. above.
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In this section we look firstly at the types of nominal stem that occur with l+miya/, then at 
the variant form l+mayal. I then draw attention to the possibility that the monosyllabic verb 
ma 'get' is semantically linked with the Inchoative affix. A variant of the Inchoative affix 
occurs on some nominal forms as a Semblative affix meaning 'like' or 'similar to' and this 
is mentioned briefly. Lasdy, we look at some of the Inchoative verb forms in context and 
some interesting semantic extensions.
Several types of nominal stem can occur with +/miyaJ, although by far the most common is 
the Adjective nominal. The Inchoative affix occurs with nominals which take an Attributive 
prefix (see 4.5.1.),with an uninflected nominal, a nominal derived with lna+1 and a derived 
. nominal with a Characteristic prefix (see 4.5.3.). Some examples follow. Note that all 
inflectional and derivational morphology appending the nominal stem is dropped in the 
inchoative verb form:
(78) Nominal form takes Attributive prefix:
a) -diddja big, mature (of person)
b) diddjamya to grow, grow up, become mature
(79) Nominal form takes Attributive prefix:
a) -larrarlarra dry
b) larrarlarrmiya to dry out
(80) Uninflected nominal form:
a) landa smooth, calm (e.g. water)
b) landamiya to become calm,smooth
(81) Nominal form takes derivational prefix lna-1:
a) nawarraka clean, clear
b) warrakamiya to become clean, clear
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(82) Nominal form takes Characteristic prefix plus derivational prefix lna-1:
a) wunakkumbala blood
b) kumbalamiya to become red (like blood) (e.g.through dying)
An inchoative verb can take additional derivational morphology, when it occurs as a 
Reciprocal inchoative as in example (83), but note that the detransitiviser l+yal of l+miyal is 
deleted, apparently redundant in the presence of Reciprocal l+ndjiya/:
(83) a) Ngiyakabba kirddiddjamiyana 'she has matured'
ngiyakabba ki -rddiddja +miya -na
3Mf CARD (S) 3Mf - big, +INCH -PC/T
(S) mature
b) Bangiyakabba barrddiddjamindjiyana 'they have matured together'
bangiyakabba barr -ddiddja +m i0 +ndjiva -na
3UAf CARD (S) 3UAf - big, +INCH +RECIP -PC/T
(S) mature
As mentioned above, inchoative verbs are usually formed from nominal bases belonging to 
the adjective class in Nakkara.(see 3.3.2.) There are, however, a few exceptions where the 
nominal base is a noun, as in (82) above and in one isolated example, where the base is a 
temporal qualifier, as in (84).
(84) a) baraka night-time, darkness
b) barakamaya to become evening, darken
The variation of miya ~maya is interesting and highlights a possible semantic breakdown 
of this affix.Although there is no solid proof for a composite structure of miya , it seems 
plausible to suppose that the Inchoative affix consists of ma 'get' + ya 'INTR'. The Palatal 
Adjustment Rule M-15 (see 2.3.6.2.) has applied and [ma —> mi]. The /+yaJ can be 
referred to as a detransitiviser TNTR’ because when an additional detransitivising affix 
occurs (e.g. the Reciprocal l+ndjiyal, (see (83) above)) the /-ya/ of l+miya/ is deleted.
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The monosyllabic root ma 'get'/CtakeV'have'/'hold') is found in many Australian 
languages, both Pama Nyungan and non-Pama Nyungan, (see Dixon (1980:383-435)) and 
also in some Papuan languages (Eather (1983:1)), (Foley (in press)). The semantic 
connection between 'getting' and 'becoming' is familiar in our use of the two verbs in 
English.as in the following pairs (85), and it is plausible that the correlation exists also in 
Australian languages:
(85) a) He gets tired. / He becomes tired.
b) As she got older. / As she became older.
It remains to be seen just how many Australian languages employ some form of the verb 
'get' in Inchoative constructions.We can cite at this point; Nunggubuyu (Heath (1984:396- 
397)) and Hughes and Healey (1971:55-56)), Burarra (Glasgow (pers.comm.)), 
Gunwinygu (Carroll (1976)), (Oates (1964:41,62)) and the Papuan language Alamblak 
(Bruce (1984:151)).
There are just three other clear examples of nominal+maya (rather than +miya) and only 
one of these is an inchoative verb (see (86). The other two are nominal forms and have a 
Semblative meaning, as in (87) and (88). Occurrence of maya as a semblative suffix is not 
productive, though there may be additional examples that I have not yet encountered. The 
other ways of forming semblative phrases in Nakkara are by using the particle djabba 'like' 
or -djiddjabbawabba 'exactly the same as' (see 7.2.3.1.) or -burdandjiya 'be same as' (=lit: 
hit+RECIP) (see 7.2.3.I.)
(86) a) ngunjngunja black
b) ngunjngunjamaya to become like "blackness" (itself)
(said of e.g.the night sky)
Note also:
c) ngunjngunjamiya to become dirty, blackened
(e.g. a billy-can)
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(87) a) kabbarraddja white clay
b) kabbarraddjamaya white ("like white clay") [Adjective nominal]
c) *kabbarraddjaramayana whitened (verb form withPC/T tense)
(88) a) murlakka hollow log
b) murlakkamaya cement pipe ("like hollow log")
Note also:
c) murlakkamiya to become hollow
As examples above show, there is usually no change to the nominal stem in the formation 
of an inchoative verb by +miya affixation, but this is not always the case. Where the final 
syllable of the nominal form is 1-yaJ, as in (89) and (90) below, changes in the stem occur:
(89) a) kin -kalangkaya wet (fem); she's wet
3Mf - wet 
ATRB
b) ki -kkalangkaO +miya -na she became wet
3Mf - wet +INCH -PC/T
(S)
(90) a) Meymeya njakkakaya yiwurlandjaya Your hair is curly.
meymeya nja -kkakaya yiwurlandjaya
hair 2M(S) -stand C/T curly
Possessive
b) Meymeya njakkakaya yiwuiiamindjayana Your hair has become curly.
meymeya nja -kkakaya
hair 2M Possessive
0  -yiwurla +mi +ndja0 +va -na
3M(S) -curly(-) +INCH(-) +(-)curly +(-)INCH -PC/T
The change from nominal to inchoative verb can also reveal some interesting semantic 
changes in usage of the forms.For example:
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(91) a) -bora 'juicy', 'ripe'
b) boramiya 'become ripe, juicy, ready to eat'
and also used meaning 'to heal':
c) Nmuya boramiyana kebana 'His wound has continued to heal.'
n -m uya 0  -bora +m iya -na ke -ba -na
3M - sore, 3M -?ripe +INCH -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T
ATRB hole (S) (S) CONTINASPECT
[= Lit: The holoof-him became-ripe it-wenf = ’fconiinuedtoiiperri
(92) a) -djirra 'poisonous','dangerous', "cheeky", 
'strong tasting!smellingXoi things); 
'dangerous', 'nasty','guilty'
(of person/animal)
b) djirramiya 'to become bitter etc (of things);
'to be in pain', 'be angry', 'growl' 
(of person/animal)
(93) a) -mimda 'dry', 'empty (of water)'
b) mimdamiya 'dry up', 'empty out' and always used 
to describe 'low tide' as in:
c) (kukka) yamimdamiya 'it will be low tide'
(kukka) ya -mirnda +m iya - 0
water 3M(S) -dry +INCH -FUT
IRRl
(94) a) -dadda 'strong'
b) daddamiya 1become strong'
c) kunara daddamiya 'warm oneself (up)\= belly become-strong]
(95) a) wunakkarrabardabardda 'white' 'it's white' (3M CHAR.ADJ)
b) karrabardabarddamiya 'he's a half-caste'  [he has become white]
A fascinating sequence of morphological processing occurs in some forms where, a 
nominal adjective is 'verbalised* by addition of the inchoative affix then 're-nominalised* 
by addition of the derivational nominalising prefix lna+1 whereupon an inflectional 
Characteristic prefix is added:
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(96) a) -murdamurdawarra 'crookedXNominal Adjective)
b) murdamurdawarramiya *to become crooked'QJ ab)
c) wunamurdamurdawarramiya 'one who walks with bent back' 
(Characteristic Nominal)
Because of the dozen or so monosyllabic verb roots in Nakkara and its agglutinative nature, 
it is always tempting to decompose long and apparently complex verb forms. Does every 
verb ending in the syllable ma have an underlying 'get' in its semantic structure? Do all 
verbs with ka (from the root 'take') involve ’take', or 'the hand' as instrument? The 
answer to both questions is of course no. Not all verbs can be decomposed in this way. 
Some verbs, however, seem to support the hypothesis. This subject will be dealt with more 
fully outside this thesis in subsequent papers on word-formation in Nakkara.
6.6. The Derivational Prefix /na/
The principal function of the derivational prefix /na+/ is to derive a nominal, usually a 
noun, either from other word classes or from other nominals. In section 4.5.3. this 
derivational prefix was discussed and exemplified in conjunction with the Characteristic 
prefix, where lna+1 derives a nominal from a verb, as in the following example:
(97) Wunakkelaya 'm anperson '
(=one who inderstards)
wu -na +kkelaya 
3M -DER +hear,
CHAR understand
In section 4.5.3.2., in relation to the occurrence of lna+1 with the Characteristic prefix, I 
have referred to nouns and adjectives occurring with lna+1 as Extended Nominals. 
Similarly, in section 3.3.3.3., Derived Demonstratives, and also in 4.7.3., the Ablative 
Suffix, the term is equally appropriate. One of the apparent functions of lna+1 is to 
"prepare" a nominal stem for additional morphological material. The Characteristic prefix 
can only occur with derived nominal forms; but not all derived nominals require a 
Characteristic prefix. When demonstratives code non-specific reference, the derivational
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prefix Ina+I (or the restricted dialectal variant lra+1) replaces the pronominal prefix 
inflections. When certain nominal forms occur with an Ablative suffix l+kkawal or with the 
suffix Ibbal (see 4.7.1. to 4.7.1.4.) the nominal stem must take Ina+I as well as the suffix 
morpheme.
It is not entirely clear to me why a nominal stem should be extended in this way, but it is 
clear that the extended nominal //uz+NOM.STEM/ is a more suitable construction for 
addition of certain types of inflectional and derivational morphology.
In addition to this function of Ina+I, whereby a nominal stem is extended and made ready 
for additional affixation, there are some words where Ina+I has derived a nominal from a 
verb, but no further affixation is required, as in nawaka 'language' from waka 'speak'; or 
naddjorama 'sickness' from djorama 'be sick', 'die'. Alternatively, the presence of Ina+I 
may indicate a semantic extension from one noun to another, as in the relation between 
nakkeyarda 'country' and keyarda 'home', 'camp'; or burrbba 'guts','intestines' and 
nabburrbba Vines'; kelama 'ear* and nakkelama 'fork', 'forked stick'; kuna 'buttocks' and 
nakkuna 'shit'; kernama 'outer thigh' and nakkernama 'bank of river*. But examples like 
these are not common, the extension is not productive and the semantic connection between 
the two is not always entirely clear, as in kendjarra 'chest' and nakkendjarra 'gift', 
'exchange item'. There are a great many nominals with a derivational prefix Ina+I, but it is 
more usual to find that the nominal stem has no (known) individual meaning, as in the 
following:
(98) a) nabbarrara 'paperbark’
na + b b arra ra
DER + ?
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b) nakkamda 'bream
na + kkarnda  
DER + ?
c) naddjola 'bird! (gen.)
na +ddjola
DER + ?
d) narddama 'Nut Tree' fTerminalia grandiflora]
na +rddama 
DER + ?
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CHAPTER 7
Form and Function of Minor W ord Classes
7.0. Overview
In this chapter we look beyond the morphology of verbs and nominals and consider the 
form and functions of other word classes in Nakkara. The principal aim of this chapter is to 
introduce the remaining pieces of the clausal framework that support and link the core 
operators and their actions to the entire sentential structure prior to the syntactic analysis of 
Chapter 8. These remaining structures are the spatio-temporal peripheral operators, the 
outer-core links between participant and action (adjuncts) and the particles, operators that 
link clauses to one another and trigger mood and modality variables within the clause. The 
minor word classes provide the vehicle for this discussion but additional information, such 
as time clauses and interrogative and indefinite formatives is included where necessary^ 
regardless of word class membership.
We look firstly in 7.1. at what are generally termed spatial and temporal qualifiers. 
Generally these qualifiers function on the periphery of clauses giving the locational and 
temporal settings for participants, for their actions, and to corresponding events, processes 
and activities. Although this is a satisfactory criterion for membership of this word-class, 
discussion and analysis of spatio-temporal qualifiers alone does not provide the full picture 
of the spatio-temporal framework in Nakkara.
I have also included in 7.1, particularly in the discussion of time qualifiers, many time 
phrases and time clauses. Time phrases comply with the functional requirements of the 
class of spatio-temporal qualifiers, but this is not strictly true of time clauses, which, 
cannot be peripheral operators within clause structure because they constitute full clausal 
structures themselves. They do, however, provide temporal setting and the fact that they 
function as a subordinate clause within a complex of linked clauses suggests a parallelism 
of scale. That is, peripheral operators within a simple clause are, in a sense, parallel to 
subordinate clauses within a complex clause (see 8.9.). The place of spatio-temporal
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clauses within this discussion is nevertheless assured and justified by the over-riding aim 
of the chapter outlined above.
In 7.2. we look at the set of Interrogative and Indefinite words in Nakkara. Although this 
section might have been placed within the context of sentence types in a syntax chapter, 
they are included at this point because many of them are locational and temporal in nature 
and therefore relate to the spatio-temporal coordinates introduced in 7.2.
Section 7.3. consists of discussion of Particles in Nakkara. We distinguish two particle 
types, clause-modifying (discussed in 7.3.1. to 7.3.3.) and predicate-modifying (discussed 
in 7.3.4. as Adjuncts). Clause-modifying particles include Connectives, which can serve as 
introductory as well as clause linking devices and Mood particles, which can affect the 
form of the verb-complex. Adjuncts occur as outer-core operators within a clause and 
supply information about the semantic links between participants (core operators) and their 
actions. These include what we traditionally call Adverbs of Manner as well as other 
adverbial-like forms.
7.1. Spatio-Temporal Qualifiers
The term 'spatio-temporal qualifier1 is used to refer to a class of word that operates clause- 
peripherally and provides information relevant to the spatial/locational or temporal 
coordinates of utterance. (Some locational qualifiers have adnominal function in addition to 
their peripheral adverbial function; both functions are discussed in this chapter.) There are 
no formal criteria for membership of this class and individual forms are said to belong 
solely on the basis of the abovementioned functional requirement. If formal distinctions 
were made within the class we would have to postulate a whole range of formal types in 
addition to the non-inflecting morphologically simple qualifiers that typify 'spatio-temporal 
qualifiers' and 'adverbials' in many languages. Accepting functional criteria instead allows 
discussion not only o f morphologically complex forms, but also spatio-temporal phrases 
which form an important part of peripheral clause structure.
The most important difference between the perception of spatio-temporal concepts in 
Nakkara and English is the virtual absence of measured units of time and space in Nakkara 
and the veritable network of these in English. Looking at spatial concepts firstly, there are
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no equivalents of ’foot', yard’, ’metre’, ’mile' and so on. Distance can be roughly defined 
with qualifiers of Spatial Parameter (see 7.1.1.2.) which include 'close up', 'long way' 
and 'middle distance' or can be "described" by a simile construction as in "like from X to 
Y", where X and Y are easily identifiable objects in the context of utterance (see example 
(184) in 7.3.3.1.). Some nominal deictics have inherent parameters of distance such as the 
demonstrative kana 'there' (within about 500 metres) or even the demonstrative pronouns 
that locate objects or entities relative to the place of speaker (and thereafter the addressee 
and others), but these do not constitute quantifiable units of space.
Time qualifiers are more easily quantifiable in that we can find approximations of 'day', 
'month' and 'year' and there are words for the seasons. In fact 'days', 'months' and 
'years' can occur with quantifiers (as exemplified in 7.1.2.2.) but are limited by the 
quantifiers themselves. Quantifiers in Nakkara are typical of Australian languages in 
general in that they consist of a small set of morphologically heterogeneous forms that are 
rough equivalents for 'one' to 'five', 'ten', 'part of and 'many' (see 8.3.).
The lack of quantifiers is more than compensated for by the richness of descriptive spatio- 
temporal qualifiers, phrases and clauses in Nakkara. In place of measured units of space 
we find an intricate set of locational deictics, strings of elaborately named locations, 
minutely defined topographical features and a generous set of simple locational qualifiers. 
Instead of sophisticated countable units of time there are a vast array of phrases and clauses 
that describe not only movements of the sun and other stars towards and away from given 
points, but also the manner of moving, whether it be 'jumping', 'standing', 'turning' or 
'falling'. Parts of the year can be be divided not only according to the seasons but to events 
or spectacles within that time that give at least as reliable and accurate a time reference as 
'mid-July' or 'the last week in December*.
Many of these descriptive spatio-temporal references are clauses and phrases rather than 
single qualifiers. It is not possible to include them all in discussion or exemplification in 
this chapter, but it is important to include some of them to establish the significance of their
I*
role as spatio-temporal constucts and to give a clearer picture of what will necessarily 
comprise later discussion and analysis of the syntactic structure of complex sentences.
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7.1.1. Locational Qualifiers
Locational Qualifiers are a class of word that functions adverbally, and in some cases also 
adnominally, to give specific locational reference to a given object or entity, or to events, 
processes and activities referred to or spoken about Locational qualifiers are deictic in the 
sense that they 'relate utterances to the spatio-temporal co-ordinates of the act of utterance' 
(Lyons, (1977:636), but they are functionally (if not always formally) distinct from some 
of the nominal deictics.
Nominal deictics in Nakkara include Personal Pronouns and Demonstratives.(See 3.3.4. 
and 3.3.3. respectively.) Personal Pronouns and Demonstrative Pronouns give specific 
reference to nominal heads only. Locational qualifiers, which, in a functional sense include 
Demonstrative Adverbs and Derived Demonstratives, are not limited in scope to associated 
NPs (i.e. persons and objects), but can give spatial information about whole clauses, 
including events, processes and activities being talked about or referred to. The 
Demonstrative Adverbs and Derived Demonstratives, while functioning like locational 
qualifiers as peripheral elements of a clause are classed with other demonstratives on the 
basis of shared Demonstrative stems (see.Table 3.3.3.).
Locational Qualifiers in Nakkara have been divided into three major types: Spatial Position, 
Spatial Parameter and Spatial Orientation. Demonstrative Adverbs and Derived 
Demonstratives overlap this grouping. Demonstrative Adverbs can function as qualifiers of 
Spatial Position and Parameter and Derived Demonstratives have functions roughly 
equivalent to qualifiers of Spatial Orientation. The Demonstrative Adverbs and Derived 
Demonstrative forms are re-tabled below for convenient reference as Table 7.1.1.a. 
(formerly Table 3.3.3 2 .) and Table 7.1.l.b. (formerly Table 3.3.3.3.).
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nguya(bba) here
kara(bba) here (specific place I speak of)
karda(nga)bba there (specific place we know of)
tanabba there (specific place you know of)
k a m there (within about 500 metres)
kanabba there (further than 500 metres)
kanbarda(bba) there further (beyond kana(bba))
leyabba there (this side of kanafbba) )
rakkanabba there (the other side)
TABLE 7.1.l.a . DEMONSTRATIVE ADVERBS
nakkara(bba) this way
ranguya this way, to the side
nakkina( nga)bba that way, like you
(the way you are facing/heading)
nakkinda (variant of nakkina(nga)bba)
nakkarda( nga)bba that way
(not the way you're facing/heading)
rakkam the other way (behind speaker)
rakkanabba the other way (behind you)
rakkanbarda(bba) further that way (beyond ra k k a m (b b a ))
TABLE 7.1.1.b.. DERIVED DEMONSTRATIVES 
7.1.1.1. Spatial Position
Qualifiers of spatial position are used to specify the position of an object or entity in space, 
either in relation to another object/entity (in an adnominal construction) or as a simple 
adverbial constituent accompanying a verb. The qualifiers of spatial position found so far in 
Nakkara are listed in Table 7.1.1.1. below, and would also include the Demonstrative
Adverbs listed in Table 7.1.1.a. above.
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kakarda 'on', 'above', 'up', 'over'
mera 'into', 'inside' 'under'
nawaya 'outside', 'aside', 'in the clear'
kunjma 'behind', 'last', 'after', 'again'
kebbarra 'in front', 'ahead', 'first'
TABLE 7.I.I.I. Locational Qualifiers of Spatial Position.
The adnominal function of qualifiers of Spatial Position is most commonly filled by the 
Locative/Instrumental postposition nayana, which can serve to represent a range of 
locational prepositions in translation, including 'in', 'at', 'on', 'with' and 'through' (see 
4.7.2. for discussion and exemplification). Qualifiers of Spatial Position can occur in 
conjunction with the Locative/Instrumental postposition (as in (6)) to give a more specific 
locational description, but only kakarda and trier a can occur independently with the same 
function. Qualifiers of Spatial Position differ from the Locative/Instrumental postposition 
nayana in that the latter does not function adverbially. When the positionals kakarda and 
mera function as locational postpositions in a locational NP, they refine the location to 'on 
top of, 'above', 'on the top part of and 'inside', 'underneath', respectively. The other 
positionals in Table 7.1.1.1. above do not occur as postpositions in a locational noun 
phrase and nor do the Demonstrative Adverbs.
(1) a) Wunaddjakala yurda murlakka nayana
wunaddjakala 0  +yu -rda murlakka nayana
stone 3M -»-lie, -C/T log Loc/Instr
(S) be
The stone is on/at/with the log.
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b) Wunaddjakala vurda murlakka mera The stone is under 1 inside the L i p .
c) Wunaddjakala vurda murlakka kakarda The stone is on top o f the log.
d) " " ’’ *nawava *The stone is outside the log.
e) " " " *kebbarra *The stone is in front o f the log.
" " ” *kpnjmfl *The stone is behind the log.
That is, of the set of qualifiers of Spatial Position, only kakarda and mera qualifiy the 
position o f two objects or entities in relation to each other. This is referred to below as an 
expression of "comparative" locations. It is therefore interesting to note that expression of 
comparative locations, like comparatives of any kind in Nakkara, requires two separate 
clauses (see (8.3.) below).
An additional semantic difference between kakarda and mera and the remainder of this set 
o f qualifiers is that the former express direct contact with the associated object or entity, 
while the latter do not. Thus, a part-whole relationship can be associated with the 
positional in adnominal function whereby the position can be seen as part of the reference 
point. This idea is reintroduced in discussion below.
The locational qualifier kakarda ’on’, 'above', 'up', 'over* usually precedes a verb with 
which it occurs (but can follow it, as in (4) below) and, in postpositional function, follows 
a nominal. A nominal+fazfozrda construction can be interchangeable with a nominal+nayana 
construction, as in (1), or can be contrastive, as in (3).
(2) Murlakka kakarda yurda wunaddjakala.
[murlakka kakarda] 0  +yu -rda wunaddjakala
[hollow log upon ] 3M(S) -»-lie -C/T stone
On top o f the log there is a stone.
(3) Kanayawukala djorlbbarriyana wubbunja kakarda.
kanayawukula 0  +djorlbbarriya -na [wubbunja kakarda ]
dolphin 3M(S) +jump -PC/T [canoe over, above]
The dolphin jumped over the canoe.
(* The dolphin jumped on/in the canoe.)
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The adverbial function includes motion 'over' or 'above' (an object or entity) (as in (3)) but 
not motion upward, as in 'up a hill', which is always coded by a specific verb wala 'go 
upward/inland'.
(4) Namurakka kibana kakarda.
namurakka [ki -ba -na kakarda ]
goose (fern) [3Mf(S) -go -PC/T over/above]
The geese flew over.
There are however, some curious adverbial uses of kakarda , as in kakarda djina 'he stood 
up' and kakarda waka 'speak up', 'speak louder'.
Kakarda can also function as a nominal indicating 'the top part', 'the part above' 
(specifically, 'roof, 'ceiling'), or 'the high part' Chill' or 'mound'), or as an adjective 
nominal (specifically) with the noun wunakkardawa '(water) hole', where wunakkardawa 
kakarda is 'a shallow hole'. However, kakarda cannot be used to describe, say, shallow 
water. The form kakarda is identical to the base morpheme of the word for the quantifier 
'two' kabana-kkakarda+bba (=3UA ATRB-(k)kakarda+NOM). Kakarda can occur as a 
NP with the Ablative suffix +kkawa as kakardakkawa 'from above', 'from the top' and 
also with the Proximal suffix +wabba in its Restrictive function as kakardawabba 'only on 
top of, 'only on the surface', 'only shallow'.
The positional mera 'into', 'inside', 'under* can occur as a postposition following a 
nominal form as in (5) below, but usually occurs in adverbial function (compare (6)). Mera 
often precedes a verb, but can follow it, particularly an Imperative verb form.
(5) Namumaka ngirrbborramanganjana wunaddjakala mera.
namurnaka ngirr +bborramanganja -na
grass (sp.) 1 A(S) +put hand in hole -PC/T
[wunaddjakala mera ]
[stone, rock inside/under]
(We covered our hand with) grass and put it in the hole under the rock.
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(6) Djakalandiddja wundjayana mera nkurddjala nayana.
[djakalandiddja 0  +wundjaya -na mera ]
[blue-tongue lizard 3M +hide -PC/T inside,]
(S) under
nkurddjala nayana. 
tree LXX7INSTR
The blue-tongue was hiding under the log.
An interesting use of mera occurs in constructions like ’lying on his back' or 'lying face 
down/on his front' where the nominal body part 'back', 'belly' or 'chest' is followed by 
mera (NP(body-part) mera V(lie)). In these constructions the scope of the positional is 
essentially ambiguous. Is mera occurring as a postpositional ([NP mera] V ) where the 
constructions means literally, "lying under his back/belly/chest"? Or (my favoured option) 
is mera an adverbial preceding the verb, (NP [mera V]) with the more logical reading of 
"his back lies underneath"?
The qualifier mera occurs as a NP with the Ablative suffix as merakkawa 'from inside', 
from underneath' and also with the Proximal suffix with its Restrictive sense merawabba 
'only inside', 'only underneath'.
The remaining positional nawaya, kunjma and kebbarra differ in a semantic sense from 
kakarda and mera in that although they refer to a location associated with an object or 
entity, no direct contact with the associated object or entity is perceived. The positional 
nawaya, kunjma and kebbarra have adverbial scope and do not function as postpositional 
in a "comparative" locational NP.
Looking first at the positional nawaya 'outside', 'aside', 'in the clear', we see that the 
perceived semantic distinction is reflected in the syntax in that a NP+nawava construction 
does not normally occur. To express a phrase like 'outside V  as in He stood outside the 
shelter1 we find alternatives (7) a) and b) below. That is, nawaya either follows the verb 
(e.g. Djina nawaya 'he-stood outside/ in the clear1, or it occurs peripheral to a NP+navana 
construction. (In (7b) below nawaya could precede the NP+nayana construction.) It is 
therefore possible that a relationship of "contact" with the NP is established with the post­
position nayana and nawaya simply refines the spatial information. In the former
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construction (7a), nawaya is associated with the preceding verb, verified by the fact that 
other constituents (e.g. a locational qualifier) can occur following nawaya and preceding 
the NP (as in (7c)).
(7) a) Nakabba djina nawava ngamamanguya.
nakabba 0  +dji -na nawaya ngamamanguya
3MCARD 3M(S) +stand -PC/T outside shelter
b) Nakabba djina ngamamanguya nayana nawava.
nakabba djina ngamamanguya nayana nawaya
3M CARD he-stood shelter LOC/INSTR outside
He stood outside the shelter.
c) Nakabba djina nawava belamabba ngamamanguya.
nakabba djina nawaya belamabba ngamamanguya
3MCARD he-stood outside close to shelter
He stood outside close tol near the shelter.
The positional naw aya  can occur as a noun phrase with the Ablative suffix as 
nawayakkawa 'from outside', and also with the Proximal suffix with Restrictive function 
as nawayawabba 'only outside'.
As a positional kunjma means 'behind', 'in last position' and kebbarra means 'ahead', 'in 
first position'. (There is also a dialectal variant kabbarra.) Like nawaya 'outside' these two 
positional do not imply direct contact with objects or entities. They usually give locational 
reference to an object or entity relative only to another non-specific location, not to another 
specific object or entity, as in the following example:
(8) Nbabbawana kalakala kunima.
nba +bbawa -na kalakala kunjma
3M(A) +leave, -PC/T children behind
3A(0) let
She left her kids behind.
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To express comparative locations as in 'X is behind Y1 and ’X is in front of Y1 two clauses 
are required, as in (10) below. These positionals can, however occur with pronominals 
where the optional existential verb is not present, as in (9). The demonstrative adverbs 
rakkanabba  'the other side o f  and ley abba 'this side o f  (see Table 7.1.1.a.) can also 
substitute kunjma and kebbarra respectively in these constructions (as in 10c)).
(9) Ngiyakabba kebbarra. ngarabba kunarawabba, njeyabba kunima.
ngiyakabba kebbarra, ngarabba kunarawabba, njeyabba kunjma 
3Mf CARD in front, 1MCARD in the middle 2MCARD behind,
first (=be\\y+bba) last
She was in front, you were behind and I  was in the middle.
or: She was first (in sequence), you were last and I  was in the middle.
(10) He was!stood in front o f her
(a) Nakabba kebbarra (djina), ngiyakabba kunima (kiddjina).
nakabba kebbarra (0+dji-na), ngiyakabba kunjma (kiddjina).
3M CARD in front (he+stood) 3Mf CARD behind (she-stood)
(b) Nakabba kebbarra. ngiyakabba kunima (kiddjina)
(c) Nakabba levabba (djina), ngiyakabba rakkanabba (kiddjina). 
but not:
(d) *Nakabba kebbarra ngiyakabba.
These positionals commonly occur with adverbial scope as in (8) above and in the 
following examples; these qualifiers can precede or follow an associated verb.
(11) N gibbdrraba ngirrbarribana kebbarra.
ngibb£rrabba ngirrba +rri -ba -na kebbarra.
1A CARD 1A(S) +INCR -go -PC/T in front, first
We moved on in the lead.
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(12) Karrbanarramunga rrbanayeka kunima.
karrba +narramunga rrba -na + y e  -ka kunjma
3A -fother 3A -here +go PC/T behind, last
ATRB (S)
The others are coming behind.
The qualifier kunjma is noteworthy in that it also functions as a temporal qualifier meaning 
'another time’, 'after1, 'behind' and kebbarrabba, a form clearly related to kebbarra has 
temporal scope meaning 'before this/that time', 'formerly' (see 7.1.2.3.). Note also that in
(12) above there is no clear distinction between a reading of kunjma 'behind' as locational 
or temporal; it can be either or both. This point is reiterated in discussion of kunjma as a 
temporal qualifier in 7.1.2.3.
An interesting formal extension of the positional kebbarra occurs when the Cardinal 
pronoun plus kebbarra construction is combined and the pronominal element abbreviated, 
as in the following example:
(13) Neikkebbarra kirderrabakana.
n g i +kkebbarra ki +rderrabaka -na
3Mf +first, in front 3Mf +move -PC/T
CARD (S)
She moved first.
The abbreviated pronoun behaves like a pronominal prefix and the initial stop is lengthened 
(except in Augmented forms, where primary stress precedes the stop boundary). The stem 
o f these forms can also occur as -kabbarra, an apparent case of vowel harmony. The 
following forms occur (using -kebbarra as the stem):
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MINIMAL UNIT-AUGMENTED AUGMENTED
1 ngakkebbarra 1 nginaykkebbarra 1 ngibbdrrakebbarra
If ngangikkebbarra
2 njekkebbarra 2 nunaykkebbaira 2 nubbdrrakebbarra
2f nanguykkebbarra
3 nakkebbarra 3 benaykkebbaira 3 babbdrrakebbarra
3f ngikkebbarra 3f bangikkebbarra
1/2 ngarrkkebbarra 1/2 ngunaykkebbarra 1/2 ngubb&rakebbarra
l/2f ngan guy kkebbarra
The other positional do not occur in combined constructions like the above. The form 
nakunjma does occur, but this is a temporal qualifier meaning ’afterwards’, a combination 
of the temporal qualifier ndka 'later1 and the temporal use of kunjma 'another time', 
'behind' (see 7.1.2.3.).
I have not found kunjma or kebbarra with the Ablative suffix +kkawa or Proximal suffix 
+wabba , although I see no reason why these constructions should not occur. Validity of 
their occurrence requires elicitation.
7.I.I.2. Spatial Parameter
Although there are no units of measured distance in Nakkara, there are some spatial 
qualifiers which give more or less specific parameters of horizontal separation and distance. 
The morphologically simple forms recorded to date are included in Table 7.1.1.2a. The 
three basic forms of this set are belamabba 'close', 'closer*, kunarawa 'middle distance', 
'further* and nakkarrakarra 'long way', 'far away'.
Demonstrative adverbs (see Table 7.1.1.a. above) also provide parameters of separation 
and distance, so in this sense they can be appended to the set tabled in 7.1.1.2.a. below. 
There are also expressions in Nakkara which are equivalent to 'on/to/from this side' and 
'on/to/from the other side' which incorporate variations of demonstrative adverbs plus the 
de-transitivised form of the verb belbba 'step', 'spread'. This verb belbbaya means 
something like 'spread self out' and has limited usage as an expression of spatial 
parameter. These expressions are tabled in 7.1.1.2.b. below:
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belamabba 'close to', 'closer to'
kunarawa 'further', 'middle distance'
nakkarrakarra 'long way', 'far away'
karrakarrawabba 'all along/around', 'all the way'
nabbalawarra 'over a wide area', 'wide open place'
balaya-balaya 'long way', 'all around', 'all the way'
barrbarra 'all around’, 'everywhere'
TABLE 7.1.1.2.a. Locational Qualifiers of Spatial Parameter
rakkanabba rdabbelbbaya 'to the other side'
kanawa nabbelbbaya(kkawa) 'on/to (from) the other side'
kanawakkawa 'from the other side’
nguyawa rdabbelbbaya 'on/to this side'
nguyawakkawa 'from this side'
nguyawakkawa rdabbelbbaya 'from here/this side to the other side'
Table 7.1.1.2.b. Some Locational Phrases of Spatial Parameter
All qualifiers of Spatial Parameter and demonstrative adverbs occur freely with both 
existential and motion verbs, either preceding or following the verb-complex. A few 
examples from this large set follow.
(14 a) Babb&rabba belamabba rrbanina / rrbarriba.
babb£rrabba belamabba rrba +ni -na / rrba +rri -ba - 0
3A CARD close/rto 3A 4-sit,-PC/T /  3A 4-INCR-go -C/T
(S) stay (S)
They stayed / went close (by).
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
Babbdrrabba kunarawa rrbanina Thev staved "half wav"/
f t nakkarrakarra " " "a long wav (awav).
• i kanabba " "there ('further than 500 metres)
t f kanbandafbba>) " " "there further (beyond kanafbba) ^
t i levabba " "there ('this side of kanafbba) )
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g) Babbcrrabba kunarawa rrbarriba They went "half  WAY"-'
h) «« nakkarrakarra " "  "a Ions wav (G)YffW-
i) f l kanabba " "there (further than 500 metres')
j) t« kanbardafbba)" "  "there further  (bevond kana(bba) 'I
k) f t "  "there (this side of kana(bba))
The form beamabba  ’close/closer to' refers to a relatively short distance away from the 
"here" of tht speech act Close spatial parameters can be intricately specified with 
demonstrative adverbs as listed in Table 7.1. La. The form belamabba can be used with 
demonstrative adverbs as a qualifier meaning 'closer1, as for example when used with 
nguyabba 'here', 'this place' in nguyabba belamabba 'closer to here'. I have not found any 
other spatial forms using belama(bba) as a base form.
The form kuiarawa 'middle distance', 'further1 and also the nominal form kunarawabba 'in 
the middle' 2re probably derived from kunara 'belly'. The semantic extension is clear when 
we see the telly as a middle part, a half-way point of the body. The form kunarawa can 
also be used to describe a clearing, a clear flat place (suitable for camping) in bushland. The 
gloss 'further' usually means specifically 'further than belamabba'. It can be given in 
response to 'How far is it? Is it close?" Korla (belamabba), kunarawa. 'No, it's not close, 
it's further cn'. Aboriginal English equivalents for kunarawa are 'half-way' and 'little bit 
long way'. However, I have heard kunarawa  'further' used to specify other spatial 
qualifiers, sich as nakkarrakarra kunarawa 'further than distant'.
To qualify aid express greater distances and spatial areas involves, in turn, a greater variety 
of word-foms referring to spatial parameter. The form nakkarrakarra 'long way' consists 
of a reduplicated base-form karrakarra. This base also forms the word karrakarrawabba 'all 
along/arouid', 'all the way', +wabba  being a Proximal suffix meaning 'near there', 'in the 
area o f (set 4.7.3 and 4.7.3.3.). The form nakkarrakarra 'long way' can occur with the 
Ablative suffix +kkawa 'from' (see 4.7.1.4.). Interestingly, nakkarrakarra can also be used 
as a time cualifier meaning 'for a long time', in which case it is interchangeable with 
nawarra '(for a) long time' (see 7.1.2.3.). The form karrakarrawabba 'all along', 'all the
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way' does not occur with an Ablative suffix, presumably because it already has the 
derivational Proximal suffix +wabba.
The word nabbalawarra is a locational nominal form which refers to a large, wide open 
place, but can also occur as a qualifier meaning 'over a wide area'. It also occurs without 
the nominalising prefix na- as balawarra meaning ’wide’, 'large' or 'over a wide area'. 
The reduplicated form balaya-balaya can substitute both nakkarrakarra and karrakarrawabba 
and therefore has a range of meanings 'long way’, 'all around', 'all the way'. This form 
can also occur with the Ablative suffix. An unreduplicated version balaya has been heard 
meaning 'all the way'. This is also found as a composite form balaya nakkarrakarra 'all the 
way there' and with the time qualifier nawarra 'long time' as nawarra balaya 'long ago', 
'for a long time'. The form barrbarra is apparently borrowed from neighbouring Burarra 
and has a similar but slightly more restricted sense than balaya-balaya. Barrbarra does not 
occur with the Ablative suffix.
7.1.1.3. Spatial Orientation
Specific "compass'' direction can be expressed by the forms in Table 7.1.1.3. below. There 
are six qualifiers of Spatial Orientation (or Directionals) in Nakkara. Only the first two are 
used with animate subjects. The remaining four are restricted to having only naddjorra 
'rain' and balbbala 'wind' as their subjects.
meyakka
kanuba
lungkurrma
naröngkawa
djimumi
barra
'sunrise-way'
'sunset-way'
?’north','north-east'
?'south'
'east', 'east wind', 'north-east' 
'west', 'west wind’
TABLE 7.I.I.3. Locational Qualifiers of Spatial Orientation
Derived demonstratives as tabled in 7.1.1.b. above also express spatial orientation, but this 
is orientation specific to (usually) the location of speaker and addressee. All qualifiers of
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spatial orientation can occur with the Ablative suffix +kkawa and the Proximal suffix 
+wabba (with Restrictive function).
Directionals of this type are used relatively infrequently in Nakkara. It is far more usual to 
hear a location described according to its topographical characteristics than to its direction 
relative to, say, the sun. There are numerous examples of this such as Nakanamarlawarra 
'mullet's dreaming’, Nabbarlakinindawabba 'place where nabbarla abounds’, Nkerrawara 
lirlibbiyana 'place of the tightening-split tree’, Nbarrardakkakkakaya 'place where 'Painted 
Sweettips' (fish species) stands/exists' and so on.
Orientation towards or away from the coast is, however, commonly expressed in the 
language of this coastal-dwelling community. In addition to simple forms tike mayawa 
'coast' 'beach' and koma 'inland', 'ashore', 'land', we find mayawabba 'via the coast', 
'littoral', nkomawabba 'land-ways', 'via the inland' as well as ngornangornawarra 'along 
the coast', marlbbinjawabba 'via the bush, forest' and wunabbardambarda 'of/via the 
inland waterways'. Motion inland (which is toward a south or south-east direction) is 
perceived as 'upward or uphill motion' (coded by wala 'climb') and motion toward the 
coast is perceived as 'downward, downhill motion' (coded by kardabiya 'descend'). There 
are literally dozens of locational words referring to topographical characteristics or 
existence/abundance of certain flora or fauna at a location and all seem to be well known 
and frequently used. This perhaps explains the apparent fuzzines of the directional terms, 
where, for example, djimurru can mean 'east' or 'north-east'.
The forms barra 'west (wind)', djimurru 'east (wind)', 'north-east' and lungkurrma 
'north(-east)' occur in many coastal languages of Arnhem Land, both Pama Nyungan and 
non-Pama Nyungan and are most certainly Maccassarese borrowings. Even modem Malay 
terms are clear cognates: bar at 'west' and timur 'east'. In Burarra, neighbouring coastal 
language to the east and south-east, the form elicited for 'south' is djalatjan which is also 
probably from Maccassarese, as the modem Malay equivalent is salatan. The origin of 
lungkurrma 'north (-east)' is less clear, although I notice it occurs in Nunggubuyu with the 
same meaning (see Heath 1982:80). The form naröngkawa 'south' is of mysterious origin.
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It may simply be a Nakkara word, although the stress is irregular, or it may be borrowed 
from any one of the surrounding languages.
7.1.2, Time Qualifiers
Like spatial expressions, time qualifiers in Nakkara do not generally express measured 
units of time in the sense that in English, many of our time expressions rely on counting, 
and dividing into intervals. In English we use numbers based on measurements for time of 
the day, day of the month, month of the year and so on. This method of measuring or 
quantifying intervals of time is not characteristic of Nakkara but it does not mean that there 
is no way of 'telling the time' in this language. There are in fact many time-telling 
expressions in the language which literally 'tell' or 'describe' different events within a day 
or month or year. The measuring or quantifying of these events is done only to a very 
limited extent in Nakkara, in line with the limits of its quantifying expressions.
Time Qualifiers in Nakkara have been divided into three different sections for discussion. 
In 7.1.2.1. we look at Parts of the Day, firstly at single time qualifiers in Table 7.1.2.1.a. 
and then phrasal extensions of these in Table 7.1.2.l.b. and lastly, in Table 7.1.2.1.C, at 
Time Clauses relating to parts of the Day. In 7.1.2.2. we look at a large set of Time 
Qualifiers called Temporal Relators. These are expressions which take their reference from 
a given point in time, either 'now', 'today', a combination of both, or a non-specific time 
reference in context There is also a list of phrases tabled as in 7.1.2.2. which extend the 
rich inventory of Temporal Relators in Nakkara. Finally, in 7.1.2.3. we look at the rather 
small set of Iterative and Durative Qualifiers.
7.I.2.I. Parts of the Day
As in English, descriptive words can be used in Nakkara to compartmentalise the day. The 
set of time qualifiers tabled in 7.1.2.1.a. below has been restricted to relatively simple 
morphological forms that refer to parts of the day.
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baraka
barakkana
ngomabba
ngalangaladdja
wurdamanayana
warrarramaya
'evening', 'night time'
'early morning'
'morning' (until noon-ish) 
'daytime', 'middle part o f the day' 
'afternoon'
'twilight' ("glowing sky time")
Table 7.1.2.1.a. Parts of the Day
The phrase 'relatively simple' is necessary here because not all forms in Table 7.1.2.1.a. 
are strictly simple in morphological terms. The form barakkana 'early morning' is derived 
from baraka 'evening' and kana 'there' referring possibly to the proximity of 'evening' to 
the early morning hours. It is also likely that the forms wurdamanayana 'afternoon' and 
wurdamiya 'yesterday', 'recently' (see 7.1.2.2. below) are morphologically related. It is 
difficult to pose semantic logic for these correlations of form, but notice for instance that 
the form wurdamiyawabba 'yesterday afternoon' (see Table 7.1.2.1.b. below) uses the 
same stem. The morphological breakdown for the forms follows:
(15) a) wurdamiya 'yesterday', 'recently'
b) wurdama+nay ana 'afternoon
(?yesterday/recently+Loc/Instr)
c) wurdamiya+wabba
(yesterday+Prox(='near', 'via'))
'yesterday afternoon’
These forms can be expanded to specify time reference to a part of the day as tabled below 
in 7.1.2.1.b.
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wurdamiyawabba
(yesterday+PROX)
'yesterday afternoon'
ngomabba yabba 
(morning still/yet)
'yesterday morning'
barawabba ngomabba 
(before now morning)
'this morning*
barakabba ngomabba 
(tomorrow morning)
'tomorrow morning'
barakabba Idkkundjabang iya 
(tomorrow sun-cover+fall)
'tomorrow afternoon'
narra marangarrda(no) 
(another(abbrev) sunrise (PC/T))
'some day', 'some time', 
'next time'
Table 7.1.2.1.b. Phrases Specifying Parts of the Day
kinkona kindjorlbbarriya(na) 
(morning star she-here-jump-s/ed)
'very early moming'(about 4 am)
kinmakkukka kindjorlbbarriya(na)
(her (sun’s) ripeness she-here-jump-s/ed)
'early morning'(about 5 am)
(ya)-na+maranga+rdda(na) 
(=?it/sunrise-here+?+(will)?break/pierce-s/d)
'sunrise'
nabbena kindjorlbbarriya( na)
(= sun she-here-(will) jump-s/ed)
'morning'(after barakkana, 
about 6-7 am.)
nabbena kinderrabaka( na)
(sun she-here-(will) move-s/ed)
'morning' (about 8-9 am.)
nabbena kikkakayaJkiddjina/kiddjanja 
(=sun she- stands/stood/will stand)
'daytime' (about 10am.to 6pm.)
nabbena kikkunabardaddjiya( na) 
(=sun she-(will) tum-s/ed)
'mid afternoon'
nabbena kxbbongaya Idrdayeka
(=sun (will)?fall/fell there-(will) move-s/ed)
'late afternoon’
kikkundjabangiya(na)
(=she (will) ?cover+fall-s/ed)
'sunset'
kibbonganja(na) (she-(will) enter-s/ed) 'sunset'
Table 7.I.2.I.C. Time Clauses for Parts of the Day
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There are other 'parts of the day' that are always referred to by means of a whole clause. 
This construction does not measure a section of the day (as in English '2 o'clock’) but 
describes the even t These are tabled in 7.I.2.I.C. There are probably additional time 
clauses for parts of the day (?and night); these represent what have been recorded to date. 
Non-clausal time qualifiers referring to parts of the day have no tense restrictions on the 
associated verb forms. Similarly, time clauses for parts of the day can occur with any tense 
parameter. All these qualifiers can refer to the parts of any day. Thus, for example baraka 
can mean 'last night' or 'tonight' depending on context and tense coding on an associated 
verb. Some examples in context follow:
(16) Ngirrbayuna, namarangarddana ngomabba ngibumarrbbana mimdamiyana.
ngirrba +yu -na 0  -na +maranga(+)rdda -na
1A(S) +sleep -PC/T 3M -here +?sunrise(+)pierce -PC/T
ngomabba ngibu +marrbba -na 0  +mirnda +miya -na
morning 1A(A) +waitfor -PC/T 3M +dry +INCH -PC/T
3M(0) (S)
We slept until sunrise and all morning we waited fo r  the tide to go out.
(17) Ngirrbardayeka wurdamanavana kikkundi aban gi va.
ngirrba -rda +ye -ka wurdamanayana
1A(S) -there +go -C/T afternoon
ki +kkundja(+)bangiya - 0
3Mf +?cover(+)?fall -C/T
(S) (=sunset)
We kept going until the afternoon, until sunset.
(18) Narra vanamarangardda ngurrbikkarama barakkana.
narra(munga) ya -na +maranga(+)rdda - 0  
another 3M(S) -here +?sunrise(+)pierce -FUT
IRRl
ngurrbi +kkarama - 0  barakkana
1/2A(S) +get up -FUT early morning
IRRl and move
Next time we'll get up and leave really early.
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7.I.2.2. Temporal Relators
There is a relatively large set of time qualifiers that take their reference from a given point 
in time. These are termed Temporal Relators; the given time reference can be 'now', ’this 
point in time', 'now, the time o f utterance', 'today', a combination of 'now' and 'today' 
or, simply, 'this/that (certain) time'. Also included in this set are temporal relators with a 
more general reference to express, for example, 'long ago' and 'nowadays'.
barawabba 'already', 'previously' 
(some time before now) 
'after1, 'later1naka
(some time after now)
nkirra 'earlier today'
(today, some time before now) 
'later today'
(today, some time after now)
mardamaya
kunjma 'another time', 'after', 'behind'
nakiuijma 'afterwards', 'a later time'
kebbarrdbba 'before this/that time', 'formerly'
wurdamiya 'recently', 'yesterday'
barakabba 'tomorrow'
karamarda 'now', 'presently'
tiawarra 'long time', 'long ago'
wunawarra 'in time gone by'
djungkarra 'in "storytime"', 'in "dreamtime"'
Table 7.1.2.2.a. Temporal Relators
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Temporal Relators interact with the tense parameters in Nakkara. This interaction can cause 
restrictions on the tense marking of the associated verb. The morphologically simple 
temporal relators are tabled in 7.1.2.2.a. above. Some exemplification and further 
discussion o f these word-forms will help to show the different tense distribution and 
sometimes idiosyncratic function of these time qualifiers. The table showing non-future 
tense parameters in Nakkara (formerly Table 5.1.2.) is repeated as Table 7.1.2.2.b. below 
to facilitate reference. There is only one future tense category in Nakkara, so no further 
reference is required. Following discussion and exemplification of the Temporal Relators 
tabled in 7.1.2.2.a. is a list o f additional temporal phrases that often combine time 
qualifiers and other quantifiers to express more specific time references. The list is by no 
means exhaustive, but sufficient to give an idea of how time phrases in Nakkara are 
constructed. These occur with morphological breakdowns where necessary.
TODAY BEFORE TODAY
CONTEMPORARY now
(& continuous)
yesterday,
recently
X
PRE-CONTEMPORARY earlier today long ago Y
TA B LE 7.1.2.2.b. N on-F u tu re  Tense P a ram e te rs
The temporal relator barawabba 'already', 'previously' can occur with both non-future 
tense parameters but is more often used to clarify the occurrence of Pre-Contemporary 
(PC/T) tense. I have not found it with future tense reference. W hen eliciting such 
constructions as H e  will already have gone’, the response has been use of a simple non­
future tense. Barawabba can also be used with other temporal relators, such as barawabba
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nawarra 'already long ago', or with qualifiers expressing parts of the day, such as 
barawabba wurdamanayana 'already afternoon' or barawabba kinkona kindjorlbbarriyana 
'it was already very early in the morning (about 4 am)' (phrase breakdowns in 7.1.2.1.). 
When occurring alone with a verb, naka ' after'/latef is a temporal support for future verb 
forms only, as in naka ngaybbara Til eat it later1 (where it can also follow the verb). It can 
also be used without tense restrictions to specify the reference of other time qualifiers, such 
as baraka naka 'later in the evening', naka barakabba later tomorrow', in fact wherever the 
semantic range of the collocation allows.
Where the reference is to "now today", as with nkirra 'earlier today' and mardamaya 'later 
today', there are more distributional restrictions. The temporal relator nkirra always occurs 
with PC/T tense and mardamaya, always with future tense. We do however find 
expressions like barawabba nkirra 'already today' and naka mardamaya 'later on today'. I 
have also heard nkirra karamarda 'just now', which can be compared with nkara yingawa 
'right now' (= lit this-here at-the-time (see 7.3.1.3.)). The form mardamaya is possibly a 
complex of the particle marda 'hereafter1 and maya, usually an Inchoative affix (= lit: 
'?becoming the hereafter1).
The qualifiers kunjma, nakunjma and kebbarrabba are similar to each other in that they each 
refer to a given non-specific time in the context of utterance. The qualifier kunjma , 
'another time', 'after (this/that time)', 'behind', is a difficult form to categorise. Its 
meaning depends to some extent on the verb with which it occurs and also on whether it is 
functioning as a locational or as a temporal qualifier. The gloss 'another time' captures best 
its range of meanings here. It can occur with verbs of all tense parameters, so an 
appropriate, although rather clumsy gloss is 'another (unspecified) time (in the 
future/present/past)’.
With motion verbs such as naya 'come', rdiya 'go', rdiddjarabaka 'arrive' and karama 'get 
up and move’ kunjma means moving 'behind', as in (19). It can precede or follow, but 
usually precedes the verb. When kunjma functions in this way there is no clear distinction 
between location and time qualification. The other party of travellers in (19) below can be 
perceived as being 'behind' the protagonists in a locational as well as a temporal sense.
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(19) Rbayrddiddj arabaka ngunbimairbba kunima rrbanayangka.
rrbay +rddiddjarabaka - 0  ngunbi +marrbba - 0
3A(S) -»-arrive -FUT 1/2A(A) +wait for -FUT
IRRl 3A(0)IRRi
kunjma rrba -na +ye -ngka
another time 3A(S) -here +go -Q T
We'll wait fo r  them to arrive, they're coming behind.
When associated with motion verbs in future tense the function of kunjma is similar to 
naka 'later1. In fact the form nakunjma 'afterwards' (cf. (21)) is a combination of naka and 
kunjma ..
(20) Ngarabba kunima ngayiddiya.
ngarabba kunjma ngay +rddi -ya - 0
1M CARD another 1M(S) -»-there -go -FUT
time IRRi
I'll go behind/ at another time.
(21) Ngarabba nakunjma ngayrddiya.
ngarabba nakunjma ngay +rddi -ya - 0
1M CARD afterwards 1M(S) -»-there -go -FUT
IRRl
I'll go afterwards! at a later time.
With other verbs (like 'speak', 'think', 'get', 'shoot', 'eat', but also 'return') kunjm a  
seems to have a strictly temporal sense and is used when an action is repeated or done again 
and has the meaning 'again' or 'another time' as in (22) and (23) below. In this context 
kunjma usually precedes the associated verb, but can follow i t
(22) Kunima ngaiddaya.
kunjma nga +rddaya - 0
another 1M(A) -fshoot -C/T
time 3M(0)IRRi
/  fired again.
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(23) Monday kunima ndjandjoma kunima rriwaka.
monday kunjma ndja -n +djorna - 0
" another 2M(S) -here +retum -FUT
time IRRi
kunjma rri +waka - 0
another 1/2(S) +speak -FUT
time IRRi
On Monday you'll come back again and we'll talk (again).
When separated from the verb, kunjma 'another time’ has a particle-like function where it 
can be translated as 'after this/that time' or simply, 'after this/that' as in the following:
(24) Ngubimuyawa, kunima korla nangarda maraya.
ngubi +muyawa « 0 , kunjma korla nangarda maraya
1UA(A) +finish -FUT, another NEG something trouble
3M(0)IRRi time
We'll finish it, after this (there'll be) no trouble.
(25) Rrbarriba rrbarddawiddjanga yabba mukabba kunjma.
rrba +rri -ba - 0  rrba +rddawiddja - 0
3A(S) +AUG -go -C/T 3A(S) +play -C/T
INCR
yabba mukabba kunjma
still and another
(more) time
And they still went on playing after that.
The qualifier kebbarrabba 'before this/that time', 'formerly' is clearly similar in form and 
function to kebbarra 'in front' 'ahead', 'first' (see 7.1.1.1. above). The suffix -bba often 
functions as a nominaliser, however its precise function in this context is unclear. This 
form occurs only with non-future verb forms, as in the examples following:
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(26) Nkardabba yingawa kebbarrabba njanindawabba wubarra.
n +kardabba yingawa kebbarrabba
3M +that there now before this
ATRB
nja +nin -da +wabba wubarra 
2M +stay -C/T +PROX ceremony 
(S)
Those ceremonies (happened) before that at the place where you stayed.
(27) Nkanabba kebbarrabba njanddiddjarabakana ngabarlawa, N addj irramiy awa.
n +kanabba kebbarrabba nja +rddiddjarabaka -na
3M +there before this 2M +arrive, visit -PC/T
ATRB (S)
ngabarlawa, Naddjirramiyawa 
1M OBLQ (place name)
You've been there at Naddjirramiyawa before with me
The term wurdamiya 'recently', 'yesterday' is of course restricted to occurrence with C/T 
tense, just as barakabba 'tomorrow' always occurs with future tense verbs. Karamarda 
'now', 'presently' is probably a complex of particles kora 'this-here' and marda 'hereafter* 
and usually occurs with verbs of C/T and Future tense parameters unless another qualifier 
such as nkirra (as in nkirra karamarda 'just now' with PC/T tense) further modifies its use. 
An interesting use of this form is in the phrase meaning 'from now on' as in the example 
following:
(28) Nkara yingawa karamarda njeyabba rrininja nguyabba.
n +kara yingawa karamarda
3M -»-this now now
ATRB (focus)
njeyabba rri +ni -nja nguyabba
2MCARD 1/2M +sit, -FUT here
(S)IRRi stay
From now on you can stay here with me.
The remaining temporal relators nawarra 'long (time) ago', wunawarra 'in time gone by' 
and djungkarra 'in "storytime'", 'in "dreamtime"’ all occur with PC/T tense verbs. Note 
that nawarra can also be used as a durative qualifier meaning 'for a long time' (see 7.1.2.3.
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below) which makes associated tense less specific. I have also found it with a future verb 
form in the phrase nawarra mardabba ngayddjorama (=lit "long-time from-the-time-when 
I-will-die/be-dead") 'long time in the future'.
There is sometimes an overlap in the semantic range of wurdamiya 'yesterday', 'recently' 
and nawarra which seems to depend on the relative import of an event or action. Although 
the (semantic) scope of some of these time words has not been thoroughly tested, it appears 
that the extent of the time reference depends on the nature of the action, activity or event 
For example, a 'recent death' may be temporally qualified with wurdamiya, (rather than, 
say, nawarra ) even though it might refer to anything from say 'yesterday' to 'just over a 
year ago'. Other events or activities, such as 'sunrise', 'cooking' or 'fishing' will only be 
qualified with wurdamiya if they happened 'yesterday' or 'in the last few days'. Similarly, 
the scope of wunawarra 'in times gone by' (and nawarra 'long time ago') can refer to any 
time before wurdamiya which might be a few weeks or months or years ago. These 
temporal relators can of course be further specified with additional information, as in the 
example following:
(29) Nawarra nurrbakkarrawaramivana ngibakkaddjawana ngirrborkkayana.
nawarra nurrba +kkarrawaramiya -na ngiba +kkaddjawa -na
long time 2A(S) +forget, not know -PC/T 1A(A) +have, use -PC/T
3M(0)
ngirrb(a) +(w)orkkaya -na
1A(S) +go around -PC/T 
(^Characteristic Aspect)
Lon% ago, before \ou were born, we used to use that one.
(=Ut Tong ago, when you knew rotting")
The forms nawarra and wunawarra are clearly morphologically related. The prefix wu- 
usually has a Characteristic function with deverbals and derived nominals (see 4.5.3.2.), 
but the function of the prefix in wu-na+warra is entirely dependent on the meaning of the 
root form warra. This is problematic simply because warra occurs with locational as well as 
temporal referents, meaning 'place' and/or 'time'. (In this respect I note with interest the
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following forms: nawarra 'long time', wunawarra 'in times gone by' and ka\awarra 
'where', 'what place', 'whenever*, warring ’when', werrawabba ’wherever*.) The form 
wunawarra may be Characteristic in form only and is tentatively grouped with other 
"Characteristic" forms of unknown or problematic derivation discussed in 4.5.3.2.
There are also many phrases that function like temporal relators. Those included below 
introduce the terms used in Nakkara to express what we translate as 'day/s’, 'month' and 
'year*. These are nakkoyakoya ’sleep’, 'day' or 'part of a week’, wunangurrbbilbbilawa 
'moon', 'month' and naddjorra 'rain', 'year*. Passing of time is expressed by the verb 
belbba 'step', 'spread' as in the following:
(30) Wunangurrbbilbbilawa ngardawaniya belbbana
wunangurrbbilbbilawa ngardawa -niya 0  +belbba -na
moon, month one -3MPOSS 3M(A) +step, -PC/T
3M(0) spread
One month passed. / After one month.
nakkoyakoya 'day', 'sleep', 
'part of a week'
barawabba nakkoyakoya kabanakkakardabba 
(before-now day/s two)
'two days ago'
narramunga nakkoyakoya kabanakkakardabba 
(another day/s two)
'two days ago'/ln two days'
narramunga nakkoyakoya kikkundjabangiya 
(another day/s sun-cover+fall)
'the day before yesterday 
afternoon'
kunjma nakkoyakoya kabanakkakardabba 
(another-time day/s two)
'the day after tomorrow', 
'in two days'
nakkoyakoya narramunga 
(day/s another)
'last week'/next week', 
'another day'
nakkoyakoya nkorrawa 
(day/s many)
'many days ago'
Table 7.I.2.2.C. Expressions Quantifying Days and Parts of the Week
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Describing and quantifying months and phases of the moon are important in Nakkara 
because of the way the moon affects the tides. Tidal movements are crucial to patterns of 
movement of fish, shell-fish, crabs and so on which make up the bulk of the protein 
content of the Nakkara diet
wunangurrbbilbbilawa 'moon', 'month'
(barawabba) wunangurrbbilbbilawa ngardawaniya 
((before-now) moon one)
'last month'
narramunga wunangurrbbilbbilawa 
(another moon)
'last/next month'
(barawabba) wunangurrbbilbbilawa kabanakkakardabba 
((before now) moon two)
'two months ago'
(wunangurrbbilbbilawa) bukkurlurl 'full moon'
remayuna
(temple (?=crescent-shape) lie)
'(it was) new moon'
Table 7.1.2.2.d. Expressions Quantifying Months and the Moon
As well as 'moons’ or 'months' dividing a year, there are words for the seasons that occur 
in Arnhem Land. These combined with the phases of the moon, which affect the tides, are 
also extremely important time references to this coastal-dwelling fishing, hunting and 
gathering culture. As with any culture, a reference to a season implies the presence of a 
whole array of associated factors including which fruit are in season, which animals are in 
the area, which birds are nesting, whether the turtles are coming ashore or where, in a 
complex cycle, the barramundi are swimming. There are dozens of expressions in Nakkara 
that relate to specific events and spectacles within seasonal cycles, but to keep within the 
limits of this discussion of Temporal relators I have restricted the list in this section to the 
five words that are used to refer to the seasons and expressions used to quantify naddjorra 
the Nakkara term for 'year*.
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naddjorra 'rain', 'the wet season’, 
'year'
naddjorra nkorrawa 
(rain many)
'many years ago'
(barawabba) naddjorra ngardawaniya 
((before-now) rain one)
'last year1
barraddjorrarra 
(west wind+rain)
'late wet season'
warlirr 'drier hot season'
yekke 'cool, dry season’
njinga 'cold', 'the cold season’
yembarra 'pre-wet season'
Table 7.1.2.2.e. Seasons and Expressions Quantifying Parts of the Year
7.I.2.3. Iterative and Durative Qualifiers
This comprises the rather small set of expressions tabled in 7.1.2.3. below. Iterative 
expressions in Nakkara are normally covered by Characteristic Aspectual verb 
constructions incorporating the aspectual verb workkaya 'do habitually' (see 8.9.4.). A 
Characteristic aspectual verb construction often accompanies the qualifiers kanakkana 
'always', 'frequently' and kanakkana djawa 'sometimes', 'often' (as in (31) below).
kanakkana 'always', 'frequently'
kanakkana djawa 'sometimes', 'often'
nabbirdaddja 'for a long time'
nakkarrakarra 'for a long time'
nawarra 'for a long time'
Table 7.I.2.3. Iterative and Durative Qualifiers.
The form kanakkana is interesting in that it appears to be a reduplication of the 
demonstrative stem kana 'there'. At this stage, however, I have found no logical or
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semantic reason for this coincidence of forms, although, as pointed out above, with 
reference to the stem warra 'place' and/or 'time', the distinction between spatial and 
temporal concepts in Nakkara is not always clear. Semantic justification for the composite 
form kanakkana djawa 'sometimes', 'often' requires accepting that 'sometimes' and 'often' 
are somehow equivalent to, "possibly/less definitely always”, as djawa is a possibility 
particle meaning 'could be' (see 73.2.3.).
The Durative qualifier nabbirdaddja 'for a long time’ occurs most commonly in the 
compound verb construction nabbirdaddja ka (with ka 'take') meaning 'take a long time', 
'waste time'. When occurring with other verbs, as in example (34) below, it can also imply 
‘an unnecessarily long time' as in 'wasted time'. It also occurs in the durative phrase 
nabbirdaddja nakkoyakoya 'for many days'. The qualifiers nakkarrakarra and nawarra 
both occur as non-durative forms as well, nakkarrakarra meaning 'a long distance' and 
nawarra 'a long time'. As durative qualifiers the two are apparently interchangeable. Some 
examples of these qualifiers are given below:
(31) Ngurrbiddjoma nabburlanabba kanakkana ngumanga ngurrborkkaya ndjurla.
ngurrbi +ddjorna - 0  nabburlanabba kanakkana
1/2A +retum -FUT same place always
(S)IRRi
ngu +ma -nga ngurrb(a) +(w)orkkaya - 0  ndjurla
1/2A(A) +get -C/T 1/2A +go round -C/T catfish
3M(0) (S) (Characteristic Aspect)
We'll go back to that place where we always used to catch catfish.
(32) Babbdrrabba rrbanayeka ngabanana kanakkana diawa.
babb£rrabba rrba -na +ye -ka ngaba +na -na
3AUGCARD 3A -here +go -PC/T 3A(A) +see -PC/T
(S) 1M(0)
kanakkana djawa 
always could be
They've come to visit me often.
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(33) Yingawa nabbirdaddja kaka! Nganakkoraya!
yingawa nabbirdaddja kaka! nga -na +kkoraya!
NEGIMPV for a long time take IMPV MIN -here +move
INCR rapidly
Don't waste time doing that! Come here!
(34) Ngiyakabba munguy kinina nabbirdaddja.
ngiyakabba munguy ki +ni -na nabbirdaddja
3Mf CARD continuously, 3Mf +sit, -PC/T for a long time
persistently (S) stay
She sat there all day wasting time.
(35) Yingawa kingindja, kingindja nawarra / nakkarrakarra.
yingawa ki +ngindja - 0 ,  ki -i-ngindja - 0
then 3Mf +cry -C/T 3Mf +cry -C/T
(S) (S)
nawarra / nakkarrakarra.
a long time /  a long time/distance
Then she cried for a long time.
7.2. Interrogatives and Indefinites
It is possible to cite Nakkara equivalents to a full set of English WH-interrogatives, such as 
who?, what?, when?, where?, why?, but this gives an incomplete picture of the function of 
these words. Some occurrences o f these forms are both interrogative and indefinite, and 
others are one or the other. Most interrogative forms have a range of meanings, which are 
dependent on context The Interrogative and indefinite forms recorded to date in Nakkara 
are tabled in 7.2. below.
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nangarda 'something', 'what', 'whatever*
nangarda djawa 'what for , 'why
nangarda(wa) liyawa 'what for , 'why
-njingka 'someone', 'who' (Minimal)
-ngardawa 'some persons', 'who' (Non-Minimal)
kaya 'what'
kayawarra 'where', 'what place’; 'when'
rayulawa 'where', 'which way'
kayinamiyabba 'when', 'how many'
-njingkawa 'something', 'whatsit'
kayawa 'some place', 'wheresit'
werrawabba 'whatever way', 'some other way’
Table 7.2. Interrogative and Indefinite Formatives
7.2.1. nangarda  ’something', 'w hat', 'whatever'
The Interrogative/Indefinite formative nangarda is a nominal form, consisting of the 
nominal prefix na and the stem ngarda '?something'. This stem also occurs in the forms 
-ngardawa 'some persons', nangardawa 'some kind', probably in the word for 'one 
(thing)' ngardawa-niya , its feminine equivalent ngardawa-nguya 'one (thing (fem.))', 
ngardawabba 'alone', ngardawabba-ngardawabba 'separately' and possibly in the particle 
ngardawa 'because' (?= some reason). This formative is commonly used in sentences like 
(36), where it may be read as an interrogative request for (more) information (about an 
object substance, action) or as an expression of indefiniteness. As an Interrogative 
formative nangarda usually occurs in sentence initial position. Therefore, an unambiguous 
indefinite reading of (36) would be as in (37), where indefiniteness is expressed by 
inserting a personal pronoun and therefore removing the formative from sentence-initial 
position.
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(36) Nangarda yabbarangiya?
nangarda ya +bbara -ngiya
something 2M(A) +bite, -PC/T
3M(0) eat
What did you eat?/ You ate something.
(37) Njeyabba nangarda yabbarangiya.
njeyabba nangarda ya +bbara -ngiya
2MCARD something 2M(A) +bite, -PC/T
3M(0) eat
You ate something.
Sometimes indefiniteness is prefaced by a statem nt of ’not knowing', as in (38), and in 
other instances a possibility particle mukkawa ’maybe’ or ngawa 'maybe' is included to 
reinforce this reading, as in (39) and (40). Interestingly, the use of the possibility particle 
djawa 'could' with nangarda is reserved for the phrase nangarda djawa 'what for1, 'why' 
discussed below.
(38) Korla ngakkelewa nangarda yabbarangiya.
korla nga +kkelewa - 0  nangarda ya +bbara -ngiya.
NEG 1M(A) +know -C/T something 2M(A) +bite, -PC/T
3M(0)IRR2 NEG 3M(0) eat
I  don't know what you ate.
(39) Kiwuna nangarda mukkawa Yanakkarddjabba kaya neyaka.
ki +wu -na nangarda mukkawa Yanakkarddjabba
3Mf(0) +give -PC/T something maybe Darwin (=main place)
0  +ka -ya 0  -na +ye -ka.
3M(A) +take -PC/T 3M -here +go -PC/T
3M(0) (S)
He gave her something he brought back from Darwin.
(40) Korla ngana lorra, nangarda mukkawa.
korla nga +na lorra, nangarda mukkawa
NEG 1M(A) +see properly something maybe
3M (0) NEG IMPV
I can t see properly, it must be something.
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This formative can also be used alone for 'what for', 'why' as in (41), although nangarda 
djawa or nangarda liyawa is more commonly found
(41) Nangarda njangindja?
nangarda nja +ngindja - 0
something 2M(S) +cry -C/T
Whv are you crying?
When combined with the negative particle korla as korla nangarda the meaning is 'nothing', 
'nothing else', 'no matter* as in the following examples:
(42) Njinga banaddjoramarda korla nangarda bandikkondjama.
njinga bana +ddjorama -rda korla nangarda
cold 3UA +be sick, die -PC/T NEG something
(S) suffer
bandi +kkondjaya -ma 
3UA(S) -»-cover self -PC/T 
IRRl NEG
They got cold with nothing to cover them.
(43) Ngiyakabba yabbara kandiddjawa, korla nangarda.
ngiyakabba ya +bbara - 0  kandiddjawa, korla nangarda.
3Mf CARD 3Mf(A) +bite, -FUT damper NEG something
3M(0)IRRi eat
She’ll eat damper and nothing else.
(44) Rdana maramaddangiya, maramaddangiya, korla nangarda ye!
0  +rda -na 0  +maramadda -ngiya,
3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T 3M(A) -»-make shallow -PC/T
3M(0) stab 3M(0) wound
0  +maramadda -ngiya korla nangarda ye
3M(A) -»-make shallow -PC/T NEG something indeed
3M(0) wound
Another spear gave him a flesh wound, only a flesh wound, it didn’t matter!
(45) (There he was holding her as they slept together)...
Korla nangarda. mirdakiya rdayeka kurbarra kiwuna.
korla nangarda, 0  +mirdaki -ya 0  -rda +ye -ka
NEG something 3M(S) +crawl, -PC/T 3M(S) -there +go -PC/T
kurbarra ki +wu -na
eye 3Mf(0) +give -PC/T
(=tate aim, put spear & wommera together)
Little did he know. one man was creeping up with spear in wommera, ready.
Some other interrogative and indefinite expressions using nangarda are given in Table 
7.2.1. below:
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nangarda mubba 
(something and(more))
'what more?', 'what else?'
nangarda bardakka 
(something still, again)
'what else?', what next?'
nangarda yabba 
(something still, again)
'what else?','what now?’
nangarda nkinda 
(something it+there(2))
'whatever kind', 'you name it'
nangarda kiddjakora 
(something ?this & that)
'all (different) kinds', 'any kind'
Table 7.2.1. Additional Interrogative/Indefinite expressions using nangarda
7.2.2. nangarda djawa and nangarda(wa) liyawa
'what for', 'why', 'what reason', 'what kind'
These forms are usually used as interrogatives requesting more information about the 
nature of an object or a reason why something happens or doesn’t happen. They can 
occasionally be found expressing indefiniteness, as in (54). The examples following best 
capture the function of these formative phrases. Note firstly however that liyawa '3 
Minimal Oblique' (=of/to it) is often shortened to liya and secondly that both nangarda 
liya(wa) and nangardawa li\a(wa) occur. I have not always been able to distinguish 
separate meanings for these two forms (which indeed are sometimes interchangeable)
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except to say that nangardawa liya is more often used to question the nature of something 
(’what kind') than the reason ('why') for its existence or occurrence (see (52) and (53)). 
The form nangardawa liya can also occur as an indefinite form (as in (54)) and I have only 
found nangarda liya as an interrogative.
The form nangarda djawa means literally ’’could be something" but is used where in 
English we say 'why?' and also 'what for?'. A more accurate translation for this might be 
'what reason?’ or 'what cause?' given that the stem ngarda  also occurs in words like 
ngardawa 'because'.
(46) Ngirrbakana liya, "Nangarda diawa?"
ngirrb(a) +(w)aka -na liya(wa), nangarda djawa
1A(S) +speak -PC/T 3MOBLQ something could be
We said to him, 'W hat is it for?"
(47) Nangarda diawa njawaka njakko njeba?
n an garda  d jaw a  n ja  + w aka - 0  
something could be 2M(S) +speak -C/T
nja +kko(raya) - 0  nje -ba - 0
2M +move rapidly -C/T 2M -go -C/T
(=Velocity Aspect) (^Continuous Aspect)
Why do you make so much noise?
Nangarda djawa can also occur in negative constructions, as in the following example.
(48) Nangarda diawa korla ngindjiwuyama nkinabbobanja ?
nangarda djawa korla ngindji +wu -ya -ma
something could be NEG 1M(0) +give -IRRi -PC/T
2M(A) NEG
nkinabbobanja
gun
Why didn't you give the gun to me?
The form nangarda liya/wa) means literally something like "what of it" and usually means 
'why?'. This form can also occur in negative constructions as in (50).
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(49) Nangarda livawa njebana?
nangarda liyawa nje -ba -na
something 3MOBLQ 2M(S) -go -PC/T
Why did you go?
(50) Nangarda livawa njeyabba njabokkamarda korla kaya kurakibba mandjawakka?
nangarda liyawa njeyabba nja +bokkama -rda
something 3MOBLQ 2MCARD 2M(A) +sire -PC/T
3Mf(0)
korla kaya kurakibba mandjawakka 
NEG able deprive of knife
Whv can't you take the knife from your daughter?
In example (51) following either nangardawa-liya or nangarda-liya 'why* is acceptable. 
Whereas in (52), nangardawa-liya has the sense of 'what kind'. Example (54) shows an 
indefinite meaning for this formative phrase.
(51) Nangarda(wa) liva njawakana babberrawa?
nangarda(wa) liya(wa) nja +waka -na babberrawa 
something 3MOBLQ 2M(S) +speak -PC/T 3AOBLQ
Why did you say that (to them) ?
(52) Naneandawa liva murdikka njebana?
nangardawa liya(wa) murdikka nje -ba -na
something 3MOBLQ car/truck 2M(S) -go -PC/T
With which vehicle did you go?
(53) Wunakkeyarra ngabandikkuramiya nangardawa livawa yurda.
wunakkeyarra ngabandi +kkuramiya - 0  
water 3UA(A( +show, point -FUT
1M(0) IRRi
nangardawa liyawa 0  +yu -rda
something 3MOBLQ 3M -»-lie, -C/T
(S) be
They'll show me what kind o f water there is.
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(54) Nakabba njonja mangaya nangardawa hya.
nakabba njonja 0  +ma -ngaya nangardawa liya(wa)
3M CARD fish 3M(A) +get -PC/T something 3MOBLQ
3M(0)
He caught some kind offish.
The formatives nangarda and nangardawa are not generally used to request information 
about a place or a person. I have, however recorded one example which, apparently for 
stylistic reasons, makes an exception to this:
(55) N an gardawakkawa yamangaya njonja?
nangardawa +kkawa ya +ma -ngaya njonja
something, +ABL 2M(A) +get -PC/T fish
?somewhere 3M(0)
From where (on earth) did you get that fish?
7.2.3. -njingka 'someone', 'some person', 'who'
The form -njingka is a nominal stem which takes third person Minimal Attributive prefixes 
and is used to code an interrogative or indefinite reference to a single human person. The 
forms njingka (a shortened form of nnjingka) 'who (non-feminine)' and kinnjingka or 
kinjingka 'who (feminine)' occur, as in the examples following.
(56) Kinjingka kinorang?
ki(n) +njingka ki(n) +noranga
3Mf +someone 3Mf +name
ATRB ATRB
What's her name?
(57) (A): Kandjana yaddjeba njonja.
Uncle's going out fishing.
(B): Njingka bandiddjeba?
(n) -t-njingka bandi +ddje -ba
3M -»-someone 3UA(S) +FUT -go
ATRB IRRi INCR
Who elselwhich other man is going with him?
(58) (A): Ngimnarawindjiyana ngurnina.
We were shouting at each other.
Njeyabba kinniingka (nurrmarawindjiyana nuimina)?
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(B):
njeyabba kin +njingka nurr +marawi +ndjiya -na
2M CARD 3Mf -»-someone 2UAf +shout at +RECIP -PC/T 
ATRB (S)
nurr +ni -na
2UAf +sit, stay -PC/T 
(S) (=Progressive Aspect)
You and who (were shouting at each other)?! You and some woman...
The formative -njingka occurs with the negative particle korla as korla njingka or korla 
kin(n)jingka  meaning 'no-one', 'nobody'. It also occurs with the particle mubba  'and 
(more)' as (ki(n))njingka mubba 'who else?' and korla mubba njingka 'no one else’ as in 
the example following:
(59) Korla mubba njingka bandjirddayama.
korla mubba 0  +njingka bandji +rdda +ya -ma
NEG and (more) 3M -»-someone 3UA(A) -»-pierce, +IRRi -PC/T
ATRB 3M(0)IRRi shoot NEG
No one else shot at him.
7.2.4. -ngardawa 'some people', 'who?' (Non-Minimal)
This is also a nominal stem that inflects with third person Attributive prefixes, but is always 
a non-Minimal form. Like -njingka the equivalent Minimal form, -ngardawa refers only to 
human persons. Inflected forms can be interrogative or indefinite. Some examples follow:
(60) Karrbangardawa rrbaniyeka errbblen nayana?
karrba -»-ngardawa rrba -ni + ye -ka errbblen nayana
3A -»-someone 3A -here +go -PC/T airplane LOC/INSTR
Who came on the plane?
(61) Kabarmgardawa nurrbarribana?
kabarr -»-ngardawa nurrba +rri -ba -na
3UAfATRB -»-someone 2A(S) +AUG -go -PC/T
Which (two) women did you go with?! Which couple...
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(62) Baraka karrbangardawa namewaya babbamyangiya kan abba,
baraka karrba +ngardawa namewaya
night 3AATRB +someone net
ba +bbarnya -ngiya kanabba
3A(A) +put -PC/T there
3M(0)
Last night somebodv/some people put nets down (in the estuary).
This formative can occur with the negative particle meaning 'nobody1 (non-Minimal); 
however, the Minimal form korla njingka 'nobody' will more often be used as a short-hand 
form (as in (59) above, which has a non-Minimal subject). Note also that these forms are 
not used in Nakkara for translations of 'anyone', anybody', but instead, a generic use of 
the first person inclusive Unit-Augmented prefix with the nominals -nakkelaya 'human' 
and -korrawa 'many' occurs, as in the following example:
(63) Ngunnakkelava ngunakorrawa (ngunangoyabbana kandiddjawa).
ngun +na +kkelaya nguna +korrawa
1/2UA +NOM +understand 1/2UA +many
CHAR ATRB
nguna +ngoyabba -na kandiddjawa
1/2UA(A) +make -C/T damper
3M(0)
Anyone can make damper.
7.2.5. kaya 'w hat', 'which*; 'able*
This formative has two rather restricted interrogative uses. Firstly, kaya precedes the 
inflected demonstrative pronoun -kora 'this here' as kaya (p)-kara to mean 'which one/s?'. 
This use is exemplified in (64) to (66) below. This formative also occurs with the verb 
yinama 'do, say, reckon' as kaya (p)-yinama-(T) 'what does/did p  do/say/reckon?' or 
possibly, 'what can/could p do/say/reckon?' (see (67) to (69)). This form is clearly related 
to kayinamiyabba 'when', 'how many' discussed in 7.2.8. below.
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(64) Kava nkara munanga yakkaya ngamamanguya?
kaya n +kara munanga ya +kka -ya ngamamanguya
what 3M +this here axe 2M(A) -Hake -PC/T house, hut
ATRB 3M(0)
Which axe did you take from  the house?
(65) Nakkeyarda kava nkara noranga?
nakkeyarda kaya n +kara (n) +norang
place, camp what 3M +this here 3M +name
ATRB ATRB
What's the name o f this place?
(66) Kava karrbakkara ?
kaya karrba +kara
what 3AATRB -Khishere
Which mob?
The function of kaya in the construction kaya yinama is best illustrated by the examples 
following:
(67) Kava banayinamana?
kaya bana +yinama -na 
what 3UA +do, say, -PC/T 
(S) reckon
What did!could they do before?
(68) Kava rriyinamiya barakabba?
kaya rri +yinami -ya barakabba
what 1/2M +do, say -FUT tomorrow
(S)IRRi reckon
What will/can we do tomorrow?
This construction is also used where a speaker wishes to catch his train of thought, as in 
the following:
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(69) Nkardangabba, a kava ngayinamiya, nawongarra mubba djoramarda.
n +kardangabba, a kaya nga +yinami -ya,
3M +that-there(l/2) um what 1M +do, say -C/T
ATRB (S) reckon
nawongarra mubba 0  +djorama -rda
spirit, devil and(more) 3M +be sick, -PC/T
(S) die
That was it, ah, what was I  saying, yes, devils and a dead man.
However, the idea o f kaya  signalling some sense o f ’ability’, as suggested in the 
translations o f examples (66) and (68) above, stems from a corresponding (albeit non- 
interrogative) negative construction korla kaya yinama 'unable to do' illustrated in the 
following examples:
(70) Korla kava ngayinamiya ngakkakkardama walengken.
korla kaya nga +yinami -ya nga +kkakkardama - 0
NEG able 1M(S) +do, say -C/T 1M(A) +lift -C/T
IRR2 reckon NEG 3M(0)IRR2 NEG
walengken
self
I  cannot lift it by myself.
(71) Korla kava nganjinamiya nganjakomakordda ngaidawa wirlwirl.
korla kaya nganj(a) +(y)inami -ya 
NEG able 2M(S) +do, say -C/T 
IRR2 reckon NEG
nganja +komakordda - 0  ngardawa wirlwirl 
2M(S) +go across -C/T because flood 
IRR2 NEG
You can't get across the creek because it's flooded.
7.2.6. kayawarra 'where', 'what place'; 'when'
The formative kayaw arra  is commonly found meaning 'where?', 'what place?', as 
illustrated in examples (72) to (74). An additional, less common usage is as a temporal 
formative, as in (75) and (76).
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(72) Kavawarra nakkeyamiya bumiddjanga?
k ay aw arra  n ak k ey a r(d a ) -n iy a  b u rru d d jan g a  
what place camp, place -3MPOSS clothes, rags
Where are those (dead man's) clothes now?
(73) Kavawarra naka nkara rriddjeba?
kayawarra naka n +kara rri +ddje -ba
what place later 3M +this-here 1/2M +FUT -go
ATRB (S)IRRi
What place is this we’re going to?
This formative also occurs with the Ablative suffix as kayawarrakkawa, meaning 'from 
where? and with other locationals or particles to make the locational reference less definite, 
as in (74) below:
(74) Ngabbawana kinda kavawarra /  kavawarra mukkawa.
nga +bbawa »na kinda kayawarra /
1M(A) +leave -PC/T that there( 1/2) what place
3M(0) ("we know it")
kayawarra mukkawa
what place maybe
/  left it somewhere around here.
The temporal use of kayawarra as in examples (75) and (76) below is not common, nor 
is it interrogative or indefinite. Its use is similar to that of the temporal particle warrina 
’when’, which is nevertheless restricted to sentence-initial position. In both examples 
kayawarra can be replaced by the particle warrina ’when' if warrina is allowed sentence- 
initial position, but can never be replaced by the form kayinamiyabba 'when', 'how many’.
(75) Marda kavawarra ngirrbiddjorama nubikkelewa nkara yingawa.
marda kayawarra ngirrbi +ddjorama - 0  
so that what?time 1A(S) +be sick, die -FUT 
hereafter IRRi
nubi +kkelewa - 0  n +kara yingawa 
2A(A) + know, -FUT 3M + this now 
3M(0)IRRj remember ATRB here
So that from  now on when we are dead you will know about this thing.
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(76) Kul nganbikkaddjawa, kavawarra ready yaninja ngaywala.
ku l n g an b i + k k ad d jaw a  - 0 ,  k ayaw arra
school 1M(A) +have, hold -FUT what ?time
3A(0)IRRi
read y  ya  + n i -n ja  ngay  + w ala  - 0
M 3M + sit, -FUT 1M +goup -FUT
(S)ERRi be (S)IRRi
II I  have school fo r  them and when things are ready I'll go into ceremony.
7.2.7. rayulawa 'where*, 'which way', 'what direction'
Although the two formatives rayulawa and kayawarra seem largely interchangeable there is 
a subtle difference in their meanings. Whereas kayawarra means 'where' or 'what place', 
rayulawa means 'where', 'what direction'. Therefore the use of rayulawa is restricted to 
occurrence with motion verbs. This formative can have an indefinite as well as an 
interrogative meaning (see (78)) and can also occur with the Ablative suffix, as in (79).
(77) Ravulawa iriddjeba?
rayulawa rri +ddje -ba
which way 1/2M +FUT -go
(S)IRRi
Where are we going?! Which wav...
(7 8) Korla ravulawa nganjabbuba, ndjaninjawabba.
korla rayulawa nganja +bbu -ba, ndja +ni -nja +wabba
NEG which way 2M(S) +INCR -go 2M +sit, -FUT +PROX
IRR2 NEG (S)IRRi stay
Don't go anywhere, ju st stay around here.
(79) Karrbakkara, ravulawakkawa rrbaniyengka?
karrba +kkara rayulawa +kkawa rrba -ni +ye -ngka
3A -fthis-here which way +ABL 3A -here +go -C/T
ATRB (S)
Where have these people come from?
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7.2.8. kayinam iyabba  'w h en ', 'how  m any '
This interrogative formative is a frozen assimilation of kaya yinamiyabba and is best 
translated as 'what reckoning?', yinamiyabba being a nominalised form of the verb yinama 
'do, say, reckon' ('reckon' in the sense of 'estimate', calculate'). Kayinamiyabba  can be 
used to enquire of estimable time, as in 'how long?', 'how often?' (see (80) to (82)), 
estimable space or distance, as in 'how far?' (see (83)) or of objects as in 'how many?' 
(84). These examples follow:
(80) Kayinamiyabba nakkoyakoya rrbardiyeka?
kay inam iyabba  n akkoyakoya  rrb a  -rd i + y e  -k a
what reckoning day/s, sleep/s 3A(S) -there +go -PC/T
How long was their journey? / When did they leave?
(81) Kayinamiyabba kibimarrbbana kikkardayana kiyuna?
kayinamiyabba kibi +marrbba -na
what reckoning 3A(A) +waitfor -PC/T
3Mf(0)
ki +kkardaya -na ki +yu -na
3Mf +be submerged -PC/T 3Mf +lie, -PC/T
(S) (S) be
How long did they wait fo r  (the yam (fern)) to leach?
(82) Kavinamivabba kandjana namurakka kikkordakorddanga ninda?
kayinamiyabba kandjana namurakka
what reckoning uncle goose (fern)
ki +kkordakordda -nga 0  +nin -da
3Mf(0) -teat game, chew -C/T 3M +sit, -C/T
(3M(A)) (S) stay
How often does uncle eat goose? / When does ...
(83) Kavinamivabba kanabba Manmoyi ngurrbirddiddjarabaka?
kayinamiyabba kanabba Manmoyi ngurrbi +rddiddjarabaka - 0
what reckoning there (place) 1/2A +arrive -FUT
(S) IRRi
How far to Manmoyi? I When will we get to Manmoyi?
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(84) Kavinamivabba njonja yamangaya?
kayinamiyabba njonja ya +ma -ngaya
what reckoning fish 2M(A) +get -PC/T
3M(0)
How many fish did you get?
I have also heard kayinamiyabba used where one would expect nangarda liya ’how', 'what 
means' as in the following example:
(85) Kavinamivabba njardiyeka nkardabba?
kayinamiyabba nja -rdi +ye -ka nkardabba
what reckoning 2M(S) -there +go -PC/T that-there(l/2)
How did you get there?
7.2.9. -njingkawa 'whatsit', 'whosit' and kayawa 'wheresit'
These two formatives and the remainder to be discussed in section 7.2. are principally 
indefinite in nature, but njingkawa and kayawa are what are sometimes termed "fillers" or 
"hesitation" forms.
The form -njingkawa occurs with either of the third person Minimal Attributive prefixes as 
(n)njingkawa or ki(n)njingkawa depending on the gender of the referent This nominal 
form usually refers to persons, but can also occur with reference to other animate beings 
such as plants and animals. It is clearly derived from the formative njingka  'who', 
'someone' although the meaning of the final -wa is unclear.
(86) Babbordarrbbana rrborkkaya nkardangabba kiniingkawa. nayira.
ba +bbordarrbba -na rrb(a) +(w)orkkaya - 0
3A(A) ntwist, entwine -C/T 3A(S) +go around -C/T
3M(0) (Characteristic Aspect)
n nkardangabba ki(n) nnjingkawa, nayira
3M nthat-there (1/2) 3Mf nwhatsit banyan(fem)
ATRB ATRB
They always make string from  that one, whatsaname, banyan.
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The form kayawa refers to a location or place name temporarily forgotten. Unlike other 
locational formatives, it does not take additional inflections or derivations such as an 
Ablative suffix.
(87) Ngurrbardawomba kana ngurrbininja, kana kavawa...
Wamimam, Wamimarri noranga nkardangabba nakkeyarda.
ngurrba -rda +wornba kana ngurrbi +ni -nja,
AUG -there +go there 1/2A +sit, -FUT
HORT (S)IRRi stay
kana kayaw a... Wamirnarri, Wamirnarri (n) +noranga
there wheresit M " (3M) +name
n +kardangabba nakkeyarda
3M +that+there(l/2) camp, place
ATRB
"Let's go and stay there at, whatsaname, Wamir narr i, that the name o f the place. 
7.2.10. werrawabba  'wherever', 'whatever way'
It is likely that this formative consists of the stem werra (possibly related to warra 'place' of 
kayawarra 'where') and the Proximal suffix +wabba. It is used as an indefinite locational 
indicating the speaker’s ignorance of or lack of concern about the location of an object or 
entity. An example follows:
(88) Ngibaddjarrakiya ngirrbarribana nakabba kebana werrawabba.
ngiba +ddjarraki -ya ngirrba +rri -ba -na
1A(A) +look for -PC/T 1A(S) +AUG -go -PC/T 
3M(0)
nakabba ke -ba -na werrawabba
3M CARD 3M -go -PC/T wherever
(S)
We went looking fo r  him but he went some other wav.
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7.3. Particles.
We can distinguish two types of particle in Nakkara according to their potential scope 
within sentential structure. These are Clause-modifying particles (referred to below simply 
as ’Particles') and Predicate-modifying particles or Adjuncts. Clause-modifying particles 
can have scope over a whole clause and in this sense operate outside other clause elements. 
Adjuncts, on the other hand, have a more restricted scope, operating as non-peripheral 
outer-core elements. This means that Adjuncts have scope over a particular verb-complex 
and its core operators. Clause-modifying particles can occur with just a simple verb- 
complex (as many of the Mood particles do) but do not generally refer to the motives of the 
core subject as Adjuncts do. Clause-modifying particles consist of two major sub-types, 
Connective particles (discussed in 7.3.1.) and Mood Particles (see 7.3.2.). There are also 
some additional particles discussed in 7.3.3. that do not fit into either of these sub-sets. 
7.3.1. Connective Particles
Connective particles occur between verb-complexes or strings of verb-complexes and serve 
as linking devices. They may act simply as sequential relators or as temporal or causal 
connectives. Connectives can also occur as Introductory particles, initiating simple or 
complex clause structures. They differ from Mood particles in that they do not trigger 
mood, polarity or illocutionary changes in the morphology of the verb. There are seven 
connective particles found so far in Nakkara.
ngarra 'and (new)', 'but'
mu(ka)bba 'and (more)', 'again'
yingawa 'at this/that time', 'now/then'
marda(bba) 'so from now/then on', 'so that', 'until'
warrina 'the time at which', 'when'
ngardawa 'because'
naddjawa 'could be because'
TABLE 7.3.1. Connective Particles
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7.3.1.1. ngarra  'and (new)'
The particle ngarra usually occurs in interclausal position, but can occur between noun 
phrases or can function as an introductory particle. Like other particles, ngarra takes no 
morphological inflections. It can,however, occur following another particle (see (12) to (19) 
below).
The function of ngarra is to introduce new information. It can serve to highlight a change of 
participants between two clauses or a switch of actions or events with same or shared 
participants.In so doing ngarra can provide a temporal link between two clauses, for 
sequential actions/events ('and then') or simultaneous actions/events ( while'). It frequently 
occurs following a negative construction where it is usually glossed as 'but'.
The clause following ngarra can therefore represent an alternative course of action, either 
sequential or simultaneous (see examples (89) and (90) below). This also holds for its 
occurrence following a negative (as in (91)); in an alternate irrealis clause ngarra might 
herald the reason why one action was unsuccessful (as in (92)); ngarra can introduce a new 
or different set of participants (e.g. in (89) and (90)), or indeed, a switch of location (as in 
(95)) or a new topic (as in (98)). In (99) ngarra functions as 'and' between the final pair in 
a list of items. In addition to the examples and further brief elucidation below, the particle 
ngarra occurs frequently in all recorded texts, including those in the Appendix of this 
thesis.
(89) Ngarabba ngakkorddanga ngarra ngarabba nginaddjina nburrbba warrabbmarda.
[ngarabba nga +kkordda -nga] ngarra [ngarabba
[1MCARD(A) 1M(A) + cut -C/T] and then [1M CARD(POSS) 
3M(0)
ngina +ddji -na n +burrbba 0  +warrabbma -rda]
1UA(S) +stand -PC/T 3M +guts 3M(A) +pullout -C/T]
=my brother ATRB 3M(0)
I  cut it open and then my brother pulled out the guts.
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(90) Nakkamana ngarabba yurda ngarra ngarreddjanga njonja.
[nakkamana 
[ dog
ngarabba
1MCARD
(POSS)
0  +yu -rda] 
3M +sleep -C/T] 
(S)
ngarra
while
[nga +rreddja -nga 
[1M(A) +cook -C/T 
3M(0)
njonja] 
fish ]
My dog slept while I  cooked the fish.
(91) Korla ngibakkakawa kabbala ngarra ngiirbakkunabaidaddjiya ngirrbayurda.
[korla ngiba +kkakawa - 0
[ NEG 1A(A) + put -C/T
3M(0)NEG NEG
[ngirrba +kkunabardaddjiya - 0
[1A(S) +go round -C/T
kabbala]
boat
ngarra
but
ngirrba +yu -rda]
1A(S) +lie(PROG)-C/T]
We didn't drop anchor, but went around (looking in the shallows).
(92) Ngamarramunga kabanangarda ngarra bankanaya rdunkaya.
[ngamarramunga
[POTENTIAL
[banka +na -ya 
[3M(A) +see -C/T 
3UA(0)
kabana +nga -rda -0  ]
3UA(A) +UA -pierce -C/T] 
3M(0) NEG NEG
ngarra
but
0
3M
(S)
+rdunkaya -0  ]
+escape -C/T]
They were going to spear it but it saw them and took off.
Similarly where there is an unexpected or contrastive turn of events but no overt negative, 
ngarra will often link the two clauses, as in example (93):
(93) Ngarabba ngaddjorlbbarriya, Adam djorlbbarriya ngarra Roly 
nkardabba kabbala nayana kakarda ninda...
[ngarabba nga +ddjorlbbarriya -0  ], 
[1M CARD(S) 1M(S) +jump -C/T],
0  ^djorlbbarriya -0  ] 
3M(S) +jump -C/T]
ngarra
but
[Roly
KS)
[Adam
[(S)
n +kardabba
3M +that-there(l/2) 
ATRB
kabbala kakarda 0  +nin -da ].
boat upon 3M(S) +sit, be -C/T]
I  jumped off, Adam jum ped off, but Roly stayed on the boat...
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The particle ngarra often follows an event giving temporal reference, linking this with a 
consequent clause, as in (94):
(94) Kikkundjabangiya ngarra ngirrbanawalanga.
[ki +kkundjabangiya -0  ] ngarra [ngirrba -na +wala -nga] 
[3Mf(S) +go down -C/T] and then [1A(S) -here +go up -C/T ]
The sun went down and (then) we came ashore.
In example (95) an action involving a change of location is linked to a preceding clause by 
ngarra. Notice that the participants (A)/(S) are the same in both clauses. In example (96) 
there is a change of location, action and participants.
(95) Nginabbawaya kardangabba ngarra nginardayeka nakkarrakarra 
nayarrawarra nayana.
[ngina +bbawa -ya kardangabba] ngarra [ngina -rda +ye -ka 
[1UA(A) +leave -C/T there (1/2) ] and then [1UA(S) -there +go -C /I
3M(0)
nakkarrakarra nayarrawarra nayana]. 
long way river LOC ]
We left it there and then went further up the river.
(96) Kibanamangaya kendjarra banarddana ngarra kabannarra 
banabbuna mirlirl nmerrabaya banabbuna.
[ki =bana +ma -ngaya kendjarra bana +rdda -na ]
[3Mf(0) =3UA(A) +get -PC/T chest 3UA(A) +stab -PC/T]
3M(0)
(=they blocked off thoroughfare)
ngarra [kaban +narra bana +bbu -na mirlirl
while [3UA +other 3UA(A) +weave -PC/T (plant sp.)
ATRB 3M(0)
nmerrabaya bana +bbu -na ]. 
fish trap 3UA(A) +weave -PC/T]
3M(0)
They got (sheets o f paperbark) to block o ff the creek while the others 
wove mirlirl into fish-traps.
The particle ngarra can also occur with NPs, as in (97), (98) and (99) below.
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(97) Ngarabba ngakkorddanga, nbarla; nkalakkuna ngarra nbarla.
ngarabba nga +kkordda -nga, n +barla; n +kalakkuna
IM CARD (A) 1M(A) 4cut -C/T 3M +fat 3M +small
3M(0) ATRB ATRB
ngarra n +barla
but 3M +fat
ATRB
I  cut it (bandicoot), it was (really) fat; small but fat.
In (98) ngarra introduces a new topic. This is consistent with its function as a herald of 
new, unexpected or contrasting information. In cases like this, where the glosses 'and 
then', 'while' and 'but' do not quite capture this function, ngarra  will occur with the 
generalised gloss 'and (new)'. In the following example, having just told a story about a 
ritual spearing, the narrator begins a new story, hence a new topic:
(98) Ngarra njingkawa nawarira, barawabba njabuna nawarira...
ngarra njingkawa nawarira barawabba njab(a) +(w)u -na
and(new) thing(non-fem) plant (sp) already 3UA(A) +give -PC/T
2M(0)
nawarira... 
plant (sp)
And now, that reed, whatsaname,'nawarira', they've already filled  
you in on that one...
A coordinating particle is not obligatory when listing items in Nakkara. If, however, one is 
included it will be ngarra. Example (99) below is a typical example, where the particle 
occurs just before the final item in the list:
(99) Ngirrbakkorrawa: Nakkara kiwaka, Burarra kiwaka, Ndjeya kiwaka 
ngarra Kuningku.
ngirrba +kkorrawa: nakkara ki +waka - 0 ,  burarra
LA +many this.one 3Mf +speak -C/T Burarra
ATRB (S)
ki +waka - 0 ,  ndjeya ki +waka - 0 ,  ngarra kuningku
3Mf +speak -C/T Ndjdbbana 3Mf +speak -C/T and(then) Kunwinjku 
(S) (S)
There were lots o f us (women): Nakkaras, Burarras, Ndj&bbanas and Kunwinjkus.
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The particle ngarra can occur adjacent to other particles. These strings of adjacent particles 
can sometimes be glossed as a composite of their literal meanings, and sometimes not 
When, for example the negative particle korla occurs with ngarra, as korla ngarra the 
combination means 'not even' as in (100) and (101). The function of ngarra to introduce 
new, contrastive or unexpected information is implicit in the gloss 'even' in this composite. 
(Compare here the use of 'even' with a negative in English: 'didn't even telephone, let 
alone write.') So too in Nakkara, ngarra is used to invite contrast, or where something 
mentioned as a possibility constitutes an extreme case, or someting unexpected.
A
Korla ngarra differs from korla yabba and korla bardakka 'still not', 'not yet' (see 7.3.3.4. 
and 7.3.3.5.) in that a verb following the latter constructions will always be a negative 
form. Interestingly, this is not a necessary requirement for a verb following korla ngarra , 
as (100) and (101) show.
(100) Ngirrbbamjaya korla ngarra barryurda...
ngirr +bbarnja +ya - 0  korla ngarra barr +yu -rda...
lUAf +put down +REFLX -C/T NEG and(new) 3UAf -fsleep -C/T
(S) (S)
We rested but they didn't even sleep
(101) Korla ngarra nabbarrara nginakkondjayana nginayuna...
korla ngarra nabbarrara ngina +kkondja +ya -na
NEG and(new) paperbark 1UA(S) +cover +REFLX -PC/T
ngina +yu -n a ...
lUAf(S) +sleep -PC/T
We didn't even cover ourselves with paperbark when we slept...
Ngarra also occurs with the possibility particle mukkawa as mukkawa ngarra meaning 
'unless', 'except if, as in the following example:
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(102) Ngunbinaya bannayengka, mukkawa ngarra banaddjomda.
ngunbi +na -ya ban -na +ye -ngka, mukkawa ngarra
1/2UA(A) +see -FUT 3UA -here +go -C/T maybe and(new)
3UA(0)FUT (S)
bana +ddjorn -da
3UA(S) +go back -PC/T
We might see them coming, unless they've already gone back.
The idea o f "condition" implicit in ’unless’ is consistent with the function of ngarra to 
introduce new or contrastive information, and also with the fact that ngarra commonly 
introduces the apodosis of a conditional clause, as in (103) or a counterfactual.
(103) Djawa ngayddjeba barakabba, ngarra yirreddja kandiddjawa Johnny naka.
djawa ngay +ddje -ba - 0  barakabba, ngarra
could be 1M(S) +FUT -go -FUT tomorrow and(new)
IRRl INCR
yi +rreddja - 0  kandiddjawa Johnny naka.
2M(A) +cook -FUT damper 3M CARD(abbrev)
3M(0)IRRi Poss/Ben
I f  I  go tomorrow, (then) you'll cook damper fo r  Johnny.
The temporal particle yingawa 'at this time/then' can also precede ngarra . The combination 
means literally 'at this time (and) then' or 'then and then', but can usually be translated as 
'at this time actually' or 'then actually’ as in (104). A string of three particles including 
ngarra can also occur as in (105).
(104) Yingawa ngarra ngaddjarra njonja.
yingawa ngarra nga +ddja -rra njonja.
at this time and(new) 1M(A) -feat -PC/T fish
3M(0)
Then I  actually ate those fish.
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(105) Yingawa ngarra diama nginangebana nakkarrba nginamangaya.
yingawa ngarra djama ngina +nge -ba -na
at this time and(new) only 1UA(S) +INCR -go -PC/T
nakkarrba ngina +ma -ngaya 
track 1UA(A) +get -PC/T
3M(0)
At this time actually there were only bush tracks to follow.
When ngarra occurs with kunjma 'after that time’, ngarra adds emphasis to the temporal 
meaning:
(106) Ngirrbayuna ngarra kunima. nkardabba djomda rdakkona nkanabba...
ngirrba +yu -na ngarra kunjma, n +kardabba
1A(S) +sleep -PC/T and(new) after that time 3M +that-known(l/2)
ATRB
0  +djorn -da 0  -rda +kko(0) -na n +kanabba
3M +go back -PCYT 3M -there +move -PC/T 3M +that-there(3)
(S) (S) quickly ATRB
We went to sleep and then at last that truck went back to that place...
Similarly, when occurring with korlawabba 'nothing/no-one at all' as in (107) below, 
ngarra adds emphasis. Compare here the English phrase "nothing but nothing..."
(107) Korla mubba njingka bandjirddayama ngarra korlawabba.
korla mubba njingka bandji +rdda +ya -ma
NEG and(more) someone 3UA(S) +pierce +RECIP -PC/T
IRRl NEG
ngarra korla +wabba.
and(new) NEG +Restrictive 
(= nothin^ hchone at an)
And nobody else was hit (in the spear fight), absolutely nobody.
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7.3.I.2. mukabba and mubba  'and (more)'
The particle mukabba is often shortened to mubba , and in fact can also occur simply as 
-bba, attached to the end of a verb-complex or NP. The gloss ’and (more)' is used to imply 
'and, more of the same', 'and, no new information', and might paraphrase as 'and, it 
follows that' or 'and as I've led you to believe', 'and obviously' or even 'and again’. This 
particle is similar to ngarra in that it acts like a simple conjunction, but differs from it in that 
ngarra heralds new information. Mukabba occurs less frequently than ngarra in textual 
material, probably because it is not always necessary to highlight the expected. Expected 
information can, however,be used in amusing and delightful ways in narrative, as in 'and 
wouldn't you know it!' or 'and you've guessed it!’ When this kind of highlighting is 
required in Nakkara, mukabba will usually be used. Some examplesfollow:
(108) Ngibukkaddjawana mukabba kaddjawana mandjarda kakaya...
ngibu +kkaddjawa -na mukabba 0  +kaddjawa -na
1A(A) -t-hold -PC/T and(more) 3M(A) +hold -PC/T
3M(0) 3M(0)
mandjarda 0  +kakaya
neck 3M(S) +stand C/T
(Poss.Predicate)
We grabbed hold o f it (the long-necked turtle) and so he 
(was able to) grab it by the neck.
(109) Ngirrbakkardabiyana nginbanana, nbanina mubba kardangabba.
ngirrba +kkardabiya -na nginba +na -na, rrba +ni -na
1A(S) +go down -PC/T 1A(A) +see -PCYT 3A(S) +sit, -PC/T
3A(0) stay
mubba kardangabba 
and(more) there(l/2)
We went down to see them and they were there, (as expected).
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(110) Kardabiyana yubbangiyana manbana njonja rdawarda mukabba manbana rdawarda 
kebana ngara nginamangaya.
0  +kardabiya -na 0  +yubbangiya -na 0  +manba -na
3M +go down -PC/T 3M +go in water -PCVT 3M(A) -feast net -PC/T
(S) (S) 3M(0)
njonja 0  +rdawa -rda mukabba 0 +manba -na
fish 3M(A) -Khrow -PC/T and(more) 3M(A) feast net -PC/T
3M(0) 3M(0)
0 +rdawa -rda ke -ba -na ngara ngina +ma -ngaya
3M(A) +throw -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T mouth 1UA(A) +get -PC/T
3M(0) (S) (Continuous) (= to fill up completely)
He went down to the water, cast the net and (then) threw the fish  (onto the bank), 
and again, cast, caught and threw continually until we had completely filled  
(the bag).
The particle mukabba or mubba can occur as an enclitic -bba on verb-complexes or, less 
commonly, on NPs. The function of the enclitic form remains the same, and if a full form 
of the particle were used it also would follow the verb-complex or NP. The following 
examples show its use as a verb enclitic in (111) and (112) and as a nominal enclitic in 
(113):
(111) Nivengkabba Charlie nakama rdaya
0  -ni +ye -ngka +bba Charlie nakama 0  +rda -ya
3M -here +go -C/T +and 3M S.TOPIC 3M(A) +pierce -C/T
(S) (more) (S) 3M(0)
And then (o f course). Charlie himself came over and shot at one (o f the sharks).
In (112) both enclitic form and full form occur. This is a device used for emphasis, to 
convey the sequence of repeated actions, and often occurs where the same verb is repeated 
with different actors.
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(112) Nmurra niyengka naninda, nginarddavabba mubba Charlie rdavabba, 
ngarabba ngarddavabba kardabba yingawa.
n +murra 0  -ni +ye -ngka 0  -na +nin -da.
3M -»-group 3M -here +go -C/T 3M -here +sit, -C/T
ATRB (S) (S) stay
ngina +rdda -ya +bba mubba Charlie 0  +rda -ya +bba,
1UA(A) +pierce -C/T +and and 3M(A) -»-pierce -C/T +and
3M(0) (more) (more) 3M(0) (more)
ngarabba nga +rdda -ya +bba kardabba yingawa 
1M CARD 1M(A) -fpierce -C/T +and that-known (1/2) now 
3M(0) (mOTe) (ANAPH)
There were a whole mob (of sharks) coming our way. So (obviously)
we shot at them; Charlie had a go, and then l  took over and so on, like that.
(113) Wubarra mukabba nginangebana. Nginakkalakkunabba nginnina 
wubarra nginaworddjana.
wubarra mukabba ngina +nge -ba -na.
ceremony and(more) 1UA +INCR -go -PC/T
type (S)
ngina +kkalakkuna +bba ngin +ni -na
1UA +small,young +and 1UA +sit, -PC/T
ATRB (more) (S) stay
wubarra ngina +worddja -na
ceremony 1UA -»-experience -PC/T
type (S)
And (o f course) we went to wubarra (ceremony). Clearly, we all 
went to learn that one when we were young.
The particle mukabba occurs with other particles. Those listed in (114) below are the only 
combinations attested so far.
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(114) a) korla mukabba
(NEG and(more))
'nothing else', 'nothing more', 
'nothing left';
also korla mubba and korlabba meaning the same as korla mukabba.
b) korla mubba njingka
(NEG and(more) someone)
'no-one else'
c) nangarda mu(ka)bba
(something and(more))
'what else', 'what more'
d) yabba mu(ka)bba kunjma
(still and (more) another time)
'beyond (the time)', 'well after that'
7.3.I.3. yingawa 'at this/that time', 'now, then'
This particle has several apparently distinct functions, which,nevertheless, we attempt to 
link semantically rather than posit homonymous forms. One function places yingawa in the 
category of Mood particle, another as temporal qualifier and a third as interjection. 
Discussion of the function of this particle is, however, confined to this section.
First, yingawa functions as a temporal connective where it can link two events (e.g. X 
happened and now/then Y happened). This particle can also function like a time qualifier 
providing immediate temporal reference for a single clause (e.g. X is V-ing now or X was 
V-ing/V-ed then.) These occurrences are exemplified in (115) to (119) below. In 
Contemporary (today-present) and Future tense yingawa generally means 'now', 'at this 
time'. In Pre-Contemporary and Contemporary (before today) tense yingawa generally 
means 'then', 'at that time'. It also occurs with the demonstrative nkara 'this here' as nkara 
yingawa 'right now'.
Another function of yingawa is to foreground an event, location or entity, usually 
following a demonstrative pronoun, or sometimes a personal pronoun. The translation of 
this pronoun plus yingawa composite usually follows the Aboriginal English ’this/that one 
now', 'him/her etc. now', which we might elucidate as "the one I'm talking about". The 
combination of any one of the demonstrative pronouns plus yingawa occurs many times in 
all narrative texts and in conversation also. A few examples are included below in (120) to 
( 122).
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Two additional functions o f yingawa  are as a negative Imperative particle 'don't' (see 
5 .4 .23 .) and as an interjection meaning 'enough', 'no more'. For these functions the 
general gloss 'at this/that time' is not appropriate. Positing an homonymous form for the 
latter two functions provides no real solution because of the presence o f the same overlap 
of form and function in neighbouring Ndjöbbana (cf. yalawa  ). It is, however, quite 
another matter to provide the semantic link. The negative Imperative function of yingawa 
'don't' and its function as an interjection are easily linked in that both can be paraphrased as 
'no more' or 'enough'. This in turn throws some light on yet another use o f yingawa as an 
expression meaning 'OK', 'alright' (?="good enough") (cf.a similar use in Guugu 
Yimidhirr , see Haviland (1979:152)) But very little can be said at this point about the 
semantic similarity between the negative Imperative function of yingawa and the temporal 
connective, the adverbial and the foregrounding function. In terms of the two most 
disparate functions we can observe that in both the negative Imperative function and the 
temporal connective function the presence of yingawa requires the cessation of one action 
or event and the subsequent introduction of another. In the negative Imperative construction 
yingawa  indicates an instruction to cease one action/event, whereupon the subsequent 
action/event may or may not be stated. (See examples (123) and (124).)
(115) Nakkaliyarra ngirrbakkardabiyana yingawa wakana nginayawa.
nakkaliyarra ngirrba +kkardabiya -na yingawa
creek 1A(S) +godown -PC/T at this time
0  +waka -na nginayawa
3M(S) +speak -PC/T 1UAOBLQ
We all went down to the creek and then he spoke to us two.
(116) Bangiyakabba korla kabikkordda naddjoka yingawa.
bangiyakabba korla ka =bi +kkordda - 0
3UAf CARD(A) NEG IRR2 =3UAf(A) +cut -C/T
3M(0) NEG
naddjoka yingawa
tree/wood at this time
They're not chopping the wood now.
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(117) Ngarabba ngeba vingawa
ngarabba nge -ba - 0  yingawa
1MCARD(S) 1M (S)-go -C/T at this time
I'm going now.
Sometimes yingawa follows a process verb and heralds a resulting state in the following 
clause, where it can be translated as 'until’, as in the following:
(118) Ngibakkirdaddjangiya vingawa rrakabiyana djina
ngiba +kkirdaddja -ngiya yingawa
1A(A) +build fire -PC/T at tins time
3M(0)
0  +rrakabiya -na 0  +dji -na
3M(S) +bum -PC/T 3M(S) +stand, stay -PC/T
(Continuous.Asp)
We built up the fire until it was burning high.
The particle yingawa can also modify a verbless clause:
(119) Aya, barawabba vingawa karrbanamirla.
aya, barawabba yingawa karrba +na +mirla
oh yes, already at this time 3A +NOM +big
CHAR
Oh yes, they've alrady grown big now.
(120) Nginbamarrbbana kardangabba vingawa ngirrbanina Mawuddjbu.
nginba +marrbba -na kardangabba yingawa
1A(A) +wait for -PC/T there (1/2) at tins time
3A(0) (ANAPH)
ngirrba +ni -na Mawuddjbu
1A(S) +sit, stay -PC/T
We waited fo r  them there now, where we stayed, at Mawuddjbu.
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(121) Nguya vingawa ngundjunja.
nguya yingawa ngundj(i) +(y)u -nja
here at this time 1/2UA +lie, -FUT
(ANAPH) IRRj sleep
We'll camp here now / right here.
(122) Ngarra ngarabba vingawa ngabbamjaya ngayurda...
ngarra ngarabba yingawa nga +bbarnja +ya - 0
and(new) 1M CARD at tins time 1M(S) +put down +REFLX -C/T
nga +yu -rda...
1M(S) +lie, sleep -C/T
But at this stage I  was resting and slept on...
(123) Yingawa djiya nkorrawa
yingawa 0  +djiya n +korrawa
don 't MIN -fdnnk, eat 3M +many,
IMP V ATRB a lot
P o n t eat too much!
(124) Yingawa kelaya liyawa, kelaya ngabarlawa!
yingawa 0  +kelaya liyawa, 0  +kelaya ngabarlawa
don 't MIN +hear, 3MOBLQ MIN +hear, 1MOBLQ
IMPV understand IMPV understand
Don't listen to him, listen to me!
(125) Yingawa nkorrawa
yingawa n +korrawa
enough 3M +many,
ATRB a lot
That's enough!nlentv.
7.3.I.4. marda and mardahba ’so from now/then on', 'so that', 'until'
The forms marda and mardabba are both used as temporal causal connectives, relating one 
event or set o f circumstances to a subsequent one, as in the following:
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(126) Yingawa rakkana yingawa nurrirddiya, kana ngindjininja mardabba mayawa.
yingawa rakkana yingawa nurri -rddi +ya - 0 ,
at this time other place at tins time 2UA(S) -there +go -FUT
(ANAPH) IRRi
kana ngindji +ni -nja mardabba mayawa
there 1UA(S) +sit, -FUT so thereafter beach,
IRRi stay coast
Then you can go there, so from then on (thereafter) we can all stay at the coast.
(127) Mardabba njeyabba nginkikkelewa ndjandjoma nginayawa
mardabba njeyabba nginki +kkelewa - 0
so hereafter 2M CARD 2M(A) +thinkof -FUT
(A) 1UA(0)IRR i
ndja -n -t-djorna - 0  nginayawa
2M(S) -here +goback -FUT 1UAOBLQ
IRRi
So from now on (hereafter) you'll remember us and come back to us.
I have been unable to discover a clear functional or distributional difference between the 
two forms marda and mardabba and have therefore assumed that they are variants of the 
same particle. Notice in (128) and (129), however,that the temporal reference is less specific 
with m arda , and therefore a gloss 'so that' is sometimes more apt than 'so then' or 'so 
hereafter/thereafter’.
(128) Djabba kayakinkira marda ngaywunja njonja.
djabba kaya kin +kira marda ngay +wu -nja njonja
sibling QUE 3Mf +this so that, 1M(A) +give -FUT fish
ATRB here so then 3Mf(0)IRRi
Where's my sister, so that (then) I  can give her some fish.
(129) Na, marda nbarla mukkawa.
0  +na marda n +barla mukkawa
MIN +see so that, 3M +fat maybe
IMPV so then ATRB
Look, so that (then) it might be a fa t oneJLook to see whether it might be fa t.
The particle marda(bba) sometimes involves a sense of cause or consequence between two 
events. In these circumstances marda(bba) can be translated as 'until', as in the following:
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(130) Ngarabba ngayninja ngardawabba mardabba rrbayddiddjarabaka ngabarlawa.
ngarabba ngay +ni -nja ngardawabba mardabba
1M CARD 1M(S) +sit, -FUT by oneself so hereafter,
(S) IRRi stay until
rrbay +ddiddjarabaka - 0  ngabarlawa
3A(S) -demerge, arrive -FUT 1M OBLQ
IRRl
I'll wait here by mvself until they come fo r  me.
(131) Nkalakkuna korla kangindja mardabba nabbina yalorrawiya naka.
n +kalakkuna korla ka +ngindja - 0  mardabba
3M +small, young NEG 3M(S) +cry -FUT/ so hereafter
ATRB IRR2NEG C/T until
nabbina ya +lorrawiya - 0  naka
hunger 3M(S) +be hungry -FUT later
IRRl
That baby doesn't cry until he is hungry.
7.3.1.5. w a rr in a  'when1, 'the time at which*
This is an infrequently used particle that always initiates a clause, rather than serving as a 
linking device. It has appeared in elicited material but does not occur in any o f the recorded 
texts. It is included in this section with discussion of connective particles because of its 
temporal reference. In this respect it is therefore similar to yingawa 'at this/that time' and 
marda(bba) 'so t/hereafter* and to other connective particles in that they may also initiate 
clauses. Some examples of its occurrence follow:
(132) Warrina ngayndiya yirreddja ngabarlawa njonja.
warrina ngay -n +diya yi +rreddja - 0
tiie time 1M -here +go 2M(A) +cook -FUT
at which (S)IRRi FUT 3M(0)IRRi
ngabarlawa njonja 
1MOBLQ fish
When I  come here you'll cook the fish  fo r  me.
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(133) Warrina ngamuyawana, ndjandiya ngandinaya.
warrina nga +muyawa -na, ndja -n +diya
the time 1M(A) +finish -PC/T 2M -here +go
at which 3M(0) (S)IRRi FUT
ngandi +na -ya 
1M(0) +see -FUT 
2M(A)IRR1
When I  have finished it, you can come and see me.
7.3.1.6. ngardawa  'because'
This particle links clauses that have a direct causal relationship to each other. The "because” 
clause following ngardawa usually occurs second in the sequence, but this order, although 
more common is not obligatory. (Compare examples (134) and (135).) Ngardawa can also 
precede NPs, as in (138) and (139). Other Causative constructions in Nakkara are 
discussed in 8.9.3. Some examples of ngardawa in context follow:
(134) Ngebana mera ngardawa kinarrakabiyana nabbena
nge -ba -na mera ngardawa
1M(S) -go -PC/T inside, because
under
ki -na +rrakabiya -na nabbena
3Mf(S) -here +bum -PC/T sun
I  went inside because it was too hot (here).
also, but less frequently:
(135) Ngardawa narrakabiyana nabbena, ngebana mera.
(136) Wurdamanayana yandjoma, ye, ngardawa yamimdamiya.
wurdamanayana ya -n +djorna - 0 ,  y e ,
afternoon 3M(S) -here -fretum -FUT yes
IRRl
ngardawa ya +mirnda +miya - 0
because 3M(S) +dry +INCH -FUT
IRRl
He'll come back in the afternoon, yes, because it will be low tide.
(137) Banardayengka djaddja ngardawa wurdamanayana ngawaka benayawa, 
karakinja banarddaya.
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bana -rda +ye -ngka djaddja ngardawa wurdamanayana
3UA(S) -there +go -C/T my son/s b ra u se  afternoon
nga +waka - 0  benayawa, karakinja bana +rdda -ya
1M(S) +speak -C/T 3UAOBLQ flesh (O) 3UA(A) +pierce -C/T
3M(0)
( = they promised)
My sons went there because that afternoon I  made them promise (to do so).
(138) Njawarawumaniya ngardawa kana wunawayama, ya?
nja +warawuma - 0  -niya ngardawa kana
2M -be afraid -C/T -3MPOSS because there
(S) (AVERS)
wunawayama, ya 
snake QUE
Are you afraid because there's a snake there?
(139) Korla kibbuba kandjana nakkeyarda ngardawa nakkamana nkardabba.
korla ki +bbu -ba - 0  kandjana nakkeyarda
NEG 3M(S) +NEG -go -C/T uncle camp/place
ngardawa nakkamana n +kardabba
b ra u se  dog/s 3M + that there( 1/2)
ATRB
She won't go to uncle's camp because o f the dogs.
7.3.1.7. naddjawa 'could be because'
This particle is probably derived from the Possibility particle djawa  'could be' (see 
1.3.23.). It is used where there may be some doubt about the cause of a certain state of 
affairs, as in the examples following. It is also possible for the particle ngardawa to follow 
the possibility particle mukkawa to mean 'maybe because'. I have not been able to find any 
significant semantic difference between naddjawa and mukkawa ngardawa.
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(140) Namandj arda ngabbamja ngorlawa naddiawa ngarabba nguya 
nganina njeyabba njanina.
namandjarda nga +bbarnja - 0  ngorlawa naddjawa
neck/throat 1M(A) +put (down) -C/T 2M OBLQ could be because
3M(0)
(= to ike/wart)
ngarabba nguya nga +ni -na njeyabba nja +ni -na
1MCARD here IM +sit, -PC/T 2MCARD 2M +sit, -PC/T
(S) (S) stay (S) (S) stay
I  like you maybe because you've stayed here with me.
(141) Kibanakkelawiya banaworkkaya naddjawa kanabba 
ngardawabbanguya kirdayengka.
ki =bana +kkelawi -ya bana +workkaya - 0  naddjawa
3Mf =3UA +think of, -C/T 3UA +go around -C /I  could be because
(O) (A) "worry for" (S) (Char.Asp)
kanabba ngardawabba -nguya ki -rda + ye -ngka
there self -3Mf 3Mf -there +go -C/T
POSS (S)
They're always 'worrying fo r ' her maybe!apparently because 
she went there by herself.
7.3.2. Mood Particles: Possibility, Potential and Negative.
It has been quite difficult finding accurate English glosses for all occurrences of mood 
particles. The Negative and Potential particles korla 'not', korla minja 'lest' mungana ’not 
ever' and ngamarramung 'past potential' are relatively straightforward. There are five other 
particles expressing Possibility, Permission and Obligation in Nakkara, and although there 
seems to be a scale of definiteness involved, from 'maybe' through 'could be' to 'should 
be', there is considerable overlap, particularly between particles expressing 'could' and 
'should', and where strings of particle composites occur (see 7.3.2.11.). All Mood 
particles are listed in Table 7.3.2. below.
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mukkawa 'maybe'
ngawa 'maybe'
djawa 'could be', 'if
djarrabba 'should', if only'
djarra 'should'; 'actually', 'even'
ngamarramimg 'unfulfilled potential',
'mistaken perception'
karrakkerra 'try '
mungana 'don't ever', 'never1, 'cease'
korla 'not', 'NEG(ative)'
korla minja 'lest'
yarrkka 'let', 'may', 'I appeal'
TABLE 7.3.2. Mood Particles
7.3.2.I. mukkawa 'maybe'
The particle mukkawa ’maybe’, ’perhaps’ can either stand alone as a response expressing 
indefiniteness, or can occur with (usually preceding) a clause or NP to suggest some doubt 
or lack of information about a proposition; sometimes mukkawa is used in posing a 
question and also where in English we might use 'either' and 'or'.
(142) Rrbardayeka karrbakkana mukkawa rrbaninda.
rrba -rda +ye -ka karrba +kkana mukkawa rrba +nin -da
3A -there +go -C/T 3A -Khere maybe 3A -»-sit, -C/T
(S) ATRB (S) stay
Looks like they all went there to stay.
(143) Mukkawa mardamoya mukkawa barakabba Saturday ngibirreddja...
mukkawa mardamoya mukkawa barakabba Saturday
maybe later today maybe the next day
ngibi +rreddja - 0  
1UA(A) +heat, -FUT 
3M(0) IRRi roast
Well burn (the dead mans clothes) either today ql tomorrow, Saturday.
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(144) Mukkawa yamangaya njonja?
mukkawa ya +ma -ngaya njonja
maybe 2M(A) +get -PC/T fish
3M(0)
Did you get any fish? / Maybe you got some fish?
(145) Ya, mukkawa kabbaddi ngayddjambawa nubberrawa.
ya, mukkawa kabbäddi ngay +ddjarnbawa - 0
well, maybe cup of tea 1M(S) +heat up -FUT
IRRl
nubberrawa
2AOBLQ
Well, how about if I make a cup o f tea for you?
Mukkawa occurs in composite structures with other particles. These are listed following 
discussion of ngawa and djawa in 7.3.2.6 below
7.3.2.2. ngawa 'maybe'
This particle is certainly similar to mukkawa in that it expresses uncertainty or doubt about 
a proposition, but the presence of ngawa indicates even less commitment to the outcome 
than mukkawa. The translations in examples (146) a) and b) help to capture this distinction. 
Like mukkawa, the particle ngawa can stand alone, but ngawa cannot introduce the protasis 
of a conditional clause, or be used meaning ’either/or1.
(146) Ndjeddjeba marlbbinja? 'Are you going to the paperbark forest ?
a) Mukkawa. 'I might' (=maybe yes)
b) Ngawa. 'Who knows’ (=I'm not going to say maybe yes)
7.3.2.3. djawa 'could be', 'if
This particle occurs very commonly in texts with a clause to indicate the possibility of 
outcome, 'X could happen/be so’, and, as with English 'could' djawa involves a greater 
commitment to the factive outcome of the proposition than mukkawa 'may/might' or 
ngawa 'maybe'. Nevertheless, the degree of possibility indicated by djawa is not fixed and
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ranges from 'possible' to 'probable', and in some examples is interchangeable with 
djarra(bba) 'should' and the potential particle ngamarramung. Unlike mukkawa and ngawa, 
djawa does not function as an interjection, and does not occur in isolation. The particle 
djawa  commonly occurs with conditionals and counterfactuals where it introduces the 
protasis and is glossed 'if.
The particle djawa can introduce both realis (see (148)) and irrealis (see (147)) verbal 
clauses, but is more commonly associated with the irrealis; it can also occur in verbless 
clauses, as in (149). Like the other possibility particles, the presence of djawa often signals 
a question form (also in (149)).
(147) Yi, diawa ngaymardeddjaya ngorlawa.
y i ,  d jaw a n g ay  + m ardeddjaya  - 0  n g o rlaw a
yeah, could be 1M (S)+tell story -FUT 2MOBLQ
IRRl
Yeah, I  could tell a story to you.
(148) Diawa kirrobarrabana nkalakkuna, ngarra nkinakkorayawa.
djawa ki +rrobarraba -na n +kalakkuna,
could be 3Mf +look after -PC/T 3M +small, young
(S) ATRB
ngarra nki +na +kkoraya -wa
but 3Mf +NOM +move around 
CHAR
-DER
She could/might have looked after her child, but she's such a run-around.
(149) Ngiyakabba kinkira diawa liyawa djongok ? Iyi, djongok!
ngiyakabba kin +kira djawa liyawa djongok 
3Mf CARD 3Mf +this-here could be 3MOBLQ "cousin" 
ATRB
iy i, djongok!
yes indeed "cousin"
This girl, wasn't she his djongok? Indeed, his "poison" cousin! 
(Dpngok iß a taboo relationship, (marriageable partner of one's child))
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Conditional and Counterfactual clauses are always irrealis in Nakkara and only the protasis 
requires an introductory particle; in the apodosis or 'then' clause, the introductory particle 
is not obligatory, but ngarra will be used if the information presented in the apodosis is 
new or contrastive, as it often is with counterfactual constructions (see also 7.3.1.1.).
(150) Diawa mardamoya yamimdamiya ngurrbiddjoma.
djawa mardamoya ya +mirnda +miya - 0
if later today 3M(S) +dry +INCH -FUT
IRRl
ngurrbi +ddjorna - 0
1/2A(S) +go back -FUT 
IRRl
If the tide's right out later today, we’ll go back.
(151) Diawa kanawomba ngarabba nakkeyarda ngawa warrkkendjarra.
djawa ka -na +wornba - 0  ngarabba
if 3M(S) -here +go along -NEG 1M CARD
IRR2 (Possessor)
nakkeyarda nga +wa - 0  warrkkendjarra
camp, place 1M(A) +give -NEG bandicoot
3M(0)IRR2
I f he had come along to my camp I'd have given him some bandicoot.
7.3.2.4.a. djarrabba 'should', 'if only'
This subjunctive particle usually precedes the clause it modifies, but can follow it. 
Djarrabba differs from another otherwise similar subjunctive particle ngamarramung 
'Unfulfilled Potential* in that the former does not require a negative verb-form. In fact 
djarrabba seems to be restricted to realis verb forms; I have found it with Pre- 
Contemporary and Contemporary but not with Future verb forms. (Notice in example
(152) , the Contemporary tense already allows for a future reading.) Note that the particle 
djarra ’should’, ’actually’ (discussed below in 7.3.2.4.b.) can occur with Future verb 
forms.
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(152) Diarrabba bakkundaddjanga ngorlawa nkardabba nawaka.
djarrabba ba +kkundaddja -nga ngorlawa 
should 3A(A) +send -C/T 2MOBLQ
3M(0)
n +kardabba na +waka.
3M +that-there(l/2) NOM +speak 
ATRB
They should send that story to you / I f  only they would send that story to you.
(153) Nge! Nabbarlakinindawabba diarrabba nkardabba bakkakawana.
nge! Nabbarlakinindawabba djarrabba n +kardabba
yeah! (place name) should 3M +that-there(l/2)
ATRB
ba +kkakawa -na.
3A(A) +put -PC/T
3M(0)
Yeah! They should have put it at Nabbarlakinindawabba./ I f  only they had put i t ...
Sometimes djarrabba occurs simply with a verb-complex in Contemporary tense form to 
mean 'only/just doing X1, as in the following:
(154) Diarrabba nganaya.
djarrabba nga +na -ya
should 1M(A) +see, -CAT
3M(0) (look)
I'm only looking at it.
(155) Diarrabba ngakkelawiya.
djarrabba nga +kkelawi -ya
should 1M(A) -Khinkof, -C/T
3M(0) remember
I'm just thinking about i t .
There is another particle that means ’only/just', the restrictive djama (see 7.3.3.3. below). 
The latter can, however, modify a range of different parts of speech, not ju s t verbs. 
Examples (154) and (155) above differ from this use in that djama nganaya means Tm  just 
(simply) looking', whereas djarrabba nganaya involves a desire on the part of the speaker,
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a sense of permitting or obliging Tm just looking'/Let me just look'/"That I should just 
look”.
7.3.2.4.b. djarra 'should '; 'actually ', 'even'
This particle is certainly related to djarrabba ’should', 'if only' in some usages but in other 
examples acts like an emphatic particle and may be translated as 'actually', 'indeed', 'in 
fact’. I notice that a similar phenomenon occurs in Nunggubuyu (Heath (1984:439)), 
where a certain dubitative particle seems to act as an emphatic particle in some 
circumstances. The emphatic use of djarra in Nakkara (as in (158) and (159) below) is just 
as Heath describes it for Nunggubuyu: '...indicating surprise that the event occurred, rather 
than doubt about it ...the event was not expectable in advance.'
The transfer in meaning from, say, 'should do it' to 'did (actually) do it' probably requires 
less of a semantic leap than that necessary in the Nunggubuyu example. Unlike other 
dubitative particles in Nakkara (e.g. mukkawa 'might/may', djawa 'could') djarra(bba) 
'should' already involves a desire (on the part of the speaker) as well as a sense of 
obligation to perform, which, at least, provides a possible means of achieving the desired 
outcome. For this reason I am drawn to Heath's explication above, and find it useful for 
djarra 'actually'. Some examples of djarra in context follow:
(156) Nkanabba diarra ngayninja ngayndjoma ndjanaya mukabba.
n +kanabba djarra ngay +ni -nja ngay -n +djorna - 0
3M +there(3) should 1M(S) -»-sit, -FUT 1M(S) -here +goback -FUT
ATRB IRRj stay IRRi
ndja +na -ya mukabba
1M(A) +see -FUT and(more)
2M(0)IRRi
/  should stay there a while and then come back and see you again.
(157) Djawa kul diarra kabarrbbonganja?
djawa kul djarra kabarr +bbonganja - 0
could school should 3UAf center -FUT
(S)IRR2 NEG
Shouldn't they be in school?
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(158) Diarra nakabba Ndjeya wakana ngibberrawa, ngaixa ngakkelawarda.
djarra nakabba Ndjeya 0  +waka -na ngibberrawa
should 3MCARD Ndjdbbana 3M(S) +speak -PC/T 1AOBLQ
ngarra nga +kkelawa -rda
but 1M(A) +know, -PC/T
3M(0) think of
Actually, he spoke to us in Ndj&bbana, but I  remembered (the word).
(159) Ngarabba diarra ngayddjeba.
ngarabba djarra ngay +ddje -ba - 0
1MCARD should 1M(S) +FUT -go -FUT
IRRl INCR
I  will actually be going. / I'm (still) going to go. / I'm still wanting to go.
7.3.2.5. k a ra d d ja b b a  ’nearly'
This particle only occurs with verbs and is used when something almost happened, but did 
not. It always precedes the verb, and the verb is always a negative form. Because clauses 
with karaddjabba are reports of events, only non-future verb forms are possible. Given that 
the scope of karaddjabba is restricted to verbs, it might have been included as an Adjunct 
rather than a clause-modifying particle; however, adjuncts do not generally affect the mood 
o f a verb and are not usually restricted to a slot immediately preceding the verb. For these 
reasons karaddjabba is discussed as a particle. Some examples follow. (The form of this 
particle is interesting in that it contains djabba ('similative', see 7.3.3.1.) and might be 
likened to a similative particle for verbs only.)
(160) Djabba nakama wurdamiya, karaddjabba kabbungaya yurlbarra nayana.
djabba nakama wurdamiya, karaddjabba ka +bbungaya - 0
like 3M yesterday nearly 3M(S) +falldown -C/T
S .TOPIC IRR2NEG
yurlbarra nayana
mud LOCANSTR
Just like him yesterday, (when he) nearly fell in the mud.
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(161) Awa! Karaddiabba ndjabborramanganjama!
aw a! k a rad d jab b a  nd ja  + b b o rram an g an ja  -m a!
good nearly 2M(S) +insert hand into s'th -PC/T
job IRRl NEG
That was lucky! You nearly put your hand in that hole! / Good job you didn't put...
(162) Kinkardabba namewayrddayakininda karaddiabba yangoyabbama nakkeyarda.
kin +kardabba namewayrddayakininda karaddjabba 
3Mf +that-there spider (fern) nearly
ATRB (1/2)
ya +ngoyabba -ma nakkeyarda
3Mf(A) + make -PC/T camp, country
3M(0)IRRi NEG
That spider has nearly finished making her web.
73.2.6. ngamarramung 'unfulfilled potential', 'mistaken perception',
The particle ngamarramung is used to modify a clause or phrase X where 'X could be/have 
been so', but the potential is unfulfilled. The ’potential' involved can be either unmarked or 
’obligationaT (required of the entity as an obligation). The difference is usually clear from 
context Obligational potential can be translated as 'should be/have been so' and unmarked 
potential as 'would be/have been so' or 'could be/have been so'. This particle always 
immediately precedes the clause or phrase it modifies.
The requirements o f epistemic modality in Nakkara mean that because the potential is 
unfulfilled, a verb following this particle will always have irrealis status, and is usually in 
negative mood. If a cause, reason or excuse for the unfulfilled potential is mentioned this is 
usually introduced in the clause following by the particle ngarra  'and(new)’, ’but' 
(heralding new or contrastive information). Some examples of ngamarramung in context 
follow:
(163) Ngamarramung ngayrddayama ngarrawa namurakka.
[ngamarramung ngay +rdda -ya -ma ngarrawa namurakka]
UN.POT 1M(A) +pierce, -IRRi -PC/T 1/2MOBLQ goose
3M (0) shoot NEG
I could/would have killed us some goose / 1 was going to ...
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Ngamarramung occurs in both main and subordinated clauses. In (164) and (165) below 
the second clause is a complement of the first
(164) Ndjawaka ngiyakawa ngamarramung kinabba yabba.
[ndja +waka - 0  ngiyakawa] [ngamarramung
2M(S) +speak -FUT 3MfOBLQ UN.POT
IR R l
ki +na +bba yabba]
3Mf(S) -»-sit, +and(more) still 
IRR-2 stay (C/T)
You'll tell her that she should still be here.
(165) Ngiyakabba namandjarda bamjanga ngamarramung ngubiwuyama ngara.
[ngiyakabba namandjarda 0  +barnja -nga] [ngamarramung
3Mf CARD neck/throat 3M(A) +put -C/T UN.POT
3M(0)
(«she wants it)
ngubi +wu -ya -ma ngara]
1/2A(A) +give -IRRi -PC/T mouth
3M(0) NEG
She wants us all to have given her language (but only some have).
W here ngamarramung  occurs with a noun phrase it provides the sense o f ’mistaken 
perception’. An example follows in (166). Note the presence of the connective ngarra 
which introduces the new information. Ngarra can introduce a verbal clause as well, as 
(167) shows.
(166) (...) Ngamarramung nbumama, ngarra naddjubarda.
ngamarramung nburnama ngarra naddjubarda
UN.POT stingray but flat-tailed stingaree
(He said to me: "There's a stingray")
He thought it was a stingray, but it was a flat-tailed stingaree.
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(167) Ngamarramung ngakkordakordda balmamindja ngarra ngawurranga.
[ngamarramung nga +kkordakordda - 0  balmamindja]
UN.POT 1M(A) -feat, chew -C/T wallaby
3M(0)IRR2 NEG
ngarra [nga +wurra() -nga] 
but 1M(S) +be full -C/T
I would have eaten wallaby but I was too full.
Although occurrences of ngamarramung with affirmative irrealis (i.e. future) verbal clauses 
are possible, in all examples I have, ngamarramung is always qualified by a preceding 
djawa 'could be' in these circumstances. The composite construction djawa ngamarramung 
means 'should be able' or 'supposed to be'. An example follows:
(168) Diawa ngamarramung baykkirdaddja naddjoka.
djawa ngamarramung bay +kkirdaddja - 0  naddjoka
could be UN.POT 3A(A) +make fire -FUT fire
3M(0)IRRi
They should be able to light the fire / supposed to be lighting...
(but are yet to succeed.)
7.3.2.7. mungana 'never', don't ever', 'cease'
This particle has a rather restricted function. It only occurs with irrealis2 negative verb 
forms with second person subjects (A) or (S) and always precedes the verb form (V). It 
means 'stop V-ing' or ’never/don't ever V. As far as I know it cannot be used to modify 
any other word class (i.e. apart from a verb) and it never occurs as part of a composite of 
particles. The restriction to second person subject means that mungana is associated with 
negative verb forms that are used as negative Imperative constructions (see also 5.4.2.3.), 
but, like the standard negative particle korla it does not actually occur with an Imperative 
verb form. (Only the negative Imperative particle yingawa 'don't' occurs with Imperative 
verb forms.) Restriction to irrealis2 negative verb forms means that only Contemporary and 
Future negative verb forms occur (i.e. C/T NEG and FUT NEG) with mungana. Examples 
of mungana occurring with both an intransitive and a transitive verb follow:
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(169) Mungana nganjakkamdawa ngiyakawa wunaddjakala.
mungana nganja +kkarndawa - 0  ngiyakawa wunaddjakala
cease 2M(S) +throw -FUT/ 3Mf OBLQ stone, rock
IRR2NEG C/T
Stop throwing rocks at her! / Never throw...
(170) Mungana nunbaddjera, djawa kanabba djakalandiddja.
mungana nunba +ddjera - 0 ,  djawa kanabba djakalandiddja
cease 2A(A) +poke -FUT/ could be there(3) blue-tongue
3A(0)IRR2NEG C/T lizard
Don't (you kids) poke in there, there could be a blue-tongue (and you'll scare him).
7.3 .2 .8 . korla 'not', 'NEG'
This is the prototypical negative particle in Nakkara. It accompanies a negative verbal 
clause with a subsequent negative verb form. It also functions as a negator for noun 
phrases and verbless clauses of all types and stands alone as an inteijection meaning 'no1, 
nothing' or 'no more'.
In a negative verb construction the negative particle korla always precedes the verb form 
which can either be an Irrealisi or Irrealis2 negative form. The morphology of all negative 
verb forms is discussed in detail in 5.4.1. Some examples follow:
(171) Ngarabba korla ngaybburdama.
ngarabba korla ngay +bburda -ma
1MCARD NEG 1M(A) +hit -PC/T
3M(0)IRRi NEG
I  didn't hit him.
(172) Korla kabarrddjoma keyarda.
korla kabarr +ddjorna - 0  keyarda
NEG 3UAf(S) +go back -C/T/ home
IRR2NEG FUT
They didn't return home.! aren't returning.../ won't return...
The particle korla can be used to negate all kinds of nominals, noun phrases and verbless 
clauses. When occurring with a negative verb korla always precedes the verb-complex.
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There is no ordering constraint with NPs; korla can precede or follow the phrase, but 
usually precedes i t .
(173) a) Korla namarlakka
k o rla  nam arlakka 
NEG spear (fem)
b) Korla kinbeidakarda.
k o rla  k in  + b erdakarda
NEG 3Mf +long 
ATRB
c) Kinnjeyabba namarlakka korla.
k in  + n jeyabba  nam arlakka k o rla
3Mf +2MCARD spear NEG
ATRB
d) Korla nguyabba. (It’s) m l  here.
ko rla  nguyabba
NEG here
e) Korla wurdamiya, korla mukkawa mardamoya.
k o rla  w u rd am iy a , k o rla  m ukkaw a m ardam oya
NEG yesterday NEG maybe later today
Not yesterday, maybe m l even later today.
(It's) not a spear.
(It's) m l  long.
(It's) m l your spear.
7.3 .2 .9 . korla m inja  ’lest'
This particle combination occurs commonly in Nakkara. It appears to be equivalent to what 
Heath (1984:346) refers to as the "Evitative" in Nunggubuyu, ’coined from Latin evitare to 
avoid'. In Nakkara it is usually translated as 'otherwise', when preceded by an affirmative 
clause, or as 'lest' or 'and therefore’ following a negative clause. This preceding clause, 
although not obligatory is usually present and takes the form of a precaution, suggestion or 
instruction/s given in order to avoid the outcome of the clause following. The clause 
following korla minja is always negative in Nakkara.
The form korla minja itself is interesting. I have been unable to find the form minja in 
isolation and have not been able to elicit a separate meaning for the form.
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The Evitative particle involves a cause and effect relationship between clauses. Korla minja 
is typically preceded by an Imperative or string of Imperatives, or a clause describing a 
procedure, both of which encompass the "precaution" clause mentioned above. If the 
precaution is heeded, the outcome of the following clause is avoided. 'Y do/did X' 
otherwise 'Z will/would have happened'. Several examples follow:
(174) Ye! Na! Naddjoka korla mini a nganjarrakabiya.
ye! 0  -na! naddjoka korla minja nganja +rrakabiya - 0
hey MIN -see fire otherwise 2M(S) +bum -C/T/
IMPV IRR2 FUT
Hey! Look out, or else that fire will burn you!
(175) (We built a huge fire...)
..korla minja namunja yabburrbbama worrorlorl yabburdama njonja nkardangabba.
korla minja namunja ya +bburrbba -ma worrorlorl
otherwise flies 3M(A) +follow food -PC/T blowfly
3M(0)IRRi NEG
ya +bburda -ma njonja n +kardangabba 
3M(A) -»-hit -PC/T fish 3M +that-there(l/2)
3M (0)IRRi NEG ATRB
...otherwise the flies would, have hung around and the blowflies would
have blown the fish  (we had).
The "procedure" clause may also entail a negative construction: ’Y didn't/won't do X' and 
therefore /  as a result 'Z didn't/won't happen', as in example (176) below:
(176) Korla kaddjarda nganabbarru korla min i a kanakkawaya kanawomba.
korla ka +ddja -rda - 0  nganabbarru korla minja
NEG 3M(A) +INCR -pierce, -C/T/ buffalo lest
3M(0)IRR2NEG shoot FUT
ka -na +kkawaya - 0  ka -na +wornba - 0
3M(A) -here +run -C/T/ 3M(A) -here +move -C/T/
3M(0)IRR2NEG FUT 3M(0)IRR2NEG FUT
He w ont shoot the buffalo l& t it charge us / and therefore it w on t charge us.
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7.3.2.10. yarrkka 'I  appeal', 'let', 'may'
This particle expresses a speaker’s desire for someting and can occur prefaced to appeals 
and requests as a measure of politeness. The request clause following always occurs as one 
or more negative verb forms. This is similar to English: 'You couldn't speak a little louder 
(could you)?' where a negative form of the verb is used to make the request less direct and 
therefore more polite. A polite request in Nakkara can, however, occur without the particle 
yarrkka or any other overt mood particle but still in the negative mood.
Occurrences of yarrkka in texts all involve irrealis2 negative verb forms. I have also been 
able to elicit yarrkka with irrealisi negatives, and in these cases yarrkka seems to be 
interchangeable with ngamarramung 'unfulfilled potential' and is glossed as 'let' to hint at 
the subjunctive nature of this particle. An example of each form follows. What remains an 
integral element of occurrences of yarrkka is the speaker's desire for the outcome to be 
realised. In (177) this possibility remains. In (178), the PC/T negative form, there may be 
less chance of a realisation of the outcome, but the speaker's desire for this is clear (and 
nicely captured by use of 'should' rather than 'could' in the translation).
(177) Yarrkka nganiakkorava vingama karmgana.
yarrkka nganja -na +kkoraya - 0
I appeal 2M(S) -here -fmove quickly -QT/
ir r 2 n e g  f u t
yi +nga -ma - 0  karr +nga -na - 0
1/2M(A) +INCR -pick up, -C/T/ 1/2M(S) +INCR -sit, -C/T/
3M(0)IRR2 get FUT IRR2 stay FUT
Could you come here (please) and help me carry this.?! You couldn’t come here...?
or. How about coming over here and helping me carry this?
(178) Babb£rrabba yarrkka nawaka baykkundaddjama ngorlawa.
babb£rrabba yarrkka nawaka bay +kkundaddja -ma ngorlawa
3A CARD let, language 3A(A) + send -PC/T 2MOBLQ
(appeal) 3M(0)IRRi NEG
They should have sent that story to you.
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7.3.2.11. karrakkerra  or ngarrakkerra  'try1
This particle is included with other Mood particles because it usually occurs with 
Imperative verb forms. The forms karrakkerra and ngarrakkerra are interchangeable, 
although I have not been able to discover any reason (e.g. dialectal) for this variation. The 
form karrakkerra occurs more commonly. This particle always immediately precedes the 
verb with which it is associated unless that verb occurs with a preceding adjunct (see 
(180)). It occurs commonly with Imperative and Hortative verbs and also with (irrealis) 
future declarative forms. I have been able to elicit occurrences of karrakkerra with realis 
verb forms, although the particle ngamarramung 'unfulfilled potential' (with concomitant 
negative verb form) is preferred in these constructions. Some examples follow:
(179) Karrakkerra rrabbuba yirddaya namurakka, ngawakana.
karrakkerra rra +bbu -ba yi +rdda -ya
try MIN +INCR -go 1/2M(A) +pierce -FUT
HORT 3M(0)IRRi
namurakka, nga +waka -na.
goose 1M(S) +speak -PC/T
Let's UJL shoot some geese, I said.
A
(180) Karrakkerra manja ngaykkakkardama.
karrakkerra manja ngay +kkakkardama - 0
try carefully 1M(A) -»-lift -FUT
3M(0)IRRi
I'll irx and lift it carefully.
(181) Ngiyakabba karrakkerra kibana ngarakakawana.
ngiyakabba karrakerra ki -ba -na
3Mf CARD try 3Mf -go -PC/T
(S)
0  +ngarakakawa -na
3Mf(A) +ask -PC/T
3M(0)
She tried to go and ask him
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7.3.2.12. Composite Possibility and Potential Particles
There are many composite particle strings involving Possibility and Potential particles. The 
order of the particles within the composite is fixed. These are the ones found in texts so fan
djawa ngawa 'possibly', 'probably'
djarra ngawa 'possibly', 'probably'
djawa ngawa mukkawa 'possibly', 'probably'
ngawa mukkawa 'might be'
djawa mukkawa 'could be'
djawa mukkawa korla 'could not'
korla mukkawa 'could not'
djawa djarrajbba) 'maybe should be'
mukkawa djarrabba 'maybe should be'
djawa ngamarramung 'should be able', 'supposedly'
djarra ngamarramung 'should be able', 'supposedly'
Table 7.3.2.12.a. Possibility and Potential.Composite Particle Strings
Some of these particles are found with the formatives nangarda 'what?', ’something’ and 
kayawarra 'where?*, ’what place?' as in the following: (see 7.2.1. also)
nangarda djawa? 'what for?', 'why?'
nangarda mukkawa? 'what else is it for?',
'for what thing?', 'what kind?'
mukkawa nangarda? 'what's that?', 'what could it be?'
nangarda djarra ? 'by what means?', 'how?'
kayawarra mukkawa 'somewhere'
Table 7.3.2.12.b. Possibility and Potential Particles with Formatives
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7.3.3. Other Particles
There are four other particles in Nakkara. These do not affect the factivity of surrounding 
verbal constituents as do Mood particles. These remaining particles are listed in Table
7.3.3. and discussed below.
djabba 'like', 'as', 'same as'
djama 'only', 'just', 'merely'
yabba 'still', 'again'
bardakka 'still', 'again'
TABLE 7.3.3. Other Particles
7.3.3.I. djabba  'like', 'same as'
This is a straightforward similative particle and can be used with all nominal word forms 
meaning 'X is like Y  or 'X is the same as Y . Interestingly, it is the same form as one of 
the words for 'sibling' in Nakkara. This particle is also used in constructions which 
estimate distance, as in the (184) below. Other examples follow:
(182) Nkardabba djabba memberdakarda.
n +kardabba djabba memberdakarda
3M +that-there(l/2) like thunder
ATRB
That sounds the same as thunder.
(183) Njeyabba ndjaninja djabba ngarabba
njeyabba ndja +ni -nja djabba ngarabba
2MCARD 2M(S) +sit,stay, -FUT like 1MCARD
IRR1 be
You will be like. me.
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(184) Kana kinina kardangabba diabba kana nakkakaya nkara diabba Police Station 
korama kakaya.
kana ki +ni -na kardangabba djabba kana 0  -na +kkakaya
there 3Mf +sit, -PC/T that-there(l/2) like there 3M -here +standC/T
(3) (S) stay (3) (S)
n +kara djabba police station korama 0  +kakaya.
3M +this-here like " " back 3M +stand C/T
ATRB (S) (Poss.Pred)
She camped there, as. close to us as. say, from  here to the back o f the Police station.
7.3.3.2. djama 'only', 'just', 'merely'
This particle can refer to different constituents within a sentence. With nominals, 
locationals and temporals djama usually precedes the constituent and has a restrictive 
(exclusive) sense 'only' or sometimes a minimalising sense 'merely', as in examples (185) 
to (188) below. This particle also occurs with verb forms, always following the verb and 
functioning as a minimalising particle 'merely' as in examples (189) and (190).
(185) Diama nkurddjala bungayana; ngamarramung nganabbarru.
djama nkurddjala 0  +bungaya -na
only tree 3M(S) +fall down -PC/T
ngamarramung nganabbarru
un.pot. buffalo
It was onh  a tree falling; I  thought it was a buffalo
(186) Diama njeyabba namandjarda ngabbamjanga ngorlawa.
djama njeyabba namandjarda nga +bbarnja -nga ngorlawa
only 2M CARD neck, throat 1M(A) +put -CAT 2M OBLQ
3M(0)
You're the only one I  like.
(187) Wakana ngiyakawa diama baraka bamorrakindja rrborkkaya.
0  +waka -na ngiyakawa djama baraka
3M(S) +speak -PC/T 3Mf OBLQ only night-time
ba +morraki -ndja rrb(a) +(w)orkkaya - 0
3A(A) +smell -C/T 3A(S) +go round -C/T
3M(0) (Char.Asp)
He told her they only ever sniff (petrol) at night.
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(188) Diama Yanakkarddjabba nganiddji nginaddjinja
djama Yanakkarddjabba nganiddji ngina +ddji -na
only Darwin alcohol 1UA(A) +drink -C/T
3M(0)
Only in Darwin do we drink alcohol.
(189) Njamaramaddangiya liyawa djama ndjarelddja yirddaya.
nja +maramadda -ngiya liyawa djama
2M(0) -fpierce surface -PC/T 3M OBLQ only
(=3M(A))
ndja +relddja - 0  yi +rdda -ya
2M(S) +make well -FUT 2M(A) +pierce -FUT
IRRl 3M(0)IRRi
It only wounded you, you'll have to do it properly.
(190) Yinaya kanabba, bakkondjangiya diama nabbarrara nayana
yi +na -ya kanabba, ba +kkondja -ngiya
1/2M(A) +see -FUT there(3) 3A(A) -hcover -PC/T
3M(0)IRRi 3M(0)
djama nabbarrara nayana
only paperbark LC)C/1NSTR
We'll find  it, they only covered it with paperbark.
7.3.3.3. yabba 'still', 'again',
This particle occurs with a number o f word classes, verbs, nominals and other particles, 
and always immediately follows the constituent to which it refers. The particle yabba gives 
a temporal reference and 'still' is to be understood as 'as at this/that time' or 'as before (so 
again)'. It is very similar in function to bardakka 'still', 'yet' (see 7.3.3.5. below) except 
that bardakka usually precedes its referent, and has a broader scope.
(191) Ngirriwaka ngirrininja yabba
ngirri +waka - 0  ngirri +ni -nja yabba
1UA(S) +speak -FUT 1UA(S) +stay, -FUT still
IRRl IRRl (Progressive)
We'll still be talking. / We'll be talking again.
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(192) Nguyabba vabba ndjaninja ngarabba ngayndjoma.
nguyabba yabba ndja +ni -nja ngarabba
here still 2M(S) +sit, -FUT 1M CARD
IRRl stay
ngay -n +djorna - 0
1M(S) -here +go back -FUT 
IRRl
You'll still be here when I  get back
(193) Rrbaniyengka nguya Kudjiddmi vabba rrbaninda mukabba
rrba -ni +ye -ngka nguya Kudjiddmi yabba
3A(S) -here +go -C/T here " " still
rrba +nin -da mukabba
3A(S) +stay -C/T and (same)
They still came here to Kudjiddmi and stayed on. / ...came here to K. again...
The particle yabba occurs with the negative particle as korla yabba to mean 'not yet', but 
the two particles can be separated, particularly when occurring with a verb, where the 
negative particle precedes the verb and yabba follows as in (195).
(194) Murdikka korla vabba.
murdikka korla yabba
truck NEG still
There's still no truck / There's no truck yet.
(195) Korla yaddjarrangama vabba.
korla ya +ddjarranga -ma yabba
NEG 3M(S) + insert -PC/1 still
IRRl NEG
He still hasn't put it in. / He hasn't put it in since.
(196) Nakabba rdiyengka vabba.kinava.
nakabba 0  -rdi +ye -ngka yabba
3MCARD 3M -there +go -C/T still
(S)
ki +na -ya
3M(A) +see -C/T 
3Mf(0)
He still went to see her / He kept going to see her.
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7.3.3.4. b a rd a k k a  'still', 'again'
This particle is very similar to yabba 'still', 'again' except that bardakka usually has scope 
over the constituent following it, and yabba over the constituent preceding i t  Unlike yabba, 
bardakka can be used as an interjection meaning 'hold on!’, 'wait!', used to forestall an 
action, or to indicate that the speaker intends to continue.
While relating a series of events leading to a ceremony, the speaker stopped and said:
(197) Ey, bardakka.ngavorayana
ey bardakka nga +yoraya -na
hey hold on 1M(S) +miss -PC/T
Hang on. I've missed something out.
The particle bardakka also differs from yabba in that it can be used to introduce a sentence 
where it means 'well, anyway'; very similar in fact to the use of 'still' in English, as in 
"Still, you can't do much about i t ” An example from Nakkara follows:
(198) Bardakka. kabanakkanabba ngunbimarrbba.
bardakka, kabana -hkkanabba ngunbi +marrbba - 0
still 3UA +those-there(3) 1/2A(A) +wait for -FUT
ATRB 3A(0)IRRi
Anvwav. those two are there and we'll wait for them.
Apart from these two areas o f use it is difficult to distinguish a functional difference 
between bardakka and yabba. As long as the usual constituent ordering is maintained, one 
particle can often substitute for the other, as in (199). In fact sometimes both occur in the 
one clause, referring to the same constituent, as in (200) and (201):
(199) Korla ngayddjinjama, bardakka ngawurrayana. /  ..ngawurrayana vabba
korla ngay +ddjinja -ma, bardakka nga +wurraya -na
NEG 1M(A) -heat, PC/T still 1M(S) +be full -PC/T
3M (0)IRRi
/ nga +wurraya -na yabba
1M(S) -hbefull -PC/T still
/  didn't eat, I was still too full.
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(200) Naka rrbayndjoma bardakka ngunbimarrbba vabba.
naka rrbay -n +djorna - 0  bardakka
later 3A(S) -here +go back -FUT still
IRRl
ngunbi +marrbba - 0  yabba
1/2(A) +wait for -FUT still
3A(0)IRRi
They'll come back shortly and we'll still be waiting fo r  them.
(201) Bardakka korla vabba kiwakama liya.
bardakka korla yabba ki +waka -ma liya(wa)
still NEG still 3Mf +speak -PQ T 3MOBLQ
(S)IRRi NEG
She's still not talking to him.! She's not talking to him yet.
The particle bardakka  also occurs with the negative particle to mean 'not yet'. In this 
instance the usual ordering for bardakka does not hold and the composite occurs as korla 
bardakka 'not yet'.
7.3.4. ADJUNCTS
Adjuncts are approximately equivalent to what are traditionally tam ed manner adverbs. The 
term 'adjunct' is borrowed from Matthews (1981:141) where non-peripheral elements of a 
clause are distinguished as either complements or non-complements. These distinctions are 
clear parallels for (respectively) the (inner) core and outer-core elements of Nakkara 
sentential structure. Adjuncts are (non-peripheral) outer-core operators which describe the 
way an action is done and refer to both the motives of the core element, i.e. the (semantic) 
subject, or "do-er" and to the character of the subject's ''doing''. Adjuncts are distinguished 
in this analysis of Nakkara from what are traditionally called adverbs of time or place/space 
in that the latter are peripheral elements in sentential structure. Syntactically, Adjuncts are 
also more closely tied to the verb in that they must occur immediately adjacent to it, as 
either the preceding or following syntactic element (See also syntactic discussion in 8.2.)
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There are only a dozen or so adjuncts in the Nakkara corpus to date. Although there are 
probably several more that have not yet come to my notice, this is likely to be a relatively 
small sub-class given the semantic richness of simple and compound verbs in Nakkara. 
Indeed, some compound verb structures pose an interesting problem for categorisation of 
word-forms. For example, a typical compound verb is a construction meaning 'to wait 
patiently/faithfully' which involves a complement marrangawa ’?patiently', '?expectantly' 
plus one of the three stative verbs ni 'sit', dja 'stand' or yu 'lie'. Should one include 
marrangawa as an adjunct which has strict collocational possibilities, or is the word-form 
simply listed as a complement to a stative verb and not designated a separate word class? 
For this description I have not included such complements as adjuncts. (Forthcoming 
papers will attempt to capture Compounding and Idiom in Nakkara, a complex and 
fascinating subject which cannot be included in the restricted scope of this description.) All 
adjuncts listed (see Table 7.3.4. below) can occur with a range of verbs.
manja
lorra
waymuk
mardaway
bulkkidj
munguy
warrikka
warrikka-warrikka
kakarda-kakarda
marawaka
ngardawabba
'carefully'
'properly'
'anyhow', 'for no reason' 
'anyhow'
'deliberately'
'continuously', 'persistently' 
'quickly', 'directly'
'quickly', 'directly' 
'hurriedly', superficially' 
'quietly', 'silently'
'alone'
ngardawabba-ngardawabba 'separately'
baramaddjabba 'together1, with one another'
TABLE 7.3.4. Adjuncts
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7.3.4.I. m anja  ’carefully'
This adjunct usually immediately precedes a verb, but can follow i t  It means 'with care'. 
This can be translated in several ways as 'carefully', 'slowly' or 'gently' depending on 
context
(202) Ngiyakabba kiwakana mania ngayddjeba ngaidawa yarrabarda ngakkakaya 
ngamuya.
ngiyakabba ki +waka -na manja ngay +ddje -ba - 0
3Mf CARD 3Mf -fspeak -PC/T carefully IM +INCR -go -FUT
(S) (S)IRRi
ngardawa yarrabarda nga +kkakaya nga +muya. 
b rau se  lower leg 1M(S) +standQ T 1M +sore
(Poss.Pred) ATRB
She said I  had to walk slowly with this sore leg o f mine.
(203) Mania barangiya kinina korla minja nmuma kirddayama.
manja 0  +bara -ngiya ki +ni -na korla minja n +muma
carefully 3Mf(A) +eat, -PC/T 3Mf +sit, -PC/T lest 3M+bones 
3M(0) bite (S) (Progressive) ATRB
ki +rddaya -ma.
3M(A) +pierce -PC/T
3M f(0) IRRi NEG
She was eating it carefully because o f the many tiny bones.I ...lest the tiny bones 
pierce her.
7.3.4.2. lorra 'properly'
This adjunct is used to describe an action which is done 'properly', 'thoroughly' or 
'intensively' by the subject It usually follows the accompanying verb.
(204) Nkardabba nakkamana ngabburda lorra.
n +kardabba nakkamana nga +bburda - 0  lorra.
3M +that-there(l/2) dog 1M(A) +hit -PC/T properly
ATRB 3M(0)
/  hit that dog really hard.
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(205) Waka lorra! Yingawa nkanabba wakaniya djabba nkalakkuna waka workkaya.
0  +waka lorra yingawa n +kanabba 0  +waka +niya
MIN +speak properly NEGIMPV 3M +that-there MIN +speak +AVER
IMPV ATRB IMPV
djabba n +kalakkuna 0  +waka - 0  0  + workkaya - 0
like 3M +small, young 3M +speak -C/T 3M +go around -C/T
ATRB (S) (S) (Char.Asp)
Talk property ~  not that baby-talk! / ...not like a child always talks!
7.3.4.3, waymuk *anyhow', *for no reason*
The adjunct waymuk is used to suggest a haphazard approach or attitude on behalf of the 
subject It can be used to contrast the manner of an action performed manja 'properly* or 
bulkkidj 'deliberately'. It can also be used to describe a manner of doing or going 'without 
possessions', i.e. 'with nothing’.
A principal informant assures me that this is a shortened form of the particle string waya 
mukkawa 'it doesn't matter (to me)' (where mukkawa is 'maybe'). It is therefore possible 
that the ’’adjunct'1 mardawaya discussed in 7.3.2.4. below is also a particle string marda 
waya (where marda is 'so that' or 'so then'). I have not, however, found or heard a particle 
or adjunct waya in isolation. Nevertheless, we might conclude that both waymuk and waya 
mukkawa occur and that the former is an adjunct After all, particles and adjuncts do have 
different sentential scope and this can affect their meanings. If waya mukkawa replaced 
waymuk in the example below, or if waymuk were read as a particle with sentential scope 
the translation would be 'It doesn’t matter (to me) that she hit me.’
(206) Wavmuk nganabburda-ngiyaka.
waymuk ngana +bburda - 0  +ngiyaka.
for no reason 1M(0) -»-hit -PC/T +3Mf OBLQ
AGENT OBLQ
She hit me for nothing.
7.3.4.4. mardawaya 'anyhow*
The status of mardawaya as an adjunct is questionable. As mentioned in 13  A 3 , above it 
may be a particle string marda waya. There are very few recorded examples to draw on. It
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is heard frequently as an interjection meaning 'it doesn’t matter*. Nevertheless, it does 
occur with Imperative verb forms where it has a similar meaning to waymuk ’anyhow’.
(207) Kandiddjawa wu njeyabba nkalakkuna mubba ngarabba — mardawava wu.
kandiddjawa 0  +wu njeyabba n +kalakkuna
damper MIN +give 2M CARD 3M +small, young
IMPV Possessor ATRB
mubba ngarabba mardawaya 0  +wu,
and(more) 1M CARD anyhow MIN +give
Possessor IMPV
Give the damper to your kid or mine, it doesn't matter who J...give it to either one.
7.3.4J5. bulkkidj *deliberately'
This adjunct is something of a contrast to waymuk and mar daw ay, which indicate that an
action was performed without reason. An action done or performed in a bulkkidj manner is
one done 'with or for a reason or purpose', 'deliberately' or 'definitely'. This particle can
r
also be used where blame or purpose is attributed to an inanimate agent, as in (209).
(208) Nakabba yaddjorma ngardawa wunakkarddjakurbarra korrabana bulkkidj.
nakabba ya -t-ddjorama - 0  ngardawa wunakkarddjakurbarra
3M CARD 3M(S) +be sick, -FUT because "murder man"
IRRl die
0  +korraba -na bulkkidj.
3M(A) +scratch -PC/T deliberately 
3M(0)
He will die because a murder man deliberately hurt him.
(209) Nkurddjala nganabburda liya bulkkidi warramama ngakkakaya.
nkurddjala ngana +bburda - 0  +liya bulkkidj
tree 1M(0) -»-hit -PC/T +3MOBLQ deliberately
AGENT.OBLQ
warramarna nga +kkakaya
upper arm 1M(S) +standC/T
(Poss.Pred)
That tree got me on my shoulder.
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7.3.4.6. m unguy  'continually1, 'persistently'
The function of this adjunct overlaps to some extent that of the Continuous Aspect serial 
verb construction (see 8.9.4.). It is used when an action is done 'without stopping' or 
when the subject *keeps on V-ing'. Sometimes the particle bardakka 'still' occurs instead of 
munguy and the translation is similar, although the scope of the two word forms differs.
(210) Ngakkawayana nganina munguv. naddjawa ngawarakumardaniya.
nga +kkawaya -na nga +ni -na munguy
1M +run -PC/T 1M(S) +stay -PC/T continually
(S) (Progressive Asp.)
naddjawa nga +warakuma -rda +niya.
maybe because 1M(S) +be afraid -PC/T +AVER
I  kept on running , I  think because I  was so frightened.
(211) Nakabba muneuv kibbuidanga.
nakabba munguy ki +bburda -nga
3M CARD continuously 3Mf(0) +hit -CflT
He kept on hitting her.
7.3.4.7. warrikka and w arrikka-w arrikka  'quickly', 'directly'
Both forms of this adjunct occur meaning that an action is perform ed 'quickly', 
'straightaway' or 'directly'. The un-reduplicated form can also occur as an interjection 
warrikka 'quickly!', 'hurry up!' There is some overlap between the function of this adjunct 
and the aspectual verb construction 'do rapidly' which comprises the aspectual verb koraya 
'move rapidly'. The two canhoweveg co-occur, as in example (213).
(212) Warrikka rrabbuba kunjma naddjorra kanawomba.
warrikka rra +bbu -ba kunjma naddjorra
quickly MIN +INCR -go again rain
HORT
ka -na +wornba - 0
3M(S) -here +go NEG -FUT/
IRR2 NEG
Let's leave quickly before the rain comes again.
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(213) Warrikka-warrikka ngamangaya ngakkorayana djabbirlana.
warrikka2 nga +ma -ngaya nga +kkoraya -na djabbirlana
quickly 1M(A) +get -PC/T IM +move rapidly -PC/T billy
3M(0) (S) (Rapid Aspect)
I  quickly pulled the billy (from the fire).
7.3.4.8. kakarda-kakarda  'hurriedly', 'superficially'
This is a curious form. It is likely that this reduplicated adjunct form is derived from the 
locational qualifier kakarda 'on, upon', 'upwards' (see 7.1.1.1.). The form kakarda does 
not, however,occur as an adjunct The semantic leap from place/space to manner seems to 
be supported by a shared concept of ’’surface''. Interestingly, a similar correlation exists in 
English also, where we find 'on the surface of referring to the appearance of an immaterial 
thing as well as to a material entity. An action performed in the manner of kakarda-kakarda 
is done 'on the surface only', 'superficially', 'rapidly', 'hurriedly' or 'any-which-way'. It 
is often contrasted with something done in the manner lorra 'properly*.
(214) Kakarda-kakarda man gay a kibbonganjana mera.
kakarda2 0  +ma -ngaya ki +bbonganja -na mera.
hurriedly 3M(A) +get -PC/T 3Mf -ferner -PC/T inside
3M(0) (S)
She grabbed a few things hurriedly and went inside.
7.3.4.9. mar aw aka  'quietly', 'silently'
This adjunct form may well be derived in some way from the verb waka 'speak' and 
therefore mean something like'without speaking'. I have not come across any other 
occurrence of the isolated form mara to verify this possibility. In addition to its occurrence 
as an adjunct,marawaka! can be used as an interjection meaning 'quiet!' or 'hush!', 'shut 
up!’.
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(215) Mawarrka marawaka banardayeka ngamarramung balmamindja.
mawarrka marawaka bana -rda +ye -ka ngamarramung
paperbark silently 3UA -there +go -PC/T Un.Pot.
forest (S)
balmarnindja
wallaby
They silently approached the paperbark forest thinking there was a wallaby in there.
7.3.4.10. ngardawabba  'alone'
This word form also occurs as a nominal stem functioning as a Reflexive pronoun. The 
Reflexive pronoun form always occurs with a range of pronominal suffixes, as 
ngardawabba-niya 'himself, ngardawabba-ngerra 'ourselves' (see 4.6.2.2.). It can also 
occur alone with a nominal where it usually means 'only', 'by oneself as, for example, 
Charlie ngardawabba 'only Charlie', 'Charlie by himself. As an adjunct ngardawabba 
does not take any inflectional affixes. The form is related to others such as ngardawa-niya 
'one' and less obviously, ngardawa  'reason', ’cause', 'because' and nangarda  
'something', what'
(216) Nakabba nina ngardawabba.
nakabba 0  +ni -na ngardawabba
3MCARD 3M +sit, -PC/T alone
(S) stay
He was sitting alone.
(217) Korla ngayddjarrakindjama ngardawabba.
korla ngay +ddjarraki -ndja -ma ngardawabba
NEG 1M(A) +lookfor -IRRi -PC/T alone
3M(0)IRRi NEG
I  couldn’t find it b\> myself.
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7.3.4.11. ngardaw abba-ngardaw abba  'separately'
This form is clearly derived from ngardawabba 'alone’. It cannot take any inflectional 
affixes and does not occur without the support of a verb.
(218) Ngardawabba-ngardawabba rrabbuba mubba yawurrinja ngabandjikkundaddja 
kanabba meramerawa.
ngardawabba2 rra +bbu -ba mubba yawurrinja
separately MIN +INCR -go and(more) young men
HORT
ngabandji +kkundaddja - 0  kanabba meramerawa
1M(A),3M(0) +send -FUT that-there jungle
IRRl (3)
We'll go o ff separately and I'll send them into the thicket.
7.3.4.12. b a ra m a d d ja b b a  'together', 'with one another'
This form is similar to a Reciprocal pronoun, but unlike the Reflexive pronoun 
ngardawabba this cannot take inflectional affixes or occur alone with another nominal form. 
Baramaddjabba is dependent to this extent on the presence of a verb. It is in this sense 
similar, but not always interchangeable with barrkkarda 'together with', 'having'. The 
latter form occurs as a nominal rather than an adjunct, where objects or entities are seen as 
being 'together' or 'with each other1.
(219) Baramaddjabba nginawarranbiyana nginanina nakkeyarda.
baramaddjabba ngina +warranbiya -na ngina +ni -na
together 1UA +clear -PC/T 1UA +stay -PC/T
(S) (S) (Progressive Asp.)
nakkeyarda.
camp
We cleaned up the camp together.
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(220) Kanabba Yanakkarddjabba banarddiddjarabakana baramaddiabba.
kanabba Yanakkarddjabba bana +rddiddjarabaka -na
there Darwin 3UA(S) demerge, arrive -POT
baramaddjabba
together
They arrived in Darwin together /...with one another.
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Chapter 8
CLAUSE STRUCTURE
8.1. Verbless Clauses
Implicit in the discussion of clause structure in Nakkara is the idea that a clause is a layered 
construction consisting of three quite distinct levels, the nuclear, core and peripheral. As 
outlined in chapter 3, the nuclear level of the clause is coded by the predicate nucleus, 
which in verbal predicates is usually equivalent to the verb root; the core level relates to the 
inner-core participants (the intransitive subject, the transitive subject and the transitive 
object) and the outer-core elements (associated participants coded by the Oblique pronouns 
and the adjuncts); the peripheral level codes the spatio-temporal setting and sets the mood 
and polarity of the clause.
In this chapter I have concentrated on how the words and phrases generated by the various 
word-formation processes discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6 combine to form simple and 
then complex clause constructions. Levels beyond the clause, such as paragraph and 
discourse levels are not discussed in any detail in this thesis, although some comments are 
made in the appended textual material. (See Appendix I)
We look firstly at simple clause structures in Nakkara, then in 8.1.1. to 8.1.4.2. we
describe various kinds of verbless clause and in 8.2. to 8.2.3. simple verbal clauses.
Finally in 8.3. we look at the structure of complex clauses in Nakkara.
A simple clause in Nakkara is one where we find a single predicate nucleus. As pointed out
in the morphology sections of this thesis, a predicate nucleus can be verbal or nominal. A
simple verbal predicate consists minimally of a single verb complex; this structure can of
course be expanded to include specification of inner-core participants and outer-core
constituents; the single peripheral layer that characterises a simple verbal clause can also be
a
specified by spatio-temporal qualifiers. A simple nominal clause consists of nominal 
predicate nucleus which is usually an inflected form, but as pointed out in sections below 
(for example in 8.1.1, examples (1) and (2)), affixation is not an obligatory requirement 
for predicate nucleus status in Nakkara. Verbless clauses are usually simple clauses but not
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always. We have included some exemplification of double nominal predicates along with 
analysis of simple clauses. (See for example (19) and (20) in 8.1.3.).
Many verbless clauses occur in recorded texts and other materials in Nakkara. In fact they 
are often used to introduce a new topic in both conversation and recorded narrative text. 
(See examples II - (1), V - (1) in Text Appendix.) There are two main factors that 
contribute to their occurrence. The first is that many nominal forms have extensive 
pronominal affixing and are themselves nominal predicates. The second factor is that like 
many Australian languages, Nakkara has no copula and therefore there is normally no need 
for a verb with a predicate nominal.
a
Lyons (1977:469) distinguishes four separate predicative structures (or, as he terms them 
'sentence-schemata') that contain an optional copula element. These are the Equative, 
Ascriptive, Locative and Possessive predicative structures and, in that all four occur in 
Nakkara, this seems a good starting-point for discussion of verbless clauses in the 
language. We discuss Equative clauses in 8.1.1, Ascriptive Clauses in 8.1.2, Locative 
Clauses in 8.1.3. and in 8.1.4. we discuss Pronominal Predicates, which include certain 
possessive constructions and also Purposive and Benefactive predicates. As pointed out in 
Lyons (1968:387, 392) many languages have no verb 'to have' which can be used in 
possessive predicates. This is the case also in Nakkara, although the verb Icaddjawa 'have, 
hold, use' is sometimes used, but not in the sense of 'belonging', which is implicit in other 
possessive constructions in the language.
Verbless clauses can be construed as subject plus (nominal) predicate constructions where 
the subject is usually the topic and the predicate a comment. In verbless clauses in Nakkara 
the two terms are used interchangeably, i.e. subject/topic and predicate/comment, although 
the notions of 'given' and 'new' information implicit in the use of topic and comment (cf 
Lyons (1968:336) have been more useful for determining clause constituency in recorded 
texts and conversation than the purely syntactic terms 'subject' and 'predicate' might have 
been. The subject/topic is often coded simply by a pronoun or demonstrative pronoun and 
is sometimes omitted.
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Existential verbs can be used to code marked tense (PC/T or FUT) in otherwise verbless 
clauses. It may, however,be sufficient to use one of a handful of particles or temporal 
qualifiers which not only code different aspectual reference but also different mood, all 
without support of a verb. These include korla 'NEG(ative)’, ngamarramung 'mistaken 
perception', barawabba 'already', yabba 'still', yingawa 'now', naka 'later', mukkawa 
'maybe', ngawa 'maybe' and djawa 'could (be)'. (Eades (1979:310) also notes this use of 
particles in Gumbaynggir)
8.1.1. Equative Clauses
A
According to Lyons (1977:472) equative clauses are used, characteristically, 'to identify the 
referent of one expression with the referent of another'. They are constructions where the 
subject is often a particular term and the nominal predicate identified with it is a 'sortal 
universal term' which according to Lyons (1968:338-339) serves to 'group individuals into 
classes (whether these classes are thought to be definable on the basis of some inherent 
properties of their members or not)'.
In Nakkara the subject can consist of a noun, pronoun or demonstrative pronoun. The
nominal predicate nucleus can be any noun that classifies or categorises the subject in some
4S wd| as
way. This includes human status nouns,^many kin-terms including moiety and subsection 
terms. Also, where a subject is said to assume another form, animal or spirit, the latter 
noun forms the nominal predicate. The subject and predicate are freely permutable. 
Interestingly, existential verbs (such as niya 'sit, stay, be (at)') are not usually used in these 
constructions. Some examples follow. (Bracketing is sometimes used to show structure):
(1) Nakabba nawoming
[subj (nakabba) pred.nuc naworningl
nakabba naworning
3M CARD joker, entertainer
He is a joker.
(2)
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Nakabba barawabba rarrawarranga.
tsubj (nakabba) barawabba pred.nuc.rarrawarranga]
nakabba barawabba rarrawarranga
3M CARD already white-haired man
He's already a very old man.
(3) Nabbarrakakka djowanga.
nabbarrakakka djowanga
mother kangaroo (moiety)
The mother kangaroo is Djowanga moiety.
The subject nominal or topic is often coded by an inflected demonstrative pronoun, as in 
the following:
(4) Nkara namindja, (korla nangara).
n +kara namindja, (korla nangara)
3M +this-here food NEG game
ATRB (gathered/fished) (hunted)
This is food (not game).
In the following verbless construction the subject has been omitted. What remains is the 
verbless predicate,which is a comment on the omitted topic. (The predicate nucleus is 
naddjubarda 'Cow Tail Ray’):
(5) Ngamarramunga nbumama ngarra naddjubbarda.
ngamarramunga nburnama ngarra naddjubbarda
(mistaken perception) Brown Stingray and (new), Cow Tail Ray
but
He thought it was a Brown Stingray, but it was a Cow Tail Ray.
Equative clauses can also be formed using the similative particle djabba ’like' as in the 
following examples:
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(6) Nkardabba djabba memberdakarda.
n +kardabba djabba memberdakarda
3M + that-there( 1/2) like thunder, lightening
ATRB
That sounds like thunder.
An existential verb such as niya 'sit, stay' be (at)' can be used to code marked future or 
past tense as in (7), but it is not always necessary, as (8) shows:
(7) Njeyabba ndjaninja djabba ngarabba.
njeyabba ndja +ni -nja djabba ngarabba
2MCARD 2M(S) +stay, -FUT like 1MCARD
IRRl be (at)
You will be like me.
(8) Njeyabba barawabba djabba ngarabba, ngarra korla yingawa.
njeyabba barawabba djabba ngarabba,
2MCARD already like 1MCARD
ngarra korla yingawa
and(new) NEG at this time
You were like me before, but not now.
8.1.2. Ascriptive Clauses.
Ascriptive clauses ascribe to the subject certain qualities, properties or attributes. In 
Nakkara the predicate nucleus of ascriptive clauses is usually an adjective nominal, either 
inflected or uninflected and can be identified as a 'characterizing universal' as opposed to a 
'sortal' one. (Cf. Lyons (1968:338). An existential verb, usually niya 'sit', 'stay', 'be (at)' 
can occur in these constructions, but only to indicate past or future tense.(See (10))
(9) Ngiyakabba rdordbalkka/kinkinamirla/kinberdakarda.
[subj(ngiyakabba)pred.nuc.»'dordbalkka]/[pred.nuckinkinamirla]/lpred.nuckinberdakarda]
ngiyakabba rdordbalkka / kinki -na +mirla / kin +berdakarda
3Mf CARD good/ 3Mf -NOM -4-big/ 3Mf +long, tall
CHAR ATRB
She is good!big!tall.
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(10) Ngarabba ngakkalakkuna nganina, djabba kinkira kingarridj.
ngarabba nga +kkalakkuna nga +ni -na,
IM CARD IM +small, young IM +sit, stay, -PC/T
ATRB (S) be (at)
djabba kin +kira ki(n) +ngarridj.
like 3Mf +this 3Mf +(kin-term,
ATRB Djowanga subsection)
I  was small/young then, just like this little kingarridj.
N ote,however, that referential ambiguity is possible in the reading o f some Ascriptive 
clauses, which sometimes leads to difficulties in assigning terms like subject and predicate 
to the construction. In (11) below there are two possible ways of parsing the construction, 
where either the subject/topic is nkardabba ‘that (one) there' or nkardabba kukka 'that water 
(there)’.
(11) Nkardabba kukka ngokkarra
[sUbj nkardabba pred kukka nkokkarra] / [^ .n k a rd a b b a  kukka pred. ngokkarra]
n +kardabba kukka ngokkarra
3M +that-there(l/2) water dirty
ATRB
That is dirty water! That water is dirty'
The subject/topic can be omitted in Ascriptive clauses, as in the following example:
(12) Barawabba yingawa karrbanamirla.
barawabba yingawa karrba -na +mirla
already at this time 3AUG -NOM +big
CHAR
They're already old enough now.
8.1.3. Locational Clauses
There are two types of verbless locational clause in Nakkara. The first is where the 
predicate/comment of the clause is the location referred to, and the second type is where the 
subject/topic is the location. In the first type the predicate nucleus can be a demonstrative 
adverb, an inflected demonstrative pronoun or a locational nominal interrogative. Other 
locational qualifiers frequently function as part of locational predicates but occur with the
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support of existential verbs, like niya 'sit, stay, be (at)', dja 'stand, be (at)' or yu 'lie, be 
(at). In fact, verbless locational clauses are not particularly common in Nakkara text; it is 
certainly more usual to find locational clauses accompanied by positional existential verbs 
or verbs of motion.
The second type of locational clause, where the subject/topic is the location and the 
predicate/comment introduces a proposition about that location can be termed an Existential 
clause. This term is used for example by Lyons (1968:389-390) and also by Evans 
(1985:257-258). In these existential clauses the subject/topic is usually a demonstrative 
adverb or place name, or sometimes an inflected demonstrative pronoun referring to the 
location. Clearly the location in constructions like this is often omitted, particularly in text 
where the topic is stated initially and is then followed by strings of information about, say, 
a particular location. In conversation also the demonstrative adverb nguyabba 'here' is 
usually omitted when commenting on aspects of the location, as in examples (19) and (20). 
Notice, however, that it forms the entire predicate in (13), where the subject/topic is 
nubbirrabba 'you all'.
(13) Nubberrabba nguyabba.
nubberrabba nguyabba 
2AUG CARD here
You lot arelstay here.
In the following example past tense (PC/T in fact) is indicated by context
(14) Nakabba nkana.
nakabba n +kana
3M CARD 3M +that-there
ATRB
He was there.
There is no visible difference between a verbless locational clause like (14) and a noun 
phrase. The function of this string of words is determined by context. In (15) below the 
subject/topic is kalakala yarrddja 'the group of children' and the locational predicate is an
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inflected demonstrative pronoun karrbakkara 'these here'. The only new information 
offered by the predicate/comment is the location of the subject/topic. If, however,this string 
was followed by a verbal predicate such as 'ate the fish’ or 'went to the river', the string 
would necessarily be functioning as a NP. The ambiguity arises from the fact that an 
inflected demonstrative pronoun entails locational reference along with pronominal 
properties, hence the two-fold gloss: 'this/these-here', 'that/those-there' etc.
(15) Karrbakkara kalakala yarrddj a
karrba +kkara kalakala yarrddja
3AUG -Khis-here children group
ATRB
These kids are here.(/ These kids here ...)
In the following example the locational interrogative kayawarra 'what place?' occurs as part 
of the locational predicate. Other locational interrogatives such as rayulawa 'what direction' 
and kayawarrakkawa 'from where’ require support of a verbal predicate. In the example 
following ,the subject or topic is burruddjanga 'dead man's clothes' and the locational 
predicate kayawarra nakkeyarniya 'where in his camp' is concerned with their 
whereabouts. Note,however,that it is the locational nominal nakkeyarniya 'his camp' which 
provides the actual location, not the interrogative form.
(16) Kayawarra nakkeyarniya burruddjanga?
kayawarra nakkeyar(da) -niya burruddjanga
what place camp, place -3M POSS rags, dead man's clothes
Where are the clothes being kept?
The example following also employs the locational interrogative kayawarra 'what place?' 
but in an existential clause as part of the predicate. The subject/topic nkara 'this one' 
(referring to a place, as yet un-named in the narrative), provides the locational reference, 
albeit indefinite. The predicate/comment kayawarra naka 'what place later' does not refer to 
a location, but comments on the subject/topic, demanding more specific information. 
Notice also the use of a temporal qualifier naka 'later' used to suggest future tense.
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(17) Kayawarra naka nkara?
kayawarra naka n +kara
what place later 3M +this-here
ATRB
Where's this place we're going to?
Other examples of existential clauses follow. In (18) the subject/topic is kanabba 
Nakkalamandjarda 'there at Nakkalamandjarda':
(18) Kinkorrawa nabarddja kanabba Nakkalamandjarda.
kin +korrawa nabarddja kanabba Nakkalamandjarda
3Mf +many mud crab there (place name)
ATRB
There are lots of crabs there at Nakkalamandjarda.
In the two examples following,the subject/topic (probably nguyabba 'here' or nkara 
nakkeyarda 'this place') has been omitted. Notice that in both examples there is a double 
verbless predicate.
(19) Kinkalangkaya kinkorrawa ngardawa balbbala korla.
kinkalangkaya kin +korrawa ngardawa balbbala korla
sandfly 3Mf +many because wind NEG
ATRB
There's lots o f sandflies (here) because there's no wind.
(20) Kinmakkarra kinkorrawa ngarra korla nawongara.
kinmakkarra kin +korrawa ngarra korla nawongara
(shellfish sp.) 3Mf +many and(new) NEG cockle
ATRB
There are lots o f "ridgies" here, but no cockles.
A double verbless predicate can also occur without the support of connective particles like 
ngardawa 'because' or ngarra 'and (new)'. In the example following, the three word 
construction represents a subject/topic kinkira 'this one here', an ascriptive predicate
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nkinamirla '(she's) big' and an additional locational predicate nkana 'that one there' 
functioning as a prescriptive clause.
(21) Kinkira nkinamirla nkana.
kin +kira (ki)nki -na +mirla n +kana
3Mf +this-here 3Mf -NOM +big 3M +that-there(3) 
ATRB CHAR ATRB
This girl is old enough (now) to he there (for that ceremony).
8.1.4. Pronominal Predicates.
Pronominal predicates include an inflected Cardinal pronoun and an Oblique pronoun. 
Oblique pronouns never occur with additional inflections. The inflected Cardinal pronoun 
construction consists of Attributive prefix plus Cardinal pronoun and usually functions as a 
possessive clause but can also have a Purposive reading, as in two examples below. The 
Oblique pronoun has a range of functions including Associative, Benefactive and 
Purposive and usually occurs within a verbal predicate. Sometimes, however, it occurs as 
part of a nominal clause as in examples (28) and (29) below.
As with all clauses in Nakkara there is no restriction on the ordering of subject and 
predicate. In (22) the subject/topic namarlakka kinkira 'this (here) spear' precedes the 
predicate/comment kandjana kinaka 'it belongs to uncle', and in (23) the order is reversed 
with nakkeyarda rdordbalkka '(this) beautiful country' (n)nginayabba 'it belongs to us'.
(22) Namarlakka kinkira kandjana kinaka.
namarlakka kin +kira kandjana ki(n) +naka(bba)
spear (fern) 3Mf +this-here uncle 3Mf +3MCARD
ATRB ATRB
This spear belongs to uncle.
(23) Nginayabba nakkeyarda rdordbalkka
(n) +nginayabba nakkeyarda rdordbalkka
3M +1UACARD place, country good
ATRB
(This) beautiful country belongs to us./ It's ours, (this) beautiful country.
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In the example following the subject/topic (Marraddjuri 'a ceremony') has been omitted.
(24) (A): Ye. njingka kinaka?
ye , (n) +njingka ki(n) +naka(bba)
QUE 3M +someone 3Mf +3MCARD
ATRB ATRB
Who does it belong to?
(B): Kardangabba Mardbalk kinbabberra.
kardangabba Mardbalk kin +babberra(bba)
there Goulbum Island 3Mf +3AUGCARD
ATRB
It belongs to the Goulburn Island mob.
There is no nominal case-marking in Nakkara, and functions like purposive and resultative 
are coded in a number of ways. In the two examples following,the possessive predicate has
the
a purposive meaning. In other circumstances,purposive can be coded by apposition of two 
verbal predicates (see 8.3.3.2. (117), (121), 8.3.3.3. (124-126), (129),(132), 8.3.3A 
(145), (148).
(25) Kardabba nangara nakaddjara naka.
kardabba nangara nakaddjara (n) +naka(bba)
there business man, male 3M +3MCARD
ATRB
That business place is for men only.
The example following shows a compound construction consisting of an existential clause 
(see 8.1.3.) nkanabba rdordbalkka nkurddjala 'there is a good stick' functioning as the 
subject/topic of a possessive clause with purposive meaning nbara naka 'it is for (getting) 
pandanus' (= literally: "it belongs to pandanus").
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(26) Ngawa nkanabba rdordbalkka nkurddjala nbara naka.
ngawa n +kanabba rdordbalkka n +kurddjala
maybe 3M +that-there good 3M +stick
ATRB ATRB
n +bara (n) +naka(bba)
3M +pandanus 3M +3MCARD 
ATRB ATRB
Maybe that’s a good stick fo r  (getting) pandanus.
The following is an example of an existential clause (see 8.1.3.) with kanabba 'there' as 
subject/topic indicating location and a compound possessive predicate wunakkardawa 
djakalandiddja naka 'the hole belongs to the blue-tongue lizard'.
(27) Kanabba wunakkardawa djakalandiddja naka.
kanabba wunakkardawa djakalandiddja (n) +naka(bba)
there hole blue-tongue lizard 3M +3MCARD
ATRB
There’s a blue-tongue lizard’s hole.
The Oblique pronoun occurs most frequently as an "indirect object" with verbs (see 8.2. 
below). It can, however,occur as a benefactive pronoun following nominals, and in this 
function is similar to the possessive constructions exemplified above in that it forms a 
verbless predicate/comment, as in the two examples following:
(28) Nkarabba nawaka ngorlawa.
n +karabba nawaka ngorlawa
3M +this-here language, 2MOBLQ
ATRB story
This one’s a story fo r  you.
In the following example the subject/topic has been omitted:
(29) Ngawa, warrakkendjarra ngarrawa!
ngawa, warrakkendjarra ngarrawa
yes, bandicoot 1/2MOBLQ
Yes, it’s bandicoot fo r  us (to eat)!
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It is also interesting in this regard that young speakers of Nakkara will often use Oblique 
pronouns as possessive pronouns (coding the possessor) instead of the inflected Cardinal 
pronoun construction (see 8.1.4.1. below).
8.1.4.1. Additional Notes on Possessive Constructions
There are at least five different ways of marking possession in Nakkara. Four of these 
constructions involve pronominal inflection and have been discussed in detail in the 
Morphology sections of this thesis. In 4.5.1. we looked at the Attributive Prefix which is 
employed as a possessive marker in two separate constructions. These are discussed in
4.5.1.2. (The Attributive Prefix) With Body Part Noun Base and 4.5.1.3. (The Attributive 
Prefix) With Pronoun Base). Perhaps the most interesting point about these two 
constructions is that in the inflected body part construction the Attributive prefix codes the 
possessor, but in the inflected Cardinal pronoun construction, the prefix codes the 
possessed item. An additional distinction between these two constructions is that the 
inflected Cardinal pronoun construction generally denotes alienable possession, while the 
prefix plus nominal base possessive construction and in fact, the other three possessive 
constructions, generally denote inalienable possession, such as body parts but also some
b e
kin-terms and land or country which in these circumstances seem to^  perceived as part- 
whole possessive constructions. There are relatively few exceptions to these 
generalisations, and they serve initially as statistically safe rules of thumb when grappling 
with four or five alternative possessive constructions.
The remaining Possessive Constructions dealt with in terms of morphological structure are 
in 4.5.2. The Locational Prefix and in 4.6.1. Pronominal Suffix/Postposition as 
Possessive marker. As stated in 4.5.2, the Locational Prefix occurs with Body part 
nominals and names or descriptions of tracts of land. With body parts the prefix indicates 
that the end-point of an action is located at that part. The prefix also codes possession of 
that body part and the normal possessive marking is not required. The Pronominal 
suffix/postposition in a possessive construction codes inalienable possession indicating the 
possessor and occurs primarily with body parts and kin-terms.
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A fifth possessive construction, the Stative predicate possessive also codes inalienable 
possession but occurs only with certain body-parts. Athough mentioned briefly in 4.5.2. 
and exemplified elsewhere (see for example chapter 4: (30), (35) and chapter 7: (184) and 
(202)) this is formally an intransitive Stative predicate that functions as a noun phrase and 
clearly, requires more explicit description. This is included here as 8.1.4.2. below. 
Possessive constructions associated with body parts and kin terms are very complex. Body 
parts can occur with one or more of the five types of possession and kin terms are in turn a 
complicated set of word-forms that are sometimes predicate descriptions of the relationship 
between two people rather than simple nominals. Limitations of size and scope prevent 
detailed discussion of these and other related topics in this description. These topics can be 
addressed in forthcoming papers.
8.I.4.2. The Stative Predicate Possessive Construction.
The Stative or "standing" predicate possessive construction is so called because it consists 
of a body part nominal, say7 makkarra 'head1, followed by an inflected form of the verb 
'stand' in Contemporary tense. The inflection, an intransitive subject (verbal) prefix, 
denotes the (person, number and gender of the) possessor. 'Her head’ is therefore 
expressed as makkarra kikkakaya ="head she+stands". It is of course possible that the verb 
'stand' is being used with its locational/existential meaning 'be at'. This would mean that in 
Nakkara certain parts of the body are perceived as "standing" in existence, just as trees 
stand (kakaya), rocks sit (jiinda)and water lies (yurda). Even so, the literal translation of 
makkarra kikkakaya remains obscure, as something like "head she+is there" and the 
functional load of the intransitive subject prefix must be extended to include "possessor". 
As unusual as this construction may seem, parallel constructions occur in neighbouring 
Burarra to the east and Ndjebbana to the west.
Only certain body parts can occur with the Stative predicate construction. There are only 
thirty-two of about one hundred recorded body parts. It has been difficult to neatly 
categorise the members; however, the following attempt will be useful in applying this 
construction. This is followed by a set of examples.
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The Stative predicate possessive construction occurs with:
1. HEAD and various parts thereof
including 'ear/s', "eye/s' (two separate forms), 'nose', 'bridge of 
nose', 'mouth/lips’, 'cheek', 'chin', 'jaw', 'neck/throat', 'nape',
'teeth', 'back teeth', 'hair', 'tongue', 'forehead', 'temple'
(but not:
lace', ‘beard’, ‘pupil’ or ’gum')
2. LIMBS and EXTERNAL PARTS.
including 'arm', 'upper arm', 'hand/foot/fingers/toes', 'shoulder',
'armpit', 'leg', 'outer thigh', 'inner thigh', 'lower leg', 'knee',
'hip', 'buttocks', 'testicles', 'back', 'shoulder', 'chest', 'belly'
(but not:
minor parts of limbs or internal parts such as ‘shin’, 'patella', 'ankle', 'calf,
'heel', ’thumb', fingernail', 'small of back', 'breast/s', 'navel' or 'heart',
'lungs', 'penis', 'vagina')
(and not:
internal organs, most bones and body products such as 'liver*, 'glands',
'bones' 'elbow', 'kidney/s', 'blood', 'veins', 'trachea', 'guts', 'spittle',
'phlegm', 'mucus', 'sweat', fears', 'vomit', 'semen'.)
8.2. Verbal Clauses.
Simple verbal clauses in Nakkara consist of clauses containing a single verb complex, that 
is a single predicate nucleus, and an optional range of core, outer-core and peripheral 
arguments. In sections below we examine these three layers of simple verbal clauses in 
Nakkara. In 8.2.1. we see the Core Layer of Verbal clauses, in 8.2.2. the Outer-Core 
Layer and in 8.2.3, the Peripheral Layer. In 8.2.4. we look at some examples of fully-
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specified verbal clauses with Core, Outer-Core and Peripheral Layers. We consider 
intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verb-complexes in each, although apart from the 
differing number of core arguments occurring with each transitivity type there are no major 
structural differences between clauses constructed with different verb classes. Recall that in 
Nakkara the distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs is quite straightforward, 
very clearly indicated by the form of the verbal pronominal prefix; it has very little to do 
with nominal forms. There is,however, a distinction made between transitivity and valency, 
which is discussed in 5.1.1.
8.2.1. The Core Layer of Verbal Clauses.
Given that any verb complex (VC) in Nakkara is a predicative syntagm which can stand 
alone as a fully formed clause, it will be clear that the minimal verbal clause is a single 
intransitive, transitive or ditransitive VC. Looking firstly at instransitive VCs: in the 
morphology section of this thesis (particularly 5.1.) we explained that a basic intransitive 
VC has the structure [PP(S)+V-T] consisting of a verbal nucleus (V) denoting the action 
(or state) plus a pronominal prefix (PP) coding the intransitive subject (S) and a tense 
suffix (T). The intransitive VC constitutes the (inner) core layer of an intransitive clause. 
Similarly, a transitive or ditransitive VC constitute the (inner) core layer of transitive and 
ditransitive clauses, respectively. These are termed Basic Clauses and can be represented 
here as [VC], or more specifically, [VQ], [VQr] and [VQü].
The Core Layer of Basic verbal clauses can then be expanded to include coreferential Core 
Arguments such as Independent pronominals and/or other NPs. Basic and Expanded 
Verbal Clauses exemplifying the Core Layer are given below:
(i) Basic Verbal Clause [VQ], [VC*], [VCdi]
(ii) [VC] with Independent Pronominal Core Argument/s
(iii) [VC] with NP expansion of Core Operator/s
Table 8.2.1. The Core Layer of Simple Verbal Clauses.
Basic Intransitive Clause [VQ] :
(30) Kiyubbangiyana
ki +yubbangiya -na
3Mf(S) +swim -PC/T
She swam.
Intransitive Clause with Cardinal Pronoun support of Core Argument:
(31) Ngivakabba kivubbangivana
ngiyakabba ki +yubbangiya -na
3Mf CARD 3Mf(S) +swim -PC/T
She swam.
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Further NP expansion of the Core Argument:
(32) Ngivakabba diabba kingarabba kinkalawabba Noni kinoranga kiyubbangiyana.
ngiyakabba djabba ki(n) +ngarabba kin +kaiawabba
3Mf CARD sibling 3Mf +1M CARD 3Mf +younger
ATRB ATRB
Noni ki(n) +noranga ki +yubbangiya -na
(name) 3Mf +name 3Mf +swim -PC/T
ATRB (S)
Mv little sister (whose name is) Noni swam
A basic transitive clause consists of a single transitive verb-complex. The Pronominal 
prefix of this verb-complex codes both transitive subject (A) and transitive object (O).
A Basic Transitive Clause [VCtr]:
(33) Ngabanamangaya.
nga =bana +ma -ngaya 
1M =3UA +get, -PC/T 
(A) (O) pick up
I  got those two./1 picked those two up.
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A Simple Transitive Clause with Extended NP Core Arguments:
(34) a) Ngarabba ngabanamangaya banavabba. kabanakkardabba
kabanamardekkawa. (or)
b) Kabanakkardangabba kabanamardekkawa (ngarabba) ngabanamangaya.
ngarabba ngabana +ma -ngaya banayabba
1MCARD 1M(A) +get, -PC/T 3UA CARD
3UA(0) pick up
kabana +kkardabba kabana +mardekkawa
3UA +that-there(l/2) 3UA +siblings
ATRB ATRB
/  picked up those two brothers.
In examples • (34) (a) and (b) above, both Core arguments (1M(A) and 3UA(0)) would 
not normally occur as independent pronouns outside the VC. The sentences above are both 
grammatical but (a) in particular is a good example of participant overspecification. Core 
arguments can precede or follow the VC. Typical independent specification of Core 
arguments in simple transitive clauses is either (A) or (O) preceding the VC. The most 
commonly occurring structure in texts is simply a transitive VC preceded by a non- 
pronominal (O) NP, as in njonja ngaddjarra (="fish I-it-ate") 'I ate fish'.
Ditransitive verbs are so named because their complementation comprises two elements, a 
direct and an indirect object. That is, with the transitive subject included, ditransitive verbs 
allow three complements and because of this are sometimes termed "trivalent" (cf. 
Matthews (1981:114). I have recorded only three ditransitive verbs in Nakkara. They are 
wu 'give', kurakibba 'take from, deprive' and kuramiya 'show, point out'.
In all ditransitive clause constructions only two of the three arguments are cross-referenced 
on the VC. The two participants coded in the VC are the transitive subject as the (A) 
element and the indirect object as the (O) element. The direct object or semantic 'theme', 
that is, the object or entity involved in the transfer, is coded outside the VC, either by a 
Cardinal pronoun (normally reserved for Core functions) or by a NP. Thus, theoretically, a 
ditransitive verb could occur with three Cardinal pronouns in the Core layer of the clause as 
in the following example:
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(35) Ngarabba ngiyakabba njawuna njeyabba.
ngarabba ngiyakabba nja +wu -na njeyabba
IM CARD 3MfCARD 1M(A) +give -PC/T 2MCARD
(agent) (theme) 2M(0) (recipient/goal)
I  gave her to you.
In ordinary transitive clauses the goal/recipient would be coded in the outer-core layer of 
the clause by an Oblique pronoun. Use of the Oblique pronoun in place of the Cardinal 
njeyabba in the example above is unacceptable.
Basic Ditransitive Clause:
(36) Kibanawuna.
ki =bana +wu -na 
3Mf =3UA +give -PC/T 
(O) (A)
They gave it to her.
Basic Ditransitive Clause with Specified Theme:
(37) Nionia kibanawuna.
njonja ki =bana +wu -na
fish 3Mf =3UA +give -PC/T
(O) (A)
They gave her fish.
Ditransitive Clause with Independent Pronominal Core Arguments:
(Theme not pronominalised here because non-human.)
(38) Banavabba njonja kibanawuna ngivakabba.
(or)
Banavabba ngivakabba njonja kibanawuna.
banayabba njonja ki =bana +wu -na ngiyakabba
3UA CARD fish 3Mf =3UA +give -PC/T 3Mf CARD
(A) (Theme) (O) (A) (O)
Thev gave her fish.
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Ditransitive Clause with NP expansion of Core Arguments:
(39) Banavabba kabanamardekkawa nionia nkorrawa kibanawuna ngivakabba kinkira
nganiarabbangeba.
banayabba kabana +mardekkawa njonja ki =bana +wu -na
3UA CARD 3UA +sibling fish 3Mf =3UA +give -PCyT
ATRB (O) (A)
ngiyakabba kin +kira nganjarabba -ngeba
3Mf CARD 3Mf +this-here Mother's mother -1MPOSS
ATRB
Thev. the two brothers gave lots offish to mv grannie (here).
8.2.2. The Outer-Core Layer of Verbal Clauses
There are two components of the Outer-Core Clause Layer in Nakkara. One is the Oblique 
Pronoun ,which is an associated non-peripheral argument which immediately follows a VC. 
The second type o f outer-core argument is the Adjunct, which roughly corresponds to an 
adverb o f manner (see 7.3.4.). Adjuncts are less restricted in that they can precede or 
follow the VC. If an Oblique argument fills the slot following the VC,an Adjunct will occur 
before the VC. Table 8.2.2. shows the types of Outer-Core components occurrring in 
verbal clauses and these are exemplified below:
(i) [VC] with Outer-Core Argument (Oblique)
(ii) [VC] with Outer-Core Argument (Adjunct)
(iii) [VC] with Extended Outer-Core Layer
Table 8.2.2. Verbal Clauses with Outer-Core Components.
Basic Intransitive Clause with Outer-Core Operator (Oblique): 
(40) Kiyubbangiyana livawa
ki +yubbangiya -na liyawa
3Mf(S) +swim -PC/T 3MOBLQ
She swam to him
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In example (40) above, the outer-core Oblique argument bears the semantic role of goal. 
Oblique arguments are similar to what we generally understand to be an "indirect object". 
The semantics of the individual predicate determines which case role the Oblique argument 
will bear. With intransitive verbs Goal/Recipient is the most common case role of the 
Oblique. This category subsumes Locative (as in yorayana liyawa ’he fired and missed 
him '), Associative (as in kinina liyawa 'she stayed with him') and Benefactive (as in 
ngindjana liyawa 'he cried for him' or kardekana liyawa 'he danced for him').1 The 
Oblique argument can also bear the role of patient as in rrbakkunabardaddjiyana liyawa 
'they surrounded him' or source as in ngakkelayana liyawa 'I heard him'. (Both of these 
verbs are intransitive in Nakkara, but their valency is different from say, an intransitive 
motion verb.) This slot is only filled when the argument is animate, usually human. If an 
animate "indirect object" is required in the construction it must be pronominally coded by 
the Oblique pronoun and must occur in the outer-core slot immediately following the VC. It 
can then be further specified by a qualifying NP (as in (42) below), but the presence of the 
Oblique is obligatory, unless this outer-core element is raised to inner-core participant 
status in the predicate immediately following. Compare ngakkelayana liyawa,'I heard him' 
versus ngakkelayana marawiyana 'I heard him shouting' (= I-heard he-shouted).
* The semantics of some verbs allows for either Goal/Recipient or Benefactive Oblique arguments. In these 
cases the outer-core slot immediately following the VC is reserved for the Goal/Recipient role, as the 
following examples show:
a) bteavmirdava neorlawa diabba wunawavama.
n g a y  + m ird aya  - 0
1M(S) -fcrawl -FUT
n g o r la w a  
2M OBLQ
djabba
like
w u n a w a y a m a .
snake
I'll crawl to you like a snake.
b) Neavmirdava diabba wunawavama nrarlawa.
n g a y  + m ird a y a  - 0
1M(S) -fcrawl -FUT
d iab b a
like
w u n a w a v a m a
snake
n g o r la w a  
2M OBLQ
I'll crawl like a snake for you. 
*I'll crawl to you like a snake.
Basic Intransitive Clause with Outer-Core Operator (Adjunct):
(41) Kiyubbangiyana bulkkidi /  Bulkkidi kiyubbangiyana (liyawa)
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ki +yubbangiya -na bulkkidj
3Mf(S) +swim -PC/T deliberately
'She swam deliberately / She deliberately swam (to him)'
Intransitive Clause with Outer-Core Oblique and further NP specification:
(42) Kiyubbangiyana livawa diabbarlabbangeba nmerra.
ki +yubbangiya -na liyawa
3Mf(S) +swim -PC/T 3MOBLQ
djabbarlabba -ngeba n +merra
friend -IM 3M +left-hand
POSS ATRB
She swam to my friend the left-handed one. / ...to my friend "Lefty".
The Oblique argument in transitive and ditransitive clauses bears the same semantic roles as 
in intransitive clauses. These are exemplified below:
A Simple Transitive Clause with Outer Core (Oblique)
(43) Ngabanamangaya ngivakawa.
ngabana +ma -ngaya ngiyakawa
1M(A) +get, -PC/T 3MfOBLQ
3UA(0) pick up
I  picked them up for her.
A Simple Transitive Clause with Extended NP Outer-Core (Oblique):
(44) Ngabanamangaya ngivakawa ngavangandiana kinievabba Nancy kinoranga.
ngabana +ma -ngaya ngiyakawa ngayangandjana 
1M(A) +get, -PC/T 3Mf OBLQ aunt
3UA(0) pick up
ki(n) +njeyabba Nancy ki(n) +noranga
3Mf +2M CARD " 3Mf +name 
ATRB ATRB
I  picked them up for your Auntie Nancy.
A Simple Transitive Clause with Outer-Core (Adjunct):
(45) Marawaka ngabanamangaya./ Ngabanamangaya marawaka.
marawaka ngabana +ma -ngaya 
quietly, 1M(A) +get, -PC/T 
silently 3UA(0) pick up
I picked them up quietly.
A Simple Transitive Clause with Extended Outer-Core Layer:
(46) Marawaka ngabanamangaya ngivakawa ngavangandiana kinievabba 
kinoranga Nancy.
marawaka ngabana +ma -ngaya ngiyakawa
quietly, 1M(A) +get, -PC/T 3Mf OBLQ
silently 3UA(0) pick up
ngayangandjana ki(n) +njeyabba 
aunt 3Mf +2M CARD
ATRB
ki(n) +noranga Nancy
3Mf +name
ATRB
I quietly picked them up for your Auntie Nancy.
It is an interesting point that sometimes the Outer-Core Benefactive is replaced by an 
independent possessive NP construction. This construction will usually be used where the 
agent is required or expected to perform the action as a matter of tradition or kin law. 
Compare the following two examples.
(47) Namurakka yirddaya ngiyakawa ngayangandjana.
namurakka yi +rdda -ya ngiyakawa
goose (fern) 1/2M(A) +pierce, -FUT 3Mf OBLQ
3Mf(0)IRRi shoot
ngayangandjana
aunt
We'll shoot goose for auntie.
(48) Yirddawa namurakka ngayangandjana kingiyaka(bba).
yi +rddawa - 0  namurakka
1/2(A) +pierce, -FUT goose (fem)
3M(0)IRR1 shoot
ngayangandjana ki(n) +ngiyaka(bba)
aunt 3Mf +3Mf CARD
(poss’d) (possessor)
We'll shoot goose fo r  auntie.
(=Lit: We'll shoot Auntie's goose.)
Ditransitive Clause with Outer-Core Operator (Oblique)
(49) Njonja kibanawuna livawa.
njonja ki =bana +wu -na liyawa
fish 3Mf =3UA +give -PC/T 3MOBLQ
(O) (A)
They gave fish  to her for him.
Ditransitive Clause with Outer-Core Operator (Adjunct):
(50) Njonja bulkkidj kibanawuna.
njonja bulkkidj ki =bana +wu -na
fish deliberately 3Mf =3UA +give -PC/T
(O) (A)
They deliberately gave her fish
Ditransitive Clause with Extended Outer-Core Layer
(51) Bulkkidj njonja kibanawuna livawa mbakkama.
bulkkidj njonja ki =bana +wu -na
deliberately fish 3Mf =3UA +give -PC7T
(O) (A)
liyawa mbakkama 
3MOBLQ father
They deliberately gave her fish for him, mv father.
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8.2.3. The Peripheral Layer of Verbal Clauses.
The Peripheral Layer of a clause provides the spatio-temporal setting. Table 8.2.3. below 
shows the two types of Peripheral extensions that occur in verbal clauses. These are then 
exemplified:
(i) [VC] with Peripheral Temporal Setting
(ii) [VC] with Peripheral Locational Setting
Table 8.2.3. Verbal Clauses with Peripheral Components.
Basic Intransitive Clause with Temporal Setting:
(52) Nkirra kiyubbangiyana.
nkirra ki +yubbangiya -na
earlier today 3Mf(S) +swim -PC/T
Earlier today she swam.
Basic Intransitive Clause with Locational Setting:
(53) Kiyubbangiyana kana nabbardamabarda mera mawarrkka navana.
ki +yubbangiya -na kana nabbardambarda
3Mf(S) +swim -PC/T there billabong
mera mawarrkka nayana 
inside paperbark forest LOC/INSTR
She swam down at the billabong in the paperbark forest.
A Simple Transitive Clause with Peripheral Temporal Setting:
(54) Barawabba ngomabba ngabanamangaya.
barawabba ngomabba ngabana +ma -ngaya
already morning 1M(A) +get, -PC/T
3UA(0) pick up
/  picked them up this morning.
A Simple Transitive Clause with Peripheral Locational Setting:
(55) Kana airport ngabanamangaya.
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kana airport ngabana +ma -ngaya
there " 1M(A) +get, -PC/T
3UA(0) pick up
I  picked them up at the airport.
Ditransitive Clause with Peripheral Temporal Setting
(56) Barakkana njonja kibanawuna.
barakkana njonja ki =bana +wu -na
very early fish 3Mf =3UA +give -PC/T
morning (O) (A)
Very early this morning they gave her fish.
Ditransitive Clause with Peripheral Locational Setting:
(57) Nguvabba. nkara wurrambalkka njonja kibanawuna.
nguyabba n +kara wurrambalkka
here 3M +this-here house
ATRB
njonja ki =bana +wu -na
fish 3Mf =3UA +give -PC/T
(O) (A)
Here, in this house they gave her fish.
8.2.4. Fully Specified Simple Clauses.
It is of course possible for intransitive, transitive and ditransitive VCs to occur with all 
three layers. This can be termed a fully specified verbal clause. Some examples and 
discussion are included below:
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Simple Intransitive Clause with extended Core, Outer-Core and Peripheral layers (VC 
underlined):
(58) Nkirra ngiyakabba djabba kingarabba Noni kinoranga bulkkidj kivubbangivana 
liyawa djabbarlabbangeba nmerra kana nabbardambarda mera mawarrka nayana.
This morning my little sister Noni deliberately swam to my friend "Lefty” down at 
the billabong in the paperbark forest.
Although the sentence above is grammatical, it is what might be described by a Nakkara 
speaker as a "really rough one", i.e. complicated. There are no single Nakkara sentences 
containing this amount of detail in any of the textual material. This amount of information 
would be more likely split across two or maybe three clauses, with repetition and 
recapitulation, depending on which information was foregrounded and which was not. 
One variation of this would be as follows:
(59) Nkirra, djabba kingarabba kivubbangivana. Kana kivubbangivana nabbardambarda 
mera mawarrkkka nayana. Nakabba barrvubbangivana barmina djabbarlabba 
ngeba. Kinkira Noni kinoranga bulkkidj kivubbangivana liyawa nkana nmerra.
This morning my sister went in the water. She was down at the billabong inside the 
paperbark forest. They were swimming down there, her and my friend. This one 
Noni, she deliberately swam to him , my friend Lefty.
Of course all levels can be coded in a much simpler single sentence as in the following 
example which gives core, outer-core and peripheral layers:
(60) Nkirra Noni bulkkidj kivubbangivana liyawa nmerra.
This morning Noni deliberately swam to "Lefty".
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A Simple Transitive Clause with Core, Outer-Core and Peripheral Layers (with VC 
underlined):
(61) Kabanamardekkawa kana airport ngabanamaneava ngiyakawa 
I  picked up those two brothers at the airport for her.
Ditransitive Clause with Core, Outer-Core and Peripheral Layers: (VC underlined)
(62) Barakkana njonja nkorrawa nganjarabba ngeba kibanawuna liyawa mbakkama.
Very early this morning they gave my grannie lots o f fish  fo r  my father.
8.3. Complex Clause Structures.
A Complex Clause in Nakkara is a structure consisting of two or more verb-complex forms 
(VCs). Complex clauses occur commonly in narrative and conversation and a series of VCs 
can occur either with or without the support of intervening particles. The use o f particles as 
indicators of different types o f clause coordination or as triggers o f mood changes over the 
scope o f a clause has been discussed in some detail in Particles 7.3. In the sections 
following we w ill also look at strings o f verbs without intervening particles or 
conjunctions. This phenomenon is termed (Clause) Parataxis in this description, and 
paratactic constructions are a characteristic feature o f Nakkara text and conversation. 
Paratactic constructions consist o f between two and six VCs. Each VC is fully specified 
with inner-core participants coded in the pronominal prefix and a tense suffix; a paratactic 
string may consist o f both transitive and intransitive verbs; it may or may not have co- 
referential participants and the tense can vary. An example o f six VCs follows. (This is the 
maximum number o f paratactic VCs found in recorded material; the verb nucleus in each 
VC is underlined):
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(63) Mubba ngarabba ngirrwakana ngirmina ngirrworkkavana. bamyangiya 
ngirrkkelavana ngirrnina.
=Lit: And I we-two-spoke we-two-sat we-two-went-around, 
s/he-put-it we-two-heard we-two-sat.
She and I were always talking about it, so we put it on (the tape recorder) and we 
listened to it.
What is immediately apparent about a paratactic construction like this is that six VCs is not 
necessarily equivalent to six clauses, six actions or six events. But these constructions do 
have internal structure. There is something intrinsically different about the relationship 
between the first and second VC (between ngirrwakana and ngirrnina) and that between the 
fourth and fifth (between barnyangiya and ngirrkkelayana)\ there is, in addition, an 
apparent structure within the sentence that is determined by forces outside of the clause, 
like breath group and intonation, which in this example is indicated by the presence of a 
comma between the third and fourth VC. In spite of, or perhaps because of the absence of 
intervening particles and conjunctions, paratactic constructions like (63) suggest the 
presence of clause conjunction operating on more than one level and displaying more than 
one type of clause linkage. Analysis of complex clause types in Nakkara rests on these two 
variables: the way in which clauses are joined or linked (’nexus') and the level at which this 
linking occurs ('juncture'). Further distinctions can be made by examining the degree of 
co-referentiality between the participating core constituents.
The terms 'juncture' and 'nexus' are taken from the approach to clause analysis adopted in 
the model of Role and Reference grammar outlined in Foley and Van Valin (1984). The 
notion that clauses consist of several layers is common to most models of grammar and use 
of the terms 'nuclear', 'core' and 'peripheral' for these layers is certainly not restricted to 
Foley and Van Valin's model. Their approach to analysis of clause structure does.however, 
suit the Nakkara data and facilitates this somewhat preliminary account of the structure of 
both simple and complex clauses. It also provides a link with the terminological distinctions 
set up in the morphology chapters of this thesis. The idea that clauses in Nakkara are 
layered structures consisting of three separate levels has already been discussed in chapters
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3, 7 and in some detail at the beginning of this chapter. This account does not, however, 
have sufficient detail to provide verification for or to test the application of Foley and Van 
Valin's analysis of clause structure. This analysis of complex clause structure in Nakkara is 
preliminary, indeed, in some parts inconclusive, but provides a basis for ongoing research. 
8.3.1. Clause Juncture and Nexus in Nakkara.
Clause juncture is described above as the level at which clause linkage occurs. 
Theoretically, juncture may occur at nuclear, core and peripheral levels. In Nakkara the 
nuclear layer is represented by the nucleus of the VC,which is the verb root or stem. But as 
illustrated elsewhere, each VC nucleus is always supported by a pronominal prefix which 
codes the inner-core operators and a tense suffix. The verb nucleus in Nakkara does not 
function as an independent word-form and cannot combine with other verb nuclei to form a 
complex nuclear element. Thus, there is no nuclear juncture in Nakkara clause structure, 
only juncture at core and peripheral levels.
Core level juncture in Nakkara is consistent with that proposed in Foley & Van Valin 
(1984:188) Tn core-level junctures two cores, each with its own nucleus and arguments, 
are joined together to form a larger complex core.' The characteristics of core juncture in 
Nakkara are that core constituents must be fully co-referential and peripheral operators have 
scope over the whole core complex; also that tense and mood are the same for each 
predicate and that one of the predicates is selected from a small finite set 
Peripheral level junctures 'involve the joining of two clauses with independent peripheries' 
(F&VV(1984:188). In Nakkara peripheral juncture is characterised by variations in core 
constituents from VC to VC; peripheral constituents can intervene and can have 
independent scope over either clause; tense and mood can vary.
Foley and Van Valin distinguish three types of clause nexus based on two binary features 
+/- embedded and +/- composite unit. This is illustrated in the diagram following (adapted 
from Foley & Van Valin (1984:242)
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a) - embedded 
- composite unit
b) + embedded 
+ composite unit
c) - embedded 
+ composite unit VCi
COORDINATION
SUBORDINATION
COSUBORDINATION
Table 8.3.1.a Three Nexus Types.
W e have seen above that fully inflected VCs can be strung together as paratactic 
constructions. Because each VC can stand alone as a fully inflected (finite) unit it always 
has a whole-to-whole relationship to an adjacent VC. There is no clause embedding in 
Nakkara and therefore no subordinate nexus. In fact, coordinate nexus is the most common 
form of clause linkage in Nakkara. There are, nevertheless, a small set of auxiliary-like 
verbs which follow a main verb. This construction is the closest thing to a composite 
clausal unit that we find in Nakkara. These constructions exemplify what we have termed 
cosubordinate nexus. Core cosubordinate nexus represents relatively tight linkage, while 
Peripheral Coordinate nexus represents relatively loose linkage.
A useful approach to this analysis has been to examine closely the degree of coreferentiality 
of core participants between clauses. In that both transitive and intransitive VCs can be 
strung together there are a dozen or so possibilities of participant interaction with degrees of 
co-referentiality between any two VCs.
Core constituents can be fully coreferential, non-coreferential or partially coreferential. All 
cosubordinate nexes have fully coreferential core constituents, but not all fully coreferential 
core constituents exhibit cosubordinate nexus. At this point in the analysis of complex 
clauses in Nakkara, there appear to be just two types of clause juncture: the Core 
Cosubordinate type and the Peripheral Coordinate type. The latter type includes all 
combinations of core constituents; that is, they can have fully coreferential, partially 
coreferential and non-coreferential core constituents. Nevertheless, the partially
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coreferential constructions (e.g. where the object of one junct is p referen tia l with the 
subject of the other) display some interesting syntactic devices like purposive and cause and 
effect relations, which are usually coded by nominal case in other language types. In the 
final analysis, the partially coreferential constructions may constitute a separate sub- 
categoiy on the non-core level.
The combinations of core constituents tabled below all occur in Nakkara texts. All but the 
final three transitive-transitive combinations can be found as paratactic constructions. In 
those three combinations particles can be inserted between the VCs to signal the role 
changes or the participant roles are made more explicit with additional NPs.
T ra n s itiv ity  
of VC - VC
C ore
P artic ip an ts
Ju n c tu re  and  
Nexus Type
intransitive-intransitive
Si = S2 
Si * S 2
core cosubordinate; peripheral coordinate 
peripheral coordinate
transitive-intransitive
Ai = S2 
A i ^  S2
Oi = s 2
core cosubordinate; peripheral coordinate 
peripheral coordinate 
peripheral coordinate
intransitive-transitive
Si = A2 
Si *  A2 
Si = 0 2
peripheral coordinate 
peripheral coordinate 
peripheral coordinate
transitive-transitive
A \  = A2 and Oi = O2 peripheral coordinate
Ai = A2 and Oi ^  O2 peripheral coordinate
Ai * A2 and Oi = O2 peripheral coordinate
A \ * A 2 and Oi 7t O2 peripheral coordinate
but Oi = A2 peripheral coordinate
or A i = O2 peripheral coordinate
or A i = O2 and O i = A2 peripheral coordinate
T ab le  8 .3 .l .b .
In ter-C lausal C ore P artic ipan t In te rac tion  and  Nexus Types in N akkara
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In the sections following we look firstly at examples of the tight core cosubordinate nexus. 
We mention there some of the problems associated with the notion of 'composite unit' 
when applied to Nakkara. Subsequently we look at the remaining nexus type, peripheral 
coordination, mentioning some of the semantic and syntactic features of this nexus type. 
8.3.2. Core Cosubordinate Linkage.
This type of clause linkage consists of two or sometimes three paratactic verbs forming a 
'composite unit’. In Nakkara the composite unit is characterised by both internal and 
prosodic features. Firstly, in a composite unit the VCs involved do not have equivalent 
semantic status. There is a main verb always in first position and one or occasionally two 
auxiliary-like verbs chosen from a small set. Secondly, the VC string is uttered as a unit, 
with primary stress on the nucleus of the main VC and secondary stress on the nucleus of 
the auxiliary VC/s. Generally, no constituents outside of the VC structure may enter this 
unit The first verb in the core cosubordinate construction identifies the central action and 
can therefore be transitive or intransitive; this is followed by another verb which can 
function aspectuallv (as exemplified in 8.3.2.2. to 8.3.2.4.), can provide motion or 
directional specification (as exemplified in 8.3.2.5.) or provides an adverbial-like 
dimension (as in 8.3.2.6.). The core participants coded in all core cosubordinate juncts are 
always fully corefererential. The salient features of core cosubordinate linkage are tabled 
below.
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CORE COSUBORDINATE LINKAGE
i) Inner-core participants are fully preferential.
ii) Tense, Status and Mood are the same for each predicate.
iii) Peripheral constituents have scope over both/all verbs as a unit
iv) No additional consituents can occur within the construction.2
A
v) The construction is uttered as a composite unit with no intervening pause/s.
vi) The auxiliary verb/s are chosen from a finite set.
Table 8.3.2. Features of Core Cosubordinate Constructions
A quick review of the terms used and their manifestation in Nakkara verb complexes 
follows for ease of reference. Inner-core participants are of course the intransitive subject 
(S), the transitive subject (A) and the transitive object (O). These are coded as a pronominal 
prefix on all verb complex forms. There are three tense parameters in Nakkara, Pre- 
contemporary tense (PC/T), Contemporary tense (C/T) and Future tense (FUT). Tense is 
coded by a verbal suffix and the form of the suffix depends on the conjugation of the verb. 
There are ten conjugation classes in Nakkara (see 6.1. for details). Status refers to the 
realis-irrealis distinction, which in Nakkara means specifically whether an action or event 
has or has not occurred. Mood is a broad category that overlaps to some extent with Status 
and includes negative, potential, subjunctive, imperative, hortative and evidential. Tense, 
Status and Mood are coded within the verb complex but can be triggered and supported by 
spatio-temporal qualifiers and particles outside the verb. Tense, Status and Mood are 
peripheral operators in clause structure.
One of the important features of cosubordinate constructions is that no constituent can 
intercept the so-called main and auxiliary verb string. There are, however, some transitive 
verb forms where a particular participant combination codes the transitive subject (A) as an
2 A handful of exceptions to this constraint have surfaced during textual analysis. In these examples an 
outer-core pronominal element (i.e. an Oblique pronoun) occurs between two VCs in cosubordinate nexus. 
These exceptions suggest that characteristic iv) should be watered down somewhat to state: 'No peripheral 
elements can intercept VCs in cosubordinate nexus.' Four exceptions out of over seven hundred sentences 
analysed is not, however, a significant statistic. There is also an outside chance that these may be speaker’s 
error. I have not been able to re-check these examples since their discovery.
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Oblique pronoun following the verb complex in the outer-core slot. (See 53.2.4. The 
Agentive Oblique for details and discussion) In these constructions the Oblique pronoun is 
an inner-core constituent and an essential part of the morphological structure of the verb- 
complex. It is therefore not interpreted as an interceptive constituent in the composite 
structure of the core cosubordinate linkage. Consider in this light the example below:
(64) Nganabbawana livawa workkavana.
(*Nganabbawana workkayana liyawa.)
ngana +bbawa -na =liyawa 0  +workkaya -na
1M(0) +leave behind -PC/T =3M OBLQ 3M +walk around -PC/T
(=3M(A)) (S) (Char.Aux)
He always left me behind.
There are,however, a handful of examples where the Oblique pronoun is functioning as an 
outer-core participant within the boundaries of the cosubordinate composite unit. These 
examples are problematic and are exceptions to feature iv) above. Consider the following:
(65) Kabarrkkarabba mbakkama ngayangandjana bamvakana ngabarlawa barmina.
kabarr +kkarabba mbakkama ngayangandjana
3UAf +this-here father/son daughter/aunt
ATRB
barr +waka -na ngabarlawa barr +ni -na
3UAf -i-speak -PQT 1MOBLQ 3UAf +sit,stay,be(at) -PC/T
(S) (S) (Prog.Aux)
My son and daughter were speaking to me.
(66) Ngavngoddia ngorlawa ngavddieba.
ngay +ngoddja - 0  ngorlawa ngay +ddje -ba
1M(A) +name -FUT 2MOBLQ 1M(S) +FUT -go
3M(0)IRRi IRRl (Cont.Aux)
I'll continue to tell you those names.
In all the texts analysed only four examples like this have emerged.The main verbs in these 
examples are waka 'speak' (in two separate examples (same speaker)), ngoddja '(say) 
name' and mirdakiya 'crawl'.The auxiliaries are progressive (two examples), continuous
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and directed motion. I cannot at this point venture any explanations for this structural 
irregularity. In other cosubordinate constructions involving an associated outer-core 
participant, the outer-core Oblique pronoun occurs after the auxiliary, that is, outside the 
core cosubordinate nexus, as in the following example which shows the velocity auxiliary 
verb koraya (see also 8.3.2.6. below):
(67) Ngaddiomanga ngakkorava liyawa ngarabba nginaddjina.
nga +ddjorna -nga nga +kkoraya - 0  liyawa
1M(S) +retum -C/T 1M(S) +move quickly -C/T 3MOBLQ
(Vel.Aux)
ngarabba ngina +ddji -na
1M CARD 1UA(S) +stand -PQT
(=he&I, we two are brothers)
I hurried back to my brother.
The ten verbs that have an auxiliary-like function in core cosubordinate constructions 
(henceforth auxiliary verbs) each have individual meanings and can occur independently of 
the unit in other circumstances. All of these verbs are intransitive and are tabled below:
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VERB USUAL MEANING AUXILIARY MEANING
ni 'sit, stay, be (at)' Progressive Aspect
dja 'stand, be (at)' Progressive Aspect
yu 'lie, sleep, be (at)' Progressive Aspect
ba i  _  fg o Continuous Aspect
workkaya 'wander, walk around, gather' Characteristic Aspect
ni-ya 'go along towards speaker’ Motion towards "here" of the
utterance.
rdi-ya 'go along away from speaker’ Motion away from "here" of the
utterance.
ba 'go, walk' Motion (unspecified direction)
kardabiya 'descend, move towards coast’ Motion downwards or coastwards
wala ’ascend, move inland, away Motion upwards or inland
from coast’
koraya 'move quickly’ Rapid, immediate or undelayed
motion
Table 8.3.2. Auxiliary Verbs in Nakkara
8.3.2.1. Notes on Aspect.
a
Where tense is a deictic category (cf. Lyons (1977:677), locating the time of a situation 
relative to the situation of an utterance, aspect is non-deictic. 'Aspect is not concerned with 
relating the time of the situation to any other time-point, but rather with the internal 
temporal constituency of the one situation ' (Comrie (1976:3)). Unlike tense, aspect is not 
coded on the verb complex in Nakkara. Independent auxiliary verbs are used to give a 
generally Imperfective aspect to an action. Single verb complexes with standard tense 
affixing usually have a perfective reading; the action is read as being complete, with no 
internal phases of action implied (although verbs in the Contemporary tense sometimes 
have an imperfective reading). When any of the auxiliary verbs listed above function as the 
second element in a core cosubordinate clause construction the action depicted is viewed
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then as having an internal temporal structure. There are three categories of Imperfective 
Aspect in Nakkara: Characteristic (similar to Habitual), Continuous and Progressive aspect. 
Many different categories of verbal predicate can occur with an aspectual auxiliary, 
although there are some collocational restrictions. Research into which main verbs occur 
with which aspectual verbs is part of an ongoing dictionary project and there are few 
definitive conclusions about collocational restrictions to be made in this discussion..
8.3.2.2. Characteristic Aspect.
Characteristic aspect is used where a particular action occurs as a characteristic feature of an 
extended period of time. There appear to be relatively few collocational restrictions with 
this construction. There are several suitable English translations including 'always do/did', 
'used to do', 'would do' and 'for always'. Some examples follow:
(68) Ngibakkaddiawana ngirrborkkavana mandjarda kakaya.
ngiba +kkaddjawa -na ngirrb(a) +(w)orkkaya -na
1A(A) +hold, -PC/T 1A(S) +walk around -PQT
3M(0) grasp (Char.Aux)
mandjarda 0  +kakaya.
neck, throat 3M(S) +stand C/T
(possessive)
We always grabbed it by the neck.I We would grab it...
(* We grabbed and gathered it by the neck.)
(* We grabbed it by the neck and walked around.)
(69) Niabanakkelawiva nginaworkkava.
nja =bana +kkelawiya ngina +workkaya -0
2M(0) =1UA(A) +think of 1UA(S) +walk around -C/T
(Char.Aux)
We always think of / worry about you.
(* We think of you and we walk around.)
In examples above the main verb is transitive and the auxiliary is intransitive. This means 
of course that only the subjects (A) and (S) are coreferential. Full coreferentiality of inner- 
core participants always means subject coreferentiality when the transitivity of the two
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verbs is mixed. There is no requirement that a coreferent be found or created for the 
transitive object (O).
(70) Nkara yingawa, ngirrbavinamana ngirrborkkavana.
n +kara yingawa, ngirrba +yinama -na
3M -Khis-here now 1A(S) +do, say -PC/T
ATRB
ngirrb(a) +(w)orkkaya -na 
1A(S) +walk around -PC/T 
(Char.Aux)
We always did it like this.
(*  We did it like this and walked around.)
(71) Kinjeyabba, viddiika ndiaworkkava nawara.
ki(n) +njeyabba, yi +ddji -ka ndja +workkkaya - 0
3Mf +2M CARD 2M(A) +FUT -take 2M(S) +walk around -FUT
ATRB (Poss) 3Mf(0)IRRi (Char.Aux)
nawara
woman (O)
She belongs to you, you’ll take her for good! for always.
8.3.2.3. Continuous Aspect.
Continuous aspect is marked by a fully inflected form of the irregular verb ba 'go' in 
auxiliary position as in the following examples.
(72) Ngibaddiarrakindia ngirrbarriba. korla.
ngiba +ddjarraki -ndja ngirrba +rri -ba -C/T, korla.
1A(A) +look for -C/T 1A(S) +AUG -go -C/T NEG
3M(0) (Cont.Aux)
We kept looking (for fish), but nothing.
0* We looked (for fish) and we went.)
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(73) Ngirrbanina ngirrbarribana marangarddana.
ngirrba +ni -na ngirrba +rri -ba -na
1A(S) +sit, stay, -PC/T 1A(S) +AUG -go -PC/T
be (at) (Cont.Aux)
0  +marangardda -na 
3M -fdawn -PC/T
We staved on (there) until sunrise.
(* We stayed (there) and we went at sunrise.)
(74) Ngibukkordakorddangiva ngirrbarribana.
ngibu +kkorddakordda -ngiya ngirrba +rri -ba -na
1A(A) -feat game -PC/T 1A(S) +AUG -go -PC/T
3M(0) (Cont.Aux)
We kept on eating.
We ate and went.)
There are other examples where ba 'go' is used as a motion auxiliary in a cosubordinate 
construction. These are discussed in 8.3.2.5. below. The difference between the use of ba 
as a continuous aspect auxiliary and as a motion auxiliary or resultative depends largely on 
context and also on collocational possibilities (see 8.3.2.5.).
8.3.2.4. Progressive Aspect.
The term "progressive" is used in a rather general sense here to mean 'involved in the 
process of doing'. It is used rather like an encoder of broad imperfective aspect, to suggest 
that the internal temporal constituency of the action involved a process, took some length of 
time from beginning to end. Progressive aspect is syntactically marked by the addition of a 
fully inflected Stative existential verb. The internal semantics of the Stative existential verbs 
include a sense 'to stay' as well as 'be', 'be at' and 'sit', 'stand', 'lie'. It is this sense 
('stay') that seems to underlie its use as a progressive auxiliary.
In most situations the verb ni 'sit, stay, be (at)' will be used with this function, but we do 
also find dja 'stand, be (at)', and yu 'lie, sleep, be (at)'. The ni progressive is used 
consistently with progressives like 'jumping', 'climbing', 'digging' and ’running’, where 
there is a human subject referent. In fact, statistically, it codes the progressive aspect in
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almost 75% of examples. Nevertheless,the locational function of these auxiliary verbs is 
not completely subsumed by the aspectual function. Where the orientation of a participant is 
unambiguously or for specific reason vertical or horizontal, the corresponding auxiliary 
form (dji 'stand 'for vertical and yu 'lie' for horizontal) can be used for progressive aspect. 
We can predict that in certain situations there will be consistent use of a particular 
progressive auxiliary. For example, a progressive action used with reference to a 'canoe' or 
'boat' (which is always said to 'lie' in the water, and not 'sit' or 'stand') will use yu  
progressive auxiliary. But if, for example, progressive motion is seen from the perspective 
of the passenger or the narrator in the water vessel, ni progressive will be used, as ni is the 
standard form for progressive actions performed by humans. This comparison is illustrated 
in examples (78) and (79) below. The type of subject referent is often relevent to the choice 
of progressive auxiliary. With the verb kawaya 'run' for example, kawaya nina refers to a 
person or animal running, kawaya yuna refers to the wind (running=blowing) and kawaya 
djina refers to water, other liquids or powder-like substances (running=pouring, falling 
etc.). Some examples of the periphrastic progressive aspect follow:
(75) Rrbakkabaniarda rrbanina kukka.
rrba +kkabanja -rda rrba +nin -da kukka
3A(S) -»-dig PC/T 3A(S) +sit,stay,be(at) -C/T water
(Prog.Aux)
They were digging for water
(76) Karrangala ngibukkorddangiva ngirrbanina.
karrangala ngibu +kkordda -ngiya
pandanus nuts 1A(A) +cut -PC/T
3M(0)
We were cutting up pandanus nuts.
(77) Ngivubbarangiva ngirrbanina.
ngiyu +bbara -ngiya ngirrba +ni -na
1A(A) +bite, eat -PC/T 1A(S) +sit,stay,be(at) -PC/T
3M(0) (Prog.Aux)
ngirrba +ni -na
1A(S) +sit,stay,be(at) -PC/T 
(Prog.Aux)
We were eating.
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(78) Wubbunja vanakomakkordda vanavunia Mardbalkkawa.
wubbunja ya -na -koma+kkordda - 0
canoe 3M -here -cross over -FUT
(S)IRRi
ya -na +yu -nja Mardbalk +(k)kawa
3M -here +lie,be(at) -FUT Goulbum Is. +ABL
(S)IRRi (Prog.Aux)
The canoe will he coming across from Mardbalk to here.
(79) Ngirrbakkawava ngirrbaninda bukarddiya narramunga.
ngirrba +kkawaya - 0  ngirrba +nin -da
1A(S) +goaway -C/T 1A(S) +sit,stay,be(at) -CfT
(Prog.Aux)
bukarddiya narramunga
island, reef another
We were heading off (in the boat) for another reef.
Other examples of yu lending progressive aspect to a preceding verb are given in (80) and 
(81) below, where in (80) some yams are left lying submerged in water to leach out the 
poison; and in (81), after the yams are cooked they are put aside and left lying on the 
ground to cool down. (The yam species nakkarrawura is feminine.)
(80) Kibimarrbana kikkardavana kivuna.
kibi +marrba -na ki +kkardaya -na
3UAf(A) +waitfor -PC/T 3Mf(S) -»-submerge -PC/T
3Mf(0)
ki +yu -na
3Mf(S) +lie,be(at) -PCfT 
(Prog.Aux)
They waited for the yams which were leaching /soaking.
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(81) Yingawa kibibbamyangiya kiwurawuramivana kivuna.
yingawa kibi +bbarnya -ngiya
then 3UAf(A) +put -PC/T
3Mf(0)
ki +wurawuramiya -na ki +yu -na
3Mf(S) +cool down -PC/T 3Mf(S) +lie,be(at) -PC/T
(Prog.Aux)
(= [they put them (aside^purposebhey were cooling downl)
Then they put them aside to cool down.
Some examples of the dja 'stand' progressive aspect follow. In example (82) it is clear 
from the context that the boys were standing, having just been frightened by a falling tree 
which they thought was a charging buffalo, and they were crying:
(82) Kardabba yingawa ngirrbangindiana ngirrbaddiina.
kardabba yingawa ngirrba +ngindja -na
that-there(l/2) now 1A(S) +cry -PC/T
ngirrba +ddji -na
1A(S) +stand,be(at) -PC/T 
(Prog.Aux)
There we were, crying. / We stood there crying.
(83) Nakabba rdava kakava nabbalawurrama.
nakabba 0  +rda -ya 0  +kakaya
3M CARD 3M(A) +pierce, -C/T 3M +standQT
3M(0) shoot (S) (Prog.Aux)
nabbalawurrama
crocodile
He was shooting crocodiles.
In example (82) the auxiliary form could be replaced with ni 'sit' auxiliary, but it would 
mean that the actors were seated on the ground. In this example then the auxiliary is
definitely coding position as well as aspect. In (83) the stand-progressive is probably used
w.
for two reasons. Firstly, the sit-progressive is used in a compound form to mean 'to weave, 
sew' (=sit-piercing) and also in the compound nominal 'spider' namewayrddayakininda 
(=a throw net she-weaves). Secondly, this sentence relates back to another in the paragraph
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about the man 'working'. The verb 'work' is formed in Nakkara using a compound of ma 
'pick up, get' and the stand-progressive, as manga kakaya 'he's working'. However, one 
of the Nakkara speakers with whom I have done a lot of work has maintained that use of 
stand-progressive instead of sit-progressive can indicate that the process or action referred 
to was of a relatively long duration; that it continued for longer than one might expect. 
(Note the English phrase 'long standing'). I have been aware of this when analysing data to 
hand and it seems to hold, but have not been able to test the suggestion with additional 
material. With reference to (83) above,however, the man shooting crocodiles was not out 
on a normal daily hunting trip. This is an extract from a narrative about life in the 1950's. 
The man was part of a team contracted by whitemen to shoot crocodiles for their skins over 
an extended period of time.
As mentioned above, the term Progressive is used here in a rather general sense, meaning 
'to be involved in the process of doing’. Usually the English gloss 'is/was V-ing' is 
appropriate for these aspectual constructions, but sometimes the idea of an associated 
process suggests alternative glosses. For example, verbs of inert perception like na ’see’ 
and kelaya 'hear' can occur with progressive aspect (usually ni 'sit'), and as such mean 
'watch' and 'listen',respectively, as in the following:
(84) Nganava nganinda kordakkarddanga balmarnindja.
nga +na -ya nga +nin -da
1M(A) +see -C/T 1M +sit,stay,be(at) -C/T
3M(0) (S) (Prog.Aux)
0  -korda+kkordda -nga balmarnindja
3M(A) -eat game -C/T wallaby
3M(0)
/  watched/was watching him eat the wallaby.
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(85) Tape bamyangiya ngirrkkelavana ngirmina.
tape 0  +barnya -ngiya ngirr +kkelaya -na
" 3Mf(A) +put -PCyr lUAf +hear -PC/T
3M(0) (S)
ngirr +ni -na
lUAf +sit,stay,be(at) -PC/T 
(S) (Prog.Aux)
She put it on tape and we listened/were listening (to it).
The use of the progressive in the two examples above is similar to its use in (77) with 
’eating', where bara is underlyingly a punctual verb 'bite', but can mean 'eat' without the 
progressive auxiliary.
8.3.2.5. Motion and Directional Specification.
In spite of the heavy constraints on core cosubordinate constructions, this type of clause 
linkage is not restricted to aspectual qualification of a central action verb. An equally 
constrained syntactic link occurs between main and auxiliary verbs providing specified 
motion and/or direction. These types are exemplified below and are often used in 
conjunction with or as an alternative to the verb-stem orientation affixes na 'to 
here/direction towards the speaker’ and rda 'to there/direction away from the speaker’. (See 
6.3. for details and discussion.)
As Table 8.3.2. shows, there are five different verbs that can function as auxiliary-like 
verbs in periphrastic directional constructions. These are listed again below:
VERB USUAL MEANING AUXILIARY MEANING
i) ni-ya 'go along towards speaker' Motion towards "here" of the 
utterance.
ii) rdi-ya 'go along away from speaker1 Motion away from "here" of the 
utterance.
in) ba 'go, walk' Motion (no specified direction)
in) kardabiya 'descend, move towards coast' Motion downwards or coastwards
iv) wala 'ascend, move inland, away 
from coast'
Motion upwards or inland
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One of the principal differences between the aspectual auxiliaries and the motion and 
directional auxiliaries is in the meaning of the auxiliary verb. In aspectual constructions it 
usually has no direct semantic link with its aspectual function; the meaning of the auxiliary 
verb in motion and directional auxiliary constructions is virtually the same as when it 
occurs independently. The verb ba 'go, walk’ here is the same verb used as a continuous 
auxiliary. When used as a motion auxiliary, ba adds a movement dimension to the main 
verb, (to V+on-the-move), but there is no specified direction involved. In some examples 
ba is interchangeable with rdi-ya 'go along', but generally it has a broader application. 
Some simple examples of its use are morraka 'smeH'(tr) becomes ’hunt or track by 
smelling’ with the ba auxiliary; kakka ’push, follow’ becomes ’chase’ with the ba auxiliary 
and mirdakiya ’crawl’ becomes ’move (a considerable distance) by crawling’. This 
auxiliary also occurs in many cause and effect junctures where it can be used to highlight a 
process, such as entering a state, as in ngawurranga ngeba [I-be-full+I-went] Tm full up’ 
(e.g. from the process (of eating)) or ngabboramiya ngeba [I-become-whole+I-go] Tm 
healing’. (See also 8.4.4. for discussion on cause and effect juncts).
Note also that kardabiya and wala include directional motion towards or away from a river 
or other water course, as well as to and from the sea. This seems a perfectly logical 
extension when we consider that water does collect in the lower levels and that all the rivers 
and creeks flow downwards to the sea.
When functioning as auxiliaries these verbs usually occur with intransitive main verbs, like 
’wading’, ’floating’, ’circling', 'meeting up with', 'speaking', 'climbing', 'emerging' and 
give these verbs an ongoing (directional) motion. They are also found with verbs of 
carrying, some of which are transitive, others intransitive. The transitive verb ka 'take, 
carry in hand', can occur with all five of the directional auxiliaries listed above to give both 
direction and motion, and is therefore a good choice for exemplification of these 
constructions.
(86) Marraddjuri kikkava niveka.
marraddjuri ki +kka -ya 0  -ni +ye -ka
ceremonial 3M(A) +take -PC/T 3M -here +go along -PC/T
totem 3Mf(Ö) (S) (Dir/Mot.Aux)
He brought the marraddjuri here.
(87) Nakkamana nkardabba nmarda ngibukkava ngirrbardaveka.
nakkamana n +kardabba n +marda
dog 3M +that-there(l/2) 3M +skillfiil
ATRB ATRB
ngibu +kka -ya ngirrba -rda -ye -ka
1A(A) +take -PC/T 1A(S) -there -go along -PC/T
3M(0) (Dir/Mot.Aux)
That was a champion dog we took along with us.
(88) Nkardabba yingawa nginkakkava ngivakawa kibana.
n +kardabba yingawa nginka +kka -ya =ngiyakawa
3M +that-there now lUA(O) +take -PC/T =3MfOBLQ
ATRB (1/2) (=3Mf(A))
ki -ba -na
3Mf -go -PC/T
(S) (Dir/MotAux)
She took us awa\ (with her) to that place.
(89) Nakkarrawura viddiika rrikkardabiva yikkondja.
nakkarrawura yi +ddji -ka
round yam 1/2M(A) +FUT -take
3Mf(0)IRRi
rri +kkardabiya - 0  yi +kkondja - 0
1/2M(S) -fdescend -FUT 1/2M(A) +cover -FUT
IRRl (Dir/MotAux) 3Mf(0)IRRi
We'll take the yams down to the water and cover them up.
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(90) Kinkira kinarramunga yimaya viddiika rriwala.
kin +kira ki(n) +narramunga yi +ma -ya
3Mf +this-here 3Mf +other 1/2M(A) +get -FUT
ATRB ATRB 3Mf(0)IRRi
yi +ddji -ka rri +wala - 0
1/2M(A) +FUT -take 1/2M(S) +ascend -FUT
3Mf(0)IRRi (Dir/MotAux)
We'll collect these other ones and take them up there.
8.3.2.6. Velocity or Undelayed Action
The function of koraya  as an auxiliary is to provide the main verb with a sense of 
undelayed or immediate undertaking of the action, or a sense that the action was performed 
or happened quickly. Its function is similar to that of the outer-core adjuncts warrikka(- 
warrikka) 'quickly, directly' and kakarda-kakarda  'hurriedly, superficially' and these 
adjuncts can occur as additional support to the periphrastic construction. This auxiliary 
occurs with both transitive and intransitive verbs with similar frequency. Sometimes the 
koraya auxiliary form also codes direction with the directional specifiers na or rda included 
in the VC form, as in (93) and (94). Examples follow:
(91) Ngirrbakkomakorddanga ngirrbakkorava kanawa nabbelbbaya.
ngirrba +kkomakordda -nga ngirrba +kkoraya - 0
1A(S) +go across -CTT 1 A(S) +move rapidly -C/T
(VelAux)
kanawa na +bbelbbaya - 0
from there here -fextend -C/T
We went rapidly across to the other side (in the boat.)
(92) Kanakkana kakarda-kakarda baranga korava wurnabana.
kanakkana kakarda-kakarda 0  +bara -nga
always hurriedly 3M(A) +bite, -C/T
3M(0) eat
0  +koraya - 0  
3M(S) +move quickly -C/T 
(Vel.Aux)
0  +wurnaba -na
3M(A) +finish, -C/T 
3M(0) swallow
He always eats quickly.
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(93) Nburlana bakkelawarda rrbalangiva rrbardakkoravana.
n +burlana ba +kkelawa -rda
3M +old 3A(A) +know -PC/T
ATRB 3M(0)
rrb(a) +(w)ala -ngiya rrba -rda +kkoraya -na
3A(S) +go up -PC/T 3A(S) -there +move quickly -PC/T
(VekAux)
They knew the customary ways and went straight on up (to the business camp).
(94) Nakkardabba kingindiana kinakkoravana kibburdavana kinakkoravana.
nakkardabba ki +ngindja -na ki -na +kkoraya -na
from there 3Mf +cry -PC/T 3Mf -here +move quickly -PC/T
(S) (S) (VekAux)
ki +bburda +ya -na 
3Mf +hit +REFLX -PC/T 
(S)
ki -na +kkoraya -na 
3Mf -here +move quickly -PC/T 
(S) (VekAux)
Then she immediately started wailing and hitting herself as she ran towards 
(the dead body o f her brother).
This auxiliary can also occur with Stative verbs as in the following:
(95) Yingawa barawabba wunamirla ninda korava.
yingawa barawabba wuna +mirla
now already 3M +big
ATRB
0  +nin -da 0  +koraya - 0
3M +sit,stay, -C/T 3M +move quickly -C/T
(S) be (at) (S) (VekAux)
He's already growing up fast.
Sometimes the meaning of the main verb is extended in core cosubordinate constructions, 
as in the following example:
(96) Kibirddawarda barrkkoravana.
kibi +rddawa -rda barr +kkoraya -na
3UAf(A) -Khrow -PC/T 3UAf +move quickly -PC/T
3Mf(0) (S) (VekAux)
(=[they-threw-it + "rapidly"])
They grated! scraped o ff (pieces o f yam).
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8.3 .2 .7 . C o m p o u n d  A uxiliaries.
In all examples of periphrastic aspectual constructions given above, there is a main verb 
and a single auxiliary aspect verb. There are a few examples of two auxiliaries with a single 
main verb. These constructions are part of ongoing research and require further testing. 
Two examples are included here to show their construction.
(97) Ngirrwakana ngirmina ngirrworkkavana.
ngirr +waka -na ngirr +ni -na ngirr +workkaya -na
lU A f +speak -PC/T lUAf +sit,be(at) -PC/T lU A f +walk around -PC/T
(S) (S) (Prog.Aux) (S) (Char.Aux)
We were always talking (about that).
(98) Kiwaka kikkorava kiba.
ki +waka - 0  ki +kkoraya - 0  ki -ba - 0
3Mf +speak -C/T 3Mf +move quickly -C/T 3Mf -go -C/T
(S) (S) (Vel.Aux) (S) (Cont.Aux)
She talks too much.
8.3.3. Peripheral Coordinate Linkage.
Peripheral coordinate linkage is a looser and less constrained form of clause linkage. The 
core constituents in each clause may be fully coreferential, partially coreferential or non- 
coreferential. As mentioned in 8.3.1. the partially coreferential juncts may constitute a 
additional nexus sub-type in the final analysis. Because of this, all the participant 
combinations outlined in Table 8.3.l.c. are included in this discussion, serving to sub­
categorise the range of peripheral coordinate constructions found in Nakkara. The salient 
features of this nexus type are tabled below.
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PERIPHERAL COORDINATE LINKAGE
i) Core constituents can vary from clause to clause.
ii) Tense, Status and Mood can vary.
iii) Peripheral and outer-core constituents can intervene and can have scope 
over either clause independently.
iv) There are no restrictions on cooccurrence of verbs.
Table 8.3.3. Features of Peripheral Coordinate Linkage.
Peripheral coordinate nexus includes a large range of constructions. Although tense, mood 
and status can vary between the juncts it does not in all examples. In fact in narrative text 
there is sometimes little variation of these three parameters. A few simple examples will 
show the some of the extremes that can occur. In peripheral coordinate nexus the subjects 
need not be coreferential and the core participants can vary from clause to clause, as in 
example (99) below:
(99) Nakabba rdava ngivubbamvanga kabbala nayana.
[(nakabba) rdaya]pc/o[ngiyubbarnyanga (kabbala nayana)!
nakabba 0  +rda -ya ngiyu +bbarnya -nga
3M CARD 3M(A) +pierce, -C/T 1A(A) +put -CJT
3M(0) shoot 3M(0)
kabbala nayana
boat LOC/INSTR
He shot it and we put it on the boat.
Secondly, the Tense, Status and Mood can vary across clauses. In the following example 
the first clause is in Contemporary tense, realis status and declarative mood and the second 
clause is in future tense, irrealis status and negative mood. The core participants are not 
coreferential across the clauses.
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(100) Namandjarda nginabbamvanga kabirreddia burruddjanga.
[namandjarda nginabbamyangalpc/oikabirreddja (buraiddjanga)]
namandjarda ngina +bbarnya -nga
neck, throat 1UA(A) +put -C/T
3M(0)
(= we want it)
kabi +rreddja - 0  burruddjanga
3UAf(A) +cook, -FUT rags, clothes
3M(0)IRR2 heat NHG
(=[we-want-itj] [they-two-will-not-burn-itj])
We want them to burn the clothing (but they wont).
In the example following, peripheral and outer-core elements occur between the two clauses; 
in turn, these elements have scope over the individual clauses and not over the whole 
sentence as a unit
(101) Nakabba rdava kana ngokkara warrikka ngivubbamvanga kabbala nayana.
[(nakabba) ndaya (kana ngokkara)]pc/0[(warrikka) ngiyubbamyanga (kabbala nayana)]
nakabba 0  +rda -ya kana ngokkara
3MCARD 3M(A) +pierce, -C/T there dirty
3M(0) shoot
warrikka ngiyu +bbarnya -nga kabbala nayana
quickly 1A(A) -kput -C/T boat LOC/INSTR
3M(0)
He shot it there in the murky water and we gut it on the boat.
8.3.3.1. Intransitive-Intransitive Juncts.
Peripheral coordinate nexus between two intransitive verbs often codes sequential actions, 
particularly where core participants are fully coreferential, as in examples (102) and (103) 
below. In these two examples we see firstly in (102) a sequential action between two VCs 
and then in (103) between three paratactic VCs.
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(102) Kandjana nakkardabivana wakana ngabarlawa.
kandjana 0  -na +kkardabiya -na 0  +waka -na
uncle 3M -here +go down -PC/T 3M +speak -PC/T
(S) (S)
ngabarlawa
1MOBLQ
He came down and spoke to us.
(103) Ngarra ngarabba vingawa neabbamvava ngavurda ngakkarrawaramiva.
ngarra ngarabba yingaw a nga +bbarnya +ya - 0
and(new) 1M CARD now 1M(S) +put +REFLX -C/T
nga +yu -rda nga +kkarrawaramiya - 0
1M(S) +sleep -C/T 1M(S) +forget -C/T
(= [l-lay-dOWn]and then[l-slept]and then[l-forgot])
But as for me, I lay down and slept and forgot all about it (the ceremony).
When we look at structures where the core participants are not coreferential we begin to see 
some of the constructions where partial coreferentiality surfaces, and possible subdivisions 
emerge. In (106);for example,we see simple peripheral coordination between three VCs, 
but the translation to English of the relation between the second and third VC requires 
relativisation. Similarly, in (108) and (109) we see verbal complements that in other 
languages usually require some degree of embedding or reduction.
Partial coreferentiality has most scope where one or both of the verbs involved in the nexus 
is transitive. In these circumstances the transitive object of one verb may be coreferential 
with the subject of another and it is no longer just subject coreferentiality at issue. With 
intransitive-intransitve constructions a different kind of partial coreferentiality emerges. 
Although the core participants are not coreferential, the set of participants involved in the 
two actions can be identical, as in the following example where the subject of the first 
clause is 'she and I' (lU A f) and the subject plus Oblique of the second clause form the 
same set. (lU A f = 1M + 3Mf).
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(104) Ngiyakabba ngirmawomba ngakkorladda ngiyakawa djawa.
[(ngiyakabba) ngirrnawornba]pc/o[ngakkorladda (ngiyakawa)] djawa
ngiyakabba ngirr -na +wornba nga +kkorladda - 0
3MfCARD lU A f -here +go along C/T 1M +look out for -C/T
(S)IRR2 (S)IRR2
ngiyakawa djawa 
3Mf OBLQ could be
I f  we were to come back here I  could look after her.
In other examples,part of one participant set is shared with the other, as in the following:
(105) Rrbanakkardabivana ngirrbanina mavawa.
rrba -na +kkardabiya -na ngirrba +ni -na mayawa
3A -here +go down -PC/T 1A(S) +sit,stay -PC/T coast
(S) be(at)
They came down and we all staved here at the coast.
(106) Ngurrbininja kiwaka nakkara barawabba kikkelavana.
[ngurrbininja]pc/Jkiwaka [(nakkara)]pc/0(barawabba) kikkelayana]
ngurrbi +ni -nja ki +waka - 0  na +kkara
1/2A(S) +sit,stay, -FUT 3Mf -i-speak -FUT NOM +this-here
IRRl be(at) (S)IRRi
barawabba ki +kkelaya -na
already 3Mf +hear, -PC/T
(S) understand
W ell stay there and she will speak Nakkara,which she already understands.
As in most Australian languages, reported speech is coded as direct speech in Nakkara. 
This device alone creates considerable scope for change of participants, tense and modality 
between clauses, as in the following example:
(107) "Njeyabba ngawä, rrabbuba!", kivinamiva ngabarlawa.
njeyabba ngawä, rra +bbu -ba
2MCARD yes MIN +INCR -go
HORT
ki +yinamiya - 0
3Mf +say, do -FUT 
(S)IRRi
ngabarlawa
1MOBLQ
"Are you right, let's go!”, she'll say to me.
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The verb waka  'speak' can also be used to mean 'talk about' and the subject matter 
following can be an action or event coded by a verb, as in the example following.
(108) Rrbavwaka nubibbongania kul.
rrbay +waka - 0  nubi +bbonganja - 0  kul
3A(S) +speak, -FUT 2A(S) +enter, go in -FUT school
IRRl talk about IRRi
They'll talk about \ ou (kids) attending school.
In example (108) the second VC is functioning like a verbal complement of the verb waka. 
We also saw this verbal complement construction with the (idiomatic) verb 'want' in (100) 
above. The verb kelaya 'hear, understand' in the example below also has a verbal 
complement and shows peripheral coordinate nexus between kelava and marawiva+dii.
(109) Ngirrbakkelavana kalakala yarrddja rrmarawivana rrbaddiina.
[ngirrbakkelayana [(kalakala yarrddjallpc/orrmarawiyana cc/srrbaddjina]
ngirrba +kkelaya -na kalakala yarrddja
1A(S) +hear -PC/T children group
rr(ba) +marawiya -na rrba +ddji -na
3A(S) +call out -PC/T 3A(S) +stand,be(at) -PC/T
(Prog.Aux)
We heard those kids calling out.
The example above is another interesting example of non-coreferential but shared 
participant sets, whereby the Oblique participant of the first clause (kalakala yarrddja) is the 
subject of the second. Note also that the appropriate Oblique pronoun (babberrawa (3 AUG 
OBLQ)) has been omitted and the extended equivalent NP kalakala yarraddja is shared by 
the two clauses.
8.3.3.2. Transitive-Intransitive Juncts.
Where full coreferentiality occurs between two juncts of this type the actions are usually 
sequential. The sequential particle yingawa 'at the time' often occurs between sequential 
VCs as in (110) and (111).
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(110) Nionia baddiarra vingawa rrbarribana.
n jon ja  ba + d d ja  -r ra  y ingaw a rrb a  + rr i -ba  -na
fish 3A(A) -feat -PC/T then 3A +AUG -go -PC/T
3M(0) (S)
They Qig the fish and left.
( I l l )  Nawarira ngunamangava ngunanina yingawa ngunamarravana ngunnaveka. 
[(nawarira) ngunamangaya ngunanina] yingawa [ngunamarrayana ngunnayeka]
n aw arira  nguna +m a -n g ay a  nguna  + n i -na
sedge reed 1ÄUA(A) -fpickup -PC/T 1/2UA +sit,stay -PC/T
3M(0) (S) (Prog.Aux)
y ingaw a nguna + m arraya  -na  n g u n (a ) -n a  + ye -ka
then 1/2UA -fcarry on -PC/T 1/2UA -here -fgo along -PC/T
(S) head (S) (Dir/Mot. Aux)
We collected the nawarira grass and carried it hack here.
For many of the paratactic constructions where two or more VCs have fully coreferential 
core participants the action expressed is more specifically consequential, rather than 
sequential. In consequential constructions the second action happens as a result of the first. 
There is a relationship of cause and effect between the two juncts. In other words, a 
consequential action can be inferred by the absence of an intervening particle, rather than by 
the presence of one or another 'consequential expression'. See examples (112), (113) and 
(114).
(112) Ngarra bankanava rdunkava.
n g arra  banka + na -y a  0  + rd u n k ay a  - 0
and(new) 3M(A) -fsee -C/T 3M -fescape -C/T
3UA(0) (S)
(=[it-saw-them]and consequently[it-eSCaped])
But it saw them and took off.
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(113) Mardabba njeyabba nginkakkelewa ndiandioma nginayawa.
mardabba njeyabba nginka +kkelewa - 0
hereafter 2M CARD 2M(A) +think of -FUT
1UA(0)IRRi
ndja -n +djorna - 0  nginayawa
2M(S) -here +retum -FUT 1UAOBLQ
IRRl
(=[you'll-think-of-us]and consequemiyfyou'll-come-back-here])
From now on you'll think o f us and come back here to us.
In the example following,a simple transitive verb codes the first action and the consequent 
action is coded by a complex intransitive.
(114) Nburlana bakkelawarda rrbalangiva rrbardakkoravana.
[(nburlana) bakkelawarda]pc/0[rrbalangiya rrbardakkorayana]
n +burlana ba +kkelawa -rda
3M -hold 3A(A) +know -PCYT
ATRB 3M(0)
rrb(a) +(w)ala -ngiya rrba -rda +kkoraya -na
3A +go up -PC/T 3A -there -hmove quickly -PC/T
(S) (S) (Vel. Aux)
(=[they-knew-it]and consequenüy[they-went-up+directly])
They knew the old custom and so went straight up (to the business camp).
Where core participants are not fully coreferential two sub-types of transitive-intransitive 
peripheral coordinate nexus occur. In one sub-type, there is simply no coreferentiality 
between core participants in the two clauses, that is, A^S and 0*S. In the second sub- 
type, there is no subject coreferentiality, but the transitive object of the first junct is 
coreferential with the intransitive subject of the second, that is, A*S but 0=S.
There seem to be three different kinds of sentence created by peripheral coordinate nexus 
where A and O ^ S. These are sequential, simultaneous and purposive actions; they are 
exemplified in (115), (116) and (117)) respectively ,below:
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(115) Baraka nginamangava ngirrbanaveka.
baraka ngina +ma -ngaya ngirrba -na +ye -ka
evening 1UA(A) +pick up -PC/T 1 A(S) -here +go along -PC/T
3M(0)
In the evening we picked him up and we all came here.
(116) Kimeddiangiva barrvuna.
ki +meddja -ngiya barr +yu -na
3M(A) -»-embrace -PC/T 3UAf+lie, -PC/T
3Mf(0) (S) sleep
He embraced her as they slept.
(117) Wurrambalkka ngovabbana mbakkama ngirrbanina.
wurrambalkka 0  +ngoyabba -na mbakkama
house, shelter 3M(A) +make -PG/T father
3M(0)
ngirrba +ni -na 
1A(S) +sit, stay, -PC/T 
be (at)
(=[he-made-it]in order thaJwe-stayed(-there))] 
Father built a place for us to stay in.
In all paratactic examples where A and O * S, the second junct does not introduce any 
additional participants, but represents the sum total of the participants involved in the first 
junct, that is (A)+(0)=(S). (See examples above: in (115) [1UA+3M]=[1A] (we two (A)+ 
him (O) = we all (S)); in (116) [3M+3Mf]=[3UAf].)
Where the transitive object of the first junct is coreferential with the subject of the second 
junct, we find three different types of action. The actions coded by the two juncts can be 
simultaneous, consequential or purposive. These are each exemplified below.
(118) Bannava nayamela nmurra navengka.
ban(a) +na -ya nayamela n +murra 0  -na +ye -ngka
3UA(A) -i-see -C/T mullet 3M -fgroup 3M(S) -here +go -G/T
3M(0) ATRB along
They saw a school of mullet coming our way.
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The consequential action is expressed in the second junct and may be simple as in (119) or 
complex as in (120). The partial coreferentiality evidenced in these constructions can be 
reflected in the sentential structure. Note in (120) that the shared (O) participant is also 
coded outside the VC as the NP kabbala 'boat'
(119) Ngibakkakkandia keba.
ngiba +kkakka -ndja ke -ba - 0
1A(A) +push, -C/T 3M -go -C/T
3M(0) follow (S)
(=[we-f0ll0wed-it]and consequently[it-went]
We followed it and it went away.
(120) Kabbala nginabbawava ngalarrakakkandia rdavengka.
[(kabbala) nginabbawaya]pc/0[ngalarrakakkandja rdayengka]
kabbala ngina +bbawa -ya
boat 1UA(A) +leave -C/T
3M(0) behind
0  +ngalarrakakka -ndja 0  -rda +ye -ngka
3M(S) 4-float -C/T 3M(S) -there +go along -C/T
(Dir/MotAux)
(=[we-left-it(-behind)]and consequemiy[it-floated(-around)-there])
We left the boat floating around there.
The example following shows a purposive construction. The first action was done for a 
specific purpose, in order that the second action occur.
(121) Yingawa kibibbamvangiva. kiwurawuramivana kivuna.
yingawa [kibibbamyangiya]pc/o[kiwurawuramiyanacC/skiyuna]
yingawa kibi +bbarnya -ngiya,
then 3UAf(A) +putdown -PC/T
3Mf(0)
ki +wurawura +miya -na ki +yu -na
3Mf +cool 4-INCH -PC/T 3Mf +lie,be(at) -PC/T
(S) (S) (Prog.Aux)
(=[they-put-them-down]in order that[they-became-cool -»-"process"]) 
Then they i2Ut them down to cool.
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8.3.3.3. In tra n s itiv e -T ra n s itiv e  Ju n c ts .
Where the core participants in the two juncts are fully coreferential peripheral coordinate 
nexus between an intransitive and transitive VC can code simultaneous as well as sequential 
actions. Many of the sequential actions coded also have a purposive reading, as (124) to 
(126) show. There is no morphological marker to distinguish sequential from simultaneous 
actions in Nakkara. The distinction is usually clear from context. In sequential actions there 
will often be an alleged or suggested change in location or a time lapse; simultaneous 
actions share a spatio-temporal context. In the following example, a temporal qualifier 
Ukenaka 'later* or a particle like mardabba 'thereafter' could be inserted between the two 
VCs to specify sequential actions. As it stands,this example clearly means that the second 
event occurred while the first was in process.
(122) Bannavengka bannava nayamela nmurra nayengka.
b an (a ) -n a  + ye -n gka  ban (a) + na  -y a
3UA -here +go along -C/T 3UA(A) +see -C/T
(S) 3M(0)
n ayam ela  n + m u rra  0  -na  + ye -n g k a
mullet 3M +group 3M -here +go along -C/T
ATRB (S)
When they were coming back they saw a school o f mullet heading this way.
The specific locational reference lombarra keba 'at the point' in (123) gives this a sequential 
reading.
(123) Ngirrbardaveka ngivubbarddiarramarda lombarra keba.
n g irrb a  -rd a  + y e  -ka  ng iyu  + b b a rd d ja rram a  -rd a
1A(S) -there +go along -PC/T 1A(A) +ignite -PC/T
3M(0)
lo m b arra  keba
nose it-goes
(=point of land)
We went and lit a fire at the point.
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Purposive readings are common for this combination of shared core participants. These 
involve sequential actions and the concomitant spatio-temporal change. The participants 
move or intend to move from one spatio-temporal context to another for a particular 
purpose.
(124) Ngarra nkinabba Balakka kikkawavana mangava liyawa.
ngarra n +kinabba Balakka
and(new) 3M +that-there(2) (name)
ATRB
ki +kkawaya -na 0  +ma -ngaya liyawa
3Mf +run -PC/T 3Mf(A) +pickup -PQT 3MOBLQ
(S) 3M(0)
(=[she-ran-off]in order that[she-pick-it-upl)
But then she ran off to pick it up for him.
(125) Ngirrbiddieba ngibirreddia burruddjanga.
ngirrbi +ddje -ba ngibi +rreddja - 0  burruddjanga
1A(S) +FUT -go 1A(A) +cook, -FUT rags, clothes
IRRl INCR 3M(0)IRRi "bum" of deceased
(=[we-will-go]in order that[we-will burn it])
We'll $o and burn those rags.
In the following example,the first action is contemplated for a specific purpose. Often the 
second verb is omitted in constructions like this and we find that ba 'go' carries the 
meaning 'go for’, 'go in order to get',as in kebana njonja (he-went fish) 'he went fishing'. 
It will of course be clear by now that there is no nominal case marking in Nakkara; hence 
no Purposive case in structures like this. (The nominal can also precede the VC in these 
constructions.)
(126) Nakkarrawura barmgebana kibibburda.
nakkarrawura barr +nge -ba -na kibi +bburda - 0
round yam (fern) 3UAf +UA -go -PQT 3UAf(A) +hit -POT
(S) INCR 3Mf(0) "dig (for)"
(=[they-went]in order that[they-"hitM-it])
They went digging for round yam.
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Peripheral coordinate nexus between fully coreferential complex VCs of intransitive- 
transitive order also shows the same relationships. In (127) below we see simultaneous 
actions coded by a complex intransitive VC and a simple transitive VC.
(127) Ngirrbakkorlddiva ngirrbaninda nginbamarrbbana murdikka rdidddjarabaka. 
[ngirrbakkoriddiya ngirrbanindajpc/jnginbamarrbbana! [(murdikka) rdidddjarabaka]
ngirrba +kkorlddi -ya ngirrba +nin -da
1A(S) +look out for -C/T 1A(S) +sit,stay -C/T
(Prog.Aux)
nginba +marrbba -na murdikka 0  +rdidddjarabaka - 0
1A(A) +wait for -C/T truck 3M +ernerge, arrive -C/T
3A(0) (S)
We were keeping a look out for them while we waited for the truck to arrive.
In the following example, two complex sequential actions (intransitive-transitive) are joined 
by peripheral coordinate nexus.
(128) Ngirrbakkunabardaddiiva ngirrbakkorava ngibaddiarrakiva ngirrbarriba korla. 
[ngirrbakkunabardaddjiya ngirrbakkorayajpc/jngibaddjarrakiya ngirrbarribal korla
ngirrba +kkunabardaddjiya - 0  ngirrba +kkoraya - 0
1A(S) +go around -C/T 1A(S) +move quickly -C/T
(Vel.Aux)
ngiba 4-ddjarraki -ya ngirrba 4-rri -ba -0 korla
1A(A) 4-look for -CfT 1A(S) -fAUG -go -C/T NEG
3M(0) (Cont.Aux)
We immediately turned (the boat) around and continued looking (for fish),
(but) nothing.
In example (129) below, the simple intransitive ba 'go' is used, followed by a complex 
transitive construction coding a purposive meaning.
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(129) Babberrabba rrbarriba baddiinia rrbaninda.
[(babberrabba) rrbarribajpc/olbaddjinja rrbaninda]
babberrabba rrba +rri -ba - 0
3AUG CARD 3A(S) +AUG -go -C/T
ba +ddji -nja rrba +nin -da
3A(A) +drink -C/T 3A +sit,stay -C/T
They went there to drink / for drinking.
Where the core participants are not fully coreferential there are many similarities between 
constructions where the first junct is intranstive and the second transitive and where the 
reverse is true, as in 8.3.4.2. above. Both have two sub-types: i) S*A or O; ii) S=0. In 
sub-type i) we find sequential, simultaneous and purposive actions, as in (130), (131) and 
(132) respectively. In sub-type ii) we find sequential, consequential and causative actions.
(130) Banaddiina kiwaramarda livawa.
bana +ddji -na ki +warama -rda =liyawa 
3UA +stand -PQT 3Mf +break -PC/T =3M OBLQ 
(S) (O) (=3M(A))
(=he broke contact of spear with wommera)
They stood there and he let it hurl.
(131) Ngarabba nginaddjina vuna ngarra ngarreddiangiva njonja.
ngarabba nginaddjina 0  +yu -na ngarra
1M CARD my brother 3M +lie, -PC/T and(new)
(S) sleep
nga +rreddja -ngiya njonja
1M(A) -fcook -PC/T fish
3M(0)
My brother slept while I  cooked the fish.
(132) Ngundiddjeba ngabandikkuramiva.
ngundi +ddje -ba ngabandi +kkuramiya - 0
1/2UA +FUT -go 2UA(A) +show -FUT
(S)IRRi 1M(0)IRRi
We'll go (there) so you can show it to me.
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The second sub-type, where the intransitive subject of the first junct is coreferential with 
the object of the second junct shows three different types of action. In (133) we see 
sequential actions, in (134) consequential and in (135) usual order of consequential cause 
and effect are reversed.
(133) Kinbumama kirddunkava kikkorava nginnava kana kirdayengka.
[(kinburnama) kirddunkayacc/skikkorayalpc/0[nginnaya(kana)]pc/0[kirdayengkal
kinburnama ki +rddunkaya - 0  ki +kkoraya - 0
stingray (sp.) 3Mf -fescape -C/T 3Mf +move quickly -C/T
(S) (S) (Vel.Aux)
ngin(a) +na -ya kana ki -rda +ye -ngka
1UA(A) +see -C/T there 3Mf -there +go -CAT
3Mf(0) (S) along
That stingray took o ff but then we saw her (again) heading off.
(134) Nakkarrawura kibikkabarda kirrakabivana kivuna.
nakkarrawura kibi +kkaba -rda
round yam (fern) 3UAf(A) +sand-roast -PC/T
3Mf(0)
ki +rrakabiya -na ki +yu -na
3Mf +heat, bum, -PCAT 3Mf +lie,be(at) -PC/T 
(S) cook (S) (Prog.Aux)
They put the yam in the hot sand and so it was cooking.
(135) Wubbunja nkana kakava ngabbamvanga.
wubbunja n +kana 0  +kakaya nga +bbarnya -nga
canoe 3M +that- 3M +standC/T 1M(A) +put -CAT
ATRB there (S) be(at) 3M(0)
(=[it-stands-therelbecause[l-put-itl)
There iy_ a canoe that I put/keep there.
8.3.3.4. Transitive-Transitive Juncts.
Coreferential coordinate constructions seem to code only sequential actions. Examples
(136) and (137) show paratactic constructions with no overt coding of NPs or coordinating 
particles. This is common in text where the context is already established and where the 
participants are coreferential.
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(136) Ngakkorddanga ngabbarnvanga rrakabiya kakaya.
[ngakkorddangalpc/olngabbarnyangaltrrakabiya kakaya].
nga +kkordda -nga nga +bbarnya -nga
i m (A) +cut -c/r i m (A) +Put -c /t
3M(0) 3M(0)
0  +rrakabiya - 0  0  +kakaya
3M(S) +bum -C/T 3M(S) +stand,be(at)
(Prog.Aux)
1 cut it up and put it (on the fire) to cook (in the drum).
The example following shows five paratactic verbs. Two of the verbs are functioning as 
aspectual auxiliaries. There is (peripheral) coordinate linkage between a simple VC 
banamanbana and the aspectual construction banakkaya banawalangiya, and then again 
between the latter and another aspectual construction banaddjarra bananina.
(137) Banamanbana banakkaya banawalangiya banaddjarra bananina.
[banamanbana]pc/o[banakkaya banawalangiya]pc/0[banaddjarra bananina]
bana +manba -na bana +kka -ya bana +wala -ngiya
3UA(A) +net fish -PQT 3UA(A) +take -PC/T 3UA +goup -PC/T
3M(0) 3M(0) (S) (Dir/MotAux)
bana +ddja -rra bana +ni -na
3UA(A) -feat -PC/T 3UA +sit,stay,be(at) -PQ T
3M(0) (S) (Prog.Aux)
They caught (the fish), took them up (to the camp) and ate/were eating them.
Normally the transitive objects of adjacent or paratactic transitive predicates are fully 
preferential. There are, however, some situations where this is not so or where the (O) 
referent is unclear, as in (138).(The following example describes a confrontation: Two men are 
facing each other with spears, ready to attack.)
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(138) Belbbana, belbbana marrbbana banaddnna diarda balawarra.
0  +belbba -na, 0  +belbba -na 0  +marrbba -na
3M(A) +step (on) -PC/T 3M(A) +step (on) -PC/T 3M(A) +wait for -PC/T
3M(0) 3M(0) 3M(0)
bana +ddji -na djarda balawarra
3UA +stand -PC/T leg/s wide
(S)
Hei stepped, once and then closer and waiting for himj as they stood there 
legs braced.
This example shows the verb belbbajor which it is difficult to find an acceptable basic 
gloss. It is used in many simple and compound constructions and can mean 'dance', 
"stamp’, 'step', 'spread', 'extend', 'make contact'. In the example above it is unclear what 
the (O) referent of belbbana is; perhaps it is 'the ground'. It is not, however,coreferential 
with the (O) of marrbbana, which is another person.
There is an interesting shorthand way of representing certain coreferential coordinate 
constructions where the inner-core subject (A) is coded by the Agentive Oblique in the 
outer core slot following the VC. The Agentive Oblique (see 5.3.2.4. for details) is used 
only where the transitive subject (A) is third person Minimal (feminine or non-feminine) 
and the transitive object is not third person, i.e. first inclusive, first exclusive or second 
person of any number. A coordinate nexus involving two transitive VCs with coreferential 
Agentive Obliques can optionally omit the first Oblique. The second is then, of course, 
obligatory. Some examples follow (Note that in (139) elision and reduction has occurred 
in the form nganabburliya (from nganabburda liyawa):
(139) a) Ngannana liva nganabburliya.
b) Ngannana nganabburliya.
a) ngan(a) +na -na =Iiya(wa) ngana +bbur(da) - 0  =liya(wa)
1M(0) +see -PQT =lMOBLQ 1M(0) +hit -PC/T =3M OBLQ
b) ngan(a) +na -na ngana +bbur(da) - 0  =liya(wa)
1M(0) +see -PC/T lM(O) +hit -PC/T =3MOBLQ
He saw me and hit me.
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(140) a) Nicvabba niakkakkardamarda ngivakawa niawuna ngivakawa.
b) Njeyabba niakkakkardamarda niawuna ngivakawa.
njeyabba nja +kkakkardama -rda (=ngiyakawa)
2M CARD 2M(0) +lift -PC/T =3Mf OBLQ
nja +wu -na =ngiyakawa
2M (0) +give -PC/T =3Mf OBLQ
She picked vou up and gave it to vou.
There are three sub-types of peripheral coordinate constructions where the two juncts are 
transitive. The first is where the subjects are coreferential but the objects are not; the second 
is where the subjects are not coreferential but the objects are; and the third is where neither 
subjects nor objects are coreferential:
i) Ai = A2  and Oi ^  O2
ii) Ai * A2  and Oi = O2
iii) Aj ^  A2  and Oi ^  O2
All sub-types show the usual sequential and simultaneous actions, and also the 
consequential and purposive actions where there is coreferentiality with the object element. 
Sub-type i) shows simultaneous (141) and sequential (142) actions:
(141) Nionia kiwuna ngarra nbamarrbbana rrbanaveka.
[(njonja) kiwunalpc/Jnbamarrbbanalpc/olrrbanayeka]
njonja ki +wu -na ngarra nba +marrbba -na
fish 3M(A) +give -PC/T and(new) 3M(A) +wait for -PC/T
3Mf(0) 3A(0)
rrba -na +ye -ka 
3A(S) -here +go along -PC/T
He gave her the fish while he waited for them to come.
(142) Nawara kurakibbana kikkava barrdaveka.
[(nawara) kurakibbanalpc/ofkikkayajpc/olbarrdayeka]
nawara 0  +kurakibba -na ki +kka -ya
woman 3M(A) +take away from, -PC/T 3M(A) +take -PC/T
3M(0) deprive 3Mf(0)
barr -(r)da +ye -ka 
3UAf(S) -there +go along -PC/T
Hei deprived himj o f the woman and then took her away with himi.
Sub-type ii) shows sequential, consequential and purposive actions.
(143) Ngunbiwuva kibiddiiva viddiiva.
[ngunbiwuyajpc/olkibiddjiyalpc/olyiddjiya]
ngunbi +wu -ya kibi +ddji -ya yi +ddji -ya
1/2M(A) +give -FUT 3UAf(A) -feat, -FUT 1/2M(A) -heat, -FUT
3UAf(0)IRRi 3Mf(0)IRRi drink 3M f(0)IRRi drink
W ell give it to them to gat and w ell £Qt some too.
(144) Njonja rdawarda kebana ngara nginamaneava.
[(njonja) rdawarda kebana]pc/0[ngara nginamangaya]
njonja 0  +rdawa -rda ke -ba -na
fish 3M(A) -hthrow -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T
3M(0) (S) (Cont.Aux)
ngara ngina +ma -ngaya
mouth 1UA(A) -hpick up -PC/T
(=fill up)
(=[he-th re w-it+"co nti nu e " ] ^  Consequentiy[we-f i lled-it-u p])
He continued throwing the fish (onto the bank) and we filled up (the bag).
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(145) Yingawa nawara kibbawana liyawa kikkava barmgebana.
[(nawara) kibbawana (liyawa^pc/otkikkayalpc/Jbarrngebana]
yingawa nawara ki +bbawa -na liyawa
then woman 3M(A) +leave -PC/T 3M OBLQ
3Mf(0) behind (Ben.)
ki +kka -ya barr +nge -ba -na
3M(A) +take -PC/T 3UAf +UA -go -PC/T
3Mf(0) (S)
(= [hej-left-her]in order th-Jhej-took-her])
So then het left the woman behind for himj and hej took her off with himy
In sub-type iii), where the subjects are non-coreferential and the objects are non- 
coreferential, we still find some constructions where there is partial coreferentiality across 
clauses. There seem to be three additional types:
a) Oi = A2
b) A i = 0 2
c) Ai = 0 2 & Oi = A2
All types are exemplified below. Firstly, the standard sub-type iii). These clauses usually 
express sequential or simultaneous actions, as in the following:
(146) Djabbirlana ngavviba ngarra njeyabba nkurddjala vakkordda.
djabbirlana ngay +yiba - 0  ngarra
billy-can 1M(A) +fill -FUT and(new)
3M(0)IRRi
njeyabba nkurddjala ya +kkordda - 0
2MCARD wood 2M(A) +cut -FUT
3M(0)IRRi
I'll fill the billy while you chop some wood.
Type a), where the object of the first junct is coreferential with the agent of the second 
junct, can code simultaneous, consequential and purposive actions. In (147) below we see 
consequential and simultaneous actions in the one sentence.
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(147) Djabba medicine yabba nginaddiarra. nkardabba yingawa, muvawana 
nginkakkakkava livawa.
[nginaddjarra]pC/0[muyawana]pC/0[nginkakkakkaya=liyawa]
djabba medicine yabba ngina +ddja -rra n +kardabba 
like " just 1UA(A) -fdrink -PC/T 3M +that-therel/2
3M(0) ATRB
yingawa 0  +muyawa -na nginka +kkakka -ya =liyawa
now 3M(A) +stop, -POT lUA(O) +push -PC/T =3M OBLQ
3M(0) finish (=pain pushed us, =throbbing pain)
(=...[we-drank-it]and consequenüy[it-stopped-pain]whiie[pain-pushed-us]
It's just like medicine, we drank it and it stopped the throbbing pain.
The following is an example of a purposive construction with a simple transitive followed 
by a complex transitive verb.
(148) Nakkamana ngibakkava warrkkendjarra morrakiva kebana.
[(nakkamana) ngibakkaya]pc/0[(warrkkendjarra) morrakiyacc/skebana]
nakkamana ngiba +kka -ya warrkkendjarra
dog 1A(A) +take -PQT bandicoot
3M(0)
0  +morraki -ya ke -ba -na 
3M(A) +smell -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T 
3M(0) (S)
(=[we-took-it]in order that[he-smell-itV'motionH])
We took a dog for smelling out bandicoot.
An example of type b) follows, where the subject of the first junct is coreferential with the 
object of the second and the actions are sequential:
(149) Nakkorra nginkanana livawa ngarra varddana kulinga nayana.
nakkorra nginka +na -na =liyawa ngarra
shark 1UA(0) +see -PC/T =3MOBLQ and(new)
(=3M(A))
ya +rdda -na kulinga nayana
2M(A) +pierce -PC/T fish wire LOC/INSTR
3M(0)
That shark saw us but you shot him with the fish  wire.
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Finally, we have an example of type c), where Ai = O2  and Oi = A2 :
(150) Nakabba nayeka, nayeka, nakkarrakarrakkawa nginanana naka baraka 
nginkamangava liva.
nakabba 0  -na +ye -ka, 0  -na +ye -ka,
3MCARD 3M -here +go -PC/T 3M -here +go -PC/T
(S) along (S) along
nakkarrakarra +kkawa ngina +na -na naka baraka
long way +ABL 1UA(A) +see -PC/T later evening
3M(0)
nginka +ma -ngaya =liya 
lUA(O) +get -PC/T =3M OBLQ 
pick up (=3M(A))
We saw him from a long way and then that evening he picked us up.
If the verb in each junct is the same in a type c) construction, we get a reciprocal action, 
which is coded morphologically by the derivational affix +ndjiya following the verbal root 
(see 6.4.).
8.3.4. Notes on Cause and Effect between Juncts.
We have seen examples in preceding sections of both consequential and causative actions. 
In each example there is a junct which expresses a cause and another expressing an effect, 
as in the following (repeated) examples:
(151) Mardabba njeyabba nginkakkelewa ndiandioma nginayawa.
mardabba njeyabba nginka +kkelewa - 0
hereafter 2M CARD 2M(A) +think of -FUT
1UA(0)IRRi
ndja -n +djorna - 0  nginayawa
2M(S) -here +retum -FUT 1UA OBLQ
IRRl
(=causejyOU'||_thjnk-of-us]and consequentiy[you'll-come-back-here]0ffect) 
From now on you'll think o f us and come back here to us.
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(152) Wubbunja nkana kakava ngabbamvanga.
wubbunja n +kana 0  +kakaya nga +bbarnya -nga
canoe 3M -fthat- 3M +standC/T 1M(A) +put -C/T
ATRB there (S) be(at) 3M(0)
(=effect[jt_standS-there]beCause[l-put-it]Cause)
There & a canoe that I  put/keep there.
These sentences can be labelled consequential or causative, depending on the ordering of 
the juncts. Most above are consequential, where the cause precedes the effect. There are 
other cause and effect clauses in Nakkara, but no productive causative construction or 
morphological process.
Cause and effect clauses are often formed with the verb waka ’speak' in the cause-junct. 
Many actions or effects that might be brought about by verbal persuasion or instruction can 
be "caused" by the verb waka as in the following few examples:
(153) Babberrabba rrbakana ngabarlawa ngangindiana.
cause[(babb6rrabba) rrbakana ngabarlawa]pc/0[ngangindjana]effect
babberrabba rrb(a) +(w)aka -na ngabarlawa
3 AUG CARD 3A(S) -fspeak -PC/T 1MOBLQ
nga +ngindja -na
1M(S) +cry -PQT
(=lit:[they-Spoke-tO-me]and consequently]!-cried])
They made me f-QHonj f e m e  m ade c r ^
(154) Ngiyakabba kiwakana benayawa ngamarramung kibandiibburdama.
cause[(Ngiyakabba) kiwakana benayawa] ngamarramung [kibandjibburdama]effect
ngiyakabba ki +waka -na benayawa
3Mf CARD 3Mf(S) +speak -PC/T 3UAOBLjQ
ngamarramung kibandji +bburda -ma
potential 3UA(A) +hit -PC/T
3Mf(0)IRRi NEG
(=lit: [she-spoke-to-them]and consequemiy[they-were-going-to-but-didn’t-hit-her]) 
She stopped them from  hitting that woman.
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(155) Ngawaka benayawa karakinja banarddava.
eausejngawaka benayawa] [karakinja banarddaya]effect
nga +waka - 0  benayawa karakinja bana +rdda -ya
IM +speak -C/T 3UACARD flesh 3UA(A) +pierce -C/T
(S) ("they pierce the flesh"=they promise)
/  made them promise.
In other circumstances there are idioms or special verbs that convey a cause and effect 
sequence, as in the following:
(156) Kabburla nkardabba nayira nganawunaliva ngaddiiddavana.
cause[(kabburia nkardabba) nayira nganawunaliya]pc/0[ngaddjiddayana]eff6Ct
kabburla n +kardabba nayira
old man 3M +that-there lungs
ATRB (1/2)
ngana +wu -na =liya(wa) nga +ddjiddaya -na
1M(0) +give -PC/T =3MOBLQ 1M +laugh -PQT
(=3M(A) (S)
(=lit: [he-gave-lungs-to-me]and consequentiy[l-laughed])
That old man made me laugh.
(157) Ngarrabba vikkirdaddia virddawa navenia viddiangava balbbala.
cause[(ngarrabba) yikkirdaddja pc/0yirddawa (nayenja)]pc/0[yiddjangaya (balbbala)]effect
ngarrabba yi +kkirdaddja - 0  yi +rddawa - 0
1/2MCARD 1/2M(A) +ignite -FUT 1/2M(A) +throw -FUT
3M (0)("ignite(=tum /twirl rapidly to make fire)-throw"=tum s'th around)
nayenja yi +ddjangaya - 0  balbbala
bark 1/2M(A) +block -FUT wind
3M(0)
We'll turn the bark around to block the wind.
Many verbs have "cause" in their underlying semantic structure and these verbs will be 
used in the cause-junct (See 3.2).
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TEXT APPENDIX
Text I: Nakkarrawura (Round Yam) 
Narrator: Mary Nabbalangkarra 
Collected 14/12/81
Nkara, nakkarrawura, ngaymardeddjaya nawaka.
n +kara, nakkarrawura, ngay +mardeddjaya-0 na +waka 
3M +this-here round yam 1M +tell story -FUT NOM+speak
ATRB (S)IRRi
I'll tell a story about this Round Yam here.
1. Nawarra kabbula yarrddja wongarra yarrddja barawabba barrddjoramarda barmina,
nawarra kabbula yarrddja wongarra yarrddja barawabba
long ago old person collective spirits collective already
barr +ddjorama -rda barr +ni -na
3UAf -Klie -PC/T 3UAf +sit, -PC/T
(S) (S) be
Long ago when the old women were still alive and active,
2. Nakkarrawura barrngebana kibibburda1 .
nakkarrawura barr +nge -ba -na ki -b i  +bburda - 0
round yam 3UA(f) +UA -go -PC/T 3Mf =3UAf +hit -PCA’
(S) INCR (O) (A) "dig for"
they would go digging fo r Round Yam.
3. Kibibburda nab bey a nayana kibiddjarrangiya.
ki =bi +bburda - 0  nabbeya nayana
3Mf =3UAf +hit -PC/T dilly bag Loc/Instr
(O) (A) "dig for"
ki =bi +ddjarra -ngiya
3Mf =3UAf +fill -PC/T
(O) (A)
They dug it up and fd led  their dilly bags with it.
1 Notice use of the (third person feminine) Unit-Augmented number for a collective, where, logically, one 
would expect Augmented number, indicating more than three participants.
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4. Kibinakkaya keyarda2 .
ki =bi -na +kka -ya keyarda
3Mf =3UAf -here +take -PC/T home, 
(O) (A) camp
They brought it (the yams) back to camp,
5. Kibikkabarda nakkabandja naddjoka wunamirla bingoybbana.
ki =bi +kkaba -rda na +kkabandja naddjoka
3Mf =3UAf +cookin -PC/T NOM +sand oven fire
(O) (A) hot sand
wu +na +mirla bi +ngoybba -na
3M +NOM +big 3UAf(A) +make -PC/T
CHAR 3M(0)
made a big fire and cooked them in hot sand.
6 . Kibikkabarda kirrakabiyana kiyuna::: kibikkornaramarda.
Ki =bi + kkaba -rda ki +rrakabiya -na
3Mf =3UAf +cook in -PC/T 3Mf +heat, -PC/T
(O) (A) hot sand (S) bum
ki +yu -na:::
3Mf +lie, be (at) -PC/T 
(S) (Prog.Asp)
ki =bi +kkornarama -rda
3Mf =3UAf +remove from -PC/T 
(O) (A) fire
They cooked them, left them cooking fo r  a fa ir  while,
then pulled them out from  the sand oven.
7. Yingawa kibibbamyangiya, kiwurawuramiyana kiyuna.
yingawa ki =bi +bbarnya -ngiya ,
at this time 3Mf =3UAf +put -PC/T
(O) (A)
ki +wurawura +miya -na 
3Mf -hcool +INCH -PC/T
(S)
ki +yu -na
3Mf +lie, be -PC/T 
(S) (Prog.Asp)
Then they put them aside and let them cool down.
2 Similarly, although more than one Round Yam is collected, as a non-human participant, Round Yam/s 
are always cross-referenced with Minimal number. Note however that the feminine gender is retained in the 
cross-referencing.
Kibimarrbbana, yingawa (njingkawa nkara) kinmuma kibimangaya kardakala.
ki =bi +marrbba -na, yingawa (njingkawa nkara)
3Mf =3UAf +wait for -PC/T at this time (what's it this)
(O) (A)
kin +muma ki =bi +ma -ngaya kardakala
3Mf +bone, 3Mf =3UAf +get -PC/T land snail
ATRB shell (O) (A)
They waited a while and then got (whatchamacallit) snail shells
Yingawa kibirddawarda barrkkorayana.
yingawa ki =bi 4-rddawa -rda barr +kkoraya -na
at tins time 3Mf =3UAf 4-throw -PC/T 3UAf 4-move rapidly -PC/T
(O) (A) (S) (VehAsp)
(= [rapid motion o f  throwing] =  scrape o ff small pieces, grate)
which were used to grate o ff strips o f yam.
Barawabba kinbardabarda kibirddawarda barrkkorayana.
barawabba kin -tbardabarda ki =bi +rddawa -rda
already 3Mf +skin 3Mf =3UAf + throw -PC/T
ATRB (O) (A)
barr +kkoraya -na 
3UAf +move rapidly -PC/T 
(S) (VeLAsp)
Having first o f all scraped o ff the outer skin,
Kibimarayibarda, kibimarayibarda barrkkorayana yingawa.
ki =bi +marayiba -rda, ki =bi 4-marayiba -rda
3Mf =3UAf -fscrape -PC/T 3Mf =3UAf 4-scrape -PC/T
(O) (A) (O) (A)
barr +kkoraya -na yingawa
3UAf 4-move rapidly -PC/T at tins time
(S) (VeLAsp)
the flesh was grated off like this, scraped and scraped.
Nabbarrara biman gay a.
nabbarrara bi +ma -ngaya
paperbark 3UAf(A) 4-get -PC/T
3M(0)
Then they got (sheets of) paperbark.
'Rrabbuba nabbarrara yimaya,
"rra +bbu -ba 
1/2M +INCR -go 
(S) HORT
nabbarrara yi +ma -ya,
paperbark 1/2M(A) +get -FUT 
3M (0)IRRi
"Let's go and get that paperbark ,"
yiddjika rrikkardabiya yikkondja kinkira kikkardaya kiyunja*" kiwakana ngiyakawa
"yi +ddji -ka rri +kkardabiya - 0
1/2M(A) +INCR -take 1/2M +go down -FUT
3M f(0)IRRi FUT (S)IRRi
yi +kkondja - 0
1/2M(A) -»-cover -FUT 
3M f(0)IRRi
kin +kira ki +kkardaya - 0
3Mf +this-here 3Mf +be submerged -FUT
ATRB (S)IRRi
ki +yu -nja." 
3Mf +lie, -FUT 
(S)IRRi be
ki +waka -na ngiyakawa
3Mf +speak -PO T 3MfOBLQ
(S)
"and we'll take the yams down to the water, cover them over 
and leave them to leach." she said to her.
Kinarramunga kinkina rakkana kiddjina kiwakana ngiyakawa,
ki(n) +narramunga kin +kina ra +kkana
3Mf +another 3Mf +that-there NOM -»-there further
ATRB ATRB
ki +ddji -na ki +waka -na ngiyakawa,
3Mf -»-stand -POT 3Mf +speak -PO T 3Mf OBLQ
(S) (S)
Another o f the women there told someone else standing there,
MYingawa rrabbuba yikkardaba kikkardaya kiyuna."
"yingawa rra +bbu -ba yi +kkardaba - 0
at this time 1/2M +INCR -go 1/2M(A) +put in water -FUT
(S) HORT 3M f(0)IRRi
ki -»-kkardaya - 0  
3Mf +be submerged -FUT 
(S)IRRi
ki +yu -nja.” 
3Mf +lie -FUT 
(S)IRRi
"Now, let's go and put these yams in the water to leach."
Yingawa kibimarrbbana.
yingawa ki =bi +marrbba -na
at this time 3Mf =3UAf +wait for -PC/T
(O) (A)
Then they waited.
Bimarrbbana nakkoyakoya ngardawaniya u nakkoyakoya kabanakkakardabba
barryuna.
bi +marrbba -na nakkoyakoya ngardawa +niya u
3UAf(A) +wait few -PC/T day, sleep cause, one +3M POSS or
3M(0)
nakkoyakoya kabana +kkakardabba 
day, sleep 3UA +two-there
ATRB
barr +yu -na 
3UAf +lie, -PC/T 
(S) be
They waited, usually fo r  one day, or maybe they'd leave them therefor two days,
Kibimarrbbana kikkardayana kiyuna.
ki =bi +marrbba -na ki +kkardaya -na ki +yu -na
3Mf=3UAf +wait for -PC/T 3Mf +be submerged -PC/T 3Mf +lie -PC/T
waiting fo r  them to leach.
Yingawa namarangarddana barmgebana kibinana, barrwarranbiyana kibinana.
yingawa namarangardda -na barr +nge -ba -na
at that time sunrise -PC/T 3UAf +INCR -go -PC/T
(S) UA
ki =bi +na -na, barr +warranbiya -na
3Mf =3UAf +see -PC/T 3UAf -tclear, clean -PC/T 
(O) (A) (S)
ki =bi +na -na
3Mf =3UAf +see -PC/T
(O) (A)
Then next morning they went to look at them; they lifted o ff the paperbark 
and examined the yams
Yingawa barawabba kibboramiyana
yingawa barawabba ki +bbora +miya -na
at this time already 3Mf +ripe, +INCH -PC/T
(S) ready to eat
and (they saw that) they were already leached.
'T im aya yiddjika rriwala.
”yi +ma -ya yi +ddji -ka rri +wala - 0 ”
1/2M(A) +get -FUT 1/2M(A) +FUT -take 1/2M +go up -FUT
3Mf(0)ERRi 3Mf(0)IRRi (S)IRRi
"Let's get them and take them up (to the camp)."
"Rriddjawandja ngunbiwuya kibiddjiya yiddjiya ngarrabba."
”rri +ddjawandja -0  ngunbi +wu -ya
1/2M +share out -FUT 1/2M(A) +give -FUT 
(S)IRRi 3AUG(0)IRRi
ki =bi +ddji -ya yi +ddji -ya ngarrabba”
3Mf =3UAf -t^at -FUT 1/2M(A) +eat -FUT 1/2MCARD
(O) (A)IRRi 3Mf(0)IRRi
"We'll share them out among the women, we'll all eat som e"
Barryinamana.
barr +yinama -na
3UAf +say, do, -PC/T
(S) reckon
That's what they reckoned.
A yingawa nkardangabba nawaka.
a yingawa n +kardangabba na +waka
well at this time 3M +that-there(l/2) NOM +speak
ATRB
Well, that's the end o f this story.
Text II: Growing Up 
N arrator: Minnie Manarrdjala 
Collected: January 1982.
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1. A:: ngarabba ya!
a::: ngarabba ya!
1MCARD QUE
A story about me?
2. Ngakkelakkuna nganina.
nga +kkelakkuna nga +ni -na
1M +small, young 1M +sit, be -PC/T
ATRB (S)
When /  was young,
3. Kirdayeka::: mangaya kaya kiyinamana kibana.
ki -rda +ye -ka::: mangaya kaya
3Mf -there +go -PC/T mother what
(S) along
ki +yinama -na ki -ba -na
3Mf +do, say, -PC/T 3Mf -go -PC/T
(S) reckon (S)
my mother was there, doing whatever it was, going about her business.
4. Ngawalangiya ngiyaka.
nga +wala -ngiya ngiyaka(wa)
1M +go up -PC/T 3MfOBLQ
(S) climb
/  was already growing inside her,
5. Ngebana::: kiwurrayana ngabarlawa.
nge -ba -na::: ki +wurraya -na ngabarlawa
1M -go -PC/T 3Mf +be full, -PC/T 1MOBLQ
(S)INCR (S) pregnant
/  was there (inside), she was pregnant with me
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6. Ngardayeka ngaddjorlbbamyana.
nga -rda +ye -ka nga +ddjorlbbarriya -na
IM -there +go -PC/T IM +jump, "birth" -PC/T 
(S) along (S)
and then I was born.
7. Ngebana ngakkirdaddjangiya ngarddawiyana.
nge -ba -na nga +kkirdaddja -ngiya
IM -go -PC/T 1M(A) +make fire, -PC/T
(S)INCR 3M(0) tum, twist
nga +rddawi +ya -na 
IM +throw +REFLX -PC/T 
(S)
I  would turn over (and lie on my stomach).
8. Ngakkirdaddjangiya ngarddawiyana ngaddjamda karamarda ngaddjina.
nga +kkirdaddja -ngiya nga +rddawi +ya -na
1M(A) +make fire, -PC/T IM +throw +REFLX -PC/T
3M(0) twist, tum (S)
nga +ddjarnda +kkarama -rda nga +ddji -na
1M +be alert +get up -PC/T 1M +stand -PC/T
(S) (S)
Lying there on my stomach I would look up when something caught my attention.
9 . Ngaddjamda karamarda ngaddjina.
nga +ddjarnda +kkarama -rda nga +ddji -na
1M +be alert +get up -PC/T 1M +stand -PC/T
(S) (S)
/  was cdert to things around me.
10. Nakkardabbakkawa nganina.
na +kkardabba +kkawa nga +ni -na
NOM +that-there(l/2) +from 1M +sit, be -PC/T
(ABL) (S)
After that I sat up.
Nganina nganjarlanga ngakkaramarda.
nga +ni -na nga +njarlanga nga +kkarama -rda
IM +sit, be -PC/T IM +with nothing, IM +get up -PC/T
(S) ATRB unencumbered (S)
I  could sit up by m yself.
Ngaminiakiya ngakkona makkukka ngakkakaya nayana.
nga +mirdaki -ya nga +kko(raya) -na
IM +crawl -PC/T 1M +move quickly -PC/T
(S) (S) (VelAsp)
makkukka nga +kkakaya nayana
knee/s 1M +stand Q T  LOC/INSTR
(Poss.Pred)
And then I  was crawling around on my knees.
Ngamirdakiya ngakkona.
nga 4-mirdaki -ya nga +kko(raya) -na
IM -fcrawl -PC/T 1M +movequicldy -PC/T
I  could get around by crawling.
Nakkardabbakkawa nganina ngakkaramarda yingawa.
na +kkardabba +kkawa nga +ni -na
NOM -fthat-there(l/2) -»-from 1M +sit, be -PC/T
ABL (S)
nga +kkarama -rda yingawa 
1M +get up -PC/T at this/that time 
(S)
After that /  could really get myself up.
Ngabbelbbana ngakkona.
nga +bbelbba -na nga +kko(raya) -na
1M(A) +step on, -PC/T 1M +move quickly -PC/T
3M(0) contact (S) (VelAsp)
I  was taking steps.
Ngabbelbbana ngakkona.
nga +bbelbba -na 
1M(A) +step on, -PC/T 
3M(0) contact
/  was walking around.
nga +kko(raya) -na 
IM +move quickly -PC/T 
(S) (VelAsp)
Makkukka makkukka ngayorawarda.
makkukka makkukka nga +yorawa -rda
knee/s knee/s IM +shake -PC/T
(S)
My knees would shake
Ngabbungayana ngakkona ngabbungayana.
nga +bbungaya -na nga +kko(raya) -na nga +bbungaya -na 
IM +fall -PC/T IM +move quickly -PC/T IM +fall -PC/T
(S) (S) (S)
and I would fall down.
A, nganamangaya-ngiyaka.
a , ngana +ma -ngaya -ngiyaka
yes, 1M(0) +get, -PC/T =3Mf OBLQ 
pick up (=3Mf(A))
And yes, (my mother) would pick me up.
Ngardayeka nakkardabbakkawa yingawa.
nga -rda +ye -ka na +kkardabba +kkawa yingawa
1M -there +go -PC/T NOM +that-there(l/2) +from at tins time
(S) along ABL
From then on I walked,
Ngabbelbbana ndedda nkorla.
nga +bbelbba -na n +dedda n +korla
1M(A) +step on, -PC/T 3M +strong 3M -fdry
3M(0) contact ATRB ATRB
I walked strongly.
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22. Yingawa ngebana.
yingawa nge -ba -na
at this time 1M -go -PC/T
(S)INCR
Now I  was properly mobile.
2 3. Balawarra ngabburda nganakkakkaya::: nganamangaya-ngiyakawa mangaya.
balawarra nga +bburda - 0  ngana +kkakka -ya:::
wide,open, 1M(A) -»-hit -PC/T 1M(0) +follow, -PC/T
space/s 3M(0) push
ngana +ma -ngaya =ngiyakawa mangaya
1M(0) -4-get, -PC/T =3MfOBLQ mother
pick up (=3Mf(A))
When I  wandered too fa r my mother would follow  me and pick me up.
24. Mangaya nganjara, nganjara mbakkama.
mangaya nganjara, nganjara mbakkama
mother grannie grannie father
My mother or my grannie or my father (would do that).
2 5. Mbakkama korla njeyabba yinayama.
mbakkama korla njeyabba yi +naya -m a
father NEG 2M CARD 2M(A) +see NEG -PC/T
3M(0)IRRi NEG
You didn't ever meet my father.
26. Kanabba mayawa ngabbamyangiya, mbakkama.
kanabba mayawa nga +bbarnya -ngiya, mbakkama 
there(3) coast 1M(A) +put (down) -PC/T, father
3M(0)
He's there, I  buried him on the coast.
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27. Nakkardabbakkawa, ngardawa wana ngakkoramabba yingawa.
na +kkardabba +kkawa, ngardawa
NOM +that-there(l/2) +from cause,
ABL reason
wana nga +kkoramabba yingawa
big 1M +reliable, at tins time
ATRB responsible 
(from korama 'back', able to carry load)
After that, you see, /  was becoming responsible.
2 8. Nganamirla nakkeya djina.
nga +na +mirla nakkeya 0  +dji -na
IM +NOM +big breast/s, 3M +stand -PC/T
CHAR milk (S)
/  was growing, my breasts were budding.
29. Nganamangaya-liya, biwuna mangaya.
ngana +ma -ngaya =liya, bi +wu -na mangaya
1M(0) +get, -PC/T =3M OBLQ, 3UAf(A) +give -PC/T mother 
pick up (=3M(A)) 3M(0)
Then (my husband) took me, my mother and the others, they gave me to him.
30. Njeyabba korla kaykkelewa.
njeyabba korla kay +kkelewa - 0
2MCARD NEG 2M(A) +know -C/T
3M(0)IRR2 NEG
You didn't know him.
31. Mary, Agnes bankabbokkamarda.
Mary, Agnes banka +bbokkama -rda
" M 3M(A) +be parent of -PC/T
3UAf(0)
He was Mary and Agnes' father.
3 2. Kebbarra nganamangaya-liya, nakkeya korla.
kebbarra ngana +ma -ngaya = liya, nakkeya korla
first 1M(0) +get, -PC/T =3M OBLQ, breasts, NEG
pick up (=3M(A)) milk
You know, when he first took me, I  didn't even have breasts.
Nginangebana nakkeya kakawana ngabarlawa.
ngina +nge -ba -na nakkeya 0  +kakawa -na ngabarlawa
1UA +UA -go -PC/T breast/s, 3M +put up, -PC/T 1M OBLQ
(S) INCR milk (S) be upright
He and I  stayed together and my breasts developed.
Nginardayeka ngakkorama kondjangiya liyawa nakkeya ngabbelbbana.
ngina -rda +ye -ka nga +kkorama +kondja -ngiya
1UA -there +go -PC/T 1M(A) +back +cover -PC/T
(S) along 3M(0) (=menstruate)
liyawa nakkeya(rda) nga +bbelbba -na
3M OBLQ home, camp 1M(A) +step on, -PC/T
3M(0) contact
We continued together, and then I  got my first menstrual period, 
and so I  had to stay in the camp.
Ngayuna.
nga +yu -na 
1M +lie, -PC/T 
(S) sleep
I  lay down.
Djabba nubb&rabba balanda yarrddja.
djabba nubberrabba balanda yarrddja
like 2AUG CARD whiteman collective
Like you women
Nurrbarribana odjbiddal nurrbayuna Darwin, nakkarabba liya.
nurrba +rri -ba -na odjbiddal nurrba +yu -na
2A +AUG -go -PC/T hospital 2A +lie, -PC/T
(S) INCR (S) sleep
Darwin, na +kkarabba liya(wa)
Darwin NOM +this-here 3M OBLQ
when you go to stay at Darwin Hospital.
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38. Na:::! Kinburrbba.
na:::! kin +burrbba
now, 3Mf 4-vine (sp.)
the next thing ATRB (special woven skirt)
Ah, then (the procedure with) the kinburrbba. a ceremonial woven skirt.
39. Nganabborabana-liya.
ngana 4-bboraba -na =liya(wa) 
1M(0) +paint, -PC/T =3M OBLQ 
rub (=3M(A))
He painted me.(husband or father’s sister)
40. Nganabborabana-liya kinburrbba yerla.
ngana 4-bboraba -na =liya(wa) kin 4-burrbba yerla
1M(0) 4-paint -PC/T =3M OBLQ 3Mf 4-vine (sp.) ceremonial
rub (=3M(A)) ATRB woven skin woven bodice
He painted me and /  wore the kinburrbba and verla.
41. Baddjarrangiya karlamba ngamangaya a::: kinngamdawura ngamangaya.
ba 4-ddjarra -ngiya karlamba nga +ma -ngaya
3A(A) 4-put -PC/T stripes in 1M(A) 4-get -PC/T
3M(0) red ochre 3M(0) pickup
a::: kin 4-ngarndawura nga 4-ma -ngaya
now 3Mf 4-cross-hatching & 1M(A) 4-get -PC/T
the next thing ATRB spots (?in white) 3M(0) pick up
They decorated my body with red bands (on my forehead,
upper arms and lower legs) and then they did the stripes and spots
(on my upper body).
42. Yingawa naddjirdawama ngandana-liyawa.
yingawa naddjirdawama ngan(a) 4-(r)da -na =liyawa
at this time patterns & 1M(0) 4-pierce -PC/T =3MOBLQ
colours (=3M(A))
And so, the patterns adorned me
Kinburrbbba ngawarambarrbbiyana.
k in  + b u rrb b b a  nga  + w aram barrbb iya  -n a
3Mf +vine(sp.) IM +don ceremonial items -PC/T
ATRB woven skirt (S)
and I  wore the kinburrbba.
Na::: nakkardabbakkawa yingawa.
na::: na +kkardabba +kkawa yingawa 
the next thing NOM that-there( 1/2) at this time
And so, that was it (the beginning o f my womanhood).
Ngardayeka ngikkabbarra, Agnes.
nga -rda +ye -ka ngi +kkabbarra, Agnes
1M -there +go -PC/T 3Mf +first "
(S) along
I  went on to have my first daughter, Agnes.
Agnes kiwalangiya ngabarlawa.
A g n es k i + w ala  -n g iy a  n g abarlaw a
" 3Mf +go up -PC/T 1MOBLQ
(S)
Agnes was growing inside me.
Agnes kiwalangiya ngabarlawa, kirdayeka kinkinamirla kinberdakarda.
Agnes ki +wala -ngiya ngabarlawa,
" 3Mf +go up -PC/T 1MOBLQ
(S)
ki -rda +ye -ka kinki +na +mirla kin +berdakarda
3Mf -there +go -PC/T 3Mf +NOM +big 3Mf +tall, long
(S) along CHAR ATRB
She was growing inside me then and, you know, she went on to become
a big girl, quite tall.
Yi ngarra kingolabbana.
yi ngarra ki +ngolabba -na
indeed and(new), 3M(A) +be ignorant of -PC/T 
but 3Mf(0)
But, you know, he never knew her,
Nakabba nkoramabba nguya kibbokkainardabba.
nakabba n +koramabba +nguya ki +bbokkama -rda +bba
3MCARD 3M ^responsible +3Mf 3M(A) +be parent of -PC/T +nom.
ATRB POSS 3Mf(0)
he who was responsible fo r  her, who fathered her,
Korla nina ngiyakawa.
korla 0  +ni -na ngiyakawa
NEG 3M +be -PC/T 3MfOBLQ
(S)IRR NEG
(he) died (on her).
Kana nakkeyarda nakabba.
kana nakkeyarda nakabba
there country 3M CARD
He's there in his country.
Kinkira kinmarladdja.
kin +kira kin +marladdja
3Mf +this-here 3Mf +younger 
ATRB ATRB
This one, the younger one,
Kinkira, nngiyakabba mbakkama kiyinamiya barawabba kana mera
ngarra kunjma kiwalangiya ngabarlawa.
kin +kira, n +ngiyakabba mbakkama ki +yinami -ya
3Mf -fthis-here 3M +3Mf CARD father 3Mf +do, say, -C/T
ATRB ATRB (S) reckon
barawabba kana
already there
mera ngarra kunjma
inside, and (new) again,
under after
ki +wala -ngiya ngabarlawa
3Mf +go up -PC/T 1MOBLQ
(S)
her father was buried by then, but she was already growing inside me.
Kirdayeka kiddjorlbbarriyana.
ki -rda +ye -ka ki +ddjorIbbarriya -na
3Mf -there +go -PC/T 3Mf +jump -PC/T
(S) along (S) (= be bom)
And so, in time, she was born.
Kiddjorlbbarriyana nakkardabbakkawa.
ki -fddjorlbbarriya -na na +kkardabba +kkawa
3Mf +jump -PC/T NOM +that-there(l/2) +from
(S) (= be bom) ABL
She was born after that.
Yingawa ngamuyawana.
yingawa nga +muyawa -na
at this time 1M +finish -PC/T
(S)
And so, /  have finished.
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Text III: Nawaraliya Maraya (Conflict over a Woman) 
Narrator: Jimmy Kalamimda 
Collected: 31/10/80
1. Nkara ngaymard6ddjaya.
n +kara
3M +this-herc 
ATRB
ngay +mardeddjaya - 0  
1M -Hell story -FUT 
(S)IRRi
I'll tell this story.
2. Kabbarrddja nawarra rdiddjarabakana
kabbarrddja nawarra
white clay, long ago
war, warriors
0  +rdiddjarabaka -na 
3M +go out,emerge, -PC/T 
(S) occur
A long time ago there was a (tribal) war.
3. Ngakkalakkuna nganina ngarabba
nga +kkalakkuna nga +ni -na ngarabba
1M +small, young 1M 4-sit, be -PC/T 1M CARD
ATRB (S)
I  was only a young fella.
4. Rrbaniyeka Berrayakkawa
rrba -ni +ye -ka Berraya +kkawa
3AUG -here +go -PC/T (place) +from
(S) along ABL
That Berraya mob came
5. Kairbakkaidabba, rrbangalandjiyana Nakkara, ngarra Kayarlabiya
karrba +kkardabba, rrba +ngala +ndjiya -na Nakkara,
3AUG -Khat-there (1/2) 3AUG +join +RECIP -PC/T
ATRB (S)
ngarra Kayarlabiya 
and (new) (Burarra people)
and they joined forces with the Nakkara and Burarra mobs.
Rrbaniyeka
rrba -ni +ye -ka
3AUG -here +go -PC/T 
(S) along
They all came.
Noranga kaya nayeka Melkkurda
noranga 0  +ka -ya
name 3M(A) +take -PC/T
3M(0)
0  -na +ye -ka Melkkurda 
3M -here +go -PC/T (name)
(S) along
The man who lead them was Melkkurda.
Kaya nayeka
0  +ka -ya 0  -na +ye -ka
3M(A) +take -PC/T 3M -here +go -PC/T 
3M(0) (S) along
He brought them together.
Rrbaniyeka, N akkal amandj arda rrbakkomakorddangiya
rrba -ni + ye -ka, Nakkalamandjarda 
3AUG -here +go -PC/T (place)
(S) along
rrba +kkoma -kordda -ngiya 
3AUG +inland -cut -PC/T 
(S) (=go across)
They got to Nakkalamandjarda and waded across.
Rrrbaniyeka Namangorra
rrrba -ni +ye -ka Namangorra
3AUG -here +go -PC/T (place)
(S) along
They came to Namangorra (Crab Creek)
Nkardabba djiddjiddja barreddjangiya rrbanina
n +kardabba djiddjiddja ba +rreddja -ngiya
3M -fthat-there (1/2) fish 3A(A) +cook, -PC/T
ATRB 3M(0) bake
rrba +ni -na
3A(S) +sit, be -PC/T
where they cooked some fish
Rrbanakkaramarda
rrba -na +kkarama -rda 
3A(S) -here +getup -PC/T
and then set o ff again.
Nabbena kikkunabardaddjiyana
nabbena ki +kkunabardaddjiya -na
sun 3Mf +tum over/around -PC/T
(fem.) (S)
It was mid-afternoon (when they left).
Rrbanakkorayana, Namelabba
rrba -na +kkoraya -na, Namelabba 
3A(S) -here +move rapidly -PC/T (place name)
They soon got to Namelabba.
Rrbanawalangiya kabbarrddja, Nardilmuk.
rrba -na +wala -ngiya kabbarrddja, Nardilmuk,
3A -here +go up, -PC/T white clay, (place)
(S) go inland
They went inland to Nardilmuk fo r  the white clay,
Bakkorrabana nkardangabba.
ba +kkorraba -na n +kardangabba
3A(A) -»-scratch, -PC/T 3M +that-theie (1/2)
3M(0) dig with fingers ATRB
where they dug it up (from the water).
Rrbalangiya Nbarrardakkakaya
rrba +(wa)la -ngiya Nbarrarda(kka) +kkakaya
3A +go up -POT (place)
(S) go inland
Then they continued inland up to Nbarrardakkakaya.
Kardabba rrbakana, wakana babbdrrawa, "Nguya ngurrbibborabiya."
kardabba rrba +(wa)ka -na, 0  +waka -na
that-there 3A +speak -PC/T 3M +speak -POT
(1/2) (S) (S)
babberrawa, "Nguya ngurrbi +bborabi +ya - 0 . ”
3AUGOBLQ here 1/2A +rub, paint+R EFLX  -FUT
(S)IRRi
At that place they said Melkkurda told them to paint themselves with the white clay.
Rrbborabiyana rrbanina, namarlakka ngiyakabba kibabborabana
rr(ba) +bborabi +ya -na rrba +ni -na,
3A +rub, +REFLX -POT 3A +sit, be -POT
(S) paint (S) (Prog.Asp)
namarlakka ngiyakabba ki =ba +bboraba -na
spear 3Mf CARD 3Mf =3A +rub, -PC/T
(fem.) (O) (A) paint
They painted themselves and they painted their spears.
Babbdrrabba rrbabborabiyana
babberrabba rrba +bborabi +ya -na
3AUG CARD 3A +rub, +REFLX -POT
(S) paint
They painted themselves
Rrbanina nabbena kikkunabardaddjiyana
rrba +ni -na nabbena ki +kkunabardaddjiya -na
3A(S) +sit, be -PC/T sun 3Mf +tum over/around -PC/T
and sat down; it was now afternoon,
W urdamanay ana, rrbanakkaramarda.
wurdamanayana, rrba -na +kkarama -rda 
late afternoon 3A(S) -here +get up -PC/T
late afternoon when they finally set o ff again fo r  this place.
Babb&rama, Jocky nbakkaya, wubbunj rrbarribana
babb£rrama Jocky nba +kka -ya, wubbunj
3 AUG (name) 3M(A) +take -PC/T, canoe
SEL.TOPIC 3A(0)
rrba +rri -ba -na 
3A +AUG -go -PC/T 
(S) INCR
Meanwhile, the other mob, Jockey's mob, had gone out fishing in a canoe.
Rrbarribana wuddjara barddana
rrba +rri -ba -na wuddjara
3A +AUG -go -PC/T turtle 
(S) INCR
They'd gone to spear turtle.
Kabanakkakardabba-ngardawaniya
kabana +kkakardabba -ngardawa +niya 
3UA +two -one +3M
ATRB POSS
They got three turtle.
Yingawa nabbena djabba, nkara yingawa
yingawa nabbena djabba, n +kara yingawa
at this time sun like 3M +this-here at this time
ATRB
By then it was just like now, (quite late in the afternoon),
ba +rdda -na
3A(A) +pierce, -PC/T 
3M(0) shoot
Kiddjina ngarra, rrbanawalangiya wubbunj
ki +ddji -na ngarra, rrba -na +wala -ngiya wubbunj
3Mf +stand -PC/T and (new), 3A -here +go up -PC/T canoe
(S) (i.e. the sun stood) (S)
although there was still some sun when they brought the canoe ashore.
Yingawa ngibarreddjangiya nkardabba wuddjara rrakabiyana djina
yingawa 
at this time
ngiba +rreddja -ngiya n +kardabba
1A(A) +cook -PC/T 3M +that-there
3M(0) ATRB (1/2)
wuddjara 0  +rrakabiya -na
turtle 3M +bum, be hot -PC/T
(S)
0  +dji -na
3M +stand -PC/T 
(S)
Then we cooked those turtles on a fire.
Ngarra babbörrama rrbaniyeka yingawa belamabba yingawa
ngarra babb£rrama rrba -ni +ye -ka yingawa
ami (new) 3 AUG 3A -here +go -PC/T at tins time
SEL.TOPIC (S) along
belamabba yingawa
close up at this time
But then this other mob sneaked up on us.
Namalarra bakkakawana rrbaniyeka
namalarra ba -t-kkakawa -na rrba -ni +ye -ka
thick 3A(A) -fput up -PC/T 3A -here +go -PC/T
vegetation 3M(0) (S) along
They used the vegetation as cover.
Rrbaniyeka
rrba -ni +ye -ka 
3A -here +go -PC/T 
(S) along
They stalked us.
Ngibbdrrabba kurbarra ngirrbakkaddjayana
ngibberrabba kurbarra ngirrba +kkaddjaya -na
1 AUG CARD eye/s 1A(S) +immerse -PC/T
["eyes-we-were-immersed"= we were preoccupied]
We had eyes only fo r  that turtle meat cooking.
Ngibakkorddangiya nkardangabba wuddjara ngarra babbdrrama 
rrbandiddj arabakana yingawa
ngiba +kkordda -ngiya n +kardangabba wuddjara
1A(A) -i-cut 
3M(0)
-PC/T 3M +that-theie 
ATRB (1/2)
turtle
ngarra babb4rrama rrba -n +diddjarabaka -na yingawa
and (new) 3 AUG 
SEL.TOPIC
3A
(S)
-here -»-emerge, 
occur
-PC/T at this time
We were cutting up those turtles when they came upon us.
Mardabba ngirrbakkelayana
mardabba ngirrba +kkelaya -na
thereafter 1A(S) +hear -PC/T
It wasn't until then that we heard them.
Ngarra marawiyana
ngarra 0  +marawiya -na
ami (new) 3M(S) -fcall out -PC/T
(We heard them) call out.
Kinmirra kibawarrbbamarda rrbandiddjarabakana
kin +mirra ki =ba +warrbbama -rda
3Mf -Keeth 3Mf =3A -fpull out -PC/T
ATRB (O) (A)
rrba -n +diddjarabaka -na
3A(S) -here -»-emerge, occur -PC/T
They let out the shrill war cry and fe ll upon us.
Rrbakana ngibbdrrawa
rrba -i-(wa)ka -na ngibb&rawa 
3A(S) +speak -PC/T 1AUGOBLQ
They spoke to us.
Nabulaya wakana, "Ngarabba ngandiddjarabakana kunara nurrbarlirlibbiya,
kalakala yarrddja ngibberrabba." wakana ngibbörrawa.
Nabulaya 0  +waka -na, "Ngarabba
(name) 3M +speak -PC/T, IM CARD
(S)
nga -n +diddjarabaka -na kunara
IM -here -demerge, occur -PC/T belly 
(S)
nurrba +rlirlibbiya - 0 ,  kalakala yarrddja
2A(S) -»-split -C/T, children group of
ngibb£rrabba." 0  +waka -na ngibb£rrawa
1 AUG CARD 3M +speak -PC/T 1 AUG OBLQ
(S)
Nabulaya spoke; he said, "I have come here so you will be very frightened, 
children and all!" he said to us.
Mardabba ngibanana a::: nkara kabbamddja ndiddjarabakana ngibbdrrawa
mardabba ngiba +na -na a::: n +kara
thereafter 1A(A) +see -PC/T (horror) 3M +this-here
3M(0) ATRB
kabbarrddja 0  -n +diddjarabaka -na ngibberrawa
white clay, 3M -here -»-emerge, -PC/T 1 AUG OBLQ
warriors (S) occur
And then we saw, oh no, the warriors painted with white clay coming upon us.
Yingawa ngirrbarddunkayana ngirrbakkawayana, djabba nangarda
yingawa ngirrba +rddunkaya -na ngirrba +kkawaya -na,
at tins time 1A(S) -»-escape, -PC/T 1A(S) +run -PC/T
scatter
djabba nangarda
like something
So we took off, running everywhere like l  don't know what.
Nkana marlbbinja nabbarda rrbanina
n +kana marlbbinja nabbarda rrba +ni -na
3M 4-that-there bush, scrub shade 3A +sit, -PC/T
ATRB (3) (S) be
There were those (old people) sitting in the shade ,
Mubba kunarawa rrbanina mubba nkardabba wuddjara barreddjangiya rrbanina 
ngirrbakkaramarda ngirrbakkardabiyana ngirrbayuna mayawa
mubba kunarawa rrba +ni -na mubba n +kardabba
and(more) flat part 3A +sit, -PC/T and(more) 3M +that-there
(S) be ATRB (1/2)
wuddjara ba +rreddja -ngiya rrba +ni -na
turtle 3A(A) +cook -PC/T 3A +sit, be -PC/T
3M(0) (S) (ProgAsp)
ngirrba +kkarama -rda ngirrba +kkardabiya -na
1A(S) +get up -PC/T 1 A(S) +go down, -PC/T
go twds water
ngirrba +yu -na mayawa
1A(S) +lie, be -PC/T beach
and also those on the fla t and the ones cooking the turtle, we all got up and ran and 
lay fla t on the beach.
Ngirrbakkawayana ngirrbanina
ngirrba +kkawaya -na ngirrba +ni -na
1A(S) +run -PC/T 1A(S) +sit, be -PC/T
(Prog.Asp)
We all ran away.
Babbdrrabba karrbakkardabba rrbakkawayana rrbakkunabardaddjiyana 
ngibb€rrawa djoma
babb£rrabba karrba +kkardabba rrba +kkawaya -na
3 AUG CARD 3A +that-there 3A +run -PC/T
ATRB (1/2) (S)
rrba +kkunabardaddjiya -na ngibberrawa djoma
3A +go around, -PC/T 1 AUG OBLQ just,
(S) surround only
Those (fighters) ran out and just surrounded us.
Yingawa, namarlakka djoma
yingawa, namarlakka djoma
at this time spear/s just,
(fern.) only
And then there were just spears,
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46. Kinmurra kinakkaramarda
kin +murra ki -na +kkarama -rda
3Mf +group 3Mf -here +get up, -PC/T 
ATRB (S) fly
masses o f them flying towards us.
47. Mubba kinmurra kinakkaramarda nakkarabba
mubba kin +murra ki -na +kkarama -rda
and (more) 3Mf +group 3Mf -here +get up, -PC/T
ATRB (S) fly
na +kkarabba
NOM +this-here
There were spears flying backwards and forwards.
4 8. Wuddjara babbawanabba karrbakkarabba barreddjangiya rrbanina
wuddjara ba +bbawa -na +bba karrba +kkarabba
turtle 3A(A) +leave -PC/T and 3A +this-here
3M(0) behind (more) ATRB
ba +rreddja -ngiya rrba +ni -na
3A(A) +cook -PC/T 3A +sit, be -PC/T
3M(0) (S) (Prog.Asp)
That mob abandoned the turtles they were cooking
49. Namarlakka kibumangayabba
namarlakka ki =bu +ma -ngaya +bba
spear/s 3Mf =3A +get -PC/T +and
(fern.) (O) (A) (more)
and picked up their spears.
5 0. Yingawa rrbakkarlandjana
yingawa rrba +kkarlandja -na
at tins time 3A(S) +fight with spears -PC/T
Now there was a fu ll spear fight.
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51. Rakkanabba kinmurra ki nakkaramarda nakkarabba kinmuira kirdakkaramarda
rakkanabba kin +murra ki -na +kkarama -rda
other side 3Mf +group 3Mf -here +get up, -PC/T
ATRB (S) fly
na +kkarabba kin +murra ki -rda +kkarama -rda
NOM -Khis-herc 3Mf +group 3Mf -there +getup -PC/T
ATRB (S) fly
From the other side spears were flying and from  this side, so many spears.
52. Rrbakkarlandjana rrbarribana yingawa
rrba +kkarlandja -na rrba +rri -ba -na yingawa
3A(S) +fight with spears -PC/T 3A +AUG -go -PC/T at this time
(S) (ContAsp)
They continued to f ig h t .
5 3. Korla mubba njingka bandjirddayama ngarra korlawabba
korla mubba njingka bandji +rdda +ya -ma
NEG and someone 3UA(A) +pierce +IRRi -PC/T
(more) 3M (0)IRRi NEG
ngarra korla +wabba
and (new) NEG +PROX
And you know, nobody was hit, not one person!
5 4. Rrbakana rrbarribana yingawa karrbaka rrbangoyabbindjiyana
rrba +(wa)ka -na rrba +rri -ba -na yingawa
3A +speak -PC/T 3A +AUG -go -PC/T at this time
(S) (S) INCR
karrba +(wa)ka - 0  rrba +ngoyabbi +ndjiya -na
3A(S) -fspeak -C/T 3A +make, repair +RECIP -PC/T
IRR2
They spoke and then continued (fighting) and then there was no talk 
and then finally everyone was appeased.
5 5. Yingawa ngirrbakkunakayana
yingawa ngirrba +kkunakaya -na
at this time 1A(S) +sit down -PC/T
Then we all sat down.
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56. Ngirrbanina
ngirrba +ni -na
1A(S) +sit, be -PC/T
There we were.
5 7. Wuddjara nginbuna bakkordakorddangiya
wuddjara nginb(a) +(w)u -na ba +kkordakordda -ngiya
turtle 1A(A) +give -PC/T 3A(A) +eat, chew -PC/T
3A(0) 3M(0)
We gave them turtle to eat.
5 8. Rrbakana, "Yingawa nakkarabbaliya ngirrbaniyeka djarrabba."
rrba +(wa)ka -na, ” Yingawa na +kkarabba +liya
3A(S) +speak -PC/T at this time NOM +this-here +3MOBLQ
ngirrba -ni +ye -ka djarrabba.”
1A(S) -here +go -PC/T only, just
They said, "We only came here fo r  this."
59. "A:: idoidbalkka."
”A:: rdordbalkka.”
well good
' That's a relief."
60. "A:: kunjma maraya nayurda." yinamana.
”A:: kunjma maraya 0  -na +yu -rda.”
well another time trouble 3M -here +lie, -C/T
(S) be
0  +yinama -na. 
3M +do, say, -PC/T 
(S) reckon
"But will the point o f conflict remain here?"
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61. Berrayaliya wakana, "Korla, yingawa nkarabba. Ngamuyawana."
Berraya +liya 0  +waka -na, "Korla, yingawa
(place) +3MOBLQ 3M +speak -PC/T NEG at this time
(S)
n -t-karabba. Nga +muyawa -na.”
3M +this-here 1M(A) +finish -PC/T 
ATRB 3M(0)
Then the man from  Berraya (the antagonist) said, "No, this is how it is.
/  have finished (with this conflict)."
62. "A::: mardamoya nkarabba yingawa ngubimuyawa kunjma korla nangarda maraya."
”A::: mardamoya n +karabba yingawa
well later today 3M +this-here at this time
ATRB
ngubi +muyawa - 0  kunjma korla nangarda maraya.”
1/2A(A) +fmish -FUT another NEG something trouble
3M(0)IRRi time
"From today on this matter will be settled and there will be no more trouble."
63. Yingawa.
Yingawa.
finish
That's it.
Text IV: Rema Yuna (The New Moon)
N arra to r: Nancy Yulmuk Clarke
Collected: Nabbarlämanja business camp, July 1979,
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1. "Rrabbuba, bemdarra yibburda rrininja, ey namanabburda."
rra +bbu -ba, berndarra yi +bburda - 0
1/2M +INCR -go, bush 1/2M(A) +hit, -FUT
(S)HORT potato 3M (0)IRRi "dig for"
rri +ni -nja, ey namanabburda.
1/2M +sit,be -FUT indeed big yam
(S)IRRi
"Let's go and get some bush potato, or what about some big yam."
2. "Yibbamya nguya."
yi +bbarnya - 0  nguya
1/2M(A) +put -FUT here 
3M (0) IRRi
We'll put it all here"
3. "Rriddjeba, rriddjeba yibburda rrininja namanabburda."
rri +ddje -ba, rri +ddje -ba yi +bburda - 0
1/2M +FUT -go, 1/2M +FUT -go 1/2M(A) +hit, -FUT
(S)IRRi INCR (S)IRRi INCR 3M(0) "dig for"
rri +ni -nja namanabburda
1/2M +sit, be -FUT big yam
(S)IRRi (Prog.Asp)
"Yes, we'll go and get some big yam."
4. "Bemdarra nakabba yibburda rrininja, rrindjoma yibbamya."
berndarra nakabba yi +bburda - 0  rri +ni -nja,
bush 3MCARD 1/2M(A) +hit, -FUT 1/2M +sit, be -FUT
potato 3M(0)ERRi "dig for" (S)IRRi (Prog.Asp)
rri -n +djorna - 0  yi +bbarnya - 0
1/2M -here +retum -FUT 1/2M(A) +put -FUT
(S)IRRi 3M(0)IRRi
"We'll also get some o f those bush potatoes and we'll come back and put it all
down here."
'Yibbamya, yibbamya.
yi +bbarnya - 0 ,
1/2M(A) +put -FUT, 
3M (0)IRRi
"We'll pu t it all here."
yi +bbarnya - 0
1/2M(A) +put -FUT 
3M(0)IRRi
Barmdjomda, barmdjomda barmiyeka binana yingawa
barr -n +djorn -da, barr -n +djorn -da
3UAf -here +retum -PC/T, 3UAf -here +retum -PC/T
(S) (S)
ban* -ni +ye -ka bi +na -na yingawa
3UAf -here +go -PC/T 3UAf(A) +see -PC/T at this time
(S) along 3M(0)
They came back to look at him (their baby son).
Nbelmba binana kebana yingawa
n +belmba bi +na -na ke -ba -na yingawa
3M +camp 3UAf(A) +see -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T at tins time
ATRB 3M(0) (S)INCR
They saw that he had gone from his place.
Barmgindjana barmina
barr +ngindja -na barr +ni -na
3UAf +cry -PC/T 3UAf +sit, be -PC/T
(S) (S) (Prog.Asp)
They were crying.
"Kaya ngandjoma ngabarlawa, ngandjoma ngabarlawa, ngangiyakawa."
kaya nga -n +djorna ngabarlawa,
son 1M(0) -here +retum 1MOBLQ
IMPV
nga -n +djorna ngabarlawa, ngangiyakawa
1M(0) -here +retum 1MOBLQ, lUAfOBLQ
IMPV
"Son, come back to me, come back to us."
Ngandjoma ngangiyakawa.
nga  -n  + d jo rn a  ngang iyakaw a
1M(0) -here +retum lUAfOBLQ
IMPV
"Come back to us."
Korla, kebana yingawa nakabba
korla, ke -ba -na yingawa nakabba
NEG 3M -go -PC/T at this time 3MCARD
(S)ENCR
But no, that boy had gone forever.
Walangiya, walangiya balaya kebana
0  +wala -ngiya, 0  +wala -ngiya
3M +go up -PC/T 3M +go up -PC/T
(S) (S)
balaya ke -ba -na
long 3M -go -PC/T
way (S)INCR
He had gone up, climbed all the way up (the Wunakkurora tree).
Biddjarrakiya barmgindjana kawayana rema yuna
bi +ddjarraki -ya barr +ngindja -na
3UAf(A) +look for -PC/T 3UAf +cry -PC/T
3M (0) (S)
0  +kawaya -na rema 0  +yu -na
3M +run -PC/T temple, 3M +He, be -PC/T
(S) new moon (S)
Ftemple-it-lay/was" = 'new moon*]
They looked fo r  him and cried, fo r  he had run away and there was a new moon.
Barrbburdayana
barr +bburda +ya -na 
3UAf +hit +REFLX -PC/T 
(S)
They hit themselves (with remorse).
Barmgindjana barrkkurdakurddjarrbbiyana
barr +ngindja -na barr +kkurdakurddjarrbbi +ya -na
3UAf 4cry -PC/T 3UAf +throw down +REFLX -PC/T
(S) (S) repeatedly
They cried and repeatedly threw themselves to the ground.
Barmgindjana
barr +ngindja -na
3UAf +cry -PC/T
They cried.
Nakkardangabbakkawa rema yuna.
na +kkardangabba +kkawa 
NOM -rthat-there (1/2) +ABLT
from
rema 0  +yu -na,
teazle, 3M +Ue -PC/T
new moon (S)
A t that time there was a new moon.
Kikkundjabangiyana bar aka, barrbbamyayana barryuna.
ki +kkundjabangiya -na baraka
3Mf +go down -PC/T evening
(S)
barr +bbarnya +ya -na barr +yu -na
3UAf +put +REFLX -PC/T 3UAf +lie -PC/T
(S) (S)
The sun went down and darkness came so they lay down to sleep fo r  a while.
Barmina binana rema yuna
barr +ni -na bi +na -na rema 0  +yu -na
3UAf -4-sit -PC/T 3UAf(A) +see -PC/T temple, 3M +lie, -PC/T
(S) 3M(0) new moon (S) be
They sat up and there they saw the new moon.
Rema yuna yingawa binana yingawa barmgindjana barmina, "Kayangandjana 
nkana ngarrawa."
rema 0  +yu -na yingawa bi +na -na yingawa
temple, 3M +lie, -PC/T at this time 3UAf(A) +see -PC/T at tins time
new moon (S) be 3M(0)
barr +ngindja -na barr +ni -na, "kayangandjana
3UAf +cry -PC/T 3UAf +sit,be -PC/T son
(S) (S) (Prog.Asp)
n +kana ngarrawa.”
3M +there l^ M  OBLQ
ATRB
They looked at the new moon and then they cried, 'Thats our son there."
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21. "Yurda ngarrawa."
0  +yu -rda ngarrawa
3M +lie, be -PC/T 1/2M OBLQ
(S)
"He lies therefor us."
22. Yingawa barmgindjana barmina, yingawa bimuyawana
yingawa barr +ngindja -na barr +ni -na,
at this time 3UAf +cry -PC/T 3UAf +sit, be -PCfT
(S) (S) (Prog.Asp)
yingawa bi +muyawa -na
at this time 3UAf(A) +fmish -PC/T
3M(0)
Then they cried and then finally they stopped crying.
23. Yingawa.
yingawa. 
at this time, 
finish
That's all.
Text V: Kabbarrddja (Warriors) 
Narrator: Jacky Nabulaya 
Collected: 18/11/81
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1. Kabbarrddja
kabbarrddja
white, clay, 
warriors
Warriors!
2. Kabbarrddja rdakkaramarda rdiyeka
kabbarrddja 0  -rda +kkarama -rda 0  -rdi + y e  -ka
white clay, 3M -there +getup -PC/T 3M -there +go -PCyr
warriors (S) (S) along
White clay men, a mob o f them went o ff together.
3. Nawara kurakibbana
nawara 0  +kurakibba -na
woman 3M(A) +take from -PC/T
3M(0)
A woman had been stolen.
4. Nawara kurakibbana niyeka nakkaramarda rdiyeka kabbarrddja
nawara 0  +kurakibba -na 0  -ni +ye -ka
woman 3M(A) +take from -PC/T 3M -here +go -PC/T
3M(0) (S) along
0  -na +kkarama -rda 0  -rdi +ye -ka kabbarrddja
3M -here +getup -PC/T 3M -there +go -PC/T white clay,
(S) (S) along warriors
A man had taken this woman from  someone and had come here to the place where
the warriors were heading.
5. Kabbarrddja, ye, rdiddjarabakana
kabbarrddja, y e , 0  +rdiddjarabaka -na
white clay, indeed 3M +go out, emerge -PC/T
warriors (S) occur
There'd be a fight; they'd gone out there.
Yuna kebana baraka
0  +yu -na ke -ba -na baraka
3M +lie, be -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T evening
(S) (S)INCR
They slept until darkness set in,
Yuna kebana baraka rdakkaramarda
0  +yu -na ke -ba -na baraka
3M +Ue, be -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T evening
0  -rda +kkarama -rda
3M -there +get up -PC/T
then got up and went.
Mindakiya liyawa rdiyeka, aa yuna nakkoyakoya wunamirla
0  +mirdakiya - 0  liyawa 0  -rdi +ye -ka,
3M +crawl, creep -PC/T 3MOBLQ 3M -there +go -PC/T
(S) (S) along
aa 0  +yu -na nakkoyakoya wu +na +mirla
yes 3M +lie -PC/T sleep, 3M +NOM +big
(S) day CHAR
They crept up to him; ah yes, he was sound asleep.
Kimeddjangiya barryuna, korla nangarda mirdakiya rdiyeka kurbarra kiwuna
ki +meddja -ngiya barr +yu -na, korla
3M(A) +embrace -PC/T 3UAf +lie, -PC/T, NEG
3Mf(0) (S) be
nangarda 0  +mirdaki -ya 0  -rdi +ye -ka
something 3M -t-creep, -PC/T 3M -there +go -PC/
(S) crawl (S) along
kurbarra ki +wu -na
eye 3M(A) +give -PC/T
3Mf(0)
[= connect wommera and spear]
There he was, holding her as they slept together, unaware that one man was 
creeping up with spear in wommera, ready.
10 . Kurbarra kiwuna marrbbana banaddjina djarda balawarra belbbana belbbana 
marrbbana banaddjina kiwaramarda liyawa
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kurbarra ki +wu -na 0  +marrbba -na
eye 3M(A) +give -PC/T 3M(A) +waitfor -PC/T
3Mf(0) 3M(0)
bana +ddji -na
3UA +stand -PC/T 
(S)
djarda balawarra
leg wide
0  +belbba -na
3M(A) +step, -PC/T 
3M(0) contact
0  +belbba -na 0  +marrbba -na bana +ddji -na
3M(A) +step, -PC/T 3M(A) +waitfor -PC/T 3UA +stand -PC/T
3M(0) contact 3M(Q) (S)
ki +warama -rda liyawa
3M (A ) +break -P C /T  3 M O B L Q
3 M f(0 )  [=break contact of wommcra and spear]
^Tie broke it at him'= he threw it at him]
He was set to fire; he waited fo r him, then both stood braced; he took a step, then
another and waited; they both stood braced and then he let it hurl.
11. Kiwaramarda liyawa yingawa
ki -t-warama -rda liyawa yingawa
3M(A) +break -PC/T 3MOBLQ at tins time
3Mf(0)
He threw it, hitting the man.
12. "Waawu!' kebana, "Waawu!" kebana
"waawu!' ke -ba -na, "waawu!” ke -ba -na
yow 3M(S) -go -PC/T yow 3M(S) -go -PC/T
"Yow!" he screamed, "Ya-ow!"
13. Wakana, "Bawa nawara nganakkurakibbana."
0  +waka -na, "0 +bawa - 0  nawara
3M +speak -PC/T 3M(0) +leave -IMPV woman
(S) IMPV behind
ngana +kkurakibba -na”
(2M(A)) +take from -PC/T 
1M(0)
"Let her go!" he (the warrior) said, "You took the woman from  me!"
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14. "Njarddana, njarddana! Aa nkardabba Ion rdana."
"nja +rdda -na, nja +rdda -na! aa
(1M(A)) +pierce, -PC/T (1M(A)) +pierce, -PC/T well 
2M(0) shoot 2M(0) shoot
n +kardabba Ion 0  +rda -na.”
3M +that-there ’’half' 3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T
ATRB (1/2) 3M(0) shoot
[=lit: "half it-pierced-it (the flesh)"]
"And I  shot you; you've been shot! Well, that one just wounded you."
15. "Lon rdana." wakana liyawa
”lon 0  +rda -na.” 0  +waka -na liyawa
"half' 3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T 3M +speak -PC/T 3MOBLQ
3M(0) shoot (S)
"It’s just a flesh wound" he (the thief) told him.
16. "Yingawa kinjeyabba,"
”yingawa ki(n) +njeyabba,”
at this time, 3Mf +2M CARD
enough ATRB (POSS)
"OK, she belongs to you"
17. "Nkardabba Ion yarddana, kinjeyabba, yiddjika ndjaworkkaya nawara."
”n +kardabba Ion ya +rdda -na, ki(n) +njeyabba,
3M -Khat-there "half1 2M(A) +pierce, -PC/T, 3Mf +2MCARD
ATRB (1/2) 3M(0) shoot ATRB (POSS)
yi +ddji -ka ndja +workkaya - 0  nawara.”
2M(A) +FUT -take 2M +go around -FUT woman
3Mf(0)IRRi (S)IRRi (Char.Asp)
"You've wounded me; she's yours, take the woman fo r  good."
18. Yingawa, yingawa, bawana.
yingawa, yingawa, 0  +bawa -na.
at this time at this time 3Mf(A) +leave -PC/T
3M(0) behind
And so, at that point she left him.
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19. Bannina banangebana yingawa nawara kibbawana liya kikkaya barmgebana
ban(a) +ni -na bana +nge -ba -na yingawa
3UA +sit, -PC/T 3UA +UA -go -PC/T at this time
(S) be (S) INCR
nawara ki +bbawa -na liya ki +kka -ya
woman 3M(A) +leave -PC/T 3MOBLQ 3M(A) +take -PC/T
3Mf(0) behind 3Mf(0)
barr +nge -ba -na 
3UAf +UA -go -PC/T 
(S) INCR
Then the two men went and sat down (to discuss the matter), and so, it turned out 
that (the warrior) left the woman behind fo r  the other (the thief) to take away with 
him.
20. Nakabba promise, promise nina liyawa wuna barmgebana marärraddja
nakabba promise, promise 0  +ni -na liyawa
3M CARD (promised) M 3M +sit,-P C /T  3MOBLQ
(S) be
0  +wu -na barr +nge -ba -na marärraddja
3M(A) +give -PC/T 3UAf +UA -go -PC/T lovers 
3M (0) (S) INCR
He made a promise to the thief, gave her to him and they went o ff together 
as lovers.
2 1. Kurakibbana, kikkaya bamdayeka
0  +kurakibba -na, ki +kka -ya
3M(A) +take from -PC/T 3M(A) +take -PC/R
3M(0) 3Mf(0)
bar(r) -rda +ye -ka
3UAf -there +go -PC/T 
(S) along
He'd taken her away from him, taken her and they'd gone o ff together.
Yinamana, "Bairkkukarddiyana nakkuyakuya kebana." Kimangaya-niya.
0  +yinama -na, ”barr +kkukarddiya -na na +kkuyakuya
3M +say, do, -POT 3UAf -Kiisappear -PC/T NOM +thief
(S) reckon (S)
ke -ba -na.” ki +ma -ngaya -niya.
3M -go -PC/T 3M(A) +get, -PC/T -3MPOSS
(S)INCR 3Mf(0) pickup AVERS.
He (the warrior) said," Well they've disappeared; the thief has gone."
The thief had got her from him after all.
"Aa nguyabba, nkardabba yingawa rdana."
”aa nguyabba, n +kardabba
well here 3M +that-there
ATRB (1/2)
yingawa 0  +rda -na.”
at this time 3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T
3M(0) shoot
"But, here's (the reason); that one (the thief) has been cursed."
"Yingawa, nkara, njingkawa, kabbarrddja mukabba, namarrmarra."
”yingawa, n +kara, njingkawa,
at this time 3M -Khis-here what's-it
ATRB
kabbarrddja mukabba, namarrmarra.”
white clay, and (more) killing spike
warrior
"Now, right here, there was a fight, warriors, and yes, namarrmarra was used."
Namarrmarra barawabba rdana bannina
namarrmarra barawabba 0  +rda -na
killing spike already 3M(A) +pierce -PC/T
3M(0)
ban(a) +ni -na
3UA +sit, be -PC/T
(S)
Someone had already cursed the thief.
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26. Rdana bannina wu nakkarddj akurb arra kana marlbbinja rdana bannina
0  +rda -na ban(a) +ni -na
3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T 3UA +sit, -PC/T
3M(0) shoot (S) be
wu +na +kkarddja -kurbarra kana marlbbinja
3M +NOM +hand/foot -eye there bushes
CHAR [=magic (murder) man]
0  +rda -na ban(a) +ni -na
3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T 3UA +sit, -PC/T
3M(0) shoot (S) be
That murder man had got him; he'd laid his curse on him out bush.
27. Rdana bannina memda wirrbbana nkana
0  +rda -na ban(a) +ni -na mernda
3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T 3UA +sit, -PC/T arm
3M(0) shoot (S) be
0  +wirrbba -na n +kana
3M(A) +wet -PC/T 3M +that-there (3)
3M(0) ATRB
[Id. "arm he-wet-it" = he cursed him]
He had cursed him to die.
28. "Ngundjikkarlandja nkardangabba ndjarddaya-liyawa,"
"ngundji +kkarlandja - 0  n +kardangabba
1/2UA +fight with -FUT 3M +that-there (1/2)
(S) IRRi spears ATRB
ndja +rdda -ya -liyawa,”
2M (0) +pierce, -FUT -3MOBLQ 
IRRl shoot (= 3M(A))
"We'll have a spear fight over this and he will spear you."
29. "Yakaddja yingawa."
”yakaddja yingawa.” 
particular at this time 
man
The magic man had said all this.
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30. Karddja neyana liyawa kundaddjangiya kona kebana kardangabba nina yuna
nakkoyakoya ngakkara karddja nina yingawa ma.
karddja 0  +neya -na liyawa 0  +kundaddja -ngiya
hand/foot 3M(A) +heal, -PC/T 3MOBLQ 3M(A) +send -PC/T
3M(0) seal 3M(0)
0  +ko(raya) -na ke -ba -na kardangabba
3M +move quickly -PC/T 3M -go -PC/T that-there (1/2)
(S) (S)INCR
0  +ni -na 0  +yu -na nakkoyakoya nga +kkara
3M +sit, -PC/T 3M +Ue, -PC/T sleep/s, day/s 1M +this-here
(S) be (S) be ATRB
karddja 0  +ni -na yingawa ma.
hand/foot 3M +sit, -PC/T at thus time (emphatic)
(S) be
And so, he sealed the (thiefs) wound with a heated hand fo r  him and sent him 
away to a place where he stayed fo r  five  nights. Ah, but now what!
31. Nakabba nawongarra nkardangabba njingkawa nkarakinja kolardakkorddayana
yingawa
nakabba nawongarra n +kardangabba njingkawa
3M CARD spirit, devil 3M +that-there (1/2) what’s it
ATRB
n +karakinja 0  +kolarda +kkordda +ya -na yingawa
3M +flesh 3M + ? -Ho cut +REFLX -PC/T at thus time
That man had the evil spirit inside him and his flesh looked like death now.
32. Nakkardabba karamanda mardakkarridj nina
na -t-kkardabba 0  +karama -rda
NOM +-that-there (1/2) 3M +getup -PC/T
(S)
mardakkarridj 0  +ni -na
fighty, vengeful 3M +sit, -PC/T
(S) be
At that point he got up (because) he wanted to figh t this one out.
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3 3. Birr birr birr birr birra nguyabba
birr birr birr birr birra nguyabba
[indicates rapid movement over here
a considerable distance]
He came quickly all the way to this place.
3 4. Rdana kingoybbana liya, rdana kingoybbana liya, ndana kingoybbana liya
0  +rda -na ki +ngoybba -na liya,
3M(A) +pierce, -PO T 3M(A) +make, fix, -PC/T 3MOBLQ
3M(0) shoot 3Mf(0) [= dodge the spear (fem.)]
0  +rda -na ki +ngoybba -na liya,
3 M (A ) +pierce, -PC/T 3M (A ) +make, fix, -PCJT 3 M O B L Q
3 M (0 )  shoot 3 M f(0 )  [= dodge the spear (fem.)]
0  +rda -na ki +ngoybba -na liya
3M (A ) +pierce, -PC/T 3M (A ) +make, fix, -PC/T 3 M O B L Q
3 M (0 )  shoot 3 M f(0 )  [= dodge the spear (fem.)]
Someone shot a spear, he dodged it. Another spear, he dodged it and another.
3 5. Rdana maramaddangiya, maramaddangiya korla nangarda ye!
0  +rda -na 0  +maramadda -ngiya,
3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T 3M(A) +pierce flesh -POT 
3M(0) shoot 3M(0) superficially
0  +maramadda -ngiya korla nangarda ye!
3M(A) +pierce flesh -PC/T NEG something (emph.)
3M(0) superficially
Another spear gave him a flesh wound; a flesh wound only, it didn't matter!
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36. Kana djina nakkarla wakana liya, "Njamaramaddangiya-Iiyawa djama ndjarelddja 
yiiddaya." yinamana liyawa
kana 0  +dji -na nakkarla 0  +waka -na liya,
there 3M +stand -PC/T bushes 3M +speak -PC/T 3MOBLQ
(S) (S)
"nja +maramadda -ngiya -liyawa djama
2M(0) +pierce flesh -PC/T -3M 0BLQ only
superficially (=3M(A))
ndja +relddja - 0  yi +rdda -ya."
1M(A) +make ready -FUT 2M(A) +pierce, -FUT
2M (0)IRRi 3M (0)IRRi shoot
0  +yinama -na liyawa 
3M +say, do -PC/T 3MOBLQ 
(S)
There, out o f sight was another man who said to him, "He's only given you a flesh  
wound; I'll prepare you so you can kill him " the man told him .
37. "Ngarabba ngaymumdaddja ngorlawa."
"ngarabba ngay +murndaddja - 0  ngorlawa.”
1MCARD 1M(A) +batten down, -FUT 2MOBLQ
3M(0)IRRi cover for protection
"Til cover fo r  yo u "
3 8. Kabannakkelaya kabanakkakardabba banaddjina djabba djinawana liyawa mukabba
djabba nabbarla bamyangiya, u djongok liyawa
kaban(a) +na +kkelaya kabana +kkakardabba bana +ddji -na
3UA +NOM +hear, 3UA +two 3UA +stand -PC/T
CHAR understand ATRB (S)
djabba djinawana liyawa mukabba djabba
like brother 3MOBLQ and (more) like
nabbarla 0  +barnya -ngiya, u djongok liyawa
nephew 3M(A) +put -PC/T, (or) cousin 3M OBLQ
3M(0)
The two men stood there, the one (covering) like a brother or nephew or even a 
cousin to the other.
Marrbbana banaddjina mumdaddjangiya liyawa
0  +marrbba -na bana +ddji -na
3M(A) +wait for -PQT 3UA +stand -PC/T
3M(0) (S)
0  +murndaddja -ngiya liyawa
3M(A) +batten down -PC/T 3M OBIjQ
3M(0) provide cover for
The thief waited there with the one who was covering fo r  him.
Yinamana karamarda kiwaramarda liyawa.
0  +yinama -na 0  +karama -rda
3M 4do, say -PC/T 3M +get up -PC/T
(S )  (S )
ki +warama -rda liyawa
3M(A) -fbreak -PC/T 3MOBLQ
3 M f ( 0 )  [=break contact of spear and wommera; i.e. throw spear (at him)]
Then he (thewarrior) did it; he got up and hurled his spear at the thief.
Kiwaramarda liyawa, kawayana bungayana
ki -fwarama -rda liyawa,
3M(A) +break -PC/T 3MOBLQ
3 M f(O ) [=break contact of spear and wommera; Le. throw spear (at him)]
0  +kawaya -na 0  +bungaya -na
3M +run -PC/T 3M -»-fall -PC/T
(S )  (S )
He threw it (and it got him). The (wounded) man ran o ff but fe ll down.
Bungayana rdana bi::: mindabba, rdanabba ka
0  +bungaya -na 0  +rda -na bi:::
3M +fall -PC/T 3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T (emph)
(S) 3M(0) shoot
mindabba, 0  +rda -na +bba ka
because 3M(A) +pierce, -PC/T +and indeed
3M(0) shoot (more)
He fe ll  down ; he'd got him. Yes, he'd certainly got him.
Nakkardabba kingindjana kinakkona kibburdayana kinakkorayana
na +kkardabba ki +ngindja -na
NOM -Hhat-there 3Mf +cry
(1/2) (S)
ki -na +kko(raya) -na 
3Mf -here +move rapidly -PC/T 
(S) (Vel. Asp)
ki -na +kkoraya -na
3Mf -here +move rapidly -PC/T 
(S) (Vel. Asp)
-PC/T
ki -t-bburda +ya -na 
3Mf +hit +REFLX -PC/T 
(S )
With that the women ran over, hitting themselves as they came.
Malarrabbaniya, mangaya, djima belbbana nganjara belbbana
malarrabba +niya, mangaya, djima 0  +belbba -na
sister 3M POSS, mother, grandfather, 3M(A) +step, -PC/T
(FaFaZ) 3M(0) make contact
nganjara 0  +belbba -na
grandmother 3M(A) +step, -PC/T
(MoMo) 3M(0) make contact
His sisters, his mother, his auntie and granny,
Kardabba kingindjana liyawa kinakkawayana
kardabba ki +ngindja -na liyawa
that-there 3Mf +cry -PC/T 3MOBLQ
(1/2) (S)
ki -na +kkawaya -na 
3Mf -here +run -PC/T
(S )
they cried for him and came running over.
U barrddjina, djabba belbbana
u barr +ddji -na, djabba 0  +belbba -na
(or) 3UAf +stand -PC/T, like, 3M(A) +step, -PC/T
(S ) ["they-stood"=his sister] [=sibling] 3M(0) make contact
His own sister came running o ver .
47 . Kibburdayana liyawa kinakkona
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ki +bburda +ya -na liyawa
3Mf -+-hit +REFLX -PC/T 3MOBLQ
(S)
ki -na +kko(raya) -na
3Mf -here +move rapidly -PC/T
(S) (Vel. Asp)
She was hitting herself fo r  him as she came.
4 8. Ngamarrma nkinjawa mardabba kirdaddja rdawarda kurbaira kakaya nana yuna
ngamarrm(ung) n +kinjawa mardabba 0  +kirdaddja - 0
(potential) 3M +alive thereafter 3M(A) +"make fire" -PC/T
ATRB 3M(0) (=tum)
0  +rdawa -rda kurbarra
3M(A) -fthrow -PC/T eye/s
3M (0) ["tum-throw"= turn over]
0  4-kakaya 
3M 4-stand C/T 
(S) (Poss.Pred)
0  +na -na 0  +yu -na
3M(A) 4-see -PC/T 3M 4-lie, -PC/T
3M (0) (S) be
But then maybe he was still alive? She turned him over to look at his eyes.
49. Kurbarra kakaya nana rdiddjarabakana
kurbarra 0  4-kakaya 0  +na -na
eye/s 3M 4-stand C/T 3M(A) 4-see -PC/T
(S) (Poss.Pred) 3M(0)
0  4-rdiddjarabaka -na 
3M 4-go out, emerge, -PC/T 
(S) occur
She saw that his eyes had turned up.
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50. Ye korla, nakkona nana narramunga nakaddjara nana wakana ngiyaka, "Korla nina 
nkarabba ka."
ye korla, 0  -na +kko(raya) -na 0  +na -na
indeed NEG 3M -here +move rapidly -PC/T 3M(A) +see -PC/T
(S) 3M(0)
narramunga nakaddjara 0  +na -na 0  +waka -na
another male, man 3M(A) +see -PC/T 3M + speak -PC/T
3M(0) (S)
ngiyaka, ”Korla 0  +ni -na n +karabba ka.”
3MfOBLQ NEG 3M +sit, -PC/T 3M +this-here (emph.)
(S) be ATRB
Oh no; another man came over to look. He looked and said to her, "No, this man's 
finished."
5 1. Yinamana ngiyaka
0  +yinama -na ngiyaka 
3M +do, say -PC/T 3MfOBLQ 
(S)
He told her.
5 2. Yingawa karlandjana djomdakkuna kebana.
yingawa 0  +karlandja -na 0  +djorn -da +kkuna
at this time 3M +fight with -PC/T 3M +retum -PC/T +end part 
(S) spears (S)
ke -ba -na.
3M -go -PC/T 
(S)INCR
Then the fighting started a g 'lin .
5 3. Karlandjana djomdakkuna kebana
0  +karlandja -na 0  +djorn -da +kkuna
3M -»-fight with -PC/T 3M +retum -PC/T +end part 
(S) spears (S)
ke -ba -na
3M -go -PC/T 
(S)INCR
Spears were flying.
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54. "Aa yingawä!", yingawa "Nawongarra ngara kakaya! Yunja!"
”aa yingawd!", yingawa "nawongarra ngara
well enough, at this time, spirit, devil mouth
finish
0  4-kakaya! 0  +yu
3M -fstand C/T 3M -»-lie,
(S) (Poss.Pred) (S)OPTV be
-nja!”
-FUT
'That's enough!" then, 'This is magic man's law! Let it be!"
5 5. "Yingawa nubimarrba naka."
"yingaw a nubi +marrba - 0  naka."
at this time 2A(A) 4-wait for -FUT later
3M(0)IRRi
'You'll leave it until later."
56. "Naka rrinandjiya irininja."
"naka rri 4-na 4-ndjiya - 0  rri 4-ni -nja.”
later 1/2M 4-see 4-RECIP -FUT 1/2M 4-sit, -FUT
(S)IRRi (S)ERRi be
"We'll have to consider this."
57. Nkardabba nakabba ndanabba djowa kebana wundjayana nina
n 4-kardabba nakabba 0  +rda -na 4-bba djowa
3M 4-that-there 3M CARD 3M(A) 4-pierce, -PC/T 4-and could
ATRB (1/2) 3M(0) shoot (more)
ke -ba -na 0  +wundjaya -na 0  4-ni -na
3M -go -PC/T 3M 4-hide -PC/T 3M 4-sit, -PC/T
(S)INCR (S) (S) be
The man who had seemingly shot him went o ff to hide himself.
5 8. Makkarrardda rdiddjarabakana makkairardda kinmama muyawana
makkarra 4-rdda 0  4-rdiddjarabaka -na
head pierce, 3M 4-go out, emerge, -PC/T
shoot (S) occur
T sorry "/compensation wound]
makkarra 4-rdda kin 4-mama 0  4-muyawa -na
head 4-pierce 3Mf -fstem, 3M(A) -»-finish -PC/T
shoot ATRB spear 3M(0)
He had to compensate fo r  what happened. A spear would clear him.
Muyawana, yingawa, kaddjawana
0  +muyawa -na, yingawa, 0  +kaddjawa -na
3M(A) +finish -PC/T, at this time, 3M(A) +hold -PC/T
3M(0) 3M(0)
He had to finish it to be accepted.
Kebana njingkawa, makkarrardda kunjma rdiddj arabakana nguya kemama 
kakaya bamyayana, kemama ka bamyayana yingawa banarddana, nawongaira 
rdiddjarabakana
ke -ba -na njingkawa, makkarra +rdda kunjma
3M -go -PC/T what's it head +pierce, again,
(S)INCR shoot behind
0  +rdiddjarabaka -na nguya kernama 0  +kakaya
3M +go out, emerge, -PC/T here thigh 3M +stand C/T
(S) occur (S) (Poss.Pred)
0  +barnya +ya -na, kernama 0  +ka(kaya)
3M(A) +put +REFLX -PC/T, thigh 3M +standC/T
3M(0) (S) (Poss.Pred)
0  +barnya +ya -na yingawa bana +rdda -na,
3M(A) +put +REFLX -PC/T at tins time 3UA(A) +pierce -PC/T
3M(0) 3M(0) shoot
nawongarra 0  +rdiddjarabaka -na
spirit, devil 3M +go out, emerge, -PC/T
(S) occur
He went over; to compensate he had to bare his thigh to be hit. He put his leg up to 
be hit and they stabbed him (with a spear).Then the devil spirits came o u t.
Nawongarra rdiddjarabakana, yingawa, yingawa belbbana liyawa
nawongarra 0  +rdiddjarabaka -na, yingawa,
spirit, devil 3M +go out, emerge, -PC/T at this time
(S) occur
yingawa 0  +belbba -na liyawa
at this time 3M(A) +step, -PC/T 3MOBLQ
3M(0) make contact
The devils were gone; then someone wrapped (bark) around (the wound) fo r  him.
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62. "Yingawa rrininja." yingawa banamuyawana, banamuyawana.
"yingawa rri +ni -nja" yingawa bana +muyawa -na,
at this time 1/2M +sit, -FUT, at this time 3UA(A) +finish -PC/T
(S) be 3M(0)
bana +muyawa -na.
3UA(A) +finish -PC/T 
3M(0)
"Now we'll rest." It was over between them. They were even.
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